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Preface

The ability of piloted simulators to represent military and civil aviation operational tasks with ever-increasing levels of fidelity is
leading to a steady growth in their use for all areas of aviation from new concept studies, through support for development and
flight clearance, to training air-crew for complex missions. In all applications of simulation the essential question is -What level
of confidence do I have in this simulator's capabilities to represent the tasks I am going to perform?- This Symposium has
brought together papers presenting a variety of experience of the effectiveness of simulation for many of the key areas of
applications.

Sessions focused on:

- the use of simulation in aircraft development programmes, including some of the issues raised by the use of simulation as
part of flight clearance activities:

- the use of simulation in developing piloting skills:

- the use and potential of simulation in full mission training for military r6les;

- the effectiveness of simulation for a variety of research tasks, including developing flying qualities criteria and exploring
new concepts.

The aim was to give attendees a view of the many contributions made by flight simulators, a change to update their knowledge of
the effectiveness of simulation for a wide range of tasks, and a glimpse of the future potential of simulation.

Preface

La capacite des simulateurs pilotes pour representer les tiches operationnelles de l'aviation civile et militaire h des niveaux de
fidlite de plus en plus eleves explique leur emploi de plus en plus courant dans tous les domaines de I'aviation, des etudes de
concept a Nentrainenment des equipages pour des missions complexes, en passant par le soutien au diveloppement ct a
I'autorisation de vol.

La question essentielle qui se pose dans toutes les applications des techniques de simulation est la suivante: 'A quel point ai-je
confiance en la capacitý de cc simulateur pour representer les tiches que je vais exicuter?- Ce symposium a reuni des
communications qui presentent une diversite d'exp•riences en cc qui concerne refficacite de la simulation dans diffdrents
domaines cdes d'application.

Les seances ont port6 sur les sujets suivants:

- l'emploi ie Ia simulation dans les programmes de d6veloppement avion, y compris cenaines questions soulevees par
r'emploi de la simulation dans le cadre des activitds d'autorisation de vol;

- l'emploi de la simulation pour r'entrainement au pilotage;

- l'emploi et le potentiel de la simulation pour l'entrainement a la mission militaire a grandeur nature; 1

- I'effiLaciti de la simulation pour diverses tfches de recherche, y compris le diveloppement des critres des qualitis de Vol 0)
et l'examen de concepts nosuve.aux

Lobjet du symposium etait d'offrir aux participants un panorama des contributions faites ptr leas ,imulateur- de vol. de les

presenter I'Ntat des connaissances actuelles en cc qui concerne I'efficaciti de la simulation pour une large gamnme de tfiches, et
de leur donner un apercu des possibilit6s futures.

.eodes/is SPO&iL/
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR FLIGHT SIM1ULATION TO IMPROVE

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Afl-P ~ 6 843 inisreriatdirektor J. HeydenI lead oif Directorate
MII A Armlamrents Techinology11111 FederalMinistry ofDfee11111 M 1111 Fdea P Box t1328Denc

5 30 on 192-159586ermvany I lN
Abstract piloted simnulationt setvs two piarv purposcs. ()le

ts to support the aircraft development and related
lI is keynote address gives art overvicN over the research, ard tire orther is to train aircrews, to operate

oppotlrtunities of piloted simurlatiott for thle develop- the aireraft. E ven though these two application areas
toent of aircraft and for thre training oif aircrews to are quite different, the requirements, designrs, and
operate thle aircraft. performance mnay be vcry, similar int many asp:,cts.

Btased ott the rnilitarry flight mission requtiremenrts In my addlress I amn concerned wvith borth types of
qomec critical issures oif peacetime military operations simmulation systems, i.e. the developmenet simulator
itt lmtr(pe are dliscussed and tire resuilting opportU- arrd the training simulator. Both have becomc inrlis-
mities for application oif flight simulation in develop- pensabic tools for fulfilling thle greater treed f:mr real-

nicitt amnd t raitning are presented. time man-in-the-loop sinmulatiomn of tnore coniplex

*11w address conclutdes omtr recotaitiredations for wveapon systems.

piltotcdl simnulation. [he use of sinrulations techtniques for aircrew and
system operator training dates back more than sixty
years when a device such as the Ilink Trairter was
developed and later successfully used ito tramn thou-

1. Irstroducfion sands of pilots di rrirrg thre Second WorldI War. [ ire
viewgrapls (Figure 2) shows ;in early L~ink Frainer
with flight path recorder. "Thre Link Trainer htas been

Mr. chairnran, ladies atrd gentlemen! found hrelpful in reducingflightri inre aind in insru~.ncting

It is a great pleasure and honour for me to be invited pilots in new met/rods of orientation and maiinttoinin~g
to a attheir instrui~ncnl fl'inrg efficiency'. This statemenmt was

topresent akeynote adldress atthis AGARI) Sym- yien by the American author 1). W. lmormliirsorr, a
posiurn. Particutlarly so bsecause iTiy association with formerUSMrnpioworentdaaern
AGARI) as a ainlIceaehspoe ob hssubject at tile Annural M-etttrg of thle Germanvecry inspiring. Also, represcertinrg a nation which is Ilifientlral Society on 13th Oc:tober 1934 irs Berlinl
located right in tire middle of a densely populated [I
Furonpe and beirng chrallernged by thre Europeanl
mliletotna rf losw level flighrt traininrg I would like to Futture air warfare wvill place enormous demands on
stress thrat this symnposiurm ott Piloted Simulationm bomth situtational awareness outside the cockpit and
I ýffcc~ivctmcss is lsighily relevanrt a;ud of utmost impor- system or senrsor interpretation inside thre (ockpit.
tatmce tnot omnly to) Germamry brrt to thle NATO) com- On tire viewgraplr (Figure 3) y:o can see that the air
ttmtnity as a whole, vehicle pant is becitrg continrurusly improved by thle

My pesetatontheefor, wll nclde asincreased integration of systems like msultifutnction
My rertratontlerfor, illinlud -asyou Canrldisplays, controls arrd avionics neededl to support

see from the viewgraplr (Figurre 1) - a review of wide ranging rmissiont requirementls. lDevclopi~ierrt
.selected military mission requtirenment,;sland related simulation will hrelp to extend threse capabsilities.
criticanl issues concernring mnilitasy flight operations in Thskn oficeed ytm pitca,-nhs

Fuloic.confronted their orperators withr increasing Issychro-
In recent year's imrportant advanrces; hrave been made logical and physiological demands. While it i5 gener-
in tile field of simulator technology for research, ally appreciated tlrat the pilot's psyclromotoric and
dlevelopmentr and training purposes. cognitive skills. whichr means his ability to acqunire,

prvdd process and make effective control decisions, are key
Contrseqtuently, I will address opportunities prvdd contributors to military operational effectiveness,
by pilotedi simnulationr for flighrt velricle development there are significant difficulties in improvirrg the
and verilication anrd its sigrrificanrce for advanced air- match between new cockpit and system technologies
crew trainring. arrd pilot capabilities.

I will conclude with certain expectationts and rec- Thre most important means of improving the oran-
omnrendal ions whichr I hope will stimulate the machine interface is thre inrerased utilization .f pilot-
researchers, desigrrer-, and operators present in threir ed simulators for air vehicle developtment as well as
efforts tor furthrer improve piloted simurlation effec- for pilot qualification arrd trairning. The final answer
tivenlegq. to the question oif Irow to improve military opera-



tional eltfctiveneq- in future air warfare will heavily logically superior but also more responsive to
depcnd on the amount of automation that a pilot shrinking defence budgcts. Simulation systems, with
needs for effective decision-making with an accepta- new technologi,.s to keep costs down, can strongJy
ble workload, contribute towards meeting both types of aequire-

In recognition of the important contributions the ments, as I will discuss later.

AGARI) Flight Mechanics Panel (FMP) has made
to the simulation community of the NATO member
nations (see Table 1), it is worthwhile to recall that 3. Critical Issues of Military Flight Training
more than thirty technical documents have been
produced since 1q56 in the form of AGARD
Reports, Advisory Reports, AGARDographs and The aforementioned Military Flight Mission
Conference Proceedings, which are now standard Requirements not only demand considerable training
reference material. Various symposia on this topic to enable the pilot to fulfill his task, but they also call
have been organized, the last being in Cambridge, for his practising this skill under peacetime condi-
England, in late 1995. tions.

As you can see on the viewgraph (Figure 4) AGARD Although flight training accidents have been a:ccpted
has played an equally important role in the develop- in the past as a price of readiness, this price appears
ment of piloted simulation through its technical to be rising beyond the level of public acceptance.
Working Groups, where advances in flight simulation These flight safety aspects in combinatioi with cnvi-
technology for improved fidelity and utility have been ronmental issues such as noise have strongly reduced
identified, evaluated and documented, the public and political support that the NATO Air

Forces in Europe deserve. Further details are shown
I ano looking forward to hearing more in the near on the vicwgrpph (Figure 7).
future about the results achieved by Working Group
16 on IValidation of Simulation Systems for Aircraft The only way to alleviate the discrepancies between

Acceptance Testing and Working Group 20 on Pilot- the military training requirements of combat read-
ed Simulation in Ilov Altitude High Speed Mission iness and peacetime training limitations in Europe is
Rehearsal. by making greater use of piloted simulation.

Important contributions to piloted simulation tech- The most challenging flight training requirement is
niqucs have also been made by the Aerospace Med- the consequence from the German restrictions on
ical Panel (AMP), the Guidance and Control Panel low-level flying avid the request issued to its NAiTO
(GCP) and the Aerospace Application Sub-Coin- allies for them to observe the same rule while flying
mnittee (AASC). The viewgraph (Figure 5) clearly in German airspace. Low-level Flight Training in
demonstrates the interdisciplinary nature of the sub- the simulator requires high-fidelity simulation. We
ject and the need to bring togetl.cr individuals from will hear more about it later.
different scientific, technical and operational back-
grounds in order to improve the understanding of the But it must also be stated that even the most sophis-
man-machine interface of piloted simulators. ticated aircraft can be rendered worthless if its pilot

is more or less marginally trained on ground-based
simulators. Simulator time cannot compensate for a
lack of real flying experience. Therefore, shifting too

2. Military Flight Mission Requirements much flight time to simulator time could have
adverse effects omi the morale csf air crews ard their
decision to remain in the services.

Ladks and gentlemen, the NATO armed forces
training and simulation programmes are closely cou-
pled to current and future Military Flight Mission
Requirements. The current requirements of the Ger- 4. Opportunities for Flight Vehicle Devel-
man forces are shown on the viewgraph (Figure 6). opment and Verification Simulation
They are more or less representative of the Allied
NA'I 0 forces in Furope.

Clanging global political realities like the collapse of As I said earlier, the wide variety of applications of
the Warsaw Pact have contributed to uncertainties piloted simulation includes the support of flight
about the future role of the NATO armed forces. vehicle system development and verification as wellT nh es. as allows varying grades of aircrew training. Both
in cuts in budgets. areas will be discussed in special sessions of this

symposium.

In contrast to this, lessons have to be learned from
the Gulf Crisis, yielding a new requirement for mul- 'n begin with, the potential and opportunities for
minational flexible and mobile mailitary task forces flight vehicle development support are shown on the

.obmably under the political umbrella of tho United viewgraph (Figure 8). Complementary simulation
Nations. tools and their increasing complexity become neces-

sary if a higher degree of confidence is required.
From this, it can be concluded that air weapon sys- Ground-based hardware and pilot-in-the-loop engi-
tems of the future will not only have to be techno- neering simulations, when used effectively, already
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allow tremendouis savings to be made in development need separate large sie electronic control units for
costs and time. redundancy management whereas the AI' I'leS eclc-

tro-optical control unit is fully integrated within the
In-flight simulation becomes necessary as a final ver- tail-rotor actuator system.
ification tool whenever ground simulators may pro-
vide misleading or even erroneous answers. Special In order to get such smart actuator technologies for
lessons have been learned whenever new flight con- flight critical systems certified in a reasonable time
trol system architectures and characteristics have been frame anr early dialogue between the systebn dcsigners,
dominated by initial abruptness, excessive time delays integrators and acceptance authorities is highly bene-
and nonlinear effects. In such cases large amounts of ficial. Again, ground-based and, ultimately, airborne
control surface activity can lead to control surface piloted simulation will be the decisive tools for pro-
rate limiting and the pilot has either been incapable viding evaluation data and criteria.
of providing adequate control or he has coupled with
the aircraft response. This kind of critical man-
machine coupling is described as pilot-induced oscil-
lations. 5. Opportunities for Aircrew Training Sim-

ulation
The Swedish company Saab-Scania recently used a

USAF in-flight simulator because the 1989 Gripen
accident was obviously related to flight control svs- 'The drive lo icmdu-, training costs requires the
tern peculiarities that they had not been able to dis- increased use of all kinds of simulators from the so-
cover in thousand of hours of ground-based simu- called Electronic Classroom, representing computer-
lations. based ground training systems, up to Ymbedded

A recent first Intemational Symposium on In-Flight Training which provides in-flight full mission training

Simulation hosted by I)DR in Germany provided a on complex air weapon systems under real environ-
unique expert forum for test pilots, flight test and mental and threat conditions.
simulation engineers from industry, governments and The application spectrum of Aircrew Training Simu-
research organizations to discuss the importance of lation is shown on the viewgiaph (Figure 12t. For
piloted simulation for flighl vehicle system verifica- many years emphasis was plrced on the enhanced
tion - using both ground-based and in-flight simu- realism of full-capability training simulators. Increas-
lation in complementary roles [2]. ing computer efficiency nowaJays permit a greater

"I he next viewgraph (Figure 9) indicates application degree of confidence and realis:n due to higher fidelity

areas for verification t,::,ting where piloted simulations in motion and outside scenery generated by visual

have proved to be very successful, systems. As a re-sult, advanced-capability simulators
required for Full-Mission Rehearsal Training are

As aii example, the last item on this chart has been becoming more complex and costly.
successfully implemented by the UIS Army. During
the evaluation of the two industry proposals for the On the other hand, simulator companie have

future light Helicopter (1,11) the assessment of the recently entered the market vith new families of

piloted simulators played a key role and was one of reconfigurable simulation systems using reprogram-

the most important selection criteria for the award mable and portable software, offering new prospects

of the full-scale development contract. The US Army of lowering overall costs. The fastest growth in use

has stated that it will save about one billion US will be with the low-end simulators for part-task or
Dollar by not build' " demonstrators [3]. basic flight training.

The next two viewgraphs are related to the third and Nevertheless, while simulator time for primart train-

fourth items on this chart, concerning the upgrading in, will not substitute actual flight time, it will

of certification standards which are not readily appli- enhance it and make it more etlicient.
cable to modern technology subsystems such as An excerpt from the wide range of simulator appli-
fiber-optical flight control systems,. cations for aircrew qualification and training is shown

In the rare in-flight photo (Figure 10) the fixed-wing on the following viewgraph (Figure 13). The main
and rotary-wing in-flight simulators VFW614 simulator training objectives aie related to the famil-
ATTAS and B0105 ATIIIeS of the German Aer- iarization of the pilots with flight vehicle system
ospaoc Research Fstablishment DLR are shown, operations, flight characteristics and emergency pro-
Both flight vehicles are involved in various national cedures. Increased emphasis will be placed on crew
and intemational research programmes. co-ordination and mission management. Enhanced

automation and advanced avionic technologies are
The full-authority fly-by-wire flight control system creating a need for better understanding and training
and its actuators for AiTAS were designed in the in crew awareness of how to interact with the aircraft.
early 1980's whereas the yaw-cortrol channel of the
helicopter simulator ArFIleS is a fly-by-light system 'The most challenging simulator training requirements
of the late 1980's. are coming from low-level flight missions such as

Terrain-Following high-Speed Flights or helicopter
As you can see on the close-up view (Figure II) the Nap-of-the-Earth flights. Due to the strong political
quantum jump in actuator technology from ATTAS issues associated with low-level high-speed flight
to ATilleS is obvious. The ATIVAS actuators still training in Europe to which I drew attention back in
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my introductory remarks, it seems to be justified to let me finally give you some p.cneric thoughts about

spenid another five minutes on this subject. future training systenms which have to meet certain

Since the German restrictions of low-level flight performance crilena in order to allow

training have been imposed, not only the German * training for complex s;r warfare.
Air Force, but also severa! NATO air forces have 0 preparation of aircrews for "red flag' type exer-
tben looking increasingly at the degree to vhich cises, and
simulators could replace or at .ast reduce the * opt'mization of mission parameter sets.
amount of low- level fCying exercises. These performance criteria arc shown on the view
Front the general requirements and problem areaz graph (Figure 16). They wive an indication of techoi
shown on the viewgraph (Figure 14) it can be cot.- cal problem a~cas, where detailed research is required.
eluded that new frontiers have to be approached in The aim of this rescarch is to improve the realism of
order to achieve pilot acceptance for ground-,ased present training systems in some fundamental areas
i w -hlevel high-speed tr-;.sing simulat ion such as

I ow-level flight consists of a mass of highly detailed * realistic scenarios to be composed froi.i stand-
visual cues being continuously up-dated in the pilots ardized data bass,
brain. Scene details are used to obtain hei'tst and . artif;-il intelligent" targets wilh inherent
spccd cues. P'eripheral vision provides sp"-tial and maneuver logics, and
additional speed cues. In the terrain-following flight * networking of operational training simulators in
mode and due to low-level turbulence the pilot is also order to increase the number of players taking
subject to dynamic variations of vertical ecclerations part ina crser
which lead to specific motion curing via iis vestibular part in an exercise.
systeta I lere in 1; urop7 we intend to conduct this research

IBoth impressions, that is visual atnd motion cueing, as p--t of the "Ft. Cl II)" research programmnse.

must be accurately reproduced in a ground-based The potential of aý-bomc simulation of combat mis-
I ow-I evel Training Simulator. A lack of time conre- sion segments requires (lFigsic 17)
lation or disparity between visual and motior cues -
such as visual scene delay - can cause simulator- * a relevant scenario with simulated electronic
induced sickness. Tlse tendency for simulator-induced warefare components to be generated and dis-
sickness seems to be strongest for the more experi- played,
enced pilot who r-ay have more expectancy patterns * air targets as well as greund targets on-board
stored in his brain, and their tactical behaviour displayed to the

aircrew,
Another fundamental issue for low-level training * situation oriented avionics/sensors to be man-
sim"~:X.',. ,s related to variations in human informa-
tion-absorption and decision-making during "syn- aged and, if available, integrated, if not, to be

thetic' flight conditions in comparison to the real simulated,
wold. Also, it is probably not sufficient to produce * the finn logic of fneodlc and enemy weapon
a similar performance iii the simulator as in flight. It launch solutions to be simulated and displayed,

is al., necessary that the pilot adopts the same con- and

trol s.ategy. • the offensive and defet,sive maneuver and attack
profiles to be calculated on-board and displayed

In order to gather information about how much in a format so that the aitcrew can interpret the
progress must be made before visual systemss and steering commands and matintain situational
motion system enhancements approach the simulator awareness.
fidelity needed to replicate low-level flying the Gcr- ' i
nan Go.ernment has initiated the development of a Tcchnict requtretents include

te.tk-d for a future gro.,od-based Tornado low-level 0 computer hard-/software to generate the envi-
training simulator. The project is being conducted by ronment arnd
CAF Flectronics GmblI and the Tornado Test Sim-
ulator arrangement can be seen on this viewgraph h display technolog to interface the aircrew with
(Figure 15). the in-fligst simtlation swtem

By utilizing the CAF-Link Fibre Optic Helmet Problem areas are mainly associated with the

Mounted Display for each crew member to display v availability of flight cleared hard-/software.
high-dynamic and resolution visual scenes it is hoped
to bring new dimensions to visual realism [4]. Fur-
themiore, as tire visual system and the crew are posi-
tioned on the saone six-axis motien pl. form it seems 6. Conclusions and Recommendations
to be easier to harmonize the vestibular and visual
sensations of motion with a lower probability of
simulato- "iduced motion sickness. ladies and gentlemen,

If the customer evaluation proves to he successfil, I would like to conclude by challanging you all the
there are plans to upgrade the in-service simulators A(;ARD and expert community. I ask you to discuss
of the German Air Force and Navy. the four questions shown on the viewgraph (Figure



is) conicerning not only simulator capabilities anti desirable to check thefl7ight res5ult againist simulator
human limitations but also aspects of affordability: results so fi- it valuablefjug/it timne is not ivasted".

"* What aixý the tiinimumn equipment require- Thank you for your kind attention and I wish you
roents for development simulation and training every success for your symposium.
simulation?

"* Can simulator fidelity be improved by intro-
ducing new cost-effective enabling technologies?

"* Are there technical or training options available 7. Bibliography
to increase pilot acceptance for low-level high-
speed flight simulation? [1] D. W. Tomlinson"* What activns shottld be taken to enhance Hligh Altiftude Flying Ob~s-vations andie F-nomirc
standardization and implementation of full mis- Calculations
sion simulation facilities for common and corn- Jahrbuch 1939 der lDeutsctin Luftfattrttorschuang
plementary use within the NATO forces? (Erganizurigsbandl, pp. 77-10t

V, ith my final viewgraph (Figure 19) 1 would like to [211 M.Meeharn
complinent AGARI) and its Flight Mechanics Panel Airborne Simulation Expan h.
and tos thank it for all the efforts it has made in the Aviation Week & Space I echnotog), 7 ()-tohrr 199Qt,
field of Hlight Simulation in order to p.24

* provide a cost-effective forum for [3] B.W.Ifendersori
inforationexchage, imnulatorsr Aid LUlX Designscientific/technical inoiainecagAviation Week & Space Ie.-hinotogy 27 \eveinher

* advise NATO( governments ot, required research 1989, pp34 38
and develspment,

* stimulate co-operative and cost-effective multi- [4] W.Winkter
iationial research and developmenot ventures Approaching Ness, Fr-ontie'rs in Ground Bawd, .5ozu-
and, Finally, lation: The Tornado Low Lere! Operations Simulator

* accumulate multidisciplinary simulation exper- Internationat Symposium oi In Itlight Simutation tor
tise in its various Technical panels. th 90's, 1-3 July 1991. Braunschmweig, DI hIt PapC7

91 -OS-21
It is appropriatc- to cite the Hlonorable Robert C.
Seamans, formerly Secretary of the United States Air -5] R.C.Scaiianns, ir.

Forc, MI.T.Proesso an Dea ofAcm-and Discussion of the tWright Rrothers l.ecture of
Astronautics, and US National Delegate to AGARD Controle.AodniiStilyad uoac
(1966 - 1969), who forty years ago exactly had this to Journal of the Aeron-iotical Sciences. V'olt.1 ýNo.9.syabout development simulation [.)]: 'It is highly p.6 23 (1951)
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10 Introduction

"* Military Flight Mission Requirements

"* Critical Issues Concerning Military Flight Training
in Europe

"* Opportunities for Flight Vehicle Development and
Verification Simulation

"* Opportunities for Aircrew Training Simulation

"* Conclusions and Recommendations
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Figure I



The Link Simulator of the 30's
Source: D W1 Tomh'nson Jatvbucl 7938 0e, Deulschen Luflta11Shro,chng
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Pilot Dynamics
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Development Simulation
How to Improve Military Operational Effectiveness
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Piloted Simulation - The Role of AGARD ( Part 1)

Road Map of Flight Mechanics Panel ( FMP ) Activities:
* Some 30 Documents ( 1956 - 1991
"* Highlights:
Symposia: 0 Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation (1978)

o Flight Simulation ( 1985)
o Piloted Simulation Effectiveness (1991)

Working Groups: o Fidelity of Simulation for Pilot Training
(FMP/AMP WG 10, 1980)

o Characteristics of Flight Simulator Visual Systems
(FMP WG 10, 1981 )

o Validation of Simulation Systems
(FMP WG 16,1992)

o Piloted Simulation in Low Altitude High Speed
Mission Rehearsal•----• (FMP WG20,1993) F,

FMOD 1993) -AGARD

Figure 4

Piloted Simulation - The Role of AGARD ( Part 2)

Complementary Contributions from other Panels:

"* AMP AGARDograph: The Use of Simulators for Training
In - Flight and Emergency Procedures (1980)

"* AMP Symposium: Motion Cues in Flight Simulation
and Simulator Sickness ( 1987)

"* GCP Symposium: Computer Aided Design and Simulation (1990)

"* AASC Workshop: Low Level Flight Training ( 1989)

" AASC Study No. 34: Reduction of the Environmental Impact of
Operational Flying Training (1992 / 1993)

FMOD - AGARD

Figure 5



Military Flight Mission Requirements

"* Air Force * Navy
0 Interdiction 0 Anti Submarine Warfare
3 Counter Air 0 Search and Rescue ( SAR)
o Reconnaissance 0 Combat Rescue
o Air Lift 0 Over the Horizon Targeting

"* Army
o Anti Armor
o Escort
o Transport
"o Fixed Target Indication (FTI)
"o Moving Target Indication ( MTI)

FMOD - AGARD

Figure 6

Critical Issues Concerning Military Flight Training
in Europe

F Flight Restrictions due to
o Limited Combat Training Ranges
o Dense Air Traffic
o Flight Safety Aspects ( Air Crashes)

* Flying Hour Reductions due to
"o Declining Budgets
"o Rising Costs of Flight Operations)

0 German Restrictions on Low Level Flyingdue to
"o Greater Environmental Awareness ( Noise Annoyance)
"o Increasing Public Reluctance and Opposition

0 Adverse Effects on Aircrew Morale ?

9 MOD GR

Figure 7
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Confidence /
Realism

Plt Inn -th Fligot

Simulat•ion

Flight Vehicle Development Simulation

Figure 8

Use of Piloted Simulation in Verification Testing

* Definition of Handling - Qualities Requirements

* Flight Control and Subsystem Assessment Modification
and Up - Grading

*Flight Vehicle Subsystem Acceptance Testing and
Certification

F Development of Certification Standards

* Validation of Design and System Capabilities for Contractor

Selection

0FMOD

Figure 9



DLR In - Flight Simulators VFW 614 ATTAS and

FMD BO 105 ATTHeS- AG

Figure 10

Advances in Digital - Electrohydraulic Actuator
Systems for In - Flight Simulators

FMOD - AGARD

Figure 11
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Electronic Classroom Complexity / Costs

Aircrew Training Simulation

0 FMOD - -AGARD

Figure 12

Use of Piloted Simulation for Qualification and Training

* Cockpit Procedure & Proficiency Training

* Emergency Procedure Training

* Crew Coordination & Mission Management Training

* Type & Weapons Training

SFamiliarization with New Technologies ( Automation )

A Low Level Flight & Mission Rehearsal Training

FMOD + -AGARD

Figure 13
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p II

Terrain Following Training Simulation

General Requirements

0 Accurate Modelling of A/C and Environmental Dynamics
* Effective Visual Description of Outside World

"O Large Field of View ( FOV)
"O High Resolution Computer Generated Imagery (CGI)

* Realistic Motion Environment
o High Fidelity Motion

Problem Areas

"* Simulator Induced Sickness ( SIS)
* Neural Mismatch ( e.g. Neural Storage of Experience)
"* Biodynamic Interferences ( e.g. Pilot - Induced Oscillations)
"* Variability of Information and Control Strategies

FMOD -AGARD

Figure 14

.1LMW1 MO.PT*O DISK- -

TORNADO SIMULATOR
EVALUATION TEST BED

Figure 15
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Simulation of Complex Air Warfare

Performance Criteria and Technical Needs of a system
for complex air warfare training

* Realistic 0 Representative number of players0 scenarios

environment Validation, briefing, debriefing
o cockpits

* Fidelity of simulation S Optimum mission

FMOD - AGARD

Figure 16

Airborne Simulation of Combat Missions

On - board simulation of relevant mission segments by
generating and displaying
"o Scenario / electronic warface elements
"o Opponents / targets ( airborne and ground targets)
"O Situation oriented avionics / sensor management
"o Enemy and friendly weapon capabilities ( firing logic)
"o Offensive / defensive maneuver / attack profiles

Technical Requirements
o Computer hard -/ software to generate the environment

o Display technology ( head - down, head - up, helmet mounted)
to Interface the alrcrew with the airborne simulation system

MOD AGARD

Figure 17
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Recommendations
Challenges to the AGARD and Expert Community here today
concerning Aspects of Affordability:

"* What are the Minimum Equipment Requirements for
"O Development and Verification Simulation
"o Pilot Training Simulation
"o Complex Air Warfare Simulation?

"* Where are Cost - Effective Enabling Technologies to

Improve Simulation Fidelity ?

"* What Action must be taken to Increase
Pilot Acceptance of Training Simulation ?

"* What Means of Simulation Facility Concentration and
Standardization may improve NATO Military Operational
Effectiveness ?

FMOD AGARD

Figure 18

Conclusions

"* AGARD plays an Indispensable Role in
the Development of Piloted Simulation

"* AGARD provides a Cost - Effective Technical Forum
for the NATO Piloted Simulation Community

"* AGARD should continue to Accumulate
Multidisciplinary Simulation Expertise
in its various Technical Panels

FMOD AGARD

Figure 19
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T he lt Simulator In Aircraft Control and Design

The~ Use of Piloted Simulation In Generel Research
VR - 365
SImuLatilon In Modern Aero-Space Vehicle Design

;;-LISh Simulat ion.- Theory and Applications

A Reniew of In-Fl~i~igLSimultion Pertinent to Piloted Space Vehicie
A 403
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"- 7' Piloted Simulation Effectiveness

Development Applications and Limitations

Colonel Richard A. Borowski
Flight Dynamics Directorate

Wright Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6553 USA

Many years ago President John F Kennedy hosted a dinner model often starts a a software emulation of the full up
for a gathering of scientists at the White House - a gathering system. Then, as individual hardware and software modules
that may have represented intelligence and achievement on the are completed, they can be substituted for their software
same level as today's gathering here. His words on that emulation modules.
occasion were "This may represent the greatest concentration
of brainpower here since Thomas Jefferson dining alone." I The simulation approach may be essential to development ýf
recently bad the opportunity to tour Jefferson's home, modem systems but that is not the key issue of this
Montecello, with a Jeffersonian expert, Billy Wayson. conference. That key issue is manned simulation. The most
During the course of my tour, I became more aware of complex mechanism that must be integrated into today's
Jefferson, the scientist. He was, appropriate to this systems is the man. His input/output connection is undefined.
gathering, a great internationalist. He assimilated the culture, his gain constantly changes, no two modules are alike and
technology and systems of Europe and attempted to transplant accurate transfer functions have yet to be written. Sometimes
them to North America. He was a tinkerer and an he has a good night and the following day is less good.
experimenter. Like many of us, he experimented on the Sometimes personal considerations overwhelm normal
system level and collected vast amounts of data. He certainly operating characteristics. Nonetheless, man is the most
faced a problem we face today - the difficulty of finding adaptive, fastest learning and best logical system yet invented
meaning in all the data he collected. For all his brilliance, he and it is worth our effort as designers and engineers to tap
died a pauper. He was unable to conduct experiments except into that powerful computer that is the human brain.
on a full scale - a scale so vast that his experiments consumed
his resources. Some of you may have read the recent novel "Day of the

Cheetah." In that novel, the pilot's reasoning and computing
We have a problem similar to Jefferson's today, capacity was integrated with that of the airplane through a
Development of complex military systems is difficult. Some complex and demanding direct connection to the brain. In
problems could be solved if we had a full scale, fully instru- real life today we work through more conventional
mented war to provide data. But deriving data from even the input/output devices to include the pilot and his reasoning
short, idiosyncratic war in the Middle East this year was a power as past of the system. We need a means of measuring
problem. Even if the data are available, turning data into the demands put on the pilot's input/output ports - visual,
useful information remains a problem. Simulation today audible and kinesthetic - and we must be able to assess
provides us with the best possible means of understanding whether the task the pilot is assigned can be done in the
masses of data and designing for the wartime environment, highly demanding environment of the cockpit. Simulation is
Simulation also provides a means to make sense of the vast the key to bringing the man - a real man - to the development
amounts of technical data we are able to generate. process.

Simulation plays another role today, as an aid to strategic The remainder of my presentation will be a survey of some
planning. With numerous technologies competing for the simulation systems used in the United States with full
investment dollar, simulation provides us with a means to recognition that similar and in many cases superior systems
understand the impact of technologies not yet developed, are in use elsewhere. Simulators take on various aspects,
Once that strategic investment decision is made, simulation depending on the task at hand. I will look at various
often becomes part of the development process. mechanizations of simulation and atmempt to relate them to the

nature of desired outcomes. Finally, the question "Why

Systems today often begin with rapid prototyping. In rapid simulate?" must be addressed.
prototyping the operation of a system may be functionally
modeled without coming to grips with how the system will be In preparing for this presentation, I paid special attention to
designed or what the components will be. Rapid prototyping simulators operated by the US government - the military
allows the characteristics of a complex system to be services and NASA. I did not spend much time at contractor
understood before it is designed and built. Even if we choose facilities although those facilities provide some of the US's
to omit the rapid prototyping step, modem systems are often most capable simulation. For the most part, those facilities
too complex and expensive to develop without running a are similar to the government facilities I will discuss.
model of the full-up system before the system is built. That

I _



Fitting the simulator to the task is key to getting meaningful me was flying the Crew Station Research and Development
results. The range of simulators available goes from the Facility. That system is used to address both flying quality
highly capable, ubiquitous large dome with full projection issues and systems integration and battle management issues -
capability to what I call the "folding chair simulator" - a primarily for helicopters. The unique aspect of the Crew
display monitor, a joystick and the appropriate computing Station Research and Development Facility is that it does not
hardware and software. At Wright Laboratory we use a use an externally projected image. The system is, by today's
"folding chair" simulator for rapid prototyping pilot display popular nomenclature, a virtual reality system. The pilot
formats. These displays can be mechanized in hours and can wears a helmet that projects separate computer generated
be designed to move and change as they might in flight. This images, via laser light valves, into each eye. When the pilot
rapid screening allows a large number of concepts to be tested turns his head, the generated image changes to follow his
in minimum time. head motion. The system was mechanized as a helicopter

with a single four-axis controller replacing the cyclic and
A simple simulation at NASA Dryden was used to explore collective controls. An additional friendly helicopter was
control of aircraft with flight controls largely disabled. This mechanized and the terrain included a small European village.
simulation showed it is possible to control and possibly land As I maneuvered around the terrain, I quickly noticed an
an airplane like a Boeing 707 or a McDonnell-Dougla F-15 overwhelming sensation of motion. I could distinctly feel
using power changes alone. Much more complex simulation forces applied to my body. I had not noticed any provisions
may take place before this capability is next heard from but for motion as I got into the seat nor had my briefer mentioned
interesting possibilities have been raised. The concept motion. I determined I would figure out for myself whether
showed promise and today our laboratory is engaged in s joint I was moving. By twisting my head, I was able to adjust my
research project with Dryden to further explore the idea. The field of view until I could see around the projected image. In
key was the ability to easily and quickly develop a simulation the background I was able to see some mechanical
to explore the concept without a large commitment of components of the system and they were definitely not
resources. moving. The forces I felt must have been generated as I

braced myself against anticipated accelerations. To finish the
One issue that often is raised when simulation is being story, I established beyond a doubt the compelling nature of
considered is the necessity for motion. Today's dome the visual display when I executed some high rate maneuvers
simulators so completely stimulate human visual sensors that and immediately experienced motion sickness.
the absence of motion often goes unnoticed. Nonetheless, we
at Wright Laboratory maintain both a domed and a motion Does this prove motion is not necessary? Not at all. In fact,
based simulator for specific purposes. We feel the motion motion sickness is well known to be caused by a disparity
based simulator is better for many pilot-in-the-loop flying between senses. My eyes saw motion that my body did not
qualities tasks while the domed simulator is better for feel. However, it is curious to me that similar experiences in
complex F-- items operation and battle management tasks, fixed base domed simulators have not resulted in the same
Perhaps th, -ýxtcnsi•e use of fixed base, domed simulators sensations or the same nausea.
today reflects a concentration on systems integration and
battle management as a force multiplier. Finally I want to mention a recent opportunity to fly a

simulation of the HL-20 at NASA Langley. The HL-20 is a
I have had recent exoeriences that gave me a first hand "space taxi* concept that might be used to ferry people to and
opportunity to assess the issue of motion. At NASA Ames, from a apace station. After a year of development, the
I had the opportunity to fly their VMS - a large range of system concept had been considerably refined as a result of
motion simulator especially designed for Vertical and Short simulation, including some substantial changes to the design
Takeoff and Landing flying qualities. As luck would have it, of the vehicle. The simulation addresses the full range of
the simulation underway was of a Harrier. It had been eight aerodynamic and flying qualities issues and is well on the way
years since my proficiency in the Harrier had lapsed but upon to providing a means to train test pilots. My own learning
entering the simulator - with motion turned off - I found that curve was very rapid, progressing in three tries from a barely
it was still possible for me to control the machine. I found safe standard approach to a smooth touchdown from an
myself able to perform all the basic takeoff and landing approach started with low air speed and low on glide path.
maneuvers but, as might be expected, with nowhere near the The touchdown motion was especially convincing, providing
smoothness of control I like to remember myself as showing instant feedback on rate of descent that was much more
during my flight testing days. Then, after about ten minutes, immediate and meaningful than the digital readout in the
the simulator operatcý asked if I was ready for motion. I cockpit.
consented and it seemed to me as if a very powerful and
effective set of stability augmenters had been engaged. The When we speak of motion based simulators, we are usually
airplane immediately stabilized and flew like I seemed to talking about simulators with a limited range of motion. The
remember - or at least like I wanted to remember myself intent is not to duplicate accelerations the pilot feels but
flying. The addition of motion cues provided me, as the pilot simply to provide some cues that allow the pilot to use more
in the loop part of a system, with an additional channel of of his senses and more accurately duplicate the sensations of
feedback that substantially improved system qualities, the airplane. Sometimes it may be desirable to provide a

nearly exact duplication of accelerations along with a high
The second experience at Ames that particularly impressed fidelity visual environment. The choice for this buation is

I.
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the in-flight simulator. We at Wright Laboratory take pride communities has been implicated in many problems, ranging
in our pioneering of inflight simulation as a tool to develop from poor specifications that wasted time and money to : or
flying qualities criteria as well as to simulate specific execution resulting in loss of aircraft. Flight test
airplanes and their control systems. Our current in-flight organizations are particularly fond of using simulation to
simulation stable of airplanes includes the oldest airplane in plan, practice and anticipate technical issues in flight test.
the US Air Force, the NT-33. Our other in-flight Rimulator Both NASA Dryden and the Air Force Flight Test Center at
is based on a twin turboprop transport. Like ground based Edwards Air Force Base make extensive use of simulation.
simulatoas, these airplanes have limitations and must be used The X-29 simulator at Dryden was involved in clearing tie
intelligently. In an attempt to increase our capability to X-29 to 66 degrees angle of attack. The Short Takeoff and
simulate today's high performance systems, we are replacing Landing F-15 was sim;

1 :rly cleared by the Air Force Flight
the NT-33 with a new in-flight simulator based on the F-16. Test Center through its flight test sequence. The simulator
The VISTA will have a substantially increased simulation served as the library of analytical and wind tunnel results,
flight envelope. First flight of VISTA is scheduled for next modified to reflect flight test results to date. The simulator
month. was used to practice missions, to develop procedures, to

check the consequences of errors in projected data, to train
To no one's surprise, the cost of conductinga simulation rises teat pilots and teat engineers and to provide a way of quickly
as the fidelity of simulation rises. Simulation represents a generating expected results for comparison to flight.
substantial cost in development of current airplanes but many
of us associated with the development processbelieve strongly During these two flight test programs, I was able to get a
that simulation provides good value. Some of us would management level a -scssment of progress by flying the flight
maintain that simulation is frequently underutilized. Certainly test simulators myself. By discussing my observations with
systems have been developed with problems that needed pilots and engineers, I could understand areas of uncertainty
expensive corrction late in development - problems that and controversy and, if necessary, I could preview the likely
could have been found and corrected using simulation. With results of any management guidance I might plan to give. I
that thought in mind, I'd like to spend a few moments was able to do all these things quickly, efficiently and with
considering the issues that simulation is used to address, minimum chance of misunderstanding because of the ability

to communicate using simulation. In these cases, simulation
We've already spoken of simulation as a strategic planning became a powerful tool for management oversight.
tool. Simulation can help us identify high payoff technologies
for further investment. One example of this is the extensive I'll close with a quick review of the benefits of simulation.
research that has been done in simulation of agile aircraft. Simulation allows us to make strategic investment decisions -
One interesting aspect of this simulator research is that at to answer the question "What if I had a system that
least one early simulation of enhanced agility was inadvertent, would....?" Next, simulation can be used in rapid
NASA Langley had one of the first dual dome simulators in prototyping; -if I had such a system, this is now it might
the US and was using it for air-to-air evaluations. The function." Simulation often provides the first system
simulation they were running was the F-14 against the mechanization by laying out and connecting the functional
MiG-21. Since the F-14 was a more recent aircraft with a modules. Step by step, those software modules can be
concentration on air-to-air agility, researchers expected it to replaced by hirdwarc as the system takes shape. Man can be
win most engagements. That turned out not to be the case. designed into the system through use of simulation, checking
The MiG was winning almost all the engagements. This was at each stage in the design process to make sure man is being
a matter of serious concern for the folks running the integrated into the system properly. During system tet and
simulation. In fact, there was initially some cncero that development, simulation provides a means of comparing
sensitive issues were involved. Engineers quickly rechecked forecast and actusl data, of augmenting communicatioi,s
the simulation data base. It turned out that the aerodynamic between pilot and engineer and of documenting final reau.a .
data of the MiG-21 was not well known and had been Simulation is there before the program starts and continues to
estimated. The non-linear portion of the flight regimes had exist as the program comes to maturity. During the next few
been projected as linear. That MiG had derivatives that days we wini have the opportunity to consider several
stay-d linear even when stall thresholds were exceeded, applications of simulation. Keep in mind, as you consider
NASA aerodynamicists quickly underst, od that linear each one, where that simulation fits in the continuum I have
derivatives at high angles of attack might be of value, described, what tkI prior step L. simulation may have been
Further simulations have verified the expected payoff of and what the next step is likely to be.
flying at conditions outside what we consider the normal
flight envelope. Those potential payoffs were projected as As a final note I would like to acknowledge superb
powerful enough that today we are testing the X-31, an cooperation from NASA centers at Ames, Langley and
airplane designed to have control power through a very large Dryden and from the Air Force Flight Test Center. These
flight regime. organizations provide constant cooperation and support for all

of Wright Laboratory's initiatives and went out of their way
As I surveyed various users of simulation in the development to be helpful to me.
process, I found a recurring theme. Simulation is an
excellent medium for communication between the test pilot
and the engineer. A lack of communication between these
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UTILITY OF GROUND SIMULATION IN FLIGHT CONTROL
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION, SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION

K. L. Keller
D. B. Janzen
A. A. Asay

United States Air Force Flight Test Center
Edwards Air Force Base, California 93523-5000

SUMMARY the unexpected motion asa possible pilot induced oscilla-
The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) Flying Quali- tion. immediately released the control stick to take him-
tic Simulatorisconsistently used prior toand in conjunc- selfout of the loop. However, the pitch oscillation contin-
tion with flight test to identifyaircraftflight control prob- ued for 20 seconds before damping out. Variation in peak
lems and also to develop, test, and validate solutions to load factor during the oscillation was approximately 2 to
theseproblems. The subject of this paper is an example of 3 g's with a maximum change of6.5 g. The frequency of
i.uw ground simulation was vital in developing an effec- the oscillation was 1 cycle per second and occurred at
tive software modification to eliminate apotentiallydan- 12,000 feet MSL and 330 KCAS (Figure #1). The pilot
gerous aircraft flight control anom,,ly. Through simula- terminated the mission and no further pitch oscillation in-
tionan in-flight uncommandedpitch oscillation incident cidences were reported during the remainderof the flight.
was investigated and the source of the problem was iden- Once on the ground the aircraft was thoroughly inspected
tified. A potential solution was tested and validawted iy for any anomalies, but none were found.
utilizing the simulator prior to flight test.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Additional benefits were gained due to simulation stu- BoththeAFFTCandtheaircraft manufacturercondu..ted
dies. The project pilots were able to practice test maneu- investigations of this flight control phenomena. Al-
vers and emergency procedures essential to the flight te.st though a time history of this event was retrieved from the
program. The preliminary work accomplished by ground aircraft seat data recorder, this particular model of fighter
simulation correctly predicted the effectiveness of the aircraft did not record any control stick inputs. Thus, the
software modification and ensured the success of an effi- only recordof what aircraft motions excited the oscillato-
cient and valid flight test program. ry mode was provided by ihe pilot's report and the re-

corded aircraft angles, rates, and control surface deflec-

LIST OF ABBR!VIATIONS tions. The pilot was uncertain of the control inputs that

AFFTC Air Force Flight Test renter were executed due to the fact thmt he was concentrating on

TAC Tactical Air Command the target aircraft. However, the pilot did state that he did

Dl"LCZ Digital Flight Contol System not transition through the jet wake of the other aircraft.

MSL Mean Sea LeveI Because no anomalies were found upon inspecting the

KCAS Knots Calsbrated Air Speed aircraft, it was believed that the problem was a unique

TEMS Test and Evaluation Mission Simulator flight control anomaly. Investigating this phenomena by

HUD Head-Up Display means of flight test was ruled out due to the enormous ex-

DBU Digital Backup pense of a trial-by-,rtor flight test program combined

CR Cruise Configuration with the obvious safety risk involved if the oscillatiot

PA Power Approach Configuration was successfully reproduced. Therefore, ground simula-

USAF United States Air Force tion was selected as the best method for this investigation.

The simulator that was used for this investigation was the

INTRODUCTION AFFTC Test and Evaluation Mission Simulator (TEMS).

A Tactical Air Command (TAC) fighter aircraft equipped which is a 6 degree-of-freedom, real time. fixed base, en-

with a Digital Flight Control System (DFLCS) encoun- gineering simulator. The TEMS visual system is an
tered a sustained uncommanded pitch oscillation while IVEX-2000 and has a head-up display (HUD) overlay.
performing air combat maneuvers. The pilot, mistaking The same flight conditions, aircraft configuration, gross

I
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weight, center of gravity, and moments of inertia of the AFFTC results were further substantiated by the aircraft
subject aircraft were used to ensure validity of the simu- manufacturer's flying qualities simulator.
lated test. However, difficulty in reproducing the oscilla-
tion was encountered due to the lack of control stick input Two types of maneuvers were developed to excite a sus-
data. Through analysis of the aircraft recorded time his- tained pitch oscillauion: Cross Control Stick Reversals;
tory. it was determined that the horizontal tails were rate and Rolling Pitch Reversals. Cross Control Stick Rever-
limited during the oscillation. Rate limiting is caused by sals consistedof aseries of full command pitch, with roll,
large control inputs that command a control surface to control inputs reversed at a rate of I cycle per second.
reactat a faster rate than the servo actuator can physically Rolling Pitch Reversals were initiated with an elevated-g
achieve. Thus, to increase the chance of reproducing the descending turn. When the specified load factor was
correct maneuver, the simulator flight control model was reached, the pilot rolled the aircraft to wings level and ex-
altered to cause rate limiting of the horizontal tails. By ecuted a series of pitch control inputs at a rate of I cycle
increasing the software rate lim its to a rate faster than the per second.
horizontal tails couldreact, aphase lag was induced in the
pitch axis of the flight control system and a sustained
pitch oscillation was achieved. SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT AND

VALIDATION
While this approach was unconventional in method, it al- The process used to solve this flight control problem in-
lowed the test team to investigate the oscillation in ques- volved utilizing both simulation and flight test to devel-
tion, and toalso determine the bestcontrol stick inputs re- op, test, and validate a flight control software modifica-
quired to produce the oscillation. Once the test team was tion (Figure #2). Ground simulation was used to develop
satisfied that the control stick inputs had been optimized, and optimize the control law modification. Next, the
the software rate limits were returned to the correct val- modification was extensively tested to validate that the
ues. With minimal practice, sustained pitch oscillations fix was effective throughout the entire flight envelope.
wereconsistently obtained with the originalsoftware rate Additionally, flight test preparation was accomplished

limits, through simulation by developing a test plan and emer-
gency procedures. Project pilots also took advantage of

Rigorous testing followed this initial breakthrough to de- the simulator to practice these new test maneuvers and
termine if any alternative control stick inputs or flight emergency procedures. Flight test was completed next
conditions would produce a similar oscillation. It was and substantiated the simulation results. These results
discovered that the severity of the oscillation wasdirectly from flight test were then compared with the simulation
proportional to dynamic pressure. These simulator-pro- results and analyzed tocomplete the process. The follow-
duced results were then compared to the actual incident ing sections describe in detail this process from software
and it was determined that the two were the same. The development to test program conclusions.

SOFTWARE VAUDATION

FIGURE #2: TEST PROCESS FLOW CHART

- FLIGH
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RESLT TEST.= RESULTS I
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Once the flight control anomaly had been well character- tested. This process involved a complete test of the fix
ized, a control law modification had to be developed to during multiple failure modes to ensure that the software
eliminate this problem. It had been determined that the modification had been correctly implemented. Next the
severity, as well as the probability of occurrnence, of an modified flight control computer was linked to the air-
oscillation was a function of dynamic pressure. Pitch os- craft manufacturer's ground simulator and further tested
cillationswithanaverageamplitudeof6g'shadbeenob- with a test pilot in the cockpit These tests all proved
tained with simulation at a dynamic pressure of 550 lbs/ successful and the next step was to flight test the flight
sq-ft. The control law pitch integrator was modified to control law modification.
reschedule the total pitch command available as a func-
tion of dynamic pressure. As dynamic pressure in- FLIGHT TEST PREPARATION
creased, the maximum pitch command available was re- Prior to actual flight testing of the fix, a test plan had to be
duced to eliminate any possibility of horizontal tail rate developed. With the help of simulation, the test point
limiting, maneuvers and flight conditions were selected. A range

of airspeeds and altitudes were chosen toduplicate the ac-
When the final version of the modification had been de- tual incident and also provide an adequate safety margin
cided upon, the simulator once again proved vital in vali- forrecovery. A variety of maneuvers were selected to test
dating and optimizing the proposed modification. the effectiveness of the fixaswellasdetermine if aircraft
Ground simulation tests, using the modified control laws, performance had been sacrificed.
were accomplished that validated the fix prevented pitch
oscillations from occurring. It was then demonstrated Other flight test preparation work included emergency
that the software fix terminated oscillations, induced with procedure development in the event of an oscillation dur-
the original control laws, once the modified control law ing flight test. Previous simulation tests had determined
path was selected. that reducing airspeed damped an existing oscillation.

Thus, retarding the throttle and deploying the speed
Next the modified control laws were tested, using simula- brakes was chosen as the pilot action in response to an os-
tion, to ensure that the fix was effective throughout the cillation. Additionally, the DBU software was a second-
entire flight envelope in all types of DFLCS modes and ary flight control mode with reduced gains and included a
aircraft configurations, horizontal tail rate limiter. Ground simulation demon-

straled that an oscillation could not be excited in the DBU
The digital backup mode (DBU), air-to-air gain sched- mode. Therefore, a second course of action would be to
ule, air-to-ground gain schedule, cruise configuration select DBU if airspeed reduction failed to terminate the
(CR) and power approach configuration (PA) were all oscillation. Howeverduring asevereoscillation DFLCS
tested with the new control law modification, failures were possible and this course of action was only

recommended if no DFLCS failure lights were illumi-
Of equal concern was the possibility of aircraft perform- nated.
ance degradation due to the new total pitch command
schedule. This was a valid concern because the maxi- Another advantage of ground simulation was accom-
mum available pitch command was reduced and directly plished through pilot training sessions. These exercises
influenced the airmraft pitch perfonnance. The control familiarized the pilots with the test maneuvers they
law modification was then aggressively tested on the sim- would be required to perform during flight test as well as
ulator to ensure that the aircraft performance was not de- the necessary emergency procedures to recover the air-
graded when compared to a production aircraft. Simula- craft.
tion tests showed that the fix was effective throughout the
entire flight envelope and did not degrade the aircraft per- TEST RESULTS
formance.

Flight Test Results
Once the test team was satisfied that the fix was validated Flight tests were conducted on a production tighter air-
and optimized for flight test, a flight control computer craft with a DFLCS. The test aircraft configuration and
was retrofitted with the software modification and bench gross weight was kept consistent with the TAC aircraft

A A
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that experienced the pitch oscillation for test validity, had been modeled corectly. However, the predicted
The test points flown were designed to either assault the magnitudes of the aircraft responses were slightly higher.
modified total pitch command schedule or evaluate the -i.e. more conservative, than the actual flight test results.
aircraft performance. The pitch command schedule as- These discrepancies in magnitude could be attributed to
sault maneuvers included both types of maneuvers de- inaccurate aerodynamic and engine thrust data contained
scribed earlier that excited the oscillation during ground in the simulatordata base. The aerodynamnic data is based
simulation tests. The aircraft performance checks con- on an earlier model of fighter aircraft and does not ac-
sistedof maximum command pitch androll performance count for configuration changes in the subject aircraft
maneuvers, target tracking exercises, and basic fighter modeL The engine thrust deck is also not updated with
maneuvers, the correct thrust data. However, given this small error,

these compariuons show that the simulator fairly accu-
No pitch oscillations were encountered during the con- rarely r:dicted the flight test results of the modified
duct of the flight test program. It was also demonstrated flight control system.

that the aircraft performance had not deteriorated d.e to
the modified flight control laws because t"% rescheduled CONCLUSIONS
pitch command limits were not exceeded. This type of flight control problem, aircraft control sur-

firc rate limiting, could never have been investigated or
Test Result Comparison defined without the use of ground simulation because of
A recor4d aircraft data tape containing pilot inputs. con- insufficient data. Simulation provided the necessary
uol surface deflections, and aircraft flight path angles and tools to solve the puzzle and develop a simple solution for
rates was used for a comparison of simulation results with the user. Simulation tests accomplished the preliminary
flight test results. The flight test recorded pilot inputs work necessary to commence flight test by developing
were fed into the simulator and the resulting simulated and validating a software modification that proved
control surface deflections, angles, and rates were re- successfulinflighttest. Groundsimulationalsoprepared
corded. These time histories were then compared with the project pilots for the flight test program by providing
the flight test time histories, the opportunity for practice of test point maneuvers and

emergency procedures. Flight test was then utilized to
Two important conclusions can be drawn from this com- furher validate the flight control modification and ensure
parison. The first conclusion would involve determining that the aircraft performance was not degraded.
if the pilot had executed the proper control stick inputs
during flight tests to excite an oscillation. The second Finally, the results from both simulation and flight test
conclusion wouldbetodeterminetheaccuracyofsimula- were analyzed and conclusions were drawn from this
tion predictions of flight test results with the modified comparison. Simulation results confirmed the quality of
flight control laws. the flight test maneuvers. A pitch oscillation would have

occurred during flight test if the modified flight control
To answer the first question, the record(1d pilot inputs laws had not been implemented. Alternately, flight test
were fed into the simulator. with the fix deactivated, anda results demonstrated that the simulation predictions had
sustained pitch oscillation was obtained (Figure #3). been correc. The flightcontrol modification performed
From these results, it was determined that the pilot inputs as predicted and no oscillations were encountered during
would have excited a pitch oscillation if the fix had not flight test. Based upon these results, the AFFI'C con-
prevented it, cluded that the simulation and flight test program was a

success
To address the second question, the pilot inputs were once
again fed into the simulator, this time with the fix acti- Subsequendy. a solution to a potentially dangerous flight
vated, and the simulated time history was compared to the control problem was discovered, validated and tetrofitted
flighttest timehistory (Figure#4). The time history com- into the USAF fleet of fighter aircraft equipped with a
po'isons were almost identical in frequency and phase, DFLCS due to the invaluable technical support of ground
which demonstrated that the simulated aircraft responses simulation used in conjunction with flight test.
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FLIGHT SIMULATION AND DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROLS

by

AD-P006 852 Mr D. hatrenet 92-1596 1
316 Route de Bayonne
31060 Toulouse Cedex

France

Absura - in 1983 and 1985. extensive nlight teasting was performed on
A300B SIN 3 modified to embody srdesticks and A320 type
contiollOar5.

The A320 is The first civil airliner to moike extensive use of digital
flight controls. Despite previous experiensee In this technological
field, developmernt of this systcem in a shorot hinrseitdule hts becn 2.2 .Bricftsrvevnof A320F1*Plivrorllvl
a challetnging issue. Simulstion oodcr ill varioos forms. including
simulators with a very high level of integration of actual aircraft
components, hove played a kecy role in The successfull achievement 2.2.t LActndmsarnii
oftheR~ig~h~t Cbotr dcvelopmtent process. It has allowed a better
ovrl sse quality to he achieved by Lim extensiotn and

*Thoroughrneas of testing performned : sotne ISI0 borlsutof simrulator The A320 is fairly conventional in Ithis respect and early
Testing were logged at the time of A320-200 certification,. esg did not take credit of fly-by-wim ' the tailptante and fiu am
Simulationt has also proved to be a perfect complement to nlight threor of usural size ; natural modes are danmped Throughsout tihe
testing whtich today still remains the definite way to validate a flight envelope and CCI range. sod the maneuvering margin is stilt
Plight Control System and associated Handling Qualities : by positive at the most rearward CG position.
Increasnitg The safety sod effectiveness of flight testing. simulation Primary flight controls moire ose of the following control osurfaces:

hspricipated in The overall development cost and progrnamme -nn ic dr
monitoraoing.cemdc
In the field of simulation used for airline training purposes, the -a Trimmabte Horizontal Stabilizer fitted with two
introduction of digital flight controls baa moved the mechanically independent elevators,

tWpreeoativity-eritical sreas from acrodynsmilc model accuracy to two ailerons and ten upper wing surfaces.
fight, Control System represenloation enacttsess. Aemospariale in

convinced ilhat use of actual aircraft Rlight Control computers is 2.2.2. Gnrlacietr
needed to guaranite folly the dere of fidefly consistent with the
standard of training qoality ffrdtoday. Simulatoe acceptance
procedures had also lo be adapted to address the ease of closed 

t
oop All control surfaces are hydraulically activated through the

controlled atrcraft correctly. three Independent general supplies of the aircraft. All surfaces ame
electrically signalled. The roil axsi and elevators have a purely

I . ntrducionelectrical control. Tlhe THS and rudder have a mined
electricallmeechanical control so that the A320 can still be flown and
kept under control in the case of a mousetwary, complete electrical

European expertence in fly-bywviro application to civil failure
airliners is now some 20 years old. Mom recently. entry inon service As the plot~s main pitch and roll controls are free of
of the A320 boo provided a major otitesione in this technical mechanical links. tiey are advantageoutsly achieved by nidesticks.
challenge. Their lack of mechauical synchronisation is replaced by a priority

In tise saine period of time, simulation has benefitted from logic and announcemuent system.
great improvemoents in computer power, model accuracy and The electrical Primary Rlight Control System relies on tim use
enrvironmental fidelity. itris now widely used in both training atrid of seven digital computers:
development fields.

The objective of this lecture is to show how these two toEAOwihpoheEeaos ieosadTI
concepts : Digital Flight Controls and Simulation, have been cotrOl ELAC WhchPompote the O nr Alcnrols laws forTal
intermixued in tlie case of both development snd operation of a fly contro. LCcoptthnrmlotolawfral
by-wire civil airliner like The A320. axtisre.E wihpoieSo~e.EeaossdTt

control. The SflCs are only capable of computing
2. Dignital Plinht Controls -A320 experience reconfigured control laws.

two PACs which provide Rudder control Through law
2.1 .Eu2L2 0 damper actuators; the PACO also compete The characteristic

spends. rudder travsel Iliahation and ruadder trim control.

The decision to madn extensive use of fly-by-wire was not
Taken without considering Tihe experience acquired in this field: The electrical supply to The Plight Control Systema causes from

the two general AC arid VC no I and 2 systems fed by the two
engine driven genrerators. Iu the case of failure or muameleeahillty.

since 1969. Concorde has been flyiug with a three axsi full thre two supple5 cars be liken over by the APU pnnneastoc on the
authority analog flIgh Control system with a mechanical osA r Trine. In addition, two hntteries wadh a mittimatna
back-up on each Ottr see. endutance of 30 minutes provide a permanent back op supply.
In 1973. an experiment was conducted on Concorde 01
involving fth use of a sidestmick a C* type of control law 2.3
and a digital computer. .3 l-t oia

In 1931. the conepta of 'Forward Pacing Crew Cockplt
waa Introduced In the Airbus A30.524 progranme ; this one of the ponitive outcomeas Of FRy.Diy-Wita is to allow
Involves a dIgita dual-dual autapilan systems (two elaborate flight contarol laws to he introduced : coanvenstional direct
compufrns. each with a Command and a Mronitor channels), Olrear) relationship between pilotsa controlss wan surfaces is
Airbuts A310 and A300-600 have Their spualem. flaps and! MPll6ed by coanpotatiom which Intrpret tire pilraft Inpu an a
almat controlled by digital computers, reques foe a given alreral reopew rnd delctw The surfaces

accordinagly until bla feedbacks indicate that the desired loon

emnoair 1"0 a bn .0an o masn
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has been obtaincid. dcrliniive loss of roll control Extremecly losprob able.
runaway of illS or elevators Extremely Improbable,

in pitch. tire A320 makes usý or Ilic t* law which is basically definitiive loss of elevators: Extremecly Remote.
a load factor detsrand type of control law :once lire stick is
rcleased, tIre aircraft Is forced to a one g nlightt corrected for pitch
oald bank attitudes. As a consequence. tie control law automatically In addition, the following maintenance objectives htave been
Provides the eteao delcin ncessa ry to cope with turbulence. ndcletee:

spee chnge. C effcttri changes associated with thrust and
high lifl/airbrac oprtinFrom the Pilot's Point of View,

corrective pulse inputs are just needed to correct attitude, and the -take-off allowed witht any one Flight Control computer
aircraft benefits from auto-trim chraracteristica is displays neutrat failed.
static stability aatd positive platforn stability. Wheat the slick is -take-orffallowed with one aileron orone spoileroroneTllS
fully deflected, the load factor demand is automatically limited to motor failed,
an extent consistent with the structural design capability.

Ftor the lateral axis, the sideatick deflection is treated as a roil nole speildiystestor spectial thes fiedLuimn.
rate demand and roll and yaw control surfaces are deflected in order -Bt ytmt dniytefie -h
to provide good turn coordination (sideslip mninimization) snd
comfortable dutch roll darmpintg. In the sante way as on the pitch
axis, the banik angle is corrected by pilot's pulse inputs : tire aircraft These objectives have lead to fth above mentioned system
displays neutral spiral stability and positive bank stability with architecture. Thec Following precautions and/tor features also
respects to turbutence. When the stick is fully deflected, the roll rale contribute to overall achievementl of fth objectives:
is limited so 15'Js which has been found to be good compromise
between adequate maneuvering capability paid margin relative to
Pilot Induced Oscillation tenderncy (roll rate ts not reduced wthen th Level t tyspe softare as defined by D0178,
aircraft is responding to rurbutence). In the ease of engine faiture, d itssimilar redundancy between SECo and ELACa, between
even with no reaction from the pilot, die control law will stop tire COM and MON channets,
roll rate and stabilize the aircraft at a moderate bunik attitude and -wire routint tolerant to mechancall failures ofthle structure.
slowly diverging heading. p pasive Electro-Magnectic Interference and Lightning

Protections : while neutral static and spitrsi stabilities greatly poetos
Imiprove the comfort of piloting in the usual operational envelope. ~ bos
they are inherenty removing the cues that indicate the departure -multimrode electrically siginalledf hydraulic servojacits
from these usual flight conditions otn conventional ait-ct-afl, active mode, damping mode, self centering mode.
tiscrefore, proitections have to be introduced when the aircraft
reachres the boundary of the peripheral ffightsersvelope: 3. Contributira nf oSimutatlninatt Flight Controls lvmesn

-in pitcht:
Nlow we reach the essential part of the presentation. In order

to have a better understanding of the stakes involved. itlls worth
*strong positive static stability Is provided beyond recalling tie tighst streescales that were put on the A320
VMOIMMO, reducing the maximum speed exccrstion programfme:
in the case of diving upsets.

*strong positive incidence stability in provided at tow programme launching :early 1984
speed, reducing the maximum achievable angle of first flight February 1987
attack beow tihe stalling incidence (Angle of Attack
Protection), Eurmltancertiifkatiots February 19gg

*pitch attitude is limited between the practical values of Enrt-y Into Service :March 19g8
- 151+ 30*. FAAcertification :enrdof 199g

-in roll: ~espite previous enperience relative to Ply-By-Wire, the
extent of its applicntion to the A320 coupled with the above

* sron poitie oira stbiitylo rovdedbeynd 3* timescrales made tite developmrent phase a tough and challenging
bank angte ; maximum achievable bank angle is e~elneI hc iuainpae e oe
limited to ±67*.

*maximum barnk angle is farther reduced wheat the 3.1 - Simlation tools.,~
aircraft Is operating into either Angle of Attack
Protection or High Speed Protection. 3. 1.1 .- B~ratch- t=n simulation code

Recornfgurations : correct computation of the above control
laws relies on the availability of consistent separate sources of A modular system of codea and subrioutines, called OSMA
feedback infotrmation as well as minimum number of control (for Oatl de Simulation da Isouvement tie rAvlon) has been
surfaces and computers. When these conditions ant no longer extensitvely used for generd al Bmdl Q0asthy "tuIeS As wel" as
satisfied, normal control laws are prog"Oressvey rconfigured to flight conttol law tuning In non linear dotsait. it Ii worth 110d
downgraded modes according to the level of remtainint. available that aertodynaitrlc, proptrlaive. flight mechanics models :

itm.Rcrfgrations only take place after double failures. me subrouthies are dhe same as those used and supplied so the training
most downtgraded level in achieved when the control laws have nimaldatioes within Oth Dasa Pocktatta.
reverted so direct type.

2.2.4 . lof~mglg 112. 'DLedeuoinent~sirnulat

This simulator is fitted with a fixed faiddlall Mtuica of the
Owing so the criticality of the flight control system, tire A320 cockpit anti controls and a visuail system :It wasl PIN Into

following safety objectives have been set: service at early as mid 1984. as wonatir a see of pravitkanta A320
wrea dams baedamon wind tunntel tests were made salaliblek The

-..-- ---.- -Wow
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night Control Sysict was at his stage fully simulated. The disturbances.
development simulator was used w¢ develop atnd initially tune all
flight control laws in a close loop coopertilion process with Airbus
Industry night test pilots. A thorough asscssment of system behaviour in the case of the

abovcanentionud abnormal conditions Is clearly inaccessible by pue

3.1.3.lntIeratLion" simulators analysis or by fnight testing.

T ritee "Integration" simulatOrs were put htro service in 1986. They 3.3 . Contribution nf simulation to safe ar I eost-effecdve flight
include the with fixed replica of the A320 cockpit, a visual system te1ting
(for two of them), and a lot of actual aircraft equipment including
computers, displays, control panelr, warning and mainlenance
equipment ; one of them, called SI, is even coupled to Ore so called Flight Testing indoubtedly remains the ultimate and
"iron Bird' which is a full scale replica of hydraulic and electrical indispensable way of validating a flight control system. With the
supplies and generation and is fitted with all the actual Flight ctrrent stale of mhe art in simulalion, simulators cannot yet fully
Contrtol System components including ire scrvojacks. Tire main take the place of flight testing for Ilandling quality assessment.
purpose of these simulators is to test Vre operation, integration and especially for close to the ground phases of flight. On the other
compatibility, and the process of interactive communication hand, A320 simulators have certainly made flight testing both sarcr
between the computers in an entvironment closely akin to that of an and more productive. Anyway. safer flight testing also means a
actual aircraft more cost effective development process when taking lie shot

Itmescate and the cost of the machines into account, not to mention
the detrimetmal adverdzing arising from any inciderl.

3.2. Contibution of simulation to system oualitv Here are some examples which illustrate how stuimulators have

proved to be perfect complements to flight testing In an overall

Tie quality and associated safety anti reliability of operation. cost-effective objective :

of a critical system like the Digital Flight Control, mainly relies on a - flight crew training before first flight (selfevident).
two step process reduction of the scale of test progritmme : prior selection on

-quality of the specification, a simulator allows the most significant sceosar to be

-quality of software and complete consistency between selected,

software and specification. - aircrew familiarisation in the case of tricky test successions

The latest step is guaranteed through the use of dO very (also selfevident),
stringent ruaes associated with "Level I" software. These rules - systematic test on the integration simulators of any new
issued by the Certification Offices and supplemented by the own version of software ; this test was mandatory before any new
manufacturer's or vendor's rules (based on experience). theoritically version of Flight Controls computer was allowed to be fitted
ensure that the software embodied in the nlight Control System on a development aircraft for flight testing.
computers is strictly consistent with its specification. - debugging in the case of unexpected failure during flight

Today the first step is still somewhat less formalized and more testing : by back playing the conditions of the Incident.
difficult to assess fully : how can it be guaranteed that the vsrying the suspected parame•e or locally Iracesing the
specification on which the software is based fullfills all the scale or sensitivity of the instrumentation, a detailed set of
performance objectives and offers the adequate functioning in every facts can rapidly be built up which allow the anomaly to be
forseeable configuration of the environment of the system 7 In this traced quicJdy and corrected with a minimum delay in the
area, simulation provides for an invaluabl, tool for analysis or flight test programme,
checking of huge numbers of potential cases or combination of - simulator use in ptace of flight testing for very severe or
cas which are obviously out of the scope of flight testing ; for critical failures ; despite tie introduction of this paragraph.
example, parameters like weight, center of gravity location, altitude, some very severe failures have been tested on the simulators
speed (Inside and outside the normal flight envelope), aircraft only ; this is the caw when the probability of such failure or
coifiguration. wind, turbulence (including windshear) have been combination of failures allows hazardous or even
systematically covered by simulation at every major step of • catastrophic consequences according to the certification
Flight Control System design. We may even say that, owing to the reqirments ; this was also the case whenever the aircraft.
considerable number of Inputs to the system (several hundrds). =oaonarily forced in this failure state. became particularly
checking all the combinations of these Inputs, if they were vulnerableto an additional unespected failure.
considered to be independent. would be practically inaccessible
even by simulation. In this respect, a good simulator providing
faithful simulation of all these inputs to the system as well as 3A. Sidecontributionofsimulators
overall aireeaft behaviour, allows for a significant reduction of the
number of potential cases to be analysed : all inputs are no longer
fully independent Parameters and combinations which are not Although far from their fundamental purpose. A320
possible are automaucally eliminated, simulators have also been something of a showcase for know-how.

Even if the nominal functioning and operation of a civil Many demonstrations have been performed on these limulators. to
airliner already provides for a wide scopae of various environmental the benefit of customers (confirmed and potential). atives
condidons, the abnormal operadoin is still more complex. The A320 of govemment agecies, various VIP, etc ... y beforet
simulators have been extensively used to develop and check all the first flight or first roll out of p aluctdon alresa.t simulators were

logics embodied in the Flight Central System specification which One of the visible and tangible back up the onnfldenoe necessary
should malfunctions occur, either enable nominal operation of the to initiate or confirm the involved bhiestmoent
system to be maintained or reconfigure the system to a level of
performance geared to the resources resulting from the malfunction. 4, Traint Simulators of fituttalight Controlled Aircraft
Areas of particular Interest in this respect include:

- runaway of inputs from other systems (ADCs. IRSs, ... ) 4.1 . Aiziawst n y

oscillatory fallures

-mechanical failures (jamming, disconnection) In th Airbus Industrie orgnzaiMt0n. ihe French partner,

"elearicalo• supply transients Aeespaltale. is In charge of tie Flight Control System. cockpit
desgn. pesieral Handling Quaitis aaainsurtand u. 11eastleaion

effects of lightning Induced disturbances enlsre/atrframe integration and sesodymmti data release

-effects of Electro Magnetic Interference Induced This naturally leads to an additiaon isk. for which

! i_ _
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Aerspatiale is also rcspoosl thering. fonnating. issuing and simulalionrodcl,
supporting all lde inforaaiot al equipment that are needed to

build. check and c tet tral.ing simulators of Airbus lengthy upXdating process leading to a sintutalor standard

aircraft. which is often beyond that of the airline feiet ; risk of a loosealvafLupdating process nmonitoring.
Over the past decades, lne significant improvement in training - agood compatibloity of right Contol computers with lie

simulator fidelity as well as tOeir generalized use in the training spocific operational use on a training simulator

cursus have played an unarguablc role in the overall improveaent (reposifioning. fre ser...) and the injection of failures,

of air travel safety. Good training is as important as well designed witiotinee fr compu te injeation.
aircra n aid good simulators am a must for achieving good training. without the need for computer modification.

What is the impact of digital flight coirrols on training simulators 7 For upcoming programs like the A340/A330 or tie A321.
Here is Aerospatiale's experience-based opinion. Aerospatiale has decided to rationalize and improve its support to

the training simulator community by only allowing the stimulation

4.2. Imnpotance of Might Cnrtrol System renrementalion

4.4 . Trainine Simulator acceptance procedures
On a conventionally controlled aircraft, moving surface

dellections are directly linked to pilot's control positions. Therefore.
simulation of this part of the Flight Control System is straight Acceptance of a training simulator is performed at two levels:
forward and fidelity of simulator behaviour mainly relies on the by the customer (airline or training center) upon taking delivery and
accuracy of the aerodynamic model. But a good simulator must also by the Airworthiness Authorities before allowing credit to be given
provide whenever possible thc most faithful cues. Control forces anr for the training performed on the machine. Thie amount of testing
among these cues ; in the case of mechanical control through cables neded for Certification is generally less extensive than (and
and rods, hydraulically powered or boosted surfaces, including included in) the list of tests used for customer acceptance.
artificial feel and stall warning devices, the correct simulation of In both cases the list of tests used on simulators of
control forces is not an easy task. From an Handling Quality point conventionally controlled aircraft have been found inappropriate for
of view. the two critical areas of a conventionnally controlled a simulator of a digitally controlled aircrsfl:
aircraft simulator are the aerodynamic model and the control force
model ; acceptance tests of a training simulator, both for customer - they were unnecessarily concentrating on control, forces
and certification, have a content in accordance with these areas of (useless when the sidestick is an actual aircraft component).
criticality. they were not addressing specifically the case of a closed

On a digitally controlled aircraft, On behaviour of tr aircraft, loop control aircraft.
as felt by the pilot, is mostly affected by the Might Control System : Therefore. Aerospatiale has developed this opinion to the
lie flight control laws. owing to their robustness and the feedbacks Airwothiness Authorities who were very receptive ; a working
taken into account, make the behaviour even less sensitive to the group has been set up including some aidines and simulators
aerodynamic model. Therefore, the critical area of a digitally flight manufacturers as well. The outcome was a better alternative set of
controlled aircraft simulator Is that of the Flight Control System validation tests proposing a two step validation process:
representation : criticality of the aerodynamic model only becomes
significant for reconfigured modes, when these modes reproduce the - first step : validation of the aerodynamic model only
direct type of control of todays' conventional designs. (remponse of the aircraft to control surface position) ; once

porfooned. conclusions resmain valid whatever control law
(normal or reconfigured) Is active or after any
modificationiupdating of t Flight Control system,

4.3. Simulation versus stimulation -second step : validation of the Flight Control system
representation through complete, closed loop aircraft
response ; the amount of these tests is intended to cover lie

All A320 training simulators are equipped with actual aircraft most demanding simulation option and could be reduced in
sidesticks ; this guarantees the fidelity of pitch and roil control the event of the stimulation option being selected.
forces without any further need for check or proof of match. Tis acceptance procedure is now currestly used to certificate

Early A320 training simulators were fitted with simulated all in serviceA320 simulators.
night Control computer. because it was impossible to have the
relevant aireraft computers available for training simulators in time
and in sufficient number. In this case, the software embedded in the 5. Conclusinn - A elim into the future
seven computers was carefully analysed and selectively compacted.

Now that the production tnr of ELACs, SECs and other After relating the role played by simulation in the
computers does allow some sets of them to be allocated to training development process of the A320 Digital Fight Control System as
simulators. Aerospatiale is strongly in' favour of the so-called d ent prce of th e talhno igh ontrol stmuas
"stimulation" option : In this option, training simulators a well as the impact of this system cechndl°y on gtrining simulators.
equipped with the actual aircraft computers. as opposed to a ths lecture can be concluded by a glimpse nto the futr:
simulation of themn. By ti way. *stimulation" is already the only Simulation will play an ever-increasing role In the
available option for Flight Management Systems of many current development process in order to reduce cost and timesaele by
conventionalaircaft. aheving the best definition at the earliest tags of derelopment.-

RiHo' now for the A340/A330 programmes, engineers in charge of
Here am the reasons for Aeuspatie's position : flight control law design can tent within minutes the control laws
-criticality of Flight Control System representation for they have just specified on one of the dsign office simulators made

achieving effective training. of a console with main controls (Joystick. thrums levers, controls for

- difficulty to define criteria for simphifiedsimulation of On radder, alrbrakes. slats and flapr...), a video semen with a repilca or

light Control System : ilIs difficult to imit the actual. use of the Primary Flight Display, Autopilot Command Unit and display of

a training simulator strictly to its validity domain ; risk of controls surface position. tilling and plotg facilities, all linked
negative training in the case of uncontrolled use outside this to a host computer with full se'rodynamie. engine, ground roll and

validity domatFin. light Contml System modelizations. At tie same date eineen In
charge of system architecture and computer loglcse •t from a

-it is almost impossible to check the simulation of such a complete simulation of all software embedded In the five computers
complex system thoroughly ; use of 'Level IV software ruaes of the A340/A330 systemn; this simulution Is used to verify all
to derive simulation software from the detailed specification reconr.iguration loglcs as well as the dialogue between computers.
of the computers i pratially out of the reach of training Both simulation facilities am available well before any compitr
simulators manufacturers or would be too costly. Validation prototype is produced. They strongly rely on generalized
of the simulation option relies on a sample set of test canse dlgltalization methods that include computerized specficatIon of
on which to base a general level of corfidence in the overall

i A
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both flight control laws and logics. folowcd by automatic
gencration of the associated simulation software.

In the training simulalor area. sophistication and inter-
rclationship between digital systems including Flight Controls will
lead to an Incrasod use of actual aircraft equipment as a guarantee
of simulator representativily : from lhe already stimulated ]uMS to
Flight Control comrnulcrs, Autopilot compulers and even critical
components in pro-edures Iraining such as Fligsht Warning
Computers. This tendency will. only be reversed when the software
embedded in these computers is made compatible and transportable
without alteration onto simulator host computers sized to accept
them all without trancation.
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ABSTRACT p., p helicopter roll rate in B-Frame

McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's overall ap- q., q helicopter pitch rate in B-Frame
proach to design development and flight evaluation r7 , r helicopter yaw rate in B-Frame
through flight simulation models is presented. Flight u,, u aircraft longitudinal velocity, B-tfi...:z
simulation model description, validation against flight V", V aircraft lateral velocity, B-frame
test database, and applications for rotorcraft design W,, w aircraft normal velocity, B-frame
and development, are presented. Specific model re- a blade angle of attack
finements for each application are emphasized. Exam- • flap degree-of-freedom
pies include power-off emergency landing, empennage
design, maneuver envelope expansion, engine-airframe " Lock number
integration, and manned simulations. modal damping coefficient

,\ 4 rotor asimuth increment
NOMENCLATURE AT multi-rate sampling time

A s lateral cyclic pitch 17 lead-lag degree of freedom
B1 s longitudinal cyclic pitch 9 helicopter trim pitch attitude
B rotor blade tip loss factor t3/4R main rotor collective pitch 0 3/4 radius
CHIcr disc longitudinal force coefficient 0, main rotor shaft angle longitudinal tilt
CQl/ torque coefficient Ac total axial flow in C-Frame
CT"/ disc thrust loading coeffici-rl A, induced axial flow
Cyla disc lateral force coefficient As total axial flow, S-Frame

IE engine moment of inertia )Ax longitudinal advance ratio

I(- nose gear moment of inertia PY lateral advance ratio
IR main rotor moment of inertia p.0 axial flow ratio, C-Frame

ITR tail rotor moment of inertia a main rotor solidity

N/q fuselage yawing moment coefficient 4, helicopter trim roll attitude
M/q fuselage pitching moment coefficient X main rotor wake skew angle

M,, modal generalised mass 0 helicopter trim heading
Q, modal excitation force 4, reference blade asi•mth position
QR main rotor torque fig engine degree-of-freedom
R/q fuselage rolling moment coefficient fl. main rotor degree-of-freedom
VA total air speed 0., drive train degree-of-freedom
X/q fuselage drag force coefficient 0, effective yaw rate in R-Frame, (0,, - r,)
Y/q fuselage side force coefficient iTR tail rotor degree-of-freedom
Z/q fuselage lift force coefficient w/fl modal frequency parameter
ai, longitudinal flapping in C-Frame o flapping time constant
a, aircraft normal acceleration
b1r lateral flapping in C-Frame 1. INTRODUCTION
in& horisontal stabilator incidence Application of flight simulation models for design and

development of rotorcraft offers several major bene-
fits. It provides a coat-affective means to evaluate he-Paper presented at the AGARD Flight Mechan- licopter handling qualities during design before sub-itcveness." Brussels. Belgium. 14-19 October 1991. stantial resources are committed to a program for full

tivnes, Brussels Begu.1-9 co 91



scale development. Simulation support for flight test SIM (Flight Simulation), .which supervises the sub-
dtring a helicopter development can result in signif- executives TRIMEX (for Trim), APLINMOD (Linear
icant cost savings. In addition, design of unconven- Model generator), and FLYRT (for Fly). Organisa-
tional configurations, such as tilt wings, tilt rotors, tion of the FLYRT code for trim/linear perturbation
and those with advanced anti-torque systems or aux- model generation and foi *By* procedures are illus-
iliary propulsion systems, often require demonstration trated in figures 1 and 2, respectively.
of proof-of-concept in manned simulators before a pro-
totype is built. Furthermore, handling qualities as- The TRIMEX sub-executive, shown in figure 1, calls

sessment of future rotorcraft designs through simu- the main rotor, fuselage, horizontal tail, anti-torque,

lation to evaluate competing designs is becoming in- and landing gear modules to generate the forces and

creasingly important, demonstrated recently by the moments acting at the aircraft center-of-gravity. Dur-

U.S. Army's Light Helicopter selection process. Ap- ing trim, the vehicle model is constrained to steady

plication of flight simulation models therefore plays an flight in a specified configuration, with the time inte-

important role in rotorcraft design and development. gration sequence inoperative. The body acceleration
vector is driven systematically to zero to achieve a

Most of the flight simulation codes that exist in the trimmed state. Several trim options are provided in
helicopter industry today have had their beginnings the code including trim at zero sideslip, ball centered,
through simple applications during the development at fixed collective, on t"0- ground, and in autorotation.
stage of a rotorcraft project. The McDonnell Douglas
Helicnpter Company's (MDHC) flight simulation code An option for generating a linear perturbation model

had its beginning when it was required to simulate a about a trimmed state is available through the

power-off emergency landing procedure for a OH-OA APLINMOD module. The conventional set of eight-

Cayuse helicopter. There has been several applica- states (u, w, q, 0, v, p, r, and 0) with six degrees-of-

tions within MDHC since then, including the AH-64A freedom is adopted in generating such a model. The

Apache empennage redesign, piloting techniques for control parameters used are 
0

3/4R, Ais, Bis, tT/R,

terrain avoidance maneuvers, air-to-air combat flight and iHs.
envelope expansion, advanced flight control law devel- The FLYRT sub-executive, illustrated in figure Z,opment, and flight test support for engine/airframe TeFYTsbeeuie lutae nfgr ,:

Mostf of organized to simulate specific flight maneuvers initi-
integration for the AH-64A Apache upgrades. Most of ated from a trimmed state. In the nonreal-time "fly"
the simulation applications have contributed to both mode, FLYRT uses a 'paper pilot" software device
model refinement and validation. MDHC's flight aime
mate]reionemoeln andvalsinudation. severaflit sima d to execute a wide range of specified maneuvers. The
ulation model in also being used in several manned paper pilot combines application of prescribed flight
simulators for a variety of applicatians. control inputs with an adaptive control system to sim-

MDHC's flight simulation code has been progressively ulate the pilot actions. A subroutine is created for

developed over the past fifteen years. It is based on a each maneuver to be executed to generate the pre-

comprehensive mathematical modeling approach. The scribed control inputs. The pilot actions, along with

flight model and code have been validated against sev- the aircraft state, drive the flight control system mod-

eral flight test databases for a variety of maneuvers ule to generate the total control settings for the flight

and flight conditions, both through dedicated valida- model components.

tion efforts and specific applications. The equations of motion module (EOFM) in the fly

An overview of the MDHC's flight simulation code, mode calls, in addition to the component modules
description of the mathematical model, results of val- called in trim, the engine module to return the en-

idation against flight test database, and selected ap- gine torque, sums the forces, and executes solution of

plications of the flight model for rotorcraft design and coupled body/drive train equations to compute the ac-

development, are presented in this paper. celeration vector. Time integration is performed in a
separate module to compute the velocity and position

2. FLIGHT SIMULATION CODE AND vectors in the Earth-frame. Euler angles are computed
MODEL DESCRJ[PTION in quaternions which eliminate singularities and thus

enable execution of aerobatic maneuvers such as loops
2.1 Overview of the Flight Simulation Code and rolls.
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's flight sim-
ulation code, referred to as FLYRT, has L-.n in a The aircraft components modeled in FLYRT are:
continuous state of development over fifteen years. A main rotor, fuselage/wing, horizontal tail, and anti-
description of the FLYRT code and its application for torque systems, which are generic models, and landing
rotorcraft design and development was first presented gear, engines, and flight control system, which are air-
in ref. [11. A detailed documentation of the most re- craft specific models. Descriptions of the component
cent version of the FLYRTcode is presented in ref. [2). models and their salient features are presented next.
The name FLYRT identifies collectively the group of
computer codes that form the flight simulation code. 2.2 Main Rotor Models
The code consists of a main executive called APFLIT- The main rotor model, being the most important



part of any rotorcraft flight model, has undergone ex- steady state component which is a nonlinear func-
tensive development at the McDonnell Douglas Heli- tion of t93/4R, M0, and At, ii) flapping due to cyclic
copter Company. The main rotor module in FLYRT inputs, and iii) flapping due to body angular rates
has three options, with increasing levels of complexity. and dynamic inflow effects. The first component is
They are: obtained from the rotormap data tables. The second

and third, treated as flapping increments to the steady
1. A linear analytical model, state component, are obtained from closed form lin-
2. A hybrid (rotormap) model, ear solutions of the flapping equations for the cyclic3. A blade element model, modes. The quasi-static cyclic flapping angles thus

2.2.1 Linear Analytical Model obtained are passed through a first-order filter to sim-
In the linear main rotor model, the four components ulate the flapping dynamics. The time constant for

In te liear ainroto modl, te fur cmponnts the first-order filter is determined based on thesou
of the hub generalised forces (blade loading or thrust solu
coefficient, longitudinal and lateral in-plane force co- tion for the regressive flapping mode, rp = 16/-YB

4
pfR.

efficients, and shaft torque coefficient) are calculated The effects of transients due to body rates on the ro-

as functions of 63/4R, M(;, and Ac, where pi- and A,, tor state are obtained from closed form linear solu-

are in the control frame of reference. The hub rolling tions and are added to the steady state values. Details
and pitching moments generated by the rotor blade of the rotormap approach and its implementation are
are centrifugally transmitted to the body through the presented in ref. [3).
flapping hinge and are computed as a function of the The major advantage of the rotormap approach is its
lateral and longitudinal flapping angles. The closed computational efficiency. The rotormap model can be
form analytical expressions for the forces and moments executed in real-time using existing low-power com-
of the linear rotor model are obtained as the linear so- puters for piloted simulation.
lution of a nonlinear rotor model, ref. [3]. The linear
main rotor model is used mainly for preliminary de- 2.2.3 Blade Element Rotor Model
sign support. The rotormap main rotor model, while computation-

ally very efficient, has several shortcomings. It is lim-
2.2.2 Hybrid (Rotormap) Model ited to only moderate variations of rotor RPM and
The hybrid model consists of a quasi-static rotormap, temperature at which the rotormap was generated.
generated off-line, and closed form analytical solutions A rotormap generated at 100% rotor RPM is used
to account for the transient effects. The rotormap for most applications, it is restricted to maneuvers
consists of a table of a six-state vector (rotor thrust, which involve a maximum of ±5% excursions in the
shaft torque, longitudinal and lateral in-plane forces, rotor RPM. Large changes in temperature need differ-
and longitudinal and lateral cyclic flapping angles) as ent rotormaps to correctly account for stall and Mach
a function of the performance parameters t63/4R, uC, number effects on the rotor blade. The transient so-
and A(. lutions in the rotormap model, which are computed

The rotormap 'atabase is generated based on a non- from closed form linear solutions and superimposed on

linear blade eltment model with a flapping degree-of- the quasi-static solution, are valid only for maneuvers
freedom. The main rotor model used for the rotormap involving nominal body angular rates and for flight

generation is presented in detail in ref. 131. The ro- conditions where the blade section aerodynamics are
tor can be characterized completely by the six-state in the linear range. Maneuvers involving high angu-vector as a function of six performance parameters lar rates, roll-reversal for example, require a compre-
(to3/R, As, Bafn, tix, o Y, andsAp). To simplify the hensive blade element rotor model to account for the

rotormap table-look-up, the six performance parame- transient effects and to represent the non-linear blade
ters are reduced to three using two successive trans- aerodynamics. A blade element rotor model also pro-

formations. First, the two in-plane velocity compo- vides the means to include aerodynamic refinements

nents (Mx, •Y) are reduced to one, by aligning the such as dynamic inflow, dynamic stall, radial drag,
rotor with the incident velocity vector. Second, the tip Mach-relief effects, and wake effects. It provides
cyclic pitch angles (A,,-, B1 5 ) are eliminated, by ref- the necessary rotor degrees-of-freedom to dynamically
erencing the rotor state in the control plane using the couple the main rotor with the body and drive train.
aerodynamic equivalence of feathering and flapping, It can also more accurately predict blade loads and
The rotormap database thus consists of the six-state control loads. A blade element rotor model provides
vector CH/a, Cy/a, CT/U, CQ/u, .1,, andb.c, as an overall comprehensive rotor modeling capability.

a function of t93/4R, PC, and AG. Furthermore, the advancements in low cost micro-

The rotormap database is quasi-static and therefore processor based computers have made the real-time
provision must be made to simulate blade dynam- application of blade element rotor based flight models
.a:a, dynamic inflow effects, and transients due to possible. A blade element rotor model was therefore

iody angular rates. Based on the solution for a added to FLYRT to also take advantage of the ad-
flapping blade, the contributions to cyclic flapping vances being made in computer hardware.

angles can be divided into three components: i) a
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The blade element rotor in FLYRT is an extension a rotor degree-of-freedom equivalent to the collective
of the steady state model which has been modified lead-lag mode is superimpoeed to excite the drive train
to include the transient solutions. The equations of dynamic model. In this approach, inertias of the en-
motion for the blade are derived using the Lagragian gine and tail rotor branches, illustrated in figure 4, are
approach. The blade displacements are represented by combined with the main gear box as a single equiva-
normal modes, to model different rotor types of reten- lent inertia in a gearless system. The stiffness and
tion systems. The generalised form of the equations damping of this equivalent two degree-of-freedom sys-
of motion of the blade is represented as: tem (WR, fIDT) are tuned to obtain the characteristic

drive train frequency of 2.7 to 2.8 Ha.

S+ 2•caq + w q = Qq/Mqq The blade element rotor model with N-blades pro-

where q is the generalized coordinate, w is the modal vides the lead-lag degree-of-freedom required to excite
frequency, Mqq is the generalized mass, and Qq is the the drive train dynamics. The main rotor/body/drive
modal excitation force. In the lead-lag mode, ý can train coupled equations of motion are solved simulta-
be used to represent the lead-lag damping coefficient. neously, as presented in detail in ref. [4].
Detailed derivations of the blade element model de-
velopment are presented in refs. [3 and 4]. 2.2.5 Inflow Model

The inflow model used in FLYRT for all three main ro-
The blade element rotor has provisions for blade flap, tor models is identical. A detailed development of the
lead-lag, and torsional degrees-of-freedom. It has the inflow model in FLYRT is presented in Appendix G
rotor rotational degree-of-freedom and N-number of of ref. [3]. The main rotor inflow model is based on
blades to interface with the body degrees-of-freedom. momentum theory with a Glauert first harmonic dis-
A single degree-of-freedom flexible drive train model, tribution represented azimuthally as
described in the next sub-section, is used to dynami-
cally couple the rotor and body degrees-of-freedom. Wi(X, ObO) -io[1 + X AX)cos OR]

where X is the wake skew angle, 1(X) is the skewed
The computational change required to make the wake profile, and wjo is the mean induced velocity.
steady state model conform with the flight model
involved a 'fly-to-trim" procedure which ensures There are several ways of defining the wake skew pro-
smooth transition from a 'trim' mode to a 'fly" file f(x), refs. [5 and 61. The actual shape of f(X) is
mode. In this approach, the basic blade asimuth inter- critical only in the low speed, since the downwash has
val depends on the prime time frame (AO = 0l. AT). a hyperbolic characteristic approaching a zero value
Blade motion is computed at a sub-time frame using at high speed. The skewed wake profile 1(X) used
multi-rate sampling technique, as illustrated in figure in FLYRT is based on the vortex ring arrays of Cas-
3. During trim, the rotor is first allowed to rotate for tles and Deleeuw, ref. [6], where the normal downwash
two to three revolutions to achieve an equilibrium po- distribution is computed numerically as a function of
sition. For subsequent control perturbations, each ro- wake skew angle. The values of 1(X) were extracted
tor blade is allowed to sweep through nearly a quarter graphically from ref. [6]. Variation of induced velocity
of a revolution and the blade motions are computed ratios as a function X, for points on the longitudinal
at each multi-sampling rate. In the "fly* mode, multi- axes of the tip-path plane, were used. This skewed
rate sampling for blade motion is continued and the wake profile can be tuned by correlation with flight
rotor forces and moments are averaged over the multi- test data.
rate sampling intervals for each prime-rate frame time.
A multi-rate blade azimuth step size of around ten de- The skewed wake profile has a strong effect in the

grees was found to be adequate for most applications, low speed transition flights. For steady state trimmed
flights, the skewed wake profile in the low speed range

2.2.4 Main Rotor/Body/Drive Train Coupling (300 -< X 5 60*) can be tuned based on low speed
An important application of a rotorcraft flight simula- flight test data covering level light forward, backward,
tion model is engine/airframe integration, where the left and right. The skewed wake profile can be further
engine fuel control system is designed to meet both tuned for dynamic flight conditions, if time histories
engine performance and aircraft handling qualities re- of suitable maneuvers are available. The applicable
quirements. Correct representation of the main ro- maneuver is a pedal turn in hover with wind up to
tor/body/drive train dynamic coupling in the flight 10 knots. In this maneuver, as the incident velocity
model is essential to provide simulation support for vector rotates relative to the aircraft, phased roll and
engine/airframe integration, pitch moments are induced by the skewed wake to

which the aircraft responds. Such tuning typically
The primary de -freedom involved in the ro- result in substantial change in the skewed wake profile
tor/body/drive train dynamic coupling are the main for the low speed range compared to those of refs. i5
rotor lead-lag collective mode (q) and the rotor ro- ad 6].
tation (tait), the body roll and yaw (p.,, ra), and the
drive train rotation (MlDT). In the rotormnap model the The global inflow modal presented by Gaeokar and
lead-lag degree of freedom is not available; however, Peters in ref. 171 is based on the actuator disc theory

- * *'L*



in which the mean and first harmonic downwash com- functions of angle-of-attack. Mutual interference with
ponents are formulated as functions of the main ro- the anti-torque system is neglected, since typically the
tor thrust, and aerodynamic hub pitching and rolling aerodynamic database available is generated by a pow-
mnments This model is highiv suitable for a blade ered model composed of a tail-off fuselage and main
element main rotor model and is being considered for rotor. The parameters extracted from the database
implementation in FLYRT. are a fuselage blockage factor and an effective main

rotor induced flow field resolved along the longitudi-
The discussion of the inflow model up to this point has nal and vertical axes. This flow field is normalized by
been quasi-static. In practice, it takes a finite time for the main rotor mean momentum downwash.
the influence of the impulse across the actuator disc
to propagate, an effect which can be interpreted as The rotor downwash at the empennage, which de-
the apparent mass of an indeterminate body of air. A pends on rotor loading and rotor wake skew angle,
simple concept is to assume that a cylindrical volume is derived in a similar manner to the downwash at the
upstream and downstream of the actuator disc is af- fuselage. To account for the main rotor wake asym-
fected. The dynamics of the axial inflow and angular metry, the horizontal tail surface is divided into two
inflow are derived considering the thrust and moment panels for computing the interference effects. A pro-
developed by an actuator disc. vision is made for dynamic pressure ratio correction

to be applied to the empennage components.

The time constants associated with the dynamic in-

flow parameters are well established in the literature, 2.5 Anti-Torque Models
both from tests and theoretical predictions, refs. [8 The anti-torque module has two options to model dif-
and 9]. In FLYRT, the time constants for both the ferent MDHC helicopters:
mean and first harmonic components are treated as
tuning parameters. Their values are determined based 1. Conventional Tail Rotor/Vertical Tail System.
on validation against flight test or pilot's opinion in a 2. Advanced Anti-Torque System.
manned simulator. 2.5.1 Conventional Tail Rotor/Vertical Tail System

Ground effects are included in the inflow based on the The McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's AH-
Cheeseman and Bennett model, ref. 1101. The ground 64A Apache and MD500 helicopters have the conven-
effects model in FLYRT enables ground mode opera- tional anti-torque system which consists of a tail ro-
tions, landings, and take-offs in manned simulators. tor and vertical tail. The strong mutual aerodynamic

interference between the tail rotor and vertical tail,
2.3 Fuselage Model because of their close proximity to each other, is mod-
The fuselage has provision to model individual compo- eled in an iterative loop. The interference model is for-
nents such as the bare fuselage, wings, and store corn- mulated to cover the low speed and high speed flight
binations for any given configuration, whenever the regimes with a gradual transition between them, as
pertinent wind tunnel data are available. The aerody- illustrated in figure 6. At low speeds, the tail rotor
namic data are presented in the body axes system and sees the vertical surface as a ground plate, and thus
in coefficient form (e.g. Fo,,I/q, ft2 ; Mo....t/q, ft3 ). generates more thrust than an isolated rotor. In corn-
Wind tunnel test results are used for low angles-of- pensation, this excess thrust is countered by tail rotor
attack and sideslip angles, a and 0 of -20*. For high wake induced flat plate drag. Significant parameters
angles of a and 6, the fuselage longitudinal and lat- in the mutual interference model are the lateral sep-
eral forces and moments are represented based on the aration normalized by the tail rotor radius, the ratio
equations presented in ref. [11]. A phasing scheme of area influenced by the ground plate to total disc
is adapted to transition from low angles to high an- area, and the ratio of area wetted by tail rotor wake
gles. Typical fuselage aerodynamic data for the lift, to total effective vertical tail area. At high speed, the
drag, side force, roll, pitch, and yaw moments, pre- two components are treated as a Prandtl biplane, with
sented in figure 5, cover -180 degrees of a and P. For span loading as the significant additional parameter.
entry into the aerodynamic data functions, the angle The boundaries of the transition band are determined
of attack and sideslip are derived from the body axes as a function of tail rotor wake skew angle influenced
components of velocity. These velocity components by the main rotor wake. Mutual interference is com-
include additions for rotor downwash effects. puted as increments to angle-of-attack of the vertical

tail and the tail rotor actuator disc plane.
The effects of rotor wash on the airframe is included in

the model. The technique used provides the essential The vertical tail is treated as an aerodynamic lift-
effects of increased interference velocity with increased ing surface similar to the horizontal tail. The tail
rotor load and decreased interference as the rotor wake rotor is modeled analytically (linear closed form) us-
deflects rearward with increased forward speed. ing strip/momentum theory. A uniformly distributed

inflow is assumed. A teetering rotor model with
2.4 Horlsontal Tall Model pith/fp coupling is used for most applications.
The horizontal tail is treated as an aerodynamic lift-
ing surface with lift and drag coefficients computed as

I -
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2.5.2 Advanced Anti-Torque System 2.7.1 T700-GE701 Engine Model
The advanced anti-torque/directional control sywtem, The T700-GE-701 engine consists of a five-stage ax-
which is unique to McDonnell Douglas Helicopter ial and a single stage centrifugal compressor, an an-
Company's MD520N/MDS3ON and MDX models, nular combustion chamber, a two-stage axial flow gas
dispenses with the tail rotor. The model has three be- generator turbine, and a two-stage independent power
sic sources of torque reaction: circulation control tail turbine, ref. 1121. The first two stages of the compres-
boom, thruster, and vertical stabilizer. Torque reac- sor are variable geometry inlet guide vanes and stator
tion is shared by the three sources according to the vanes which are controlled as a function of inlet temn-
flight condition. Schedules for the vertical stabilizer perature and gas generator speed. The power turbine
incidence, thruster opening, fan pitch, and opening has a coaxial shaft which is connected to the output
and closing of the slots in the boom are based on air- shaft assembly at the nose of engine. The power tur-
speed, collective stick, and pedal position. A FLYRT bin. is treated dynamically as an integral part of the
implementation of the advanced anti-torque system is drive train and its performance is dependent on the in-
illustrated in figure 7. stantaneous gas generator speed and compressor dis-

The internal performance of the advanced anti-torque charge pressure.

system is based on a fanmap provided by the fan man- The T700 fuel control system provides power mod-
ufacturer. The map relates the fan states including to- ulation for rotor speed control, over speed protec-
tal pressure ratio, mass flow rate, and blade pitch for tion, torque matching for multiple engine installations,
specific ambient conditions. This information is used and over temperature protection, ref. [131. Control of
to generate tables for total pressure ratio and volu- the gas generator is governed through the interaction
metric flow rate based on fan pitch and discharge area of the hydro-mechanical unit (HMU) and electronic
which includes the slot and thruster areas. Discharge control unit (ECU). The HMU meters the required
velocities are calculated assuming that the mass flow fuel to the engine for gas generator speed control
expands isentropically to ambient pressure. as constrained by an acceleration/deceleration sched-

ule. The acceleration/deceleration schedules protect
Performance of the circulation control boom is based against engine stall and flameout, respectively. In-
on wind tunnel test data coefficients of lift and drag puts to the HMU are the power available spindle an-
of the boom and are tabulated as functions of slot gle (PASA), load demand spindle angle (LDSA), and
momentum coefficient and main rotor wake incidence a trimming signal from the ECU. The PASA is me-
angle at the boom. chanically linked to the power lever which has three

2.6 Landing Gear Model positions, 'off", aground Idle*, and 'fly". The gover-

The AH-64A Apache landing gear is modeled in nor reference, which is set by the PASA, is modified
FLYRT. The model has three independent landing mechanically by the collective pitch position through

gear units interfacing with a rigid airframe. Each the load demand spindle. This signal provides load
sub-model represents the dynamic characteristics of anticipation for immediate and accurate gas genera-
the appropriate landing gear unit. Since these mod- tor response.
els are elaborate, a table-look-up procedure to use the The ECU trims the engine system to maintain rotor
database has been followed, similar to that described speed and limit power turbine inlet temperature while
for the rotormap main rotor. Two off-line codes, one satisfying the load requirements. Functioning as the
each for the main gear and tail gear models, are used power turbine governor, the ECU selects the maxi-
to generate the databases which contain reaction force mum of two signals, the first based on the speed error,
as a function of velocity and displacement, all resolved the second on a margin of turbine inlet over a maxi-
along the airframe vertical-axis. The landing gear mum allowable reference temperature. The resulting
model provides logic for detecting ground contact as signal is processed to generate a proportional-cum-
determined by the overall ground clearance and atti- integral isochronous command before merging with
tude within an Earth oriented frame of reference. It is the transient droop improvement (TDI) signal depen-
interfaced with the fight controls module for ground dent on the collective pitch lever position. The TDI
mode logic. A terrain model suitable for simulating provides load anticipation to supplement a mechanical
landing, take-off, and taxiing is provided, and features signal transmitted to the HMU by direct linkage be-
a ground plane slope of up to 10 degrees. tween the collective pitch lever and the load demand

2.7 Engine Models spindle. The output of the ECU is a commanded fuel

Engine models in FLYRT are aircraft specific and are flow supplied to the HMU.

adapted from the code, data, and flow charts provided Initialisation of the engine/ECU is performed through
by the engine manufactures. Engines for the McDon- the model from known steady state inputs and out-
nell Douglas Helicopter Company's production heli- puts. All intermediate states within the model are
copters modeled in FLYRT are: set based on the steady state power turbine speed or-

1. T70GE-70i Engine for the AH-64A Apache. ror (sero), temperature margin, and commmanded fuel

2. Allison C20R Engine for the MD500 Serie. low.
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The T700 engine code in FLYRT has a twin engine and yaw axes. When the yaw SAS is engaged, a lim-
model which enables simulation of one engine inop- ited authority turn coordination is provided automat-
erative (OKI) conditions and engine mismatch condi- ically above 60 knots. The CAS, which augments the
tions. pilot control inputs, is an automatic function of the

DASE whenever the pitch and roll SAS, and yaw SAS
2.7.2 Allison C20R Engine Model below 60 knots, are selected. The automatic disen-The Allison C20R turbine engine and control system gagement of the yaw CAS function in ground opera-
model is based on the block diagrams and data pro- tion is modeled by interfacing the landing gear model
vided by the manufacturer. It is suitable for simu- ground contact logic with the DASE model.
lating the transient behavior of the engine. The Alli-
son C20R engine model, when compared to the T700 The HAS mode is engageable below 15 knots ground
engine model, is similar but considerably less comn- speed and 50 KTAS through the attitude/hover hold
plex. In addition to the power lever position and col- switch in the ASE panel, whenever the DASE pitch
lective pitch position as pilot inputs, a beeper switch and roll modes are engaged. Heading hold func-
is available for the pilot to trim the engine response. tion is also provided whenever the DASE yaw mode
The C20R model has three major components: i) is engaged. The attitude hold function, engageable
power turbine governor, ii) fuel control, and iii) engine through the same HAS switch in the ASE panel,
model. The modeling approach to compute engine is provided above 60 KTAS with the pitch and roll
response is based on data tables. The C20R engine modes engaged.
model has been used successfully to study the drive
train torsional response on the MD500 helicopter. The force trim switch on the cyclic stick is modeled

to interface with the McFadden control loader system
2.8 Flight Control System Model in the manned simulator. This switch has three po-
The AH-64A Apache flight control system, which is sitions: force trim-on, force trim-off, and force trim
modeled in FLYRT, consists of mechanical and elec- release. The force trim-on position provides trim feel
trical links from the pilot and copilot/gunner (CPG) to the controls in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. The
stations to the collective, longitudinal cyclic, lateral force trim release allows for momentary release of the
cyclic, and tail rotor actuators. Each actuator hy- trim feel system and is used for retrimming the air-
draulically sums the pilot/CPG mechanical inputs craft. The force trim-off position disengages the trim
with those from the electrical link via electrohydraulic entirely. These three switches are modeled through
servo valves. In the lateral, longitudinal, and direc- two software flags.
tional axes, the electrical links provide limited au-
thority stability and command augmentation (SCAS) The DASE engagement cockpit hardware switches in
functions for a variety of manually and/or automati- the ASE panel in the aircraft (yaw, roll, pitch, and
cally selectable modes. The authority limits are ±-10% hover augmentation/attitude hold) are modeled in
of full control authority in the lateral and directional FLYRT through software switches for nonreal-time
axes, and 20% forward and 10% aft in the longitu- applications, and cockpit interfaces are also provided
dinal axis. In the event of a mechanical link failure for manned simulation.
such as a jam or severance, the electrical link con- The horisontal stabilator model for the AH-64A
trol path provides a full authority backup control sys- Apache has variable incidence with three modes of
tem (BUCS) in all four control axes. The SCAS and operation: i) fully automatic mode, ii) Nap-of-the-
BUCS control modes along with their associated mon-
itoring and control logic are implemented in the digi- Earth/approach mode, and iii) manual mode. In thetal automatic stabilisation equipment eDASE/U fully automatic mode, the stabilator is driven by asaub-sytem.c Dtabiledatin desriptinoft ( AE/BC schedule based on indicated airspeed and main rotorsub-system. Detailed description of the Apache Right collective pitch setting. In transient flights, a pitchd 2 arate law becomes active. The stabilator incidence in
The FLYRT Rlight control system model represents the automatic mode ranges from -5* to 25*. In thethe Apache DASE/BUCS and the horisontal stabila- NOE/approach mode, operational below 80 knots, the

tor schedule. The DASE provides stability augmen- stabilator incidence is set to 250, trailing edge down.
tation (SAS), command augmentation (CAS), hover In the manual mode, which can be selected below 80
augmentation (HAS), heading hold, attitude hold, and knots and is also available in the case of fully auto-
turn coordination. The horisontal stabilator schedule matic mode failure, the stabilator incidence ranges
provides for desired aircraft pitch attitude, from -9* to 35*. The stabilator acts more as a trim

device because of the slow actuator rate.
The DASE functions in pitch, roll, and yaw axes are
activated through three individual switches in the an- The NOE/approach mode is activated through a
tomatic stabilisation equipment (ASE) panel in the switch in the ASE panel in the cockpit. The manual
aircraft. The attitude/hover hold functions are en- mode is activated through a switch on the collective
gageable through a separate dual function switch, stick. For the FLYRT Apache stabilator model, the

necessary interface with cockpit hardware switches are
The SAS mode provides rate damping in pitch, roll, provided for manned simulation.



In FLYRT, all the flight control system trans- stants of the first harmonic component of the dynamic
for functions are digitized using a sero-order hold inflow are tuned. Correlation of vertical axis response
,econstruction which is compatible with the Eu- in hover validates the transient thrust computations
ler and trapesoidal time integration. The in- and the time constant in the mean momentum down-
puts to the flight control system module are: wash of the main rotor. At high speeds, correlation
p, q, r, 6, A1 5 , B1 s, t@T/R, ., 0, 0, u, v, u,,#, of yaw maneuvers identifies upgrades to the vertical
and VA. The outputs are limited authority control in- tail and the interference factors. Comparison of re-
puts in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes, and incremental sponses in roll and pitch are used to refine the airframe
angle of incidence for the horizontal stabilator. The modeling. In particular, the pitch axis correlation en-
sensors and actuator dynamics are not modeled. ables correct modeling of the pitch stability through

the main rotor downwash interference effects on the
8. FLIGHT MODEL VALIDATION horizontal stabilator. Specific maneuvers, such as one
AGAINST FLIGHT TEST DATABASE engine inoperative fly-away from hover, validate the

The FLYRT flight simulation code has been exten- engine/airframe/rotor interfaces of the flight model.

sively validated primarily against the AH-64A Apache Frequency domain methods enable validation of the
flight test database, refs. [15 and 16]. Steady state flight model over the entire frequency range of inter-
trim correlations, and time domain and frequency do- est. Based on the frequency at which discrepancies
main validations have been performed, both to vali- occur, components and their model upgrades can be
date and to refine the flight model, identified. Furthermore, frequency domain validation

Steady state trim correlations at different speeds and is required to meet the new ADS-33C, ref. [17], re-

directions of flight facilitate validation of several ws- quirements for military rotorcraft.

pects of the model. Hover correlation enables refine- 8.1 Steady State Trim Validation
ment of the main rotor and tail rotor mean momen- A brief description of the FLYRT trim procedure was
tum downwash models. In addition, the tail rotor presented in section 2, illustrated in figure 1. The
inflow in the presence of a vertical tail acting as a parameters typically chosen for static trim validation
ground plate is refined. At low speed level flight (for- against flight test are main rotor collective, longi-
ward, rearward, sideward left or right) up to 40 knots, tudinal and lateral cyclic (6., 6., 6,), pedal position
the main rotor first harmonic components of the mo- (6,), stabilator incidence (i 5 5 ), total shaft horsepower
mentum downwash and the effects of the main rotor (HP), and aircraft pitch and roll attitudes (8, €).
downwash on the airframe components (fuselaxe, tail
rotor/vertical tail, and horizontal tail) are validated. The pilot controls for validation results presented in
Also, the sideward flights exercise the high angle fuse- this paper are provided in % of control actuator mo-
lage equations through the large sideslip angles en- tion, inches of stick/pedal travel, or blade angles in
countered. At moderate speeds, around 80 knots, the degrees. Conversion between the three different units
main rotor downwash effects at high wake skew an- of control measurements, for the AH-64A Apache he-
gles and the stabilator speed/collective schedule are licopter, are given below:
validated. The high speed correlations enable accu-
rate modeling of the effects of high advance ratio in AH-64A Apache Control Rigging

the main rotor (high Mach numbers on the advanc- Axis Actua- Blade Stick/ Stick/

ing side and high angles of attack on the retreating Stick/ tor Angle Pedal Pedal

side), the effects of the vertical tail and tail rotor act- Pedal Travel Deg. Inches Direction

ing as a bi-plane, and the total drag of the airframe. Coil. 0% 0.0 0.0 down

The vertical descending flight cases checkout the pro- Stick 100% 18.0 12.0 up

vision for vortex ring state in the main rotor. The Long. 0% 20.0 0.0 forward

climbing and turning flight correlations validate the Stick 100% -10.0 10.0 aft

cross-coupling terms in the main and tail rotors and Lat. 0% -10.5 0.0 left

also the airframe. Stick 100% 7.0 9.0 right
Yaw 0% 27.5 0.0 left

Time domain dynamic response correlations are per- Pedal 100% -13.5 6.5 right
formed for simple step/doublet control inputs in indi-
vidual axes as well as specific maneuver flights. Cor- Figure 8 presents static trim correlation against AH-

relations for single axes control inputs are performed 64A Apache flight test for steady level flights in for-

typically at three different speeds (hover, 80 and 130 ward, rearward, and sideward left and right directions.
knots) and in the four axes, yaw, roll, pitch, and ver- The rotormap main rotor in FLYRT was used to gen-
tical, in that order, to validate various transient com- erate these results. The control positions predicted
putations of the model. Correlation of a yaw maneu- by FLYRT for the collective and lateral stick are less
ver in hover establishes the accuracy of the tail rotor than those of flight test; howevr, the correlatioas are
model. Through correlation of roll and pitch responses better for the longitudinal stick and pedal positions.
in hover, the skewed wake profile and the time con- The total shaft horsepower, and roll and pitch atti-
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tudes predicted by FLYRT show generally good agree- input during the time period up to the 100% rise-

ment with flight test. time. Thi, requirement shall be discarded for in-
dividual off-axis responses if, during the time pe-

Figures 9 shows autorotation trim correlation, FLYRT riod up to the 100% rise-time, that specific off-

(rotormap) against AH-64A Apache flight test. The axis response deviation has a peak flight value
collective stick positions are over predicted in the low less than 20% of the on-azis peak flight response
speeds and under predicted in the high speeds. The for the same input.
rate of descent and pitch attitude show acceptable

agreement with flight test. Pedal and longitudinal For the cyclic stick and pedals, the "on-axis responses"

stick positions show good agreement. However, the are defined as: the pitch rate (q. - deg/sec) response

lateral stick positions are over predicted for the entire to longitudinal cyclic, the roll rate (p. - deg/sec) re-

speed range, which is opposite to the trend seen for sponse to lateral cyclic, and the yauw rate (r. - deg/sec)

the steady state trims shown in figure 8. response to pedals. For the collective, the 'on-axis re-
sponse" is the vertical acceleration (a. g's). The

Results from the blade element rotor model for the 'off-axis response variables' are the remaining three
static trim are not presented here. They can be ex- response variables respectively for each axis.

pected to be nearly the same as the rotormap main
rotor model. In steady state, the rotormap tables rep- The simulation results presented in ref. 1151 were
resent all the characteristics of a blade element rotor generated using the measured control inputs to drive

model, since the off-line code used for generating the FLYRT, described previously as method (i). Repre-

rotormap is a blade element rotor model. sentative validation results from ref. 115] for the di-
rectional, lateral, longitudinal, and collective axes, are

8.2 Time Domain Dynamic Validation presented in figures 10 through 13. Only the primary
Dynamic response time histories are generated by ex- axis (on-axis) responses are shown.
ecuting the 'fly" sequence in FLYRT, illustrated in
figure 2. Two different methods are used to dupli- The FLYRT response at hover to a half-inch left di-
cats flight test maneuvers: i) FLYRT driven by flight rectional doublet is shown in figure 10. In the orig-

test control time histories, and ii) maneuvers flown inal model (version 5.0), the peak yaw rate is con-

by a paper pilot. In method i), the simulation model sidered marginally acceptable. The discrepancy was
is driven with measured control time histories. The traced to control rigging calibration data which was

flight model is trimmed as close as possible to the subsequently upgraded (version 5.1) based on rigging
flight test condition. It is then driven by adding the data measured from four different production aircraft.
trimmed controls to the perturbation controls which Differences between upgraded control rigging and the
are obtained by subtracting the initial control posi- original control calibrations were minimal everywhere
tions from the measured data. This method eliminates except at full right tail rotor blade angle which was
propagation of any intial condition errors in the dy- 25% less. Updates to control calibrations resulted in

namic response. In method ii), the maneuvers flown excellent correlation in yaw rate rise time and peak
in flight test are duplicated in conjunction with the value. Both on-axis (primary axis) and off-axes (sec-

paper pilot software in FLYRT. The paper pilot com- ondary axes - not presented here) responses were con-
bines the control inputs with an adaptive control aye- sidered acceptable.

tern to duplicate the pilot action in executing a desired
maneuver. Figure 11 shows the predicted response to a half-inch

right lateral doublet at 80 knots. Peak roll rate is
The FLYRT (rotormap) dynamic validation against acceptable but the 50% rise time does not match. The

the Apache flight test data performed in recent years increasing roll rate at six seconds in the flight test

is documented in ref. [111. A dynamic validation cri- data appears to be independent of control inputs and

teria provided by NASA was used as a guideline to could be related to external disturbances. The off-
show correlation against flight test. These dynamic axis responses predicted for this case (not presented

validation criteria are considered appropriate for val- here) were found acceptable, except for the normal
idating the dynamic response of a flight model. The acceleration.

criteria used are:
In figure 12 the longitudinal response correlation at

1. Short-term on-axis responses: The peak value 130 knots is presented. The updated FLYRT version
and 50% rise-time of the simulation and flight 5.1 shows significant improvements over version 5.0.

values shall match to within *0% of the flight The pitch response obtained from version 5.1 to a half-
values. inch aft doublet apses well with flight test data. The

B. Long-term on-azis responses: The stability die'aence between versions 5.0 and 5.1 is a modifica-
trends (i.e. converging or diverging) shall be tion to the main rotor downwash elects on the hor-
consistent with the fltht data. isontal StabiiatoV. Interference factors involving the

S. Off-axis responses: The trend of the off-e-is re- magnitude and direction of the wake hitting the sta-
sposes shall have the coorsect signs (i.a. mnraes- bilator were tuned to correlate with flight test pitch
in# positiel or nsatieely) following tea oe-axis rates. The of-axis response, except in the roll axis,

i -- _ _ _ _ _......_ _ L
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were acceptable. The roll rates predicted showed op- simulation are used to identify simulation fidelity is-

posits trends. Again, the off-axes results are not pre- sues through the frequency response analysis of the

seasted here. simulation environment. In addition, the frequency
response comparisons also identify flight model corn-

Figure 13 shows the FLYRT response to a half-inch up ponents for fidelity improvements, based on the fre-Scollective doublet at 130 knots. The normal accelera- unycte.qunycontent.
tion peak does not exactly match the measured peak
but shows the correct trend. The off-axis responses Frequency response analysis was performed by fly-
for this case, not presented here, met the acceptabil- ing frequency sweep maneuvers in the batch (nonreal-
ity criteria, time) FLYRT and superimposing the effects of the

manned simulation environment, such as the control
In summary, based on the dynamic validation criteria loader and visual image generator, as pure time delays.
employed, the overall FLYRT simulation is considered Frequency sweep techniques recommended in refs. j19
acceptable for the short-term response. In off-axes, and 201 were used to generate time history responses
certain coupling effects showed opposite trends leading which are then used for frequency domain analysis.
to error buildup in the long-term comparisons. It must
be pointed out that, in most cases, the magnitude The FLYRT predicted frequency responses against
of the off-axis responses are much less compared to the AH-64A Apache flight test data for pitch rate to
the on-axis response. Significant improvements in the longitudinal cyclic and roll rate to lateral cyclic are
FLYRT predicted responses can be expected with the compared in figures 15a and 15b, respectively. The
blade element rotor model, responses are presented in terms of magnitude and

In addition to the time history correlations docu- phase, for 130 knots and DAS-off condition.

mented in ref. (151, several other similar correlations In figure 15a, coherence values of near 1.0 for frequen-
of FLYRT against AH-64A Apache flight test database cies above 0.5 red/sec show that there is good iden-
have been performed. As an example, the AH-64A tification of the responses above this frequency. The
Apache one engine inoperative (OEI) fly-away from magnitude response of the model is about 4 dB greater
hover maneuver is presented in figure 14. The spec- than the aircraft for frequencies above 2 rad/sec. This
ification for multi-engine rotorcraft require that the trend is consistent with those seen in the time domain
allowable altitude lows following a single engine fail- validations which show larger pitch response to higher
ure shall be no more than 50 feet (15M). The vali- frequency longitudinal cyclic inputs.
dation criteria used for figure 14 was to match the
simulation predictions to the flight test time histories In figures 15b, low coherence for the flight test data in-
as close as possible, which is more demanding than dicates either the influence of off-axis controls or that
the NASA validation criteria used for results shown flight test data on the rate response should be suspect.
in figures 10 through 13. The control positions, en- The recommended (ref. 20) usable frequency range is
gins torques, normal acceleration, and radar altitude where the coherence is greater than 0.8 for the iden-
from FLYRT simulation show good agreement with tified response. Roll responses shows poor coherence
flight test. However, the main rotor speed predicted for the low frequency range; thus, the comparisons
by FLYRT for this maneuver shows poor correlation, are limited to the higher frequencies wherever possi-

ble. The high frequency roll rate response is consid-
The OEI fly-away from hover maneuver was created ered acceptable. The yaw rate response comparison,
using a maneuver routine and the paper pilot soft- not presented here, showed poor coherence and hence
ware, described previously as method (ii). Several the validation was inconclusive.
other flight test maneuvers using this method have
been simulated in FLYRT. Of the maneuvers simu- The magnitude and phase delay data for the pitch,
lated, some were performed for the purpose of vali- roll, and yaw axes were transformed to the ADS-33C
dating against flight test data, and others as part of short term uttitude response requirements. For the
simulation applications for design and development, 130 knots, DASH-off condition, the pilot rating levels
which are presented in a latter section. obtained from FLYRT were in good agreement with

those obtained from the AH-64A Apache flight test
3.8 Frequency Domain Validation data. The pilot rating levels are not presented here,
Fequency domain validation of FLYRT (rotormap) they can be found in ref. 118).
was initially performed in the context of manned sim-
ulation, ref. 1I11, to improve pilot acceptance of the In summary, the magnitude and phase frequency re-
simulation environment. The ADS-33C, ref. 1171, han- sponse comparisons between FLYRT and flight test
dling qualities spcification for military helicopters for confirm results found in several time domain valida-
small amplitude attitude change maneuvers is defined tion efforts. In general, the FLYRT model responds
primarily in the frequency domain in tern of band- more strongly to pitch control inputs at higher fre-
width and phase delay. The criteria relate the aircraft quancias. These results indicate that the main rotor
frequency response to pilot ratings for different pilot- flaPping dyuamic and rotorlbodY coupling proced re
in tasks. The pilot ratings obtalned from a manne sed in the rotopmnp main rotor model need to be up-
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graded. Similar frequency domain validation for the Rate of descent, pitch rate, forward ground speed, and
blade element main rotor model, because it will elim- nose-up attitude are all controlled through longitudi-
inate shortcomings of the rotormap model, can be ex- nal cyclic and collective for a safe landing.
pected to provide better correlations against the flight
test database. The FLYRT predicted results correlated well with

flight test data for this maneuver. The maneuver illus-
4. APPLICATIONS OF FLIGHT SIMU- trated in figure 16 is routinely used in FLYRT to study
LATION FOR ROTORCRAFT DESIGN AND the effects of change in rotor inertia on safe emergency
DEVELOPMENT landing requirements of a helicopter.

The FLYRT flight simulation model applications pre- 4.2 AH-64A Apache Empennage Redesign
sented here are: the simulation of a power-off emer- One of the major applications of FLYRT during the
gency landing procedure for a OH-6A Cayuse he- AH-64A Apache full scale development was the em-
licopter, the AH-64A Apache empennage redesign, pennage redesign to improve pilots visibility. A tech-
piloting techniques for terrain avoidance maneuver, nical history of the Apache empennage redesign is pre-
safety of flight for air-to-air combat flight envelope sented in ref. [211. The prototype configuration had a
expansion, advanced flight control law development, T-tail which caused a high nose-up pitch attitude dur-
and flight test support for engine/airframe integra- ing approach, in Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) flights, and
tion for the AH-64A Apache upgrades. For these ap- in climb, resulting in poor pilot visibility. The T-tail
plications, the simulation objective, specific model re- was changed to a low horizontal tail, and eventually to
finements required, and correlation against flight test a stabilator, which resulted in a much reduced nose-up
whenever available, are presented. Applications of attitude and thus better visibility for the pilot. The
MDHC's flight model in manned simulators are also AR-64A Apache production configuration is shown in
presented. figure 17a.

4.1 OH-6A Cayuse Helicopter Power-Off The horizontal stabilator control system for the AH-
Emergency Landing 64A Apache is similar to that of the UH-60 Blackhawk
Simulation of power-off emergency landings is required helicopter. The horizontal stabilator has three modes
to design the helicopter main rotor autorotative iner- of operation: i) automatic mode, ii) NOE/Approach
tia for safe landing. During the early stages of FLYRT mode, and iii) manual mode. In the automatic mode,
development, it was applied to simulate the power-off the schedule is a function of the collective position, in-
emergency landing procedure for a OH-6A Cayuse he- dicated longitudinal airspeed, and pitch rate. FLYRT
licopter, presented in ref. [1]. The flight model in this simulation was used in establishing the values of con-
application consisted of three longitudinal degrees of trol system gains in the speed and collective paths in
freedom, a rotormap representation for the main ro- the automatic mode, to achieve the desired aircraft
tor, and a linear engine model driven by turbine speed pitch attitude and longitudinal stick travel. Limit on
error. A paper pilot based on adaptive control laws the maximum stabilator incidence, 35 degrees trail-
was used to execute the maneuver. ing edge down in the manual mode, was also set. In

addition, a parametric study of the horizontal stabi-
Figure 16 illustrates validation of the emergency land- lator wetted area required was also performed using
ing, initiated from 50 knots, against the OH-6A FLYRT.
Cayuse helicopter flight test data. The emergency
landing was simulated by dividing the maneuver into Two aspects of the horizontal stabilator model in
four major segments, pilot's initial reaction, initial FLYRT were upgraded during this simulation to im-
flare, final flare, and pre-touchdown. The initial re- prove aircraft longitudinal trim predictions. First, the
action by the pilot, triggered by a rapid decay in the main rotor wake interference effects on the horisontal
rotor speed following engine failure, is to push the stabilator were refined using data obtained from pow-
stick forward. The second action, which lasts for the ered AH-64A Apache model wind tunnel tests. Sec-
next 2.5 seconds, is the initial flare when the pilot ond, the stabilator was divided into two independent
pulls back the stick to command a nose-up attitude, surfaces, left and right, to account for the asymmetric
and dumps collective to a minimum, to reduce both flow effects of the main rotor advancing and retreating
the helicopter's downward acceleration and the rotor sides. The model upgrades were critical for computing

deceleration. The third stage is the final flare, for the correct aircraft pitch attitudes and longitudinal stick
next 1.5 seconds, when the helicopter achieves a nose- positions in low speed flights. Figure l7b shows the
up attitude for rapid deceleration. The rotor speed good correlation obtained for FLYRT predicted pitch
reaches maximum and is controlled by progressively attitudes and longitudinal stick positions against flight
increasing the collective pitch. The fourth stage is test data for low speed level flights, at a fixed stabila-
the pre-touch down, which starts about 5 seconds into tor incidence of 35 degrees.
the maneuver, when the rate of descent is controlled
to be within the safe margin. Rapid application of Application of FLYRT for the successful redesign of

the collective pitch reduces the residual rotor energy. the AH-64A Apache empennage, and subeequant con-
firmation of the simulation results during light test,

i __ __ __ __ __ __ I
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established FLYRT as a valuable flight simulation tool of light. The aerobatic maneuvers simulated include
at McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company. execution of a 360 degree vertical loop and 360 de-

gree roll right and left. These maneuvers involve high
4.3 AH-64A Apache Terrain Avoidance speeds and high load factors and exercise the rotor to
Military helicopter specifications for terrain avoidance its limits.
maneuvers require that a helicopter should able to per-
form three-second sustained symmetrical pull-ups at The paper pilot in FLYRT was used to simulate the
1.75g, initiated at an airspeed of 150 KTAS, not less maneuver. The piloting technique to execute a verti-
than 120 KTAS at the end of the maneuver, and two- cal loop as illustrated in ref. 1231 was used as a starting
second sustained symmetrical push-overs at -0.5g ini- point. A detailed description of the AH-64A Apache
tiated at an airspeed of 120 KTAS. air-to-air combat maneuver simulations is presented

in ref. [241, the vertical loop maneuver from which
FLYRT was validated against the AH-64A Apache is described here. Figure 19 shows the time history
flight test data for the terrain avoidance maneuver, of aircraft speed and load factors for the vertical loop
illustrated in figure 18, from ref. [221. In order to simu- maneuver. The entry speed for the loop maneuver was
late the maneuver using a paper pilot, the pilot action identified to be between 120 to 140 knots. Speeds be-
was divided into three stages, pull-up, push-overs, and low 120 knots were insufficient to generate the looped
recovery, which are clearly identifiable from the flight flight path. Aircraft speeds above 140 knots exceeded
test data. The maneuver is executed using both the the transmission torque limit over the high load factor
longitudinal stick and collective: the stick back for regions of the maneuver, and also, unacceptable rotor
pull-up, followed by stick forward together with the stalls were detected.
collective down for push-over, and finally stick back
for recovery. The lateral stick and pedal are used to The first major decision point in executing the ma-
hold the aircraft roll attitude and heading. The rotor neuver is when the speed falls in the range 80 to 100
speed is controlled through collective pitch. knots, from 140 knots, and the load factor increases

to around 2.0g. From here, the longitudinal aft stick
FLYRT predicted results for the terrain avoidance ma- must be increased further to achieve a pitch rt ý e of up
neuver, when compared against the AH-64A Apache to 50 deg/sec. This stick position is held until the iixt
flight test data, figure 18, show good correlation for major decision point which occurs at the end of the
the control positions as well as the aircraft states. The inverted flight with the aircraft in a vertical nose down
terrain avoidance maneuver feature in FLYRT is used attitude. At this point, forward stick is progressively
to demonstrate the load factor capabilities of advanced applied to attain a straight and level flight. During
rotor designs. transition from vertical to level flight, collective pitch

4.4 AH-64A Apache Air-to-Air Combat is increased to keep the rotor RPM to within +5%

Flight Envelope Expansion to 10%. Lateral stick activity was not required; how-

Air-to-air combat flights in helicopters, although not ever, left pedal inputs were required for compensation

as common as in fixed wing fighters, involve aerobatic at very low speeds.

maneuvers which take the aircraft to the extremes of 4.5 Advanced Flight Controls Development
the flight envelope and some times beyond, ref. 123). McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company has designed
Acrobatic maneuver capability of a helicopter, in ad- and flight tested an experimental fly-by-wire control
dition to air-to-air combat capability, serves two other system on the AH-64A Apache, ref. 1251. During
purposes. The first obvious purpose is to perform development of the fly-by-wire flight control system,
spectacular maneuvers in demonstration flights and FLYRT was used both in the nonreal-time mode and
air shows. The se.ond, which is more important for pi- in the manned simulator.
lot and crew safety, is the helicopters' ability to regain
normal flight in emergency situations. Emergency sit- Currently, the rotormap FLYRT is used to support
uations could arise from any number of reasons includ- control law development. However, the modern day
ing abrupt evasive maneuvers, turbulent weather con- high gain control laws require a blade element rotor
ditions, strong gusts, and disorientation of the pilot, model to provide sufficient bandwidth for the control
all of which could result in unsafe aircraft attitudes, system design. An seroelastic blade element rotor
The aerobatic capabilities of the helicopter are highly with coupled flap, lead-lag, and torsion degrees-of-
useful to maneuver the aircraft into safety. freedom dynamically coupled to an elastic airframe is
For the AH-64A Apache advanced attack helicopter, required to develop the correct control system gains.
arobatic man-euveApsiheationsederetaerformedopter, Use of a comprehensive flight model to develop con-
aerobatic maneuver simulations were performed using trol laws will result in reduced development flight test
FLYRT before clearing the aircraft for air-to-air com- cost.
bat flight tests. The main objectives of the simulation
were twofold: i) to predict the load factors at criti- 4.6 AN-84A AJkirfram/U/ glazit Integratimo
cal points in the maneuver for detailed stress analysis A blade element main rotor model is required not only
of primary airframe components and ii) to provide a for high gain fly-by-wire control law development, but
series of decision points to the pilot to ensure safety also for several other applications. One such appli-
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cation discussed here is Apache airframe/engine inte- predicted by the rotormap model. The magnitude of
gration to obtain the desired aircraft handling quali- the engine torque predicted by the rotormap model is
ties and engine response. Engine responses of interest highly attenuated when compared to flight test; how-
include torque overshoot, rotor RPM droop, engine ever, the onset of the event is predicted correctly.
load sharing, and torque mismatch. A major model
upgrade to FLYRT in the past two years has been the Prediction of transient effects due to body angular
addition of a blade element rotor model, ref. [41, de- rates in the rotormap FLYRT, described in section

scribed in section 2. A blade element rotor model was 2, is limited to nominal angular rates, since the tran-

required to accurately simulate the engine/drive train sients are computed based on closed form linear solu-

responses to validate the engine fuel control system tions. Also, the rotormap main rortor model cannot

for engine upgrades and modifications, account for stall at the blade element level because
the rotor is treated as a disc for aerodynamic rep-

One of the critical maneuvers to be flight tested in resentations. However, the engine torque from the
order to validate the adequacy of the engine fuel con- rotormap model in the linear aerodynamic range is
trol system is roll-reversal in high speed flight. This in close agreement with that from the blade element
maneuver, initiated from a steady straight ana level model, The rotormap result has the correct phase,
flight, is executed using the lateral stick and main- but is much attenuated in magnitude. This result
taining heading. The collective stick remains fixed shows that the rotormap model can be used for pre-
at its trimmed position. The maneuver is often re- liminary engine/airframe efforts. The blade element
ferred to as an "uncompensated maneuver" since the rotor model can subsequently be used to perform a
engine control system has provision for feed forward final design of the engine fuel control system.
compensation as a function of collective motion, to
produce proper engine response, but the collective is To obtain a better understanding of the rotor mecha-
not moved. The engine response is primarily driven nism involved in generating the characteristic torque
by the turbine speed error during this maneuver. The spike in the engine, an illustration of the blade ei-
maneuver results in high roll rates, in excess of 50 ment rotor response is presented in figure 20b. In this

deg/sec. High roll rates coupled with the aircraft figure, rotor blade torque (QR), and blade section lift

forward speed around 130 knots results in retreating and drag coefficients (CL, CD) at a blade radius of
blade stall. These effects produce a sharp increase in 0.86R, as a function of rotor asimuth, are presented
the rotor torque load, which generates a torque spike for the reference blade (#1). The blade #1 asimuth
in the engine response. For helicopters with rotor ro- corresponds to a typical time slice during which the
tation direction which puts the retreating blades on engine torque spike occurs. The C1, plot shows that

the left, a right-to-left rapid roll produces a more se- the blade section reaches stall in the fourth quadrant,
vere torque spike. A flight simulation model should be around a blade asimuth of 300 degrees. The CD plot

capable of predicting the torque spike, both in magni- shows a corresponding drag rise. The sharp increase

tude and phase, for proper engine fuel control system in rotor torque, (QR), occurs in response to the blade

design. drag rise. The blade element rotor model represents,
at the element level, the drag due to stall and the

FLYRT has been used to predict the characteristic changing aerodynamic environment of different blades
torque spike in rapid roll maneuvers, presented in de- due to azimuth spacing. It is therefore better able to
tail in ref. 141. For the purpose of illustrating this predict the torque spike magnitude as compared to
application, the results and discussion for the right- the flight test data.
to-left rapid roll from ref. 141 are presented here. A blade element rotor model provides the capabil-

Figure 20a presents the comparison of FLYRT pre- ity to accurately model blade aerodynamics at the
dicted results, both from the rotormap and blade ele- blade element level, which is required to predict the
ment rotor models, against the AH-64A Apache flight correct engine response. In addition, it provides the
test data. In this maneuver, initiated from a steady lead-lag degrees-of-freedom required to model the ro-
level flight, the aircraft is roiled 90 degrees to the tor/body/drive train dynamic coupling (described in
left and immediately rolled back to wings level at- section 2) in order to properly predict the drive train
titude, executed in about 4 to 5 seconds. The pa- response, which is critical to a successful integration
rameters compared are the roll attitude (0), roll rate of engines with the airframe.
(p,), torque for the No.2 engine (QT2), and the main

rotor speed (A0 n). Both 0 and ps from FLYRT sim. 4.7 Manned S1mulation Applications

ulations show good correlation against the flight test Application of FLYRT for manned simulation covers

data. The main rotor RPM (ON) droop from the blade a wide range of simulators. In 1981, FLYRT was
element FLYRT compares better with flight test than used on the NASA/Ames FSAA (Flight Simulator for

that from the rotormap FLYRT. The engine torque Advanced Aircraft) to simulate the OH-6A/NOTAR

(QT2) predicted by the blade element model is much demonstrator for safety of flight before full scale mod-
closer in magnitude to the characteristic torque spike ifications to the aircraft could begin. In 1983, MDHC

seen in the flight test data when compared to that teamed with Singer-Link to develop a FLYRT based
i 4
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flight model for the U.S. Army's Combat Mission Handling Qualities Ratings - HQR) obtained for the
Simulator (CMS) for the AH-64A Apache. As part AH-64A Apache simulation from three different pilots
of the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Integration were 4/4, 4/5, and 7.5/7.0 (adequacy/work load), de-
(ARTI) program, which was the predecessor to the tails are presented in ref. 1181. These ratings indicate
U.S. Army's LH program in 1984, a FLYRT model of that for the majority of the pilots the AH-64A Apache
the AH-64A Apache was implemented in the McAir simulation has a nearly level-I (satisfactory without
(MDHC) simulator. A simplified version of FLYRT improvement) acceptance.
was generated for the U.S. Army's Cockpit/Weapons
Emergency Procedure Trainer (CWEPT), in 1985. In 4.7.2 AH-64A Apache FLYRT on the VMS at
the rubsequent years, FLYRT has been implemented NASA/Ames
in the MDHC fixed base full mission simulators, where The FLYRT model currently implemented on the
it is primarily utilised for engineering simulation of NASA Ames VMS has a rotormap main rotor model.
the AH-64A Apache and its variants. During 1989, A blade element rotor model for the AH-64A Apache
a FLYRT model of the AH-64A Apache was imple- application on the VMS is under development by the
mented in the vertical motion simulator (VMS) at U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate.
NASA/Ames for the U.S. Army. The main objective A description of the NASA/Ames VMS facility can
was to provide the Army with a capability to study be found in ref. [261. The VMS has a six degrees-
potential accident scenarios, and for accident inves- of-freedom large amplitude motion base. The inter-
tigations. Pilot evaluations of the AH-64A Apache changeable cab is mounted on a carriage whose motion
FLYRT in the MDHC full mission simulators and in in the vertical axis is ±30 feet, lateral axis, ±20 feet,
the VMS at NASA/Ames, are presented next, and longitudinal axis, -4 feet. In addition, the cab

4.7.1 AH-64A Apache FLYRT on MDHC Simulators has three angular motion degrees-of-freedom. Vibra-
The McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company full mis- tion cues through a seat-shaker system and aural cues,
sion simulators are currently fixed base, with an in- are also provided. The computer generated imagery
terchangeable cockpit enclosed in a 20 ft. diameter scenes are displayed in the cab through four collimated
dome. A General Electric Compuscene IV image gen- CRT windows. The visual simulator system used for
erating system is used for the visual simulation. Also the AH-64A Apache on the VMS was the Singer-Link
available are Evans & Sutherland and Sogitec visual DIG-1 for most applications. The Evans & Sutherland
systems for specific applications. The image is pro- CT5-A was also used for some piloting tasks.
jected on the dome through a servo-optical projection During the initial Ames AH-64A Apache simulation
system (SOPS) with a head-tracker driven high res- conducted in 1989, a series of piloting tasks were per-
olution insert. The visual system used in the dome formed to assess the fidelity of the simulation, ref. [271.
gives an excellent field-of-view for the pilot. At the The piloting tasks chosen covered nearly the entire
present time, the rotormap FLYRT model is used for range of the helicopter flight envelope. The tasks
manned simulation, included ground modes of operatvn, hovering ma-

In recent years, there has been increased emphasis at neuvers, low level flights, NOE flights, high speed
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Companyto improve cruise flights, banked turns, and approach and land-
the fidelity of the simulation environment, ref. 1181. ings. Both normal and degraded visual environments
Various aspects of the simulation environment were were used to obtain pilot ratings. Pilot ratings for var-
upgraded towards improving the simulation fidelity. ious simulation aspects were obtained, which included
The real-time flight model was updated to the most re- field of view, flight model, vibration model, computer
cent version of FLYRT. The McFadden control loader generated imagery scene, IHADSS (Integrated Helmet
system force-feel characteristics were re-calibrated to and Display Sight System) operation, aural cueing,
match the aircraft measured characteristics. Texture motion cueing, cockpit controller and cabin environ-
patterns in the visual database were upgraded to im- ment.
prove visual cues for precision flying. Improvements Pilot ratings and comments pertinent to the flight
to aural cues and force cues (g-seat) were also inves- model were studied to identify potential upgrades to
tigated. improve fidelity. For the purpose of obtaining over-

In order to assess the improved fidelity of the simu- all pilot subjective assessment of the AH-64A Apache
lation, ratings were obtained for a series of piloting FLYRT simulation, different tasks evaluated were
tasks. The tasks chosen were similar to the ADS- grouped into four flight regimes: ground mode, hover,
33C, ref. [171, flight test maneuvers. It included hover low speed, and high speed. The averaged HQR's com-
turns, hovering lateral step, hovering bob-up, terrain piled form ref. 1271, for both DASE-off and DASE-on
flight, forward flight pop-up, approach/landing/take- flights, are tabulated below:
of, high speed light, NOE deceleration, and pinacle
hover. All thes piloting tasks were flown with the air-
craft automatic light control system (DASE) turned
on. The overall pilot ratings (Modified Cooper-Harper

ij
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Modified Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Ratings are simulated without encountering singulari-
AdequacyjWork Load ties, since Euler angles are comprted in quater-

Te-ask ___DXSE-OI{ASE- nions.
Ground Mode Tasks I N/A | 4.7/4.65 9. The 'paper pilot" software in FLYRT is used to

Hover Tasks 5.9/5.35 5.2/5.3 simulate any desired maneuver to perform model
Low Speed Tasks 6.2/5.8 I 5.9/5.25 validations and to support rotorcraft design and

High Speed Tasks 5.2/4.6 | 3.5/3.25 development.

The HQR's for most of the flight tasks are in the level- 5.2 Flight Model Validation
2 category (deficiencies warrant improvement), except
for the high speed DASE-on tasks which are in the The rotormap FLYRT flight model is validated

level-i category (satisfactory without improvement), extensively against the AH-64A Apache flight

The actual AH-64A Apache helicopter with DASE-on test Jatabase. Validations include steady state

has a level-i acceptance for all piloting tasks. Model trim, time history correlations for step/doublet

upgrades for future AH-64A Apache simulations on inputs in individual axes, one engine inopera-

the VMS are expected to be incorporated to improve tive fly-away from hover, and frequency domain

pilot ratings. validations.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 5.3 Flight Simulation Applications

Based on the flight model description, validation re- Applications of FLYRT simulation presented include

suits, and applications presented, summary and con- design support, safety of flight for envelope expansion,

clusions along the three major areas addressed in the aerodynamic component redesign, engine/airframe in-

paper are provided. tegration, and manned simulations. Conclusions
based on specific applications are:

5.1 Flight Simulation Mathematical Model

1. The power-off emergency landing procedure is
The McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's validated against the OH-6A Cayuse flight test
FLYRT flight simulation model is developed based on database. The procedure is used to establish the
a comprehensive mathematical formulation. Dynamic autorotative inertia requirements of a helicopter
couplings beLween components and mutual interfer- rotor design.
ence/interactions between aerodynamic surfaces are 2. Simulation support during the AH-64A Apache
modeled. Rotorcraft components are modeled in de- empennage redesign established the FLYRT
tail to simulate the complete flight envelope. Conclu- flight model as a reliable design tool within
sions on component models are: MDHC.

3. The terrain avoidance maneuver procedure is
1. The rotormap main rotor model is computation- validated against the AH-64A Apache flight test.

ally efficient and is used for real-time piloted The procedure is used to verify the load fac-
simulations using existing low-power computers. tor capabilities of new rotor designs for pull-

2. The blade element main rotor model is formu- up/push-over maneuvers.
lated based on normal modes, to model differ- 4. FLYRT is used to simulate air-to-air combat ma-
ent types of rotor blade retention systems. It neuvers to provide design support and pilot de-

has the degrees-of-freedom required for the ro- cision points for safety of flight.
tor/body/drive train dynamic coupling model. 5. FLYRT simulation is used for advanced control

3. The fuselage model represents ±180 degrees of law development, both in the nonreal-time mode

angles-of-attack and sideslip angles to model air- and in manned simulators.
craft attitudes in all flight conditions. 6. The blade element rotor model in FLYRT, alontr

4. The anti-torque module has provision to model with the single degree-of-freedom drive train
either a conventional tail rotor/vertical tail or model, is used to predict engine response within
an advanced anti-torque system. acceptable limits for uncompensated maneuvers

5. The AH-64A Apache landing gear model is a which are critical for engine/airframe integra-
realistic representation for landing, take-off, and tia.
ground mode operations. i. FLYRT is .*ed in McDonnell Douglas Helicopter

6. The engine models are in sufficient detail both Company's fu'l mission simulators for engineer-
for manned simulations and engineering appli- ing applications. An AH-64A Apache FLYRT
cations. model is operation A on the NASA/Ames Ver-

7. The AH-64A Apache automatic flight control tical Motion Simulator for the U.S. Army, to
system, DASE/BUCS and horizontal stabilator, study accident investigations.
is modeled in complete detail. Necessary inter-
faces with cockpit hardware switches are pro-
vided for manned simulation.

8. Large attitude maneuvers such as loops and rolls

I
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Summary 2. MBB's Simulation T-ols

Based on examples from several projects this paper Since 1982 five helicopter simulation cockpits have been
reflects MBB's experience with applicability, limitations, built and used at MBB. They are in different stages of
acceptance, and effectiveness of helicopter simulation. application and imply some variauun of design
Some of the key points are the objective and subjective philosophy.
validation of a simulator and the various factors, which
influence the acceptance by pilots. In this context it is
very important to make a trade-off between simulator 2.1 B0105 Cockpit
sophistication (i.e. cost) and required result i.e. design
input in the actual phase of development. Other aspects The B0105 cockpit is actually z cornlte fuselage
of simulation effectiveness include evaluation and including skids. It was modified fronm a flight-worthy
training of critical flight conditions prior to flight tests as helicopter to MBB's first helicopter simulate- cockpit in
well as involving the customer from early concept 1982. It had a reduced set of standard instruments and
studies up to full mission simulations, which gives him was operated in connection with MBB's Fighter Division
more influence on the design and leads to better identi- simulation facility with a DENELCOR HEP computer
fication with the product. with parallel processors and a CENERAL ELECTRIC

Compuscene [I 3-channel beamsplitter vision system
The paper is concluded with a summary of "do's" and (Fig.I).
"dont's" in piloted simulation to achieve maximum
simulation effectiveness.

1. Introduction

In the light of increasing complexity of modern helicop-
ters, resulting in more and more testing effort for deve-
lopment and certification, the piloted simulation gains a
significant role. However, it is mandatory to clearly
specify the areas, where this sophisticated tool has to be
applied to generate design inputs and to gain confidence
and acceptance, which are otherwise difficult to achieve
prior to flight tests.

The intention of this paper is to sum up MBB's eperience
with piloted helicopter simulation and to give guidelines
for an appropriate use of simulation tools. This includes
a discussion, in which areas of helicopter development Fig.l B0105 Cockpit in Beamrsplitter Vision System
piloted simulation is a must, where it is advantegeous for
a development programme, and where the use of At that time the cockpit was used for validation of the
complex simulators has less beneficial effects in terms of generic simulation program based on BOl05 flight test
time, cost and design input. Such conclusions can only results. The background for these activities were first
be drawn in connection with aspects such a& simulator parametric simulation studies of the NH90 transport
sophistication and appropriate preparation of a simulator helicopter.
campaign.



2.2 PAH-2 Cockpit (1-Man) The main objectives were studies of advanced control
and display concepts.

In the pre-development phase of the PAH-2 anti-tank
helicopter a 1-man simulation cockpit ,Fig.2) was built
with conventional instruments. This cockpit was already 2.4 NH90 Cockpit
suitable for the 6-channel GE CIV dome vision system,
which some time later replaced the 3-channel In the "Preliminary Design Phase" of the NH90 a cockpit
bearnsplitter. mock-up was modified into a "Basic Cockpit Simulator"

(Fig.4). It was equipped with two standard airliner CRT
displays with modified symbology for helicopter
applications. A set of "Active Sidearm Controllers"
(SAC) was installed in the pilot's station.

Fig.2: PAH2 1-Man Simulation Cockpit FigA NH190 Cockpit with Sidearm Controllers

The main objectives were preliminary studies of The main objective were feasibility studies of the
handling qualities during various "Mission Task sidearm controllers in typical mission phases.
Elements" without and with control and stability
augmentation system (CSAS).

2.5 PAH-2 Cockpit (2-Men)

2.3 BO108 Cockpit When the full development phase of the PAR- 2 had
started, it was decided to build a tandem simulation

The B0108 cockpit (Fig.3) was built as a "generic" cocky: (SimCo) with the original dimensions and
simulation cockpit with the approximate dimensions of realistically simulated equipment (Fig.5). The
the BOl08 helicopter and with conventional and side- symbologies of its 4 Multifunction Displays (MFD) are
arm controllers. generated by 4 Silicon Graphics computers.

Fig.3: B0108 Cockpit with Sidearm & Cony. Controls Fig.5: PAH2 2-Men Cockpit (SimCo)

I i'

A. ___



While all 4 cockpits mentioned previously were directly The GE Compuscene IV computer generated image
depending on a larger simulation facility (central (CGI) is projected in 6 channels from outside into the
simulation computer and sophisticated vision system) dome, which gives an field of view of 140" by 110' and
SimCo was designed to offer a stand-alone simulation an obstruction-free interior of the dome. As visual
capability. Since the initial application of SimCo was the database helicopter simulations mostly use the so-called
development and assessment of the man-machine "Enhanced Area" of about 15 by 15 nm (Fig.8).
interface aspects of the Tiger cockpit, it was decided to
install a limited computer capacity into the cockpit itself 7-."ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
to stimulate the cockpit instrumentation by a simplified
helicopter flight model. For applications beyond stand-
alone or "part-task" simulations the cockpit can be . 4L N''- :
linked through a VME interface to the central simulation
computer and further to the dome vision system (Fig.6). . -

SIMULATORCOCKP

>- -,.'.

Fig.6: SimCo Layout

This allows "combined-task" or mission simulations
with full flight dynamic and system simulation in a more Fig.8: Map of "Enhanced" Simulation Area
realistic scenario to generate a representative workload
of the crew for further assessments in an advanced Fig.9 gives an example for the 3-D features such as
development phase. houses, trees, streets, trucks, helicopters etc. in a day-

light out-of-the window scene.

2.6 Dome Simulation Facility of.

As indicated before MBB has rercted a dome simulation
center at the Fighter Division both for fixed wing and 4
helicopter simulations (Fig.7).

Fig.9: Daylight Scene in "Enhanced Area"

For mission simulation tasks (e.g. in the Tiger
programme) a second eye-point with a simulated sensor
image can be generated. Fig. 10 gives an example for a
low-light-level TV image.

Fig.7: MBB Dome Simulation Facility



4 Fig.I I: Simulator Validation Hover Turn

Fig.10: Simulated Low-Light-Level TV Image However, it is very difficult to validate even in an
objective manner. There are various constraints mostly

The central simulation computer is a HARRIS dictated by time and cost considerations but also by the
Nighthawk, where presently the generic helicopter complexity of helicopter physics:
simulation programme GENSIM makes use of up to 4
(out of 8) parallel processors for the calculation of the . Only a very limited number of flight cases out
fuselage, empennage, engines, automatic flight control of the complete flight enevelope can be studied,
system (AFCS). landing gear and blade element model which can leave model deficiencies in highly
of the rotor(s), non-linear conditions such as hover manoeuvres

with extreme variations of incidence and
sideslip angles completely undetected.

3. Simulator Validation
0 Very often reliable test data do not exist in

Besides other aspects such as training or flight test flight phases interesting for simulation, because
support, the main purpose of a development simulator is they are difficult to stabilize or even dangerous
to generate design inputs in a programme stage between to fly.
paper studies and flight tests. This requires a thorough
validation of the simulator for 3 reasons: * In comparison to conventional fixed-wing

aircraft it is much more difficult to predict flight
" to give the pilot a realistic environment for a characteristics of a new helicopter, even if the

representative assessment of certain system same simulation programme is validated with
characteristics test data of exist;ng helicopters. Some of the

reasons are limited possibilities of windtunnel
" to avoid wrong conclusions from simulations tests and the extreme aerodynamic environment

and hence wrong design inputs of the helicopter in terms of interferences. Mach
number and high incidence angle effects.

"* to gain cooperation of the pilot, because he has
the impression, the simulator behaves like the Since validation runs are normally made with
"real thing" and is not only a "toy for the the simulation software in off-line mode, real-
engineers' time simulation effects such as time delays with

the resulting loss of stability and phase margins
Hence validation plays a key role and must be split in 2 are difficult to detect.
equally important parts : "objective" and "subjective"
validation, where "objective" (type-)validation can of
course only start with flight tests. 3.2 "Subjective" Validation

I "Objective" Validation From what is said above it may now be understood, why
the terms "objective" and "subjective" validation have to

Since engineers are used to analytical and abstract be used very carefully. Even in the most sophisticated
thinking, they are very often tended tu believe that they simulator a pilot will never have identically the same
have validated a simulator objectively, when they have impression as in the real helicopter. Under the
done their "homework" by comparing and adjusting their assumption that the engineers have done their homework
computer results with test data. Of course it is essential as described above, there are still areas, which lead to
to check the flight model in terms of trim values, control unfavourable ratings of some or all pilots. It is well
response characteristics, stability etc. (see Fig.l 1). known from literature that Cooper Harper Ratings

I II I



(CHR) tend to be worse in simulators in comparison to to concentrate on the parameters to be assessed
real helicopters. Beyond "objective" model deficiencies without being distracted by effects secondary
some of the reasons might be: for the scope of the simulation study. Another

aspect is the personal experience with
0 Insufficient vision cues: (development) simulators, which can eve., lead

Even if the field of view is large enough for to a preconceived opinion based on earlier
peripheral vision, there is still a technology gap negative experience. Unfortunately, there is not
in CGI systems, which is especially affecting even a clear connection between flying
helicopter simulation. Whereas in reality e.g. a experience and simulator aptitude; sometimes
grass field shows more and more details as private pilots can manage a simulator better
closer one comes to the ground, CGI texture, than test pilots with thousands of flying hours,
which looks brilliant from higher altitude, when they are suffering from simulator
looses contrast and seems out-of-focus with sickness.
decreasing height. Other important visual cues
are the rotor downwash effects on leaves, grass,
water etc. 4. Examples or MBB simulation trials

* Motion cues: Since the aim of this paper is to give some guidelines for
Even the largest and most sophisticated successful simulation studies in helicopter development,
simulator motion base cannot reproduce the it might be interesing to mention some of the
exact motion feeling of the real aircraft. In this experiences made in actual project work.
context it should be added that a motion base
increases the complexity of a development
simulator not only in terms of cost and the well 4.1 BO105 and LTH
known vision-motion synchronisation problem,
but also in the need to compensate the lack of g- As already indicated in paras 2.1 and 2.4 NH90
capability of the motion base by modification of simulation studies started relatively early at MBB. In
the calculated model response; in other words: fact, the preliminary studies of the LTH - one of the two
the unknown helicopter reaction has to be German NH90 versions - were the kick-off project for
amplified by an unknown factor to use the MBB's real-time F, elicopter simulation activities. They
motion base capability to the maximum extent were performed with the B0105 cockpit in connection
possible. with the simulation facility of MBB's fighter division

(see Fig. 1).
However, there is no doubt that a good motion
system increases the realism significantly. The At that time (1983) the main interest were the handling
only question - in development simulation - is, qualities of this medium size transport helicopter under
which investment is necessary for which variation of certain design parameters such as blade
additional design input, mass and stiffness, empennage size and others.

" Aural cues: Since MBB had to prove the fidelity of the generic
Some essential parameters such as rotor RPM in simulation programme, the evaluation pilots - from
autorotation or blade loading in high-g industry, government test establishment and operational
manoeuvres are sensed by the pilot not or not units - insisted on the validation with B0105 flight test
only by visual or motion cues but also by aural results (Fig.12). Since this task was the very frst
cues. Simulator fidelity is not much increased
by additional visual indicators for such
parameters (e.g. a g-meter), because pilot's
attention is distracted from other tasks. Hence I W
sound simulation, which can also be used to
simulate a scenario with a more realistic stress
level or workload, is a relatively inexpensive
way to increase simulator fidelity.

"* Pilot's background:
A very important parameter affecting subjective
validation i.e. simulator acceptance by a pilot is
his own background. Especially in the area of
development simulation pilots need the ability Fig.12: BOl05 Helicopter

I



helicopter simulation in the new simulation facility (with Second (less self-confident) answer
a prototype version of the Denelcor HEP computer !) the Change essential parameters, but keep track!
engineers stood under emomous time pressure fighting
with untested hard- and software in a government Though it is one of the main advantages of a generic
programme with a fixed deadline. However, after some real-time simulation program, an "on-line" parameter
initial problems with "objective" and "subjective" variation is very dangerous. On one side it is easy to
validation, the B0105 model was well accepted in a loose track of the base-line configuration and on the
relatively large flight envelope including nap-of-the- other side it is often difficult to predict, whether this
earth flighL unpleasant behaviour is caused by the helicopter

configuration or by a deficiency of the simulation model
In this case time pressure might have helped, because In the case of the LTH simulation there were finally only
there was virtually no time for a thorough off-line two main points of concern: too strong pitch reactions
validation so that validation was mostly done in real- and insufficient tailrotor control range.
time, thus revealing all those specific problems (see 3.1). In such an early stage of a development programme with

only preliminary aerodynamic data of fuselage and
There were 2 points with negative comments, which empennage it is very difficult to differentiate between
could not be solved with the given hardware: missing data/model problems and configuration deficiencies.
pedal force gradients (no control force simulation in
yaw) and insufficient visual cues in hover and dolphin However, the LTH project was finally a successful start
manoeuvres (only 26" vertcal field of view and no of MBB's helicopter simulation activities. The customers
texturing). appreciated especially, how fast the simulation model

could be modified, when they wanted to study the
It was very interesting to observe the psychological part influence of parameter changes.
of validation. Even among industry test pilots with very
similar BOl05 experience validation results varied
significantly. While one pilot with extensive IFR 4.2 NH90
experience could fly the simulator with minimal
"training" time in IFR but also in typical VFR Based on the experience in the LTH simulation trials it
manoeuvres like hover, another pilot with mainly VFR was decided some time later to continue NH90
background had even problems in cruise flight
conditions.

After these BOl05 validation trials the LTH/NH90
simulation runs started. These revealed a principal
problem of handling qualities simulation in the pre-
development phase of a helicopter project:

What to do if th ;mulation model (without stability
augmentation) bet 'i.es in an unpleasant manner,
inspite of a careful off-line layout of essential parameters
based on well established control and stability criteria ?

First (self-confident) answer: Fig.13 : NH90 Helicopter
Give the pilot sufficient time for training!

simulations (Fig.13) with the new NH90 cockpit (FigA)
Since the LTH should become the successor of the Bell and the dome vision system (Fig.6). The objective was to
UH-ID, troop pilots were normally used to fly an evaluate the active side-arm controller (SAC) concept
helicopter with a 2-blade teetering rotor resulting in a under approx. 15 realistic mission task elements. These
much less crisp control response than a BO105 type started with gentle IFR type cruise and approach phases
hingeless rotor, which was envisaged for the LTH at that and ended with aggressive tactical nap-of-the-earth
time. Hence an experienced troop pilot was initially slalom and dolphin manoeuvres around obstacles like
totally overreacting with severe PIO problems. When he trees or telephone poles.
first gave up, another (junior) troop pilot with BOl05
experience was allowed to enter the cockpit. His The SAC principles were:
comment (even in hover) : "Fantastic! You must have
installed a very good autopilot!" After some time the * cyclic at the right-hand side and collective at
first pilot tried it again - and could fly! He thought that the left-hand side (pedals are conventional)
meanwhile an autopilot had been installed - but nothing
was changed!
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* pilot's grip force is sensed and results in a stick Due to this situation many pilots were too busy
displacement calculated by the Flight Control with stabilizing the helicopter and had
Computer based on programmable non-linear difficulties to evaluate the SAC characteristics
characteristics incl. manoeuvre limitations etc. in isolation. Furthermore the slow frame time of

70 ms plus the additonal image generation and
* beep trim and trim release functions enable transport delays altogether summed up to

force free stick position changes with flight approx. 180 ms. This aggravated the tendency
condition to PIO problems especially in more aggressive

manoeuvres.
take-over buttons allow override function
between both crew controls Nevertheless, the simulation trials yielded a couple of

positive results, which were mostly based on
" stick positions of both crew stations are assessments of pilots used to development simulation.

electrically synchronised The ergonomy of the controllers and the crew station
comfort received very positive comments. The realism in

" in case of blockages control is possible by pure terms of vision system and mission tasks was found
force feel satisfactory. The SAC dynamics were found to be

inadequate for high-gain tasks like slalom or hover
After completion of SAC lab tests and hardware and manoeuvres; this could not be found out during lab tests.
software integration into the simulator the actual NH90
data were compiled as far as available in the Preliminary Hence, inspite of the problems with the simulator
Design Phase and the simulation model was estbalished. handling qualities, the main objective of the simulation
In spite of some data uncertainties it was decided to use had been reached.
the NH90 data for the simulation because of 3 reasons:

Again, some interesting observations could be made:
"* The SAC's should be evaluated under realistic

dynamic conditions i.e. with control inputs and One of the pilots, who had no great difficulty
in flight conditions typical for a medium with the simulator, was in fact a private pilot
transport helicopter, with only very limited flight experience.

" The official pilots from transport squadrons * The only pilot (out of approx. 15 during that
should find an environment as realistic for campaign), who seriously suffered from
NH90 as possible. simulator sickness, was a very experienced test

pilot.
"* The international industry partners should find

their contributions (e.g. windtunnel results, * While some troop pilots could very well
rotor and empennage data etc.) reflected in the concentrate on the task to evaluate the SAC's in
simulation. isolation, others (some of them had their

reservations even before the simulation) were
However, during the simulation trials the following distracted by missing aural and motion cues,
problems became apparent: were not inclined to follow the gradual increase

of mission task complexity (because "the NH90
" The basic (,a al-time) flying qualities with the is a tactical helicopter and does not fly IFR type

preliminary data were unsatisfactory and a cruise manoeuvres") and were not willing to use
control and stability augmentation system the telephone poles as references for dolphin
(CSAS) had to be developed in the simulator, manoeuvres, "because a pilot will never fly
because no data of the planned Fly-by-wire through telephone wires".
system were existing at that time.

" Since no dedicated Flight Control Computer 4.3 PAH-2/Tiger
was available for the simulation, the HEP
simulation computer, which had already come As indicated in 2.2 and 2.5 two different cockpits are
to its capacity limit and was due for being used for different applications and with a different
replacement immediately after these studies, philosophy. Preliminary simulation studies started in the
had to do this task in addition to the complex PAH-2 (Fig.14) pre-development phase in 1985 in order
helicopter simulation program. Thus, a frame to establish control ratios, necessary couplings, basic
time of approx. 70 ms was required, which was CSAS control laws and failure characteristics. All these
too slow for a comfortable helicopter simulation studies were performed with the I-man cockpit (Fig.2)
and reduced also the SAC dynamics. and mostly in the dome.
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mock-up's, but also a new simulation cockpit with
realistically equipment and the original tandem
arrangement.

Since the task for this cockpit was primarily the
"development and assessment of the man-machine
interfaces (MMI), it was felt to be more cost-effective to
give SimCo a simplified stand-alone simulation
capability instead to use always the complex dome
system for even limited tasks such as basic symbology
assessments. This concept proved to be right and in
spring 1991 an extensive simulation phase of approx. 2
months was performed with the participation of French

Fig.14 PAH-2/Tiger Helicopter and German industry and operational pilots. The initial
SimCo arrangement (Fig.5) was enhanced by monitoring

More recent simulation trials were performed in order to facilities for official test observers and an 1-channel
check the viability of some important mission element vision system (Fig.15).
requirements such as precision hover with wind, rapid
hover turns, rapid acceleration/deceleration, sidestep,
bob-up/bob-down, dolphin, slalom, 180' turn, roll
reversal with different g-levels and quick stop. These
elements are similar to requirements in the American LH
Cumai,,hic programme and are being modified for
application in the Tiger programme. In spite of the well-
known technical problems with nap-of-the-earth
helicopter simulation (vision system, ground effects etc.)
and inspite of the missing assistance by the autopilot,
which still had to be developed at that time, the
simulation runs with industry pilots were very fruitful to
gain confidence that the requirements could be met or to
arrive at more realistic values in case of too severe
requirements. Since the Tiger is not equipped with a g-
meter, the pilot had again difficulties to estimate and
maintain a certain load factor. During these trials it was Fig.15: SimCo with I-Channel Vision System
finally decided to develop a simple helicopter noise
simulation in order to give the pilot at least an aural The trials (more than 70 hours official assessments) were
impression of the rotor state. very fruitfuL Approx. 95 % of the defined (part-)tasks

could be performed and resulted in a large amount of
The first time that operational pilots performed Tiger feed-back and proposals for modifiction of symbologies
simulations at MBB was, when the French-German (Fig.16) and other MMI aspects. The possibility to
Consulting Crew was invited to validate the dome
simulation facility. Since the I-man cockpit has no
mission equipment whatsoever, only a low-level
"reconnaissance mission" was performed, which had to
be prepared with a map of the artificial database (Fig.8).
The task was to find some tanks hidden behind houses or
trees in the "enhanced area". Each pilot received a
special briefing with a specific route shown in the map.
The other pilots could monitor his mission by TV and
intercom in a separate briefing room. It was unanimously
stated that this simulation tool was very suitable for
mission simulations and could even be used for training
of operational crews.

It was already said in para 2.5 that the second cockpit Fig.16: SimCo Pilot Station
"SimCo" (Fig.5) followed a totally different approach.
At the start of the full development phase of the Tiger programme symbology options proposed by the pilots in
programme it became apparent that the cockpit layout, a very short time for immediate real4ime evaluation was
especially the controls and displays, required not only highly appreciated. However, this again needed a very

5, [ '
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careful configuration management not to loose track of Based on the Stability Analysis program for Convertible
the base-line configuration, which had to be the starting Rotor Aircraft SACRA (Fig.18) a real-time version had
point for every new crew in order to have an equal basis been developed, which was initially used in the BO108
for comments. It should be noted that we received very
valuable assistance from representatives of the French
Centre dEssais en Vol (CEV) in Istres with their vast - :
experience in official assessments.

Another positive consequence of the stand-alone
simulation capability of SimCo was the opportunity for --
the AFCS engineers to test their control laws and
especially their mode switching philosophy in a real-
time cockpit environment without the cost penalty
normally associated with pilot-in-the-loop simulation. Fig.18: SACRA Simulation Model
Since fine-tuning of helicopter control law parameters is
anyhow still the domain of flight test, there is not much cockpit (Fig.3) with conventional helicopter controls and
more requirement for complex (and expensive) EFIS displays. Their symhology had to be slightly
simulation, when the man-machine interface aspects modified for monitoring of new parameters such as the
(operational logics) could be tested very thoroughly in angles of the nacelles, which were initially operated
SimCo in stand-alone mode with a simple helicopter automatically as function of flight speed. Fig.19 shows
model, the conversion corridor (with flaps at 30"), which defines

the nacelle angle range as function of airspeed within the
It must be added here that we had a similar problem with boundaries of wing and rotor stall.
our simplified PAH2/Tiger model in the first SimCo
assessments as we had with the preliminary NH90 model
in the SAC evaluation. Again the flying qualities were -. .-
not as comfortable as desired for complex MMI
assessments. Hence we decided to install a model for the - '
next activities, which is easy to fly but not necessarily
very similar to a particular helicopter.

The next phas•es of Tiger simulation will be combined-
task simulations with increasing complexity of the
cockpit equipment - from basic systems like AFCS, •-,.--
engine, landing gear, hydraulics etc. up to mission
systems like visionics and armament. These activities Fig.19: EUROFAR Conversion Corridor
will mostly be performed in the dome, since the crew
performance under most realistic workload has to be An example of a simulated conversion from helicopter
assessed. mode to aircraft mode is shown in Fig.20. In this case

ooe-

4.4 EUROFAR Co4,.
............. .......

Pedal
Another recent simulation activity were studies 2 .

concerning the conversion phase of the EUROFAR tilt
rotor transport aircraft (Fig.l7). too
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Fig.17?: EUROFAR Tilt Rotor Aircraft Fig.20: EUROFAR Simulation - Transition Phase
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the nacelle angle was automatically decreased from 75" engineers do not have much chance to be successfuL The
to OF and the pilot had only to control the flight path of aerodynamic environment of an helicopter is so complex
the aircraft equipped with a basic stabilization system. In in terms of stall, Mach number, vortex and interference

the next simulation phase the pilot will be able to control effects that even very sophisticated models (which

the nacelle angle by a beep switch at the power lever would be difficult to run in real-time) will not tell the
resp. collective pitch. He can do this within a certain full truth. Since even in the wind-tunnel many of these
boundary around the prescribed law, if he wants to effects cannot really be tested, it is unavoidable to tune
accelerate or decelerate his conversion speed. the model with flight test results.

The simulator studies were very helpful for establishing This is one of the key differences between fixed-wing

the logics and control laws of the new control parameters and rotary-wing development - besides the budgets! But
as well as for definition of the preferred ranges and how good are generti fixed-wing simulation models at

couplings of the conventional controls. incidence angles of more than say 50'?

The next rule is closely linked to the first one:
4.5 Active Control Technology (ACT)

b) Don't try to finalize parameters like

Finally, another activity should be mentioned, where the empennage size or control laws in the
B0108 cockpit will be used, since it has the capability of simulator
being operated with conventional as well as side-arm
controllers simultaneously (Fig.3). This feature together The simulator is a very powerful tool to study parameter
with the flexibility of the EFIS displays allows the influences on pilot's workload or to evaluate basic AFCS
investigation of various advanced and conventional control laws, command models or moding philosphy.
control concepts during pre-defined mission task But due to the complexity of helicopter flight mechanics
elements. Since this activity is a multinational - and the need to use sometimes less comprehensive real-
programme, it will be of special interest to compare the time models - it is not worthwhile to spend too much
findings of the different teams on their different effort into fine-tuning on simulators, when you have to

simulators and to compare the simulators with each repeat most of the exercise again in flight test.
other, based on the same simulation modeL

However this rule can also be used in a positive way:

5. "Do's" and "Dont's" in Piloted Simulation c) Do adjust your simulation tool to your task

From what is said above it is evident that many lessons Since the only reason for piloted development simulation
could and had to be learnt in the past - and will have to is to get design inputs from the pilot, which are not
be learnt in the future. It will never be possible to avoid achievable from paper, one should concentrate on the
problems and errors in the field of helicopter "man-machine interface" aspects. These include all
development simulation, but it might be helpful to have systems to be operated, controlled or monitored by the
some guidelines, which should be used right from the pilot such as flight controls, AFCS, displays, switches or
beginning of a new programme. In the following these other cockpit equipment. While most of the ergonomic
guidelines are summed up as "do's" and "dont's": aspects need mainly a full-size cockpit mock-up, a large

part of the operational aspects needs only a relatively
a) Don't expect the simulator to predict exactly simple simulation set-up with just a typical stimulation

the AFCS-off handling characteristics of a of the equipment to be assessed.
new helicopter in all flight conditions

Only in a later development phase or in (research)

This might be disappointing, but Fig.21 shows, why the programmes, where flight simulation is essential (e.g.
mission task elements), a more sophisticated simulation

/ TALLTA. model and vision system is required. But also here the
TN' DMID, L , sT • helicopter model should normally be so easy to fly that

. ... ,LOW F ,C the pilot can concentrate on the new system to be

assessed instead of "fighting with tie simulator".

A special case is the requirement to simulate the effect
$A of partial and complete ArPCS failures on mission

,.o o ? ... O o performance. This doubles the challenge for the

FVLO"HUD NGUMenginer, because both conditions - AF(US-,qi and -off
SWA., including transients - have to be sim ulated realistically.

Fig. 21: Aerodynamic Environment of an Helicopter
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d) Do listen to the pilot carefully 6. Conclusion

There are many examples, where the simulation The simulation in the development of helicopters is a
engineers could fly their simulator "better" than an very fascinating and challenging activity. On the other
experienced test pilot. But besides the fact that some hand it can also be very expensive. By knowing its
pilots are really not "made for simulation", most of them advantages and accepting its limitations, it will be an
will have good reasons for their critical comments. invaluable tool in a helicopter development programme.
Sometimes these comments are not in line with the ideas However, it will only be cost-efficient, if the hard- and
of the engineers, but normally it pays off to incorporate software is well adapted to the real requirements of the
the pilots' proposals and to give them the impression that specific task.
their remarks bear fruits. This will not only improve the
simulator but will also help that the pilots feel
responsible for it and identify themselves with it. An
example: it might be more important for the pilot to have
an additional simple cue (e.g. rotor noise) or another
instrument (e.g. engine torque) than to spend much more
effort on sophistication of the software.

In the same context it should be mentioned that a pilot
will not be convinced with results of an "objective"
validation as long as he has not validated the simulator
"subjectively". On the other hand it is mandatory to keep
track of all the desired modifications, because it happens
quite often that the very first configuration is finally
rated the best. Another reason for careful configuration
management is the need to be able to present the same
base-line status to all evaluation pilots in one particular
phase.

Since it is essential that the most important man in
simulation - the pilot - accepts the simulator and is
willing to work with it efficiently, there is another
important rule:

e) Do spend enough effort on preparation

Besides a careful validation, this mainly applies to the
scenario, which should be as realistic as necessary, and
even more to the briefing and debriefing procedure.
Depending on the complexity of the task and the tool,
the briefing and familiarization phase can take hours. For
better cost-efficiency it might again be advisable, to use
a "stand-alone" capability of a simulation cockpit for the
briefing of a complex mission simulation in e.g. a dome
vision system.

Another part of good preparation is a document, which
describes the simulation set-up as detailled as necessary
to understand the scope and the limitations of the
planned simulation task. Here it is more essential to
define the "surface" of the cockpit and the
"performance" of the simulated helicopter instead of
going into unnecessary details of the real-time
simulation hard- and software ("number of blade
elements" etc.). A remark to limitations: from
psychological point of view it is often better to be a bit
more self-critical and let the pilot find out that it is not so
bad, instead of doing it the other way around!

S. . ... -:+h -+ .•I
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ABBASAM 11 est montr6 enfin comment ces simulations peuvent
8tre utilis~es pour l'aide A la d~finition du

* During a penetration mission, modern tactical syst~me complet.
aircrafts have to fly over regions with heavy
electromagnetic environment. 1. INTODUCION

To realize such a mission, a minimum knowledge flepuis quelquss ann~es. lea simulations
of terrain elevation is needed. Terrain elevation "tenips-r~el' interactives, qui 6tmient jusqu'alors
knowledge can be obtained from real time sensor pratiquement essentiellement r~servdes aux
such a radar. simulateurs d'ertrainement sont devenues des

outils indispensables pour laide au d~veloppement
The development of terrain following function des syst~mes complexes et notawmnt de systi-mes
becoming more and more complicated, it necessitates radar.
the use of simulations to analyse the performances
of sophisticated data processing and flight con- Cela met dia en premier lieu aux r~cents progr&s
trol. de linformatique. En effet il eat possible

au~jourd'hui de disposer de calculateura
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the contri- suffisasnent puissants pour permettre l'ex~cution
bution of interactive real-time simulations during des progrsmes de simulation en tempa-r~el et
the phase of development to optimize radar resour- possddant des syst~mes de ddveloppement de plum
ces management, in different types of terrain en plus conviviaux.
and many configurations of electronic warfare.

De plus lea moyens graphiques, qui soot de plus
In this paper is then shown how the operationnal en plus performants, permettent aujourd'hui de
people can take part to the definition of the reproduire fidd~lenant l'environnement exthrieur
radar to obtain the most appropriate comportment. tel qu'il eat pergu par l'utillsateur et de

restituer lea diff~rentes visualisations tellee
It is finaly discribed how to characterize the qu'elles soot pr&vues dana le radar.
radar performances in the complete weapon system
and observe the manifestation of error stimulation Cela eat dO 6galement au. fait que lea syst~ises
on the security of the system. A d~velopper sont de plum en plum complexes et

qu'il met n~cessaire de disposer des outils lea
plum sophistiquis capables non seulement d 'analyser
lee performances mais 6galement lea comportements

HWUNRdes systAmes dams toutes lee configurations pr~vues
et tous lea environnements envisag~s pour r~duire

Lore d'une mission de p~n~tration, lea avions lea coflis d'6tude et de dfiveloppement et la dur~e
de combat modernes doivent eurvoler des r~gions des phases d eassi.
A tr~s bases altitude dane us environnement 6lec-
tromagn~tique dense. Pour rhaliser ces missions, V'est le cas du radar dana as fonction suivi
il eat n~cessaire de connaitre le terrain avec de terrain ;cm qui explique que lea simulations
use pr~cision suffisante. Lee systbsmes radar temps-riel interactives soient utilis~es dane
permettent d'acquhrir cette connaissance en son d~veloppement.
temps-r~el.

Danz use prss!&re partie met doanne ls d~finition
Le d~veloppement de la fonction "suivi de terrain" de simulations "temps r~ei" interactives pour
n~cessite de maitriser l'enssmble des performances lee syst~mes radar de points avant.
des traitoments retenus ainsi que le coesportement
du systAme couplet et de see 6l6ments constituants. Dans use deuxi~me partie il eat donc isontr6

l'apport des simulations temps-r~el interactives
Cot article pr~sente la contrib¶~tion des simula- dane lea diff~rentes 6tapes oit slims interviennent
tions "teups-r~ei" interactives lore de la phase dane ls processus industriel.
de d~veloppement dens Ie but d 'optimi ser le systbme
radar danas lea diff~rentes configurations rhperto- Dare use troisi~me partie il eat d~crit en quoi
ri~sa (terrain survolh, sc~narios guerre Alectro- consists le Vol A tr~a basse altitude et quelles
nique, m~t~orologie, ... ). soot les exigences de cette fonction.

Il dhcrit ftslement de quells fa~on lea op~ration- 11 eat enfin onotrA l11nt~rAt de l'utilisation
nols peuvent intorvenir A partir de cet outil de ces simulations dana le cadre du d~veloppenent
pour disposer de la fonction correspondent le de ls fonction suivi de terrain pour us radar
misux possibles au besoin. muderne.
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2. IMS BfWIAYIONS TIM REL MIRUACTIVS DMA faire per la dhmonstration lee produits dbjaL
IS B SS RDARexistent.

Les simulations temps-r~el intaractives occupant - Validation de concepts
tine place de plus en plus importante dens le
domaine des radar de points avant. Ces simulations Ces simsulations servent 4galeeient A la validation
consistent & recrser tine image du radar tel qu ii de concept. En effet dane le cadre de
eat pergu par l'utilisateur dens sea diff~rentes fonctionnalit~s nouvelies, la d~finition de
fonctions au cours de missiun5 op~rationnellas. principe n'est ni forciment unique ni ais~sent

d~mootrable. L'introductioo de cec nouveauu
Elies sont constitu~les yrincipas dans les simulations permet done

d'ent~rioer leur bien-fondA oti de douser des
- de modklIes d~crivant Is fonctionnesrot de chacun 6lhments suppldmsntsires pour choisir is principa
des Al1sients constituents du syst~ise. Ls mod~ble le plus appropri6 quand lee performances seules
radar tout d'abord pour lequel on cherche A stre ne suffisent pas A lever l'ind~terminh. Cette
Is plus reprAsentatit' possible en ce qut concerns validation petit Atre r~aliase tent ati niveeti
see performances, eon comportement et see du radar qu'au niveati du systhie.
entr~es-sorties (commandes, informations de
visualisations, informations destinese Cu syst~cee, - Pr~dimensionnsmsnt de syst,16me
... ). En ce qui concerns lee autres sind~les Is

reprdsentetivit6 eat limltds au besoin de boo Cee principes 6tablis is Nait de pouvoir disposer
fonctionnement dui mod~le radar oti aui r~alissie de isodAkles paraisdtrables parirt d'effectuer us
minimum n~cessairs A Is simulation complkte. prddimensionneisent du syst~w et de r~aliser
Ces and,&les soot des modiles d'svion, de centrals ainsi lee premiers compromis parmettant d'obtenir
A inertia, de ciblee, de terrain, dsrnvironnsment tins premi~rs d~finition de celui-ei.

* ~atmosph~riqus et ittorologique, de contrs-mssurse
6lectroniques... - Aide A l'Atude de fonctions

- d'tin posts de cosmande radar paresettant de Lee simulations initerviennent Agaelmont dane
edlectionner lee diff~rsots psram~tree de la is phase d'6ttide pour is d~finition de certains
m~ine tagon qus dans l'avion, traitemente oti de is miss en muvre du radar.

Il est en effet possible de nulder lea traitemente
- d'tin posts ds coemands de simulation qul pariset radar dans de nombreuses phases d'smploi de
de choisir lea param~tres d'utiliestion ds is celtii-ci qul ne sont pee forchisent facilement
simulation (formation des cibles, ec~nario acceseibles avec des essais en vol (survol de
d'intsrception air-sir, type de terrain survold4, terrains particuliere, reproduction de ph~nombnee
scdnsrio d'kimission de contre-meeures atisosph~riques, vol stipersoniqus, ... ). De etse,
6lectroniquss, conditions m~t~orologiques, ... ) Is gestion du radar petit 6tre d~finie, analys~s,
sinai qus des paranftres internee aui mod~ls radar cootr~l~s st optimis~c A travers l'Attids de
pour en observer 1'influence sur le d~rotilement diffdrents scenarios dimensionnante.
de is simulation,

- D)6veloppecient de 1'interface homme-syst~me
- des commandes pensettant de mettre en mcure
Is zwd,1le avion (eanche, manette des gaz .. , Dane Is ddfinition de l'intsrface homme-systaise

e'est us outil indispensable non seulemnst pour
- des visualisations radar, l'aids A Is ddfinition des coesandes et des

vistialisations, mats aussi pour is contrble at
- des visualisatione de servitude parmettant is validation de leur enchainement logique, de
d'illustrer oti de contrbler le fonctionnement laur exhaustivitA&, de leur int~rL~t et de leur
du radar oti de Is simulation soit en comparant compr~heneibilit6.
lee variables obtentiss avec celles idisiss en
entree de is simulation soit an apportant tine - Aid-e sin essaic an vol
vision cospidmentaire area viasualisations radar,

Dana Is phase d'essaie en vol oti au aol lea
- use gestion glohale de is simulation. Ia simulations ncr-rent A pr~dira is comportesient
simulation seat congue pour Atre interactive c'eat- dti radar avant is esarce o'scseis afin d'en assurer
A-dire de fagon A ce que touts demands ext~risure l'sfficscit6 macteals at d'oprtimissr de par ce
(ceerande radar, moncha, ... ) poises Atra price felt lVsnsereble de is slquence d'essais. Elles
en compte avee us dlais tel qua lee actions an petivent Agalemant servir A pr~parer lee
d~coulant e'effsettient de fagon conforme exp~rimenteteure area future essais en effectuant
temporelieceent A ce qut set observable dane s la ine r~p~tition des vole dens Is cac d'utilisation
r~alitA. particuli~ra du radar oti de manipulations

difficilec.
3. Iran MS SIMUAIOINDS TWRS RMX LSUIACfXV
DABSg UI 5Yflfl pjn - Extrapolation des assets

L'int~r~t de tellac simulations est multiple, Une fois leae semis achev~s, us effinage des
ce qui axplique qu'allac aiant rapidersent prie ead~lac constituent Is simulation eact r~aiis&
tins place n~cessaire importante dane le processus A pertir des enragistreinents en vol. Il eact alors
industrial. Ellac interviannent A tous niveaux possible de rejotier lea assais an obteannt des
et sous diff~rants aspacts r~sultats comparables at d'extrapoler ceux-ci

A des "vole" affactuis usiquamant en simulation
- DNmonstration an pranant naturaflaisant toutes lea prhcauttons

ndcessaires. 1l eact Algalasient possible da rajotier
Tout d'abord c'act us excellent otitil de promotion. dec phases difficilas A mattra an micra atolsi
En affat eec simulations persiettent de montrer qua dec phhnosmhnec rencontrL's en de rares occasion.
le produit tel qu'il act d~fini bien avant is
sortie dui sat~rd at donc d'en illustrer lea - Inttgration systbute
performances at lVanpioi. Elles parisattant
Agalement de d~montrar use capacith oti tn savoir- Ia simulation petit Atra rhallsde 6galemunt ati



niveau du syatdse. Elle permet per 1' utilisation Pour isquelie 1' utilisation de simulations
de imd~la a' Aquipement de prdparer 1'intdgration 11teisps-rL~el" interactives seisbie apporter tm
systime en vdrifiant i'exhaustivit6, la validit6 moyco eompidirntaire de contrhle at d'ana]l'se
et le boo emploi des entrdcs-sorties. tout & fait appropri6 at nhceasairs A Is- bonne

ddfinition du mode.
-Dialoguie utilisateur

Ces simulations perisettent enf in de raisiliariser 5. ISCBIMIO 13 IA BIIIJATIGU SflI 13 NSM
l'utilisateur avec le produit, de ddfinir avec
lui lea rigles d'utilisation puis ensuits de Ia simulation "temps-rdsi" interactive de is
l'entrainer A l'utiiiaation optimale de celui-ci. fonction suivi de terrain reapecte is dfifinition

gdndrale des simulations radar.

4. LIC VOL A TiM RABmi AIII'1U1 Elle eat constitude

La but de is fonction 'suivi de terrain' eat -des diffdrenta muddles
de guider l'avion attn de pouvoir sunniler tons . n mudd~le radar
types de terrain connus ou inconnus, A uns hauteur . n moddle de trajectoira 3D
minimum au-dessus d' one hauteur de 'conaigne . n moddle avion
adlectionode, avec un tans de sdcurit6 le plus . n modd~le d'asservisaemsnt lai trajectoire
important possible et quelles que soieot lea . n muddle de terrain
conditions ertdrieures (mdtdnrologiques, .des muddles d'environnement,
6lectromagndtiques, .).-de bases de doonnes

o ne base de doonnes de terrain nundriad
Cela consiste done A 6aiborer one trajectoire . one base de donndes graphique du terrain
devant Atre suivie par le chasseur. Cette - n poste de cosmands radar
trajectoire eat ddduite de is connaissance - n poste de cossande de is simulation avec
instantande du terrain et de is local-isation . alaction des paraisdtres de simulation
de i'avion dana cclui-ci. - hauteur minisle de vol

- duret6 de is trajectoire
La bonne connaissance du terrain est done one - trajectoire horizontale
condition ndceasaire A l~a bonne rdslisation de - suivi de terrain automatique/manuel
cette fonction. Dens catdgoriss de terrain soni - ddbut, arrdt, pause,
envisageables, lea fichiera de terrain eisbsrquhs -..

et lea terrains obtenus A pertir de capteura . adection des visual-isations
"teMPa-rdel" comae le radar. - visamlisations radar

- visualisations de servitude
Le fichier embarqud, s'il n'cat peas affect6 per - options pour cheque visualisation
le brnuillage 6lectrosagnhtique, ndcessite de .silection des parsudtres radar
disposer d'one localisation absolue trds prdcise - sectaur explord
at d'avoir recenad Is totalit6 des obstacles - paraisdtres de is carte
verticaux du terrain quA peuvent Atre survolda -..

bora de Is mission. La qualit, du terrain eat -des visualisationa radar
inddpendante de is position avion. .visualizationa 3D

- Type "tfite haute" - visualisation du terrain
Le systLdme radar perssst d'obtenir one carte de 3D en perspective conforme au terrain
terrain au momsent m~ne du pessage de l'avioo ertdrieur at en projection sur celui-ci
sur celui-ci sans connaissance prdslable de ce dana Is limits du champ du viseur +
terrain. II reut cependant dire sensible aux visualisation de is trajectoire 3D et des
pollutioos 6lectromagodtlques. Is qualit6 du paramdtres avion
terrain eat fonction A Is fois de is position - type "tAte basse" - visualisation du terrain
du point de terrain vis6 et de is position de 3D en perspectives non conforms sur is
l'avion dana le terrain ;en effet salon Is totalit6 du champ explor6 et sans
position de l'avion dana le terrain tons lea visualisation du terrain extdrieur
points du terrain ne soot peas foredment via A .visualisation 2D
on instant donnA per le radar (ph~nombnes de - visualisation du terrain "mue de deasus"
smasquage). 11 eat dooc irds difficils de nalder avec codage des couleurs en fonction soit
cc mods compte teou de is combinatoire des cas de Vl'atitude absolus soit de l'altitisie
envisageables. rdsr~renced per rapport A l'altitude avion

avec positionnasont d'one maquette avion
Dans is cas de i'utilisation du radar, on eat .visualisation 1D
done en pr6ssoce d'un syatdiss boucld o-& is - visualisation du profil de terrain sufli,
trajectoire ddpend du terrain et inversement. de Is maquette avion dana ce terrain at

de Is trajectoire verticala
Le fait qua is pilote puissa de plus avoir is - ne gestion de Is simuilation peruettant, d'activer
choix entre on pilotage manual (trajectoirs suivie is muddle radar et d'on restituer lea
choisie per Is pilots) at on pilotage automatiqus performances A one cadence conforms A is rdmlith.
(trajectoira suivis calculdae per le sysidsm)
augmeote encore le nombre de degrds de libert6
du systdrse. 6. nmS! in LA BfolhuImlC "sumY 13 SAiD"

Enfin, Is notion de sdcuritd sat easentiefla Anus avons vu prichdemment l'intdrdkt des
en suivi de terrain. Du fait de Is hauteur de simulations "tempa-r~el" interactives dana lea
vol viade, is droit A l'erreur eat trds i~imt. sysidmes radar de points avant. Le burt de ce
11 eat done important de pouvoir saltriser lea paragraphs eat de muntrer comment cela sa'pRUique
coosdquences des pennas dana Is performance die plus particulidreusot A is simulation suivi
is fonction. die terrain".

11 apperait done qua Is ddfinition d'une fonction - Amonatration
"suivi die terrain" eat d'one rhalisatioo ardue
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IsL simulation peut Atre utiliebe comme outil -Aide A ia dhfinition de 1'interface home-syatime
de promotion en d~muntrant le bnn comportement
du radar dane cette fonction. Catta simulation Le. simulation tempa-r~el interactive de par as
peruet de montrer l'aptitode du radar A d~livrer conception eat loutil de bae dana la dhfinition
lea p~ararnbtrea de terrain avec on bon nivesu de 1' interface hoe-~systbme, puisque
de performance et prouve on savoir-faire de reprhsentative des commndes et des visualisations.
1'induatriel dans le d~veloppemant de cette I&saimulation permet, en premier lieu et A partir
fonction. En effet * tout ott' isateur de 1a d 'one pr~d~finition provenant de la r~flexion
simulation peut en proover Is robustease en d'ing~nieura at d'opfirationnels, de rhaliser
effectuant des aurvola de terrain A l'altitude une maqoette prhfigorant 1' tat firal. Cette
soobait~e, en choiaisaant lui-m~ina lea diff~renta maquette eat enauite aoumiae A l'analyae critique
parami~tree de lasiamulation et lea trajactoires de toutea lea parties concern~ea pour 6voluer
aoivtea (notamment en pilotage manuel) et de vera on 6tato repr~aentatif de la d~finition de
ce fait pr~juger du boo comportement du radar 1'interface houne-syat~me du radar.
dana a& fonction aulvi de terrain.

- Aide aux easata en vol
- Validation de concept

la simulation eat one aide A la d~finition aes
la simulation aert 6galeaant A la validation essais en vol, en pr6-jouart lea easais avant
de concept. Ella permet de valider l'architeetore leur d~froulement r~el. Elie permet de mettre
gfin~rale de Is. fonction at d'ent~riner lea rhoix en 6vidence lee particularitis du vol. E~n suivi
de Is d~finition du radar, tant au niveau de de terrain, ella parmat de muntrer le terrain
is forms d'onde et des traitemants assorids qua radar tel qo'il doit 8tre restitu6 par celui-ci,
de is geation interne ;ces choix 6tant issue de mettre an 6vidence lea points particuliers
de l'axp~rience, des 6tudes th~oriques at dee at de familiariser l'exp~rimentateur A la
siaolations numfiriques fines, la simulation trajectoire suivie. Elie permet de prdparer lea
temps-r~el interactive vient donc en scdnarios des easais (itin~raires, misc en place
compl~mentarit6 de res moyans, en donnant accrAs de broojlicors,..)
A un grand nombre de sc~narmos qu'il n'eat pas
toujours facile de aettre en muivre dana le rae - Extrapolation des essais
de simulations ciassaiqoes, poor leaqualles
l'absenca d'interactivit6 "tamps-r~el" ne permat A l'issue de is phase d'essais, is simulation
pas de r~agir A one situation nouvelle d~couverte eat "recal~e" de is connaissance suppldmentaire
bora d'un vol simulA. par comparaison des r~sultats des essais aver

lea rdsultats pr~dictifs obtenus avec le modL~le.
Ella sert 6gaelmant A valider lee principes retanus Lea aessets en suivi de terrain n'6tant autoriass
pour l'1aiboration des trajectoires 3D. En effat qu'audessus; de rdgions bien d~termin~es en gfinbral
lea principes retenus dana lea diffdrents rae peu habitdes, il eat intfressant de prdsager
de pilotage (autoiratique 00 manuel) no lea effets de ce qua serait cette fonction suivi de terrain
de Is prise en coapte du renouvellesient du terrain dana lea endroits non autoris~s. is simulation
dana 1' 1asborstion de Is trajactoire ne peovent permet alors d' extrapoler lea r~sultats obtenus
A~tre d~finitivenent validds qua dana one simulation lore des assets en vol. Etles permet 6galement
temps-r~el qui eat Is saul muyen de se rendre de soperposer A des vols simulds, raprdsentatifs
cosipte de is nature des mouvements g~ndr~s pour do fonctionnemant r~el, des ph~non~nes reels
l'avioo. d~cooverta lors des essais en vol no des pannes

simuldes.
Dana le cas de is polyvalence 6largie, cette
simulation pci-set de montrer l'utilisation d'une - Intdgration syst~me
fonction Air-Air simultan~nant A one fonction
soivi de terrain. L'utilisation de med~lca radar periset de prdparer

1'intdgration syst~me par is validation dea la
- PrAdizsensionnement de systL~me bonne prise en compta des entr~es-sorties en

vdriftant notamment lea protocoles d'6change
is simulation eat utilis~e lore do par on blayage exhaustif des donn~es do med~la
pr~dimensionnement do systemi pour Is ddtarmination at plus particuliO~rewaent des alears g~n~r~es.
des parambtres de is carte (dimensions, mailie,
resolution, prdcisions, cadence de renouveliement, - Dialogue otilisateor
*...) n~cessaires A l6aiboration d'one trajartoire
optinale. La simulation permet dea familiariser l'utilisateur

aver lea diff~rantas rosarandes d'otilisation
- Aide A 1'6tude de is fonction suivi de terrain do radar, dana l'interpr~tation des visualisations

at dana lea transitions de comportement lore
Dens is phase d'6tude, is simulation pci-met d' arriv~e d'6vdnements ext~rieurs 00 da panoes
d'affiner lea traitements, de se conforter dens en l'entrainant aux modes ddgrad~s.
leur choix at de mettre au point lea prinripes
de gestion. 11 slagit par example de Is d~finition
do secteur angoisire explor6, de la gestion de 7. COCUI3ION
cette exploration, de Is geation de Is carte
at de la validation de Is robosetssa des Dana cat article, 11 a 6t6 monu-A lapport des
traitaments envisagbs sor la plus grande esiuistiona tempa-rdct intaractivee dana le
coabinatotre possible de types de terrain, de d~veloppement des syat~mes radar at plus
trajectoires at de conditions ext~rieuras. particuli~rament, dena as fonction soivi de terrain.
Dare le rae de is mise au point de is s~corit6
ella pci-met daenviesger lea cons~qoences des Cette fonction eat particolibrament difficile
panne$ en imod~lieant laura effarts dana lee A mettre so point car an plus dee performances
ti-aitementa radar bian mieux qua dana on syat~rse raquisea, ella n~ceasite on haut niveso de
r~el car ces pannes soot d~clenchables A volont# s~curit6. De plus, le domaine d'utilisation de
at dana n'iaporta quelle situation alors qua cetta fooction eat tr~a vaste - tous types de
dans Ie int~riel is probabi lit6 d occurence de terrain, tons types d 'environnauent, ... - ce
rae pannes eat ti-es faibla. qui en fait one fonction ti-as complexe Ad~velopper



qui n~cessite l'emploi des outils les plus auvre, de pr~dlmensionner le syst~me, de venir
sophistiqu~s. en compl~isent des 6tudes notainsent au niveau

de la gestion, de d~firfir et d'extrapoler les
La simulation temps-r~el interactive, qu! vient essais en vol en enfin de pr4parer le futur
en concpl~mentarit,& des autres moyens existants, utilisateur A son emploi.
intervient A tous les stades de d~veloppernent
d~i radar. La simulation teinps-r~el interac-tve suivi de

terrain est done un outil tout A fait approprib
File perc..A de montrer la fonction tells qu'elle et n~cessaire au d~veloppement de l~a fonction
est envisag~e, de valider lea concepts mis en auiti de terrain.
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USE OF HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN

F/A-18 ACTIVE GROUND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

Timothy R. Fitzgerald
Michael T. Brunner

Strike Aircraft Test Directorate, Code SA103
United States Naval Air Test Center

Patuxent River. Maryland 20670, USA

Sumzra and Space Administration High Angle-of-attack Research

Vehicle program. The facility includes an actual F/A-18A
An active Ground Collision Avoidance System (GCAS) has cockpit; a 40 foot (12 meter), 3600 field-of-view dome; a
been developed for the F/A-18 using the Naval Air Test six-degree-of-freedom motion platform; and a CompuScene
Center's F/A-18 simulation. The simulation has been used IV image generation system.
for the development of all three components of GCAS: (1)
the algorithms used to determine the recovery initiation This paper shall address the advantages of using simulation
altitude; (2) the additional flight control laws (FCL's) to develop and evaluate an active GCAS, and present
necessary to perform the recovery maneuver; and (3) the results, recommendations, and lessons learned.
visual and audio cues used to provide recovery status
information to the pilot. The use of a simulation has GCAS Desien Philsonhv
allowed the rapid development of a viable F/A-18 GCAS
that incorporates technology from the F/A-18 Integrated An overview of the GCAS implementation is shown in
Fire and Flight Control (IFFC) simulation and the Advanced Figure 1. The additional FCL's are external to the flight
Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI) F-16 program, control computers (FCC's), and the GCAS recovery
Complete system development and preliminary evaluations commands are summed into the longitudinal and lateral a-is
were performed using the simulation. This increased stick command paths of the existing FCL's. The FCC
overall project safety while decreasing development and would use the summed GCAS and pilot commands in the
potential flight test costs significantly. same way it currently uses only the pilot command. The

GCAS control loop is closed by feedback of measured
d aircraft responses provided by current aircraft sensors; no

additional instrumentation would therefore be necessary.
In the United States Navy alone, as many as nine aircraft GCAS is active only when the aircraft altitude is at or
were lost as a result of controlled flight into terrain (CFlTr descending below the computed recovery ,nitiation altitude;
during 1988. The pilots became distracted, saturated by it remains active until the aircraft achieves a positive 50
their workload, incapacitated, or simply "flew into the flight path angle. Tiis angle was chosen to provide a
ground", resulting in the loss of lives and millions of positive rate of c'imb after pull-up at nominal pitch
dollars of hardware. Clearly, with the advanced control attitudes throughout the flight envelope while maintaining
systems of today's aircraft, these losses are not only tragic a sufficient energy state.
but unnecessary.

An auto-recovery system must perform two distinct tasks:
Flight tests conducted with the AFTI F-16' have shown that (1) decide when a recovery maneuver must be initiated in
an increase in safety could be realized with the use of an order to pull out at or above the pilot-designated floor
active GCAS rather than the existing passive systems. altitude; and (2) supply control system commands to
Developed mainly as a fail-safe against pilot loss of perform the maneuver. The design philosophies for each of
situational awareness and g-induced loss of consciousness these tasks, along with the recovery system cuing, follow.
(GLOC), the Navy saw the potential application toward its
own tactical aircraft, in particular the F/A-1, which has Reeovemyv Altitude Calculations
more than twice the incidence of GLOC per 10,000 flight
hours (12.9) than any other aircraft in the Navy inventory

2
. The algorithms of the Straight-Forward Auto-Recovery

With its digital flight control system, the F/A-IS is System (SFARS)
3 

were found to be best suited for the GCAS
extremely adaptable to new control technologies, and the recovery altitude computations. The simulation was used to
decision to fund a proof-of-concept active F/A-18 GCAS determine the aircraft-spocific gain schedules used in these
was made during fiscal year 1990. Furthermore, algorithms. The SFARS algorithm determines the altitude
development of this active GCAS and itq subsequent that will be lost during a given recovery maneuver (Az).
evaluations against the F/A-18's current low altitude This is then added to the pre-seiected floor altitude to
warning system would be done exclusively using a obtain the reccvery initiation altitude. The original
simulator. Algorithm us,.' six independent components that

compensated !or dive angle, bank angle, g-onset. sensor
The Manned Flight Simulator (MFS) facility located at the lag. excess (i.e. non-idle) power, and roll rate at recovery
Naval Air Test Center (NATC) has developed a high- initiation.
fidelity, non-linear, real-time F/A-18 engineering
simulation. The simulation has been used in support of
numerous Navy flight test projects, .nvestigations of
various Navy fleet incidents, and the National Aeronautics
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Initially, two of the six components were neglected from angle. Using the excess power compensation term of the
the system build-up: sensor lag and roll rate at recovery original SPARS algorithm as a guides, this empirical fit
initiation. Potentially, the most crucial sensor lag would was developed with an intercept of 0 = 45* and a slope (K.)
be that of the mean sea level (MSL) altitude sensor, the of 1.3 ft/deg (0.4 m/deg). The K. portion of this term is
above ground level (AOL) sensor is not used at this time
because of its limited coverage in some aircraft attitudes. retained only if it is positive.
Based on AFTI flight test resultss, the MSL sensor was
found to have little or no time lag so this compensation The g-onset compensation term is determined by the
term could be neglected. The roll rate compensation term amount of time it takes to reach a desired load factor. The

was neglected since this system is designed for recovery equation for the altitude lost during this process is simply:
from CFIT situations and these situations typically have
low roll rates. In the future, if this system is expanded for Az3 = K, 1V,1

use in other situations, the roll rate term may become
important. Later, the excess power compensation was also The value of the K. gain is the aircraft's g-onset time
excluded in favor of using the F/A-18's Automatic Throttle constant. The first value used. 1.1 seconds, was that of the
Control (ATC) system, as will be discussed lawer. AFTI F-16. found in Reference 3. This value turned out to

be close enough to the F/A-18's actual time constant of 1.2
The derivations of the original SPARS equations can be seconds that no changes were warranted.
found in References 1 and 3. The final form of the F/A-18
derivative system is shown, in block diagram form, by The excess power compensation term was initially included
Figure 2. to handle non-idle power situations. Its equation was:

The gain schedules for dive angle and g-onset V, a.- K_•
compensation were determined first, followed by the bank Az, =
angle and excess power compensation terms. The entire Ks
system was optimized for the fighter escort (FE)
configuration, an air-to-air store loading. where KS 11.85 scaling coficient

K,= 9,300 knots-ft/sec
2 

(2.834 knots-m/sec
2
)

The dive angle compensation term is computed using the

following: Vd is calibrated airspeed (knots). The value of K,. is

V,_2 (1 _ Cos p defined as the flight condition where specific excess energj
(p.) is zero at a normal acceleration (%b) of 128.8 fNsecw

Az= K, g (39.24 m/sec2) or 4 g's. and was obtained from F/A-18
maneuvering diagrams. While this compensation term

where V. is true airspeed (ft/sec). y is the flight path worked adequately for the more shallow dive angles (y S

angle (radians). and g is the acceleration due to gravity 300). it was found to be less accurate at compensating for
(ft/sec

2
). K, was initially defined as a function of calibrated the elevated energy levels and accelerations associated with

airspeed only. The gain schedule was developed using the steeper dives. Problems with this term were confirmed
simulation to gather recovery data at various airspeeds through conversations with the author of Reference 1. It
during a 300 dive. The schedule was optimized so that was suggested that aircraft equipped with an automatic
recoveries at all airspeeds fell within the acceptable throttle system may be better served by tying into it rather
recovery window of 200 feet (61 meters) above the floor than compensating for altitude loss in the recovery
altitude. After subsequent problems wit~i steeper dive angle algorithms. As a result of this suggestion, the F/A-18
recoveries penetrating the floor altitude, the schedule was GCAS was modified to engage the aircraft's ATC five
modified to include flight path angle in the schedule's seconds prior to pull-up in order to allow the engines

functionality, as shown by Figure 3. sufficient time to spool down to idle. Upon selection by
GCAS, the ATC drives the throttles to flight idle for the

The bank angle compensation term is computed from the duration of the recovery maneuver. After recovery is
following equation: completed or if a manual disengagement is commanded, the

ATC restores the throttles to their original position. This
101 approach required only minor changes to the ATC control

Az, l=NI +(41-45) K# laws to allow engagements outside of the normal authority
2 V of the system when GCAS is active.

where 0 is the bank angle (deg). V. is the inertial frame Plight Control Law Modifications

downward velocity (ft/sec), and K2 is essentially the roll
time constant which is scheduled with calibrated airspeed. The additional PCL's necessary for the aircraft to perform
This schedule is shown in Figure 4 and was also optimized the auto-recovery maneuver are shown in detail by Figure 5.

using the simulation to gather data at various speeds and These FCL's descended from the early General Electric

30* of bank angle in concert with the previously optimized FIREFLY routines via an F/A-1 IFIPC simulation developed

dive angle compensation. The K, portion of the Az1  by NATC. Gain schedules for the longitudinal axis FCL's
were optimized through the course of several simulation

equation was added after it was determined that the runs at a constant dive angle and various airspeeds to
commanded roll rate is not only a function of airspeed, but obtain acceptable aircraft responses across the flight
also the bank angle of the aircraft. The GCAS control laws envelope to GCAS commands. Both long;tudinal and
will command different roll rates depending on the bank lateral axis systems are simple proportional command
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systems. Open-loop analysis of this system yielded no settings (idle, military, and maximum afterburner), and five
safety of flight or stability concerns, however, a closed- bank angles (0W. 30*, 45*. 90. and 1800). Table I shows
loop analysis should be completed before any flight testing the nine points targeted during the passive OCAS
begins. evaluations.

Plot-Vice Interfaces V
" KCASde x

Pilot-vehicle interfaces with GCAS are kept as simple as WAS

possible. The desired floor altitude is pro-selected prior to 300 30 30

the simulation run and entered into the system. During 375 30 45
real-time nnw, the pilot is required to enable the system via 450 30 0
a cockpit switch selection. While active, the system is 300 45 0
disabled whenever the landing gear is extended, the flight 375 45 45
control system (FCS) enters spin recovery mode, or a 450 45 ISO
momentary selection of the control column paddle switch is 300 60 30
made by the pilot. The system automatically re-activates 375 60 0
upon landing gear retraction or resumption of normal FCS
operation in conjunction with a positive climb attitude 450 60 45
above the designated floor altitude. T" I

Recovery System Cues to the Pilot Two different store loadings, both in the up/away (i.e.

The major recovery system visual cue consists of a pair of cruise) configuration, were tested: (1) FE at 36,124 lb

chevrons presented on the head-up display (HUD) (16,385 kg) and 22.1% cg as tested; and (2) interdiction

approximately five seconds prior to initiation of the (INT). an air-to-ground loading at 46,284 lb (20.994 kg)

automatic recovery. As the aircraft continues its descent. and 20.93% cg as tested. Figure 7 illustrates both of these

the chevrons draw together to form a break "X" at the pull- loadings. The INT loading was tested to identify any

up altitude (Figure 6). This symbology, chosen because of important configuration-dependent parameters that may

its simplicity and intrinsic meaning to a tactical pilot, is exist, which will be useful in the event separate gains

identical to that used in the AFTI F-16 GCAS flight test based on store loading must be optimized. Each

aircraft'. If the pilot intervenes before the pull-up point by configuration was flown by at least two different test

moving the stick in such a way as to delay the onset of the pilots, with a total of four pilots participating in the

pull-up point (e.g. decreasing the dive angle), the chevrons evaluations.

will begin to part again, indicating that the actual pull-up
point is being revised by OCAS. Also, the rate at which During the automatic recovery phase, the pilots were asked

the chevrons come together indicates how quickly the to set up the required test points, note the critical

aircraft is approaching the pull-up point. The HUD parameters (i.e. airspeed at pull-up. minimumn altitude

symbology (including the chevrons) was programmed onto during recovery, and peak load factor), and provide

a graphics processor and projected ahead of the pilot. The qualitative assessments of the system performance.

normal HUD "ATC" cue is also provided whenever OCAS
engages the automatic throttle control system during a For the evaluation of the manual recoveries, the pilots were

recovery, not briefed on which points they would see. Additionally.
the simulation's visual system was set up to present a cloud

An audio voice alert ('ALTITUDE...ALTITUDE"), identical base at 3,500 feet (1,067 meters) MSL such that the pilot

to that already installed in the F/A-1g, is provided to the would have no visual scene references above that cloud

pilot whenever the aircraft penetrates the floor altitude, level. Together, these helped to induce a loss of
situational awareness to the pilot that would not have been

Aim and MethodolorX of Piloted Evaluations otherwise present had he flown the aircraft into the
dive/bank angle condition himself. The pilot was required

Although the original tasking was to compare the active to look away from cockpit instrumentation while the

system against the F/A-18's current low altitude warning simulation was set up above the cloud base already in the

system, it was decided that such a comparison would be dive/bank condition desired for the test point. After the

moot. The current system in the F/A-18 provides only a simulation run had begun, the pilot was then required to

voice alert at the pre-selected floor altitude, ensuring floor make an assessment of his aircraft's attitude and determine

penetrations in every case. Thus, piloted evaluations of if any immediate action was required. If not, the dive would

OCAS were approached from slightly different aspects: (1) be allowed to continue until pull-up cues were provided by

to evaluate the automatic recovery system performance. GCAS, at which point, the pilot would be required to

fom a qualitative as well as quantitative standpoint; and (2) perform the recovery maneuver. For the manual recoveties.
to qualitatively evaluate manual recoveries Performed by the the HUD chevrona were identical to those used during the

pilots using the cues provided by OCAS. This information automatic recovery sessions, but the voice alert was

could be used to assess the value of OCAS in a passive provided at the pull-up point rather than at floor altitude

mode, as well as to determine the most effective cue(s) to penetration. Two manual recovery cuing schemes were

use with a passive OCAS. evaluated: (1) the voice alert cue only; and (2) both the
break "X" and voice al•n cues.

Targeted test points for evaluation of the active GCAS
comprised a matrix of three airspeeds (300, 375, and 450

KCAS), three dive angles (301, 45*. and 600), three power

a



Discussion of Results Use of the F/A-Ig's ATC for handling elevated power
conditions gave far fewer floor penetrations hanm did use of

Figures 8 through 10 present results from the piloted the original SFARS power compensation term. None of the
evaluations of the active OCAS in the FE configuration. pilots found use of the system objectionable, however.
Figures 11 through 13 contain the results for the INT several commented on the timing and amount of automated
configuration. power application after recovery. The unanimous

suggestion on power application was that the system
Generally. the FE results were within the design tolerance should select military as the nose passes through the
of 200 feet (61 meters) above the floor altitude. At the horizon during the recovery. One pilot pointed out that the
lowest airspeed tested (300 KCAS), the system had no current ATC system may be inadequate for GCAS use due to
penetrations and only one point was out of tolerance, system reliability issues or the simple fact that pilot
There was a marked increase in the scatter at higher selected throttle friction may prevent the system from
airspeeds and steeper dive angles. It is likely this is due to engaging, as the throttles must move during ATC
the many acceleration profiles that can lead into and out of operation.
the pull-up point. The calculation of the dive angle
compensation term, Az 1, assumes a constant velocity and The HUD chevron mechanization was immediately acceptedby the pilots. All agreed that the chevron, provided
therefore a circular trajectory throughout the recovery. severAl ary e ed sytte engareied

Different acceleration profiles will cause scatter in the sveral necessary cues on peing system engagement that

average velocities of the recovery maneuvers and a could be absorbed through their peripheral view. For

corresponding scatter in the recovery altitudes. At higher instance, the rate of closure provided an easily perceptible
eis a larger range of on the sense of urgency of the situation. Slowing of

the closure rate or chevron separation provided usefulacceleration profiles, and therefore, wider altitude scatter. feedback on if and how well the pilot was affecting the
situation when he chose to intervene.

Overall, the INT cases showed only a shift to a more

conservative recovery with increasing dive angle, but there Aur
were a significant number of floor penetrations at the al cuing as it applied to both active and passive

lowest aispeed tested (300 KCAS). Associated with each recoveries was viewed as necessary by the pilots. For the

recovery at this condition was an angle of attack of 20* to active recovery cases, the pilots preferred to have as many

25* and a normal acceleration of under 4 g's, indicating cues as possible to notify them that the system was taking

near stall conditions for that gross weight. This control. During the manual recoveries, many pointed outcasedr san ucomtnfortaby htha possrecovery nise aalso that often times, pilots are not concentrating on the HUD,
caused an uncomfortably high post-recovery nose attitude but ae scanning about their aircraft. In such instances, the
(250 5 0 5 30*). since the system's aim is to bring the aural cue serves to notify them of something requiring
aircraft's flight path to a positive 5* attitude. Additionally. action and brings their attention back into the cockpit.
the peak angle of attack values achieved during these All agreed that the aural cue should not be used alone, but
recoveries exceeded the Naval Air Training and Operating in conjunction with other cues (e.g. the HUD chevrons).
Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) angle of attack limit
of 200 for this store configuration. INT results improved Due to the limitations of current simulation technology, no
significantly at higher airspeeds without exceeding direct comparisons can be made between the active and
NATOPS maneuvering limits; however, there were still passive GCAS results. While considerations to visual and
several floor penetrations at the inverted bank angles. tactile cues need not be made with respect to the active
This is possibly due to roll rate limiting imposed by the GCAS, pilots rely heavily upon these cues to perform
FCL's with this store loading. maneuvers such as a constant g pull-up to wings level.

Pilot reactions to the system overall were positive. The Overall. there is no life-threatening condition in a
majority felt comfortable enough with the system to trst it simulator, and the pilots realize this, at least on a
in situations of GLOC and spatial disorientation, as well as subconscious level. Poor resolution and lack of depth
operationally in the navigation mode, air-to-air arena, and perception inherent in domed visual systems makes it
some limited sir-to-ground instances (e.g. training). difficult for the pilot to evaluate the aircraft's situation and

the necessity for action in an unknown dive condition.
A cursory look at two asymmetric store loadings and their Also, once a recovery maneuver is in progress, the lack of
effect on active OCAS recoveries was done at the end of the acceleration cues makes a realistic manual pull-up difficult
evaluations. The smaller lateral asymmetry, 3,800 ft-lb in a simulator. In general, however. recoveries made by
(5,152 N--m), was achieved by removing one of the wingtip GCAS were more consistently above the floor altitude than
AIM-9 missiles from the FE loading; removal of two of the were the manual recoveries. It was also observed that the
MK83 bombs from one of the outboard wing stations of pilots often, either intentionally or inadvertently, pulled
the INT loading provided the larger lateral asymmetry of more than the systemn-targeted 4 to 3 g's during the manual
2Z000 ft-lb (29,828 N-m). OCAS was able to effectively FE recoveries. Many times, this had the effect of
recover the aircraft to a wings level climb condition with compensating for the Iag associated with human response
the smaller lateral asymmetry, however, with the larger to provide recoveries above the floor altitude, sonm even
one, the system could not achieve a complete recovery. quite conservative. These normal acceleration overshoots
The nose attitude was brought up to level, but the large occurred more when the only recovery system cue provided
asymmetry continued to drop the heavy wing during the was the voice alert. This was not the case with INT manual
recovery maneuver, resulting in a "porpoising" motion as recoveries due to the fact that both the active GCAS and the
one recovery after another was attempted by GCAS. pilots tended to load the aircraft up to the normal

acceleration limit saforced by the FCC's. In fegar& to do
issue of cuing for manual recoveries, all the pilaot sWnsd
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that the chevron and voice alert combination was superior Investigations into optimum default settings of floor
to the voice alert only. Results generally supported this, altitudes for each and the merit of passive GCAS in the air-
as recoveries were typically better when the chevrons were to-ground mission can be made. The take-off and powered
used as compared to the same conditions using audio only, approach phases of flight must also be considered with
although there was a large amount of scatter, respect to GCAS. Passive OCAS may initially be the best

solution. but the feasibility of active GCAS in these flight
u regimes may also be explored.

The usefulness of simulation has been demonstrated in the Investigate solutions to GCAS problems observed during
development of an active GCAS for the F/A-18. Control engineering and piloted evaluations in stalled and near-
system gains as well as the recovery system itself were stalled portions of the flight envelope. One possible
developed in a timely manner at minimal costs, answer may be for GCAS to add enough power to

sufficiently elevate the aircraft's energy state prior to
The shortcomings of a fixed-based simulator manifested recovery initiation in order to avoid a dynamic or deep-stall
themselves in the testing of the passive GCAS, where the condition.
results were clouded by the fact that the visual scene in the Use simulation to correct the current inability of the active
dome was not sharply defined and provided no depth GCAS to effectively handle large asymmetric store
perception, and there was no tactile cuing. loadings.

In its current form, the active GCAS has demonstrated the Develop a method to predict the average velocity of the
potential for reducing aircraft losses due to cases of GLOC recovery for use in the calculation of the dive angle
or spatial disorientation. Nuisance warnings and nuisance compensation term. This term should reduce the amount of
pull-ups have been kept to a minimum. In the operational scatter in the recoveries due to the different acceleration
air-to-air and basic navigational modes, the system is profiles.
adequate as is, but can be refined further. For air-to-ground,
GCAS is currently adequate only for training use. The roll time constant gain. K2, should be varied with store
Operationally, it is currently inadequate for the air-to- loading in order to compensate for reduced roll rates
ground mission, but can be made acceptable with work. resulting from FCL limiting with heavy store loadings.

Active GCAS appears to perform a given recovery maneuver Use simulation to investigate the effect of insidious INS
more efficiently than a pilot could, with fewer floor failures and INS dumps on GCAS performance. Simulation
penetrations. Passive GCAS is inferior to active GCAS, is ideally suited to explore the repercussions of such
particularly in instances of GLOC or spatial disorientation, failures and help point the way toward any necessary GCAS
but appears to have its place in other applications. In failure modes. Additionally, simulation may be used to
either case, GCAS is more effective at preventing floor safely evaluate the effects of degraded FCS modes on GCAS
altitude penetrations than the low altitude warning system performance.
currently in place on production F/A-18's.

Use simulation to explore various switching and blending
The more cues provided to the pilots about impending schemes between MSL and AGL sensors in order to
trouble and/or active GCAS engagement, the better. The compensate for the current failings in radar altimeter
HUD chevron/break "X" mechanization, as implemented for coverage.
this study, is highly desirable. Voice alerts are also
desirable but should only be used to complement the Expedite installation of 360-coverage radar altimeters onto
chevrons. production tactical aircraft.

If available and reliable, an automatic throttle system used Lsing the simulation, implement and evaluate the changes
in conjunction with an active GCAS provides a simpler and recommended by the pilots concerning the timing and
more effective method of compensating for elevated power amount of power applied by GCAS during recoveries. A
conditions during automatic recoveries, long-term solution to the issues of ATC reliability and

engagement ability could be the use of a digital engine
AGL sensors must be used in the long-term for GCAS to controller.
have value over all terrain features with as little pilot
intervention as possible. Present the break "X" cue on all cockpit displays, so that

the pilot may receive the necessary cuing in instances
A GCAS system, whether active or passive, is necessary for where he is watching a forward-looking infrared cr strike
military tactical aircraft. The SFARS algorithms developed camera image on a digital display indicator rather than the
by the United States Air Force have given the United States HUD.
Department of Defense a viable and inexpensive system,
that due to its generic nature, is easily adaptable for use in Use of the MFS motion platform and its virtual image
all its tactical aircraft. The simulation work presented in mirror may allow more accurate evaluation of passive
this paper has provided the United States Navy an SFARS- GCAS.
derivative system that appears to work on the F/A-18.

Perform a closed-loop analysis on the CCAS FCL's. This
Recommendations must be done prior to flight testing.

Continue simulation work in order to refine the role GCAS
will play in the air-to-air and air-to-ground arenas.



Implement the vl.l GCAS in an F/A-18 technology
demonstration airplane for flight testing. This may be
done prior to completion of much of the previously
recommended simulation work.

Finally, expedite installation of GCAS into production F/A-
18 aircraft.
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%ALIDATION OF SIMUlATION SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE TESTING

by

A A Woodfield

Chairman FNIP Working Group 16 DRA. Bedford, UK

I INTRODUCTION

A(,AR[) Flietht Mechanics Panel Working Group 16i on TFhe validation of Simulation sxstelns tor aircraft acceptaiice testing'
ssas set up because Simulation is starting to play an active role in the certification of some aircraft systems. Yet there is concern
that there appears to tbe no concensu~s about bow to check the validity of such simulations. As Chairman of WG 16 it is mN
priv ilege to distil the main features identified by individual members into at co herent report nimusthowever stress lithathc~e kS i
I Shaill express in this talk are my own and do not necessarily represent those of individual menmbers of FMP W6 lfv

C.ontributions from WG members are currently beintg edited to form an AGARD Ad% i 'ry Report. In this paper I wsould li!ýe to
present some thoughts on the use of Simulators for flight clearance of systems and aircraft. Thesi- thoughts arc Stimulated b'
contributions from the experts from niany NATO countries w ho are members, of the Flrimght Mechanics Painel Working Gu
16.

First a brief explanation of AGARD Working Giroups. These are proposed by the v arious'lechnical Panels to bring. togethct
experience in the miany NATO co untries oin topics of m~.ial i nterest. A WVork ig Group is ms en 2- INyr tio distil this CiollCctis c
experience for present atiiim as (usuafll) either an AGARI) Advisory Report or1 a Specialist Lecture Series.

Returning to the Subject of validating siiiiulations for acceptance testing. fifteen years ago. with oine special exception w hInch " Ill
be discussed later, there was% no reason to consider using simulation for I' g.,clearance. At that time,. as umntiari,, f hlsetoa
aircraft systems "ere simpler atid sinmulatiion capabilities were inadequate.

A ircraft Simuladtor

Simple S) Stem., Low fidelity
Fess critical failure eases Used for Procedure s & sub-set

of operating conditions

Regular avionic failures

All cases cleared by flight No need (or capability I for use
demonstration in flight clearaiice

I here acre no good technical or econotlmic reasons lor usiing Simulation it the flight clearance proceess except for one notable
exception. Flighr clearanice oft the US NASA Space Shuttle could only be accimnplished w ith the direct involvement of flight
simulators because the total atmospheric flight time beQfore the first mission wAas only 1allmi (5 landingsl. Although this is
undimubtaly at scry Special case. nes ertheless it wsas the first indication that Simulation has a place flight clearanice
detnonstraiis'ns.

2 THE ROLE OF SIMULATION

The current situatiion airead) differs -jcatl'. Aircraft systenm cmmmplexit" has. incrcaCd together awith simitlator fidelity as thc
following table urninariscs:

:linrcra Sirniiiltimm

Complex critical ýStcin, I ligh fidelity available iii 92-15965
Mansy critical failure cases ittiidelliig and Pilot Cues

s 1ed fur edge of envelope:
Infrequent aviiinic failures investigations

Selected cases cleared by Used tim select cases for flight
flight demmonstrationi (Mo st dcrnminstratiimn aitd] tim dcinmnst rate:
critical & most likely cases) some cases



With many current aircraft it is no longer practical to demonstrate eve" failure or flight envelope limit in flight tests. Indeed
somc cases may require encounters w, ith rare meteorological event, that are almost impossible to 'arrange' during development
flight test,. This hais led to elaborate rig tests such as those for Electromagnetic ('ompatibility. rather than flight test Simulation
offers another form of rig test.

Deelopment simulators at airframe manufacturer's are already playing a strong background role in many decision,, relating to
certification. including

a identifing and confirming non-critical failure cases

b developing response procedures for critical failures to be demonstrated in flight

c identif.ing design modifications to make the severity of failures acceptable

d deeloping advice on responses to vert rare critical cases that are not demonstrated in flight

loseser. in nearly all cases this still falls short of using simulation for direct clearance of particular situations. ['he exceptions
are manned activities in space such as docking. moon landing. etc whert the only possible clearance activities are on ngs and
simulators, and a few cases with the latest generation of civil airliners, where the complexity of digital flight control systems and
th, vcry loy probability of sone multiple failure cases combine to prov ide a powerful case for using rigs and simulation for
,some sub-system clearances.

The balance of cost and risk for a manned space programme is very different from most military and civ.il aircraft programmes.
Howe•er. the lessons learned will be appropriate to such programmes.

The direct use of simulation has not been identified in any military aircraft certification programme, although development
siimulator tests undoubtably influence the selection of tasks for certification.

If a simulator is to be used for certification then it is essential that it is itself checked to prove that it can represent the
certification conditions and the vehiclefsystem adequately. How is this done at present?

Currently it appears that validity is accepted if the Airworthiness Authority *nd Manufacturer's pilots find the simulation
convincimg, and the Manufacturer is confident enough to present simulation as a means of demonstrating aspects of flight
clearances.

These are clearly an essential part of any validation, but are they sufficient? Generally the answer is NO, and that is the reason
for this WG study, Not only are more rigorous tests required to prove validity, but it is likely that these will increase confidence in
simulation capabilities and permit simulation to provide more support in both development and clearance activities,

3 SIMULATION VALIDATION

In considering validation it is important to remember that simulation is the integrated experience of

a aircraft and system models

b any integrated systems rigs

c natural environment models

d military threat environment models

e motion, visual, control loads, audio, etc sensations

f subject pilot

Depending on the task that a simulator is required to perform it is possible to deliberately modify the model or performance of
any element, including the pilot. In all cases it is important to avoid modifying pilot behaviour in ways that are unrepresentative
of real flight. In training simulators and for secondary tasks on development simulators, it is possible to improve a simulator's
acceptability for its primary task by deliberately modifying the aircraft model to compensate for shortcomings in visual or
motion sensations. Currently such compensation is 'ad hoc' and frequently distorts other aspects of the simulation. However it
is one way of getting acceptance by pilots of simulators for particular training tasks,

This form of compensation cannot be aceptable when a simulator is going to be used to demonstrate behaviour in conditions
that will not be experienced in flight. In such situations, which are an essential part of clearance work, the effects of any
compensation will be unpredictable. Clearance work is possible only where a simulation can be validated as a known quantity
with adequate representation of the required flight conditions.

So what is required for clearance work? Arly exercise in simulator validation is essentially one of establishing confidence
through a combination of objective measurements and subjective reactions. Subjective views are an essential, if less precise, part
of the process because human behaviour is not yet fully understood. (Indeed this is the reason to use manned simulation.
Calculation would be adequate if human behaviour could be defined). This subjective element is the main difference between
simulation and other rigs. which can be calibrated by direct measurements (although often the knowledge of the underlying
natural or man-made phenomena is less precise).

i
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There are several essential ingredients to establish adequate confidence, these must include:

a each element of simulation must be tested individually against measurable criteria

b the integrated simulation must be tested against measurable criteria

c the integrated simulation must be tested by suitably qualified pilots against appropriate flight cases using established
subjective assessment scales and comment

d activities where clearance tasks can be adequately simulated must be clearly documented by the manufacturer with
supporting evidence

Giscn these ingredients, then a manufacturer should be in a position to convince the Airworthiness Authorities of the adequac)
of simulation for certain clearance activities.

The most important message is that subjective views from pilot's are not sufficient The sirmlation must be acceptable to the
evaluation pilots but this can be achieved by spurious fixes. Only a combination of favourable pilot opinion and objective
comparisons with reievant real data is sufficient to establish the confidence necessary it, approve a simulation for
demoiistrating situations for clearance.

Selection of data for objective validation measurements and criteria for satisfactory agreement brings with it a requirement for
defined standards on simulation "stems quality, and guidance on suitable test data sets and satisfaction criteria. Such guidance
should be based on experiences of validation activities on a variety of different simulators and tasks.

Civil airline training simulation specification requirements and simulator certification test schedules indicate the types of
standards and guidance that %kill be needed. They also stress the need for regular checks on simulators tl prose that standards
are bein~g maintained. Particular areas of concern are

a standards for physical stimulation systems. eg time delays. frequency response, smoothness, scene detail, brightncss.
contrast, resolution, field of view. etc

b software verification and control, including simulation management as well as models

c flight test data. which will need to include specific test sequences for simulator validation (l)ata gathered during
development flight test is not likely to be sufficient. It may be from an earlier configuration of the aircraft, It may lack lest
poi.tts particularly relevant to particular clearance issues)

d fulP (non-real time) computer models need to be used to generate data for comparson with real-time models to s alidate
any model compression necessary to achieve real time simulation

An interesting possibility that arises from making each element as 'correct' as possible is the potential for using an additional
Training simulator, where detailed representation of the vehicle is essential, as a base for In-Service upgrades (Mid Life
Updates). This would require some special features in the training simulator and more rigorous v alidation, but could well be
very cost-effective. It would be important to ensure that such a simulator could accept aircraft electronic equipment. and, of
course, such equipment will need to be compatible with simulation functions such as freeze and reset.

A major difficulty will be establishing standards and procedures for military aircraft clearance. However the complexity of
military aircraft systems and their operating environments mean that there is much more to gain in reduced costs and
development time than there is with civil aircraft. The current squeeze on military funding and the success of'technology' in the
Gulf conflict may provide the incentives to use simulation as a direct contributor to flight clearance. NATO (AGARD) could
have a strong role to play in establishing criteria & standards, and in sharing experiences.

4 CONCLUSIONS

There is currently a limited role for simulation in flight clearance of sub-systems in civil aircraft, However the extensive use of
simulation for manned space vehicle clearance shows the potential for simulation to join other rigs in flight clearance. There is a
serious risk that simulation could prove inadequate if there is no systematic validation programme. Pilot opinion is beguiling but
not adequate. Simulation is a complex integration of models of vehicles and the environment, physical sensation devices and the
pilot. Any of these can be modified to compensate for inadequacies in parts of the simulation. This can be acceptable for
training simulators but is not acceptable for clearance activities because the influence of such modifications cannot be
predicted in situations that are not going to be tested in flight.

However. the quality of simulation is increasing rapidly at the same time as the complexity of systems is requiring more
extensive flight clearance activity. Now is the time to establish adequate means of validation so that simulation can become an
effective part of the clearance process. The standards and procedures used to certify civil training simulators provide a guide for
some of the essential features needed for validation. A similar framework is needed for military situations.

Key elements in validation are testing each element and the integrated simulation against objective measures of response and
quality, subjective evaluation by pilots, and clear identification of the areas where flight clearance is acceptable using the
simulator. Standards are needed for many aspects of simulation and definition of appropriate test data. L xpericnce with the us,
of simulation in various stages of clearance or acceptance activities will provide the foundation for these standards and test
data.

. . . .____________________________________



Development of standards and procedures can be assisted by AGARD. New military aircraft and systems have most to gain

from the use of simulation in acceptance testing. Their complexity and long costly development all indicate that great benefits

can be achieved if valid simulation can he developed and used for acceptance. All the indications are that this is possible alread.
to a significant extent with the advances in modelling and simulation techniques that are apparent from the papers presented at

this conference. The pace of development is rapid and it is important to develop standards and procedures now to take

advantages of these deseloping simulation capabilities.

I! _ _
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Abstract

Simulators are currently build as simple system and this paper is a first attempt to integrate
"look-a-likes" and a structured or experimentally views of human factor specialists with those of
validated approach to their use and implementa- pilots and flight simulation engineers.
tion as part of a comprehensive training system
is lacking. This is one reason why their use in 2.0 Credibility of simulators- a pilots
training has not always been as successful as perspective
expected. Training time in an aircraft can be
reduced to a certain extent, but most often at Most pilots nowadays encounter a simulator device
the cost of increasing total time due to imper- during various stages of their training. The use-
feot transfer ratios. The other reason for limi- fulness of these devices is hardly questioned
ted success is that objective and validated indi- during the initial training phases that aim to
ces for performance are rarely available which familiarize the pilot with the cockpit and its
cooplicates both the definition of measurable particular procedures. With more flying exper-
training objectives and the empirical identifica- ience, however, simulation is likely to be less
nion of task characteristics critical for skill and less appreciated. Two causes are especially
development. Without objective indices, the issue mentioned when one interviews pilots. With more
of "fidelity" versus "validity" remains unresol- exposure to flying, pilots notice that the simu-
ved. lator cannot reproduce the same sensations as

experienced in the air. Secondly, the visual used
A missing link between simulator and real flight in nowadays simulators can hardly accommodate the
is the obvious absence of physical danger. Safety detail required for practising tactical tasks
serves to reduce anxiety and influences the pi- like a Fighter Bomber attack.
lots strategies for task execution. Who's afraid
of crashing a simulator? Effects of anxiety on Pilets flying the F-16, were disappointed after
performance could be demonstrated and interac- the introduction of the OFT (Operational Flying
tions with high workload conditions occurred. Co- Trainer). The expectation was that mission orien-
ping with the mental perils of flight is an im- ted training could be provided, but this assump-
portant component of pilot proficiency and tion was proven wrong and only procedures were
s(t)imulating such an environment, or at least practiced. This was a general feeling among F-16
its impact on performance, is one of the many users and the United States Air Force (USAF)
challenges for the training community. undertook action to improve the situation. Visual

systems were either added or improved and trai-
This paper reviews some experiences with the ap- ning syllabi changed. Mission rehearsal had to be
plication of simulators In military flight train- curtailed and repetitive single task training was
ing and it reports research strategies like the introduced (Martindale et al. 1989). Pilot ques-
deve'opment of objective performance measures in tionnaires were used to assess the user strep-
support of validation trials and future simulator tance of the changed OFT. Adding a limited visual
development. It is proposed to prototype simula- system to a procedure trainer, tripled its accep-
tor concepts before implementing them and rele- tance level. Surprisingly, an OFT of a highly
vant research initiatives in this area are re- agile fighter like the F-16, did not have a vi-
viewed. sual in the first place. Apparently, the expecta-

tion was that most training was accomplished by
1.0 Introduction flying the aircraft. This interpretation is

strengthened by the lack of a motion system.
A major challenge for military aviation to-day Upgrading simulators is a way to improve siew-
and in the near future, is answering the question lator acceptance but the appreciation is expected
how to keep operationally effective while train- to be temporary.
ing opportunities are more and more restricted.
Ti, application of simulation is sometimes envis- Technology advanced tremendously and better simu-
aged as a ready to go training alternative, but lators i.e., more sophisticated ones, were built.
pilots view it as a surrogate for the thrills and Pilots are, however, sceptical of their usability
perils of real flight. To their opinion, simula- for missions and they are clearly anxious about
tion can only be used to provide training sup- reductions in flight hours to be "cashed in" be-
port. Environmental pressures and the changing fore simulations are proven effective. In present
political climate, however, reduce the opportuni- simulators like the F16-OFT, it is possible for a
ties for actual tactical flight training. In pilot, even an experienced one, to miss an engine
order to alleviate this potential conflict, simu- failure for 20 seconds or more, especially when
lation and training technology has to be advan- the pilot is absorbed by other tasks. The many
ced. Multi-disciplinary cooperation is essential cues and sudden on sets of engine failures in

92-15966' -- Elihlllll
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real flight immediately preempt attention to such proficiency levels of our pilots. What kind of

a major problem. The risk of simulation is that simulators and how many do we need for countering
the pilot still wants to comply with the training this problem?
goals and starts scanning the instruments more
frequently (as compared with the aircraft). In A major change is the unpredictability of threats

that way the engine failure is detected in time and associated theatres for combat operations.

and the pilot is not being laughed at by peers or With a lower perceived threat, public support for

instructors. Such a strategy is understable, but military expenditures decreases rapidly until new
not effectively transferred in the aircgaft. conflicts arise, like those in the Falklands and
Learning such "simulator skills" is efficient in the Persian Gulf. It was clearly demonstrated

the sense that they serve to acquire good ratings that military deployement had to be flexible and

from the instructor, but such skills are dange- innovative in order to serve its purpose. The

rows if they do not apply in the air. In such required flexibility, stresses the importance of,
cases, negative transfer of performance is said and need for, more advanced simulation facilities.

to occur. Mission planning and mission execution should be

practiced in environments modelled rapidly from
Why are contemporary simulators configured as photographs, intelligence data, etc. The alterna-

they are? Most Air Forces acquire planes, vehic- tive of using aircraft for these purposes, is un-
les and simulators through the department of ma- attainable by environmental, economical and poli-

terial. These are specialized in hardware purch- tical reasons. Night flyirg with fighters at low

ase., while other departments are responsible for levels with Night vision goggles or operating

training. Clearly, a cockpit simulator viewed as helicopters with Forward looking infra red dis-
an airplane without wings, fuselage and tail plays (FLIR) is hardly acceptable for the general
would serve to familiarize pilots with switches public. Simulation, therefore is here to stay and

and -orrems. More advanced training is hardly time in the aircraft will be diminished anyway.

accomplished on such a device. Furthermore, Pilot opinion will not suffice to change this

technical difficulties occur with respect to trend.

specifications and requirements. Real airborne
systems provide the real thing and could have an Simulators were initially used as simple "system

economical benefit by sharing the same mainte- replacers" and o structured a-d experimentally

nance with the aircraft. Aircraft systems and validated approach to their use and implementa-
displays are, however, intended to be used for a tion as part of a comprehensive training system

limited number of hours in a flight environment, is still lacking. Present procedures in determi-

Many more hours are required in a training school ning requirements for simulators recognize that

environment. Driving the displays reliably and training analysis is needed to identify the trai-

realistically long enough, creates a considerable ning tasks to be performed. Subsequently. a
need for maintenance and adequate and timely matrix is composed by adding possible devices
updates of simulation software. This is not like simulators, computer based instructions,

easily accomplished, cardboards, etc. "Ticking the boxes", will match
capabilities to training tasks. The decision cri-

Up till now, "the simulator" was met with varying teria in such an approach are costs and a minimal

degrees of enthusiasm and its role in training number of devices. It is based on the assumption
systems varied. More capabilities concentrated in that costs provide the major criterion for de-
a single device increases costs and utilisation signing a training system. Buying the cheapest

should be increased up to 20 hours per day, six device is a familiar trap, "only to find that the
days a week to provide some value for money simulator fails to meet requirements that were

(Shumnay 1985). Pilots fear that advanced simu- poorly understood in the first place". (Warwick

lators will be used anyway to satisfy the requi- 1990).

rements for co- effectiveness. As long as advan-
ced simulation has not proven its value, pilots Training task definition is a necessary but not

advise us to use simple simulators for dedicated sufficient step. An additional step that has to

tasks. be undertaken is a translation of training tasks
to a skill specification. This is not easily

2.1 Need for simulation accomplished. Imagine the training task of "air-

craft handling within the operational flight
In most cases, one wants to employ a training or envelope" and its meaning for skills ijvolved in
teaching tool for the improvement of performance. flying the Airbus A-320 versus the F-16. Both

Typically, this was not the basic intention for have fly by wire technology, but training needs

using flight simulators. These devices changed are quite different.
the location of practice from the air to the

ground. Many advantages accompany that applica- Two strategies can be used to come to a skill
tion. Accident rates can be lowered and costs specification. The first is asking pilots for a

reduced. An average estimate of around 40 - 50% definition and let them provide a rating or levt!
transfer of aircraft time for simulator time has of accomplishment for each particular device or
been reported (Orlansky 1989), although many training aid. The second one is basic research

cases of zero transfer occurred. Simulators are into the learning process itself with the purpose
recognised for their ability to teach basic pro- of providing mea'urable objectives for training

cedural skills or the switchology of systems programs to accomplish.
operation. If we could leave it at that, no pro- The first problem is to decide whether pilots are

blem would arise, aware of their skills. The second one is that
pilots should have actual experience with advan-

Environmental concerns do have an impact on ced simulation technology in order to be able to
military training. The excercises are clearly compare demands with capabilities realistically.
visible to the public and observing them would Most often both requirements are not met. The

once confirm our deterrence capability, but is definition of training requirements and simulator

now interpreted as a waste of fuel and ammuni- specification is complex and requires the work of

tion. Nuisance for the public is reduced by de- many disciplines in a coordinated effort (For an

creasing noise levels and limiting the amount of illustrative discussion, see Bass 1989). Coordi-

low level flying. These developments endanger the nated research programs can serve as a guideline
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for those teams. The problem I, who is going to performance at 1igh levels.
inintr- and fund such programs? The suppliers of
simulators, the buyers or both? Task execution: foi a similar execution of a

task, the simulator should provide the same
2.2 Pilot proficiency information as used in the aircraft. If it is

lacking, no similar strategy is to be expected.
The introduction of vehicle simulators and other Alternatively, information can only be left out
expensive training devices did have, if all if one knows that the particular information is
others fail, one major benefit. It stimulated the not used to accomplish the task. Research is ty-
general interest in effectiveness. Flight trai- pically oriented at assessing the required level
ning itself, should not be regarded to be perfect of "fidelity" for a simulator device. Human Fac-
in the first place, When asked to define the re- tors issues within this area are: benefits of mo-
qiired simulator and aircraft hours for optimal tion cueing, visual-motion a synchrony, seat
combat proficiency , helicopter pilots responded cueing, visual requirements, etc.
that present training is insufficient and does
not provide enough pilots with acceptable levels Task Involvement: a simulator should provide
of proficiency (Dees & Byars 1987). Adding more sufficient "realism" to induce the pilot to spend
simulator technology would in their view, simple his mental resources to the fullest. Motivation,
be "additional training added to a suboptimal fac- -alidity (simulator looks like aircraft) and
training program". knowledge of rosults, i.e., feedback of perfor-

mance by syst, , r !nstrucL, . -icve to Keep
Researchers involved in evaluating simonators, spirits high. No devw-, wil! provide adequate
discover very quickly that a fundamental or sy- performance without a willing op -, r Lack of
stematic basis for the training is often lacking. risk will reduce the stress level as c-mpared
It is also discovered that many unknowns exists with flying. A new risk is that strategies wili
in military training procedures. One reason is be ]-arned in the simulator that cannot be used
that jobs are regarded to be dangerous and trai- in stressful "real live" operating conditions. In
ning is based on operational experience and ex- that case "simulator skills" have once again been
pertise of instructors with combat exposure. Many acquired.
skills are poorly understood, let alone their
most appropriate training method. Any improvement An example of typical research in the area of
in training effectiveness that occurred during task execution is the study of time delays be-
the process of re-thinking procedures for incor- tween pilot inputs and simulator system responses
porating a simulator, could leave little or no and their impact on pilot control strategy.
credit to the simulator. Increased time delays result in unstable vehicle

dynamics and pilots have to exert more control
An example of a poorly understood skill is Air effort as indicated by Power spectral analysis
Combat Manoeuvring (ACM). Ideally, one would be (Middendorf et al 1990). Cost reductions serve to
able to teach all, or at least most pilots, to drive the studies towards a trade-off between
pull the job. However, experiences of commanders various cueing systems. Is an advanced motio, sy-
in the field show, and this is even observed stem required when one has a wide field of view
during realistic exercises like Red Flag, that visual system? Most studies involve simulator-to-
"10% of the pilots are resposible ior 9)D of the simulator transfer designs for practical reasons
hits". These findings reinstigared research and actual comparisons with in-flight measure-
within many Air Forces into personality charac- ments are very rare indeed. This is a critical
teristics of combat pilots. Factors like "rims flaw in the research and it should be corrected
taking" and "coping" could make the difference whenever possible.
between pilots, equal in competence or flight-
experience otherwise. Without sufficient insight Pilots' statements about "the thrills of flying"
in the complexity of skills involved in ACM, it or "seat of the pants" indicate that a certain
is hard or useless to try to specify a simulator, redundancy in information is critical. Multiple
Additic-al "in-training" research is needed and channels of information can speed human infor-
the introduction of "Air Combat Manoeuvring in- marion processing, but they also provide means
strumentation" can contribute by providing data for restricting interference while processing in
for the analysis and specification of skills, multiple task situations. Visual and vestibular

systems are complementary in their sensitivity
3.0 Human Factors and frequency response. Visual information is

particularly effective for slowly changing
Simulators have to be valid in the sense that scenes, like adequately demonstrated by wide
they provide "transfer of performance". Perfor- screen cinema- with movies filmed out of bal-
mance for a skilled operator is the result of two loons. Vestibular cues are particularly effective
factors: at higher frequencies and can serve as attention
I. Quality of task execution i.e., procedures in getters. Anybody flying a single engine aircraft

information processing and use of correct like those used for basic flight training, knows
strategies; how effectively these cues are for correcting

2. Level of task involvement, i.e., executing the (instinctively?) the turbulence encountered du-
necessary effort, a motivational aspect. ring approach and landing trials.

Both factors are well researched within "human Pilot comments, or comments attributed to pilots
performance theory" that describes the mental by somebody else, are often the only evidence for
capabilities of a pilot or other operator as an the presumed realism of simulation. Pilots flying
information processing system with a limited simulated military missions perspire as much as
capacity of mental resources. The availability of in the aircraft, but such an observation can
these resources is dependent on energetical hardly be taken as a proof of concept. Alterna-
mechanisms that are influenced by stress and tively, in civil aviation stories go around about
emotion or factors like physiological fatigue and a pilot who tried to phone his wife after diver-
sleep deprivation. Performance decrements can be ting to London in a simulated flight. These ca-
counteracted by motivation and effort. sual observations are about the only evidence
Additionally, the adrenalin is keeping regular that "task involvement" is to be expected In
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samulatcons. Ho-eads. more objective moans for Led information processing like that associated
assessment are rarely employed, with control activity. Both groups were matched

on relevant factors like experience, psycho-motor
Fidelity of technical simulation is required to ability, age, etc. The results obtained with
obtain the appropriate human strategy of task power spectral analysis are depicted in fig. 2.
execution. Validity of simulation is obtained
whenever pilots behave the same as in the air-
craft, i.e., realism is high enough to include low workload
levels of cask involvc-oent comparable to those in a

the aircraft. After that, training schedules etc. c
determine the effectiveness of skill acquisition.

CE

3.1 Realism in simulation: a comparison with theo
aircraft 

g .
a LA

Human Factor Studies comparing the simulator di-

rectly with the aircraft are very rare. Psycho-
physiological measures like heart rate and respi-
ration can be used as practical indices for work-
load and stress and they serve to visualize the
"task involvement" of the pilot. Stress in exa- 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 06Hz
minations raises heart rate and reveals a conti-
nuously activated mental state irrespective of Fig. 2 Effects of anxiety level on control
demands from ongoing tasks. Coping with stress activity as assessed by Power spectral
reduces this "over activation" and means progress analysis of aileron inputs.
in training. Individual differences in proficien- HA - High Anxiety subjects, LA= Low
cy can also be detected and compared (Jorna and Anxiety subjects. ARB - Arbitrary units
Moraal 1986).

Systematic differences in control strategy were
In-flight data is hard to obtain and so far only found as a function of anxiety level. Note chat
the Human Engineering Laboratory of Wright Pat- pilots represent a pre-selected subgroup and that
terson succeeded in measuring heart rate in both anxiety levels have to be regarded as minor if
the aircraft (A-7 Corsair) and its corresponding compared to a non-selected population.
simulator. We could use their data and analysed Consequently, even small differences in anxiety
flight tasks selected to have a reduced possibi- level seem sufficient to influence control acti-
licy for physical biases in heart rate as caused vity. The effect of anxiety was more pronounced
by G-factors. The study compared in-flight res- when the subjects were tested under high workload
ponses with those in the simulator, conditions. When the same mental capacity is if-

fected by both anxiety and workload, than the
The results depicted in fig. 1 show certainly no difference between groups should increase as com-
promise for the use of this simulator as a repla- pared with low workload conditions. This effect,
cement of the aircraft. Heart rate revealed a a so-called interaction between level of anxftry
consistent sensitivity to flying tasks as well as and task demand, was confirmed and is illustrated
flying in the lead or wing position. The simula- in fig. 3.
tor did not succeed in copying this pattern.

120

hhigh workload

'o ac

80 -. -. ,-

HA %.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 Hz

Fig. I Heart rate for pilots flying both the A-7 Fig. 3 Power spectral analysis of control
aircraft and its corresponding simulator activity while flying with additional

tasks to be performed.
An important question with respect to the vali- HA - High Anxiety subjects, LA - Low
dity of simulation is whether a lack of realism Anxiety subjects. ARB - Arbitrary units
as indicated by the heart rate study, influences
the way pilots execute their tasks. The answer to Realism in simulation is expected to improve task
this question is yes, and will be illustrated by involvement of pilots. Anxiety or flight related
discussing a study that addressed the effects of stresses represent a missing link between simula-
anxiety on pilot control activity (Jorna & tion and actual flight and pose a major area for
Visser, 1990). Power spectral analysis was used research. Its subtle consequences can be revealed
to analyze control inputs (ailerons) while flying by fine grained objective indices of performance,
a standardized pattern. Two groups participated The lack of risk can also change performance
with either a "high" or "low" level of anxiety. strategy more crudely. When observing pilots
The assumption, according to human performance during simulated flight, one can often note that
theory, is that "worry" will occupy mental capa- pilots try to accomplish "impossible" landings.
city that would otherwise be used for task rela- When inquired about their behaviour, all pilots



assure that they will never take such risks in together, the output of a traititig program is a
actual flight! certain number of operators with a particular

minimum level of competence or proficiency.
3.2 Towards effective training: human resource

management For most training systems base line information
on the skill acquisition process is not availa-

Clearly, the impact of simulators on the training ble. There is hardly any insight in the actual
community and associated irdtry has been quite trade-offs between performance levels, workload
substantial. Many interesting questions and involved and their relation with training time,
issues arose but the initial enthusiasm and ex- let alone training devices. "In training"
pectations concerning simulators has cooled down research with operational vehicles and aircraft
a bit. However, major changes in training demand provides that base line information. The steps in
are to occur and a policy for design and use of identifying the "learning curves" are summarized
simulators has to be developed. The need for in table 1.
guidelines is urgent. Some industries are even
reluctant to develop new simulators as there are Table 1. Steps in identifying basic leaening
no established criteria for proving their perfor- process in current training procedures
mance or establishing "legal" compliance with the
r e q u i r e m e n t s o f a t r a i n i n g s y s t e m . 1_Ts k s p c i f c a i o

1 Task specification
Integrated training concepts with simulators are
welcomed, but the purpose of training is wider in 2 Working conditions
the sense that also sufficient numher of opera- -----------------
tors have to be delivered. It is therefutc neces- 3 Performance and workload measures I
sary to broaden the scope on the role of training - -
in accomplishing that requirement. A military 4 Assess learning process
ueapons platform sets a particular demand for
human capabilities. This demand can be met with 5 Assess individual differences
varying degrees of success depending on i) the V - _
complexity and design of the system 2) the abi- 6 Determine training time
lity of the operator and 3) the level of trai- . .... _

ning. These factors are interrelated as illustra-
ted in fig. 4. This "performance circle" maps the The advantage of training analysis with perfor-
demands in relation to the needed human capabili- mance based criteria instead of task specifica-
ties. ion is that the tasks have to be mapped to

skills, in order to define their performance in-
Demands dices. If one is not able to define performance
Dmnsindices, task analysis has failed and the

WorkloadSelection skill(s) involved are not clearly understood. Ifthe analysis or assumptions prove right, somelearning curve should be found and adequate per-
formance feedback (specification of a simulator

Competence Capacities subsystem) can be determined to improve efficien-
cy of skill acquo1sir-n.

Learning is not always reflected directly in a
performance measure, as it can also .[felt Lhe
performance/workload relation mentioned earlier
After practice a lower workload is involved in
achieving the same level of performance. Both

Training indices must be included in studies of pilot
behaviour and performance. This

Fig. 4. Relation between task demands, basic approach" to skill analysis is illustrated in
human capacities and operator competence fig. 5.
in meeting task requirements. The higher
the competence level of the operator, by performance in flight
either training or selected aptitude, the
less the experienced workload.

aircraft pilot
Selection of aspirant pilots is commonly accepted
as -msential for later performance levels. The position aileron
purpose of selection is to Increase the number of flight level elevator
student pilots that pass training, or with a lon-
ger time perspective, provide pilots who function speed rudder
effectively under operational circumstances. Se- rate of turn power
lection psychologists need a performance crite- rate of climb physiology
rion to predict. This criterion performance it-
self will, however, be determined by many factors I d
like the quality of training that aspirants will trained to criterion cost of achieving
receive. Pilots with a similar license still dif-
fer in their level of performance for particular
tasks. The competence level will influence per- adeoff
formance efficiency and workload while meeting
system demands. It depends on both training and
individual abilities. The circle illustrates that operational effectiveness
I) training is only a part of a personnel manage-
ment system, 2) training levels and workload are
interrelated, and 3) individual differences be- Fig. 5 Two factor approach in skill analysis for
tween pilots are relevant at all locations. Taken designing training programs.

4
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device specification only requires the add on of

an instructor station. It is important to con- Task inteeration: An issue that wao intenolo de-

side1  that different "training pipelines" do hated while determining crew concepts for armed

noist within military training programs. Some of helicopters. Some tasks have to be integrated

they and their associated research areas arc sum- either in a crew or within a person Should savi-
sarited in figore 6 gation he performed by a commander/ gunner in a

two-seater, because of escessior pilot worloawd.

basic or should the pilot in spite ot worlc-id be con-
training tinuously aware of his positiii i , o prirmtnavigation himself Teamwork is dii t ,I
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Even from a limited overview it i:; p- I ills

SI clear thiat the era of "the single simulator" has
opsiam~ona: 011 mutipie ended. Special purpose simulations will ha.e to

sthos, i .tooioailiiy efgofomics tasks teamwa's be developed to serve dedicated and indepetndent

I applications within a lrainiiig program. The

result is a mix of simulators or a family of

performance effectiveness "trainers" optimized for particular skills like
terrain -:oa'igaricn. electronic couen .r-eanres.
refuelling, etc. An integrated simulation should

tig 6 Training pipeline ,iversitication adfer be available to learn the pilot that the strate-
basic training and associated research gies used to solve a particular sub-task will

areas. Training serves many intentions, have to apply when other duties have to be per-
each with specific requirements for formed concurrently. "Backward chaining", a tech-
simulation devices or training techno- nique showing intended criterion performance
logy, before practicing components, represents a view

compatible with such a training setup, The diver-
gyecriee_: Traditionally most programs involve sity of possible training tools makes it impossi-
extended training and practice to gain experi-il- wi. u auild -cJ test all ar.'i as. Thcref..
oe. The purpose is to increase proficiency and generic reeonfigurable high quality simulator
"spare capacity" in particular, in order to be facility would serve research in this area.
able to perform under operational (combat)
stress. In aviation, a simulator wouid include 4.0 Simulation engineering
mission oriented practice with associated
threats, etc. Coping opportunities with danger
are not provided by simulation. Typically, pilots 4.1 Test beds: validate before fabricate
are anxious about loosing flight tiem to an ad'
venced simulation fcility. Alternatlves have to The design process for aircraft is paved with
be investigated, detailed design reviews, testing, modifying,

testing again and finally many, many flight
iLos toxperience: All pilots will encounter a tests. This in contrast with the design of a
point in their career where there is no time for simulator. The approach in that case is to build
flying regularly Retention of skill levels is a a marketable product to the customers, who in
positive output for any training program and case of military aircraft, represent the Ministe-
could serve as a quality index. It would be inte- ries Of Defence (MOD). For consumer goods one can
resting to assess the minimal actual flight time describe the tunctions and related benefits, hur
that is required to obtain "combat readiness" the output of a simulator is not so easily defi-
after synthetic training with advanced simula- ned. One would expect the output to be a skilled
tors. operator, but this product is the result of a

synthesis between the simulator and its user
Tgansfer: Transfer of training, or more accurate- i.e., the manufacturer and the MOD. Typically,
ly, transfer of performance, is what It is all simulators are not talst training wise before
about. All pilots have to transfer from simula- being put into service. It is only after the syn-
tors to real aircraft. Factors influencing trans- thesis has occured that problems are detected. An
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i. SUMMARY 3. SYSTEM ARCHITECIURE

The Simulator Cotplexity Test Bed (UTSCT) is being pro- 3.1 Hardwar
duced for the U. S. Army Research Institute Aviation
Research and DeVelopment Activity (ARIARDA) at Fort The building block, of the SCTB. provided to address the
Rucker. Alabama to specifically address the question of the research objectives, are shown in Figure I and arc described
level of simulation fidelity required to ensure adequate briefly an follows:
transfer of training in a tactical helicopter simulator mni-
ronment. This paper presents the objectives of the SCTH, (a) Pilot Station. The pilot station has been separated

the hardware and software architecture designed to facilitate ofsom the copilot gunner station to facilitate the expected
these goals and presents esamples of some typical research experimental requirements. The cockpil shell is built from a
that will be conducted. The simulator is based on the damaged helicopter and has been mounted on wheels so that
Apache AH--4A attack helicopter using aircraft parts and it can be mated with various visual display suvtems The
simulated avionics to provide a realistic replica of the pilot cockpit instrumentalion incorporales aircraft parts, wbhere
and copilot gunner positions, required, while processors in aircraft avionics have been

simulated to allow future modification

2. SCTiR RESEARCH OBJECTIVES (b) Copilot/Gunner Station The copilot/gunner station
has been built following the same guidelines as the pilot

A major impetus for the development of the SCTB was the station. In the case of the aircraft optical relay tube fORT)
criticism of the general lack of quantifiable dati regarding the aircraft electronics and display. have been replaced with
flight simulator training effectiveness. Issues such as the commercial equipment to provide multiple line rate displays
relationship between training transfer and fidelity, the and reduce the life-cycle cotst
minimum essential elements for a simulator or training
device to effectively train aviators for individual and collec- (c) Fibre-Optic Helmet Mounted Display IFO|IMD) The
tive task, in a doctrinal environment and the increased FOHMD is the primary visual display device on the SCTB
emphasis on training devices and simulators for sustaining The system block diagram is shown in Figure 2 The
readinesa remain unresolved. The objectives of the SCTB FOHMD provides a virtually unlimited field of view as well
are to investigate these and other issues ald are the follo•- as a higher brightness and contrast image than any previous
ing: display devices. System performance specifications are

shown in "Ible I.
(a) The empirical definition of training device require,

menu, desk top through full mission simtulator, for mainten- (d) Alternate DisPlav. The alternale display consists of

an"e of combat readinesa of Army aviators three buck projected screens providing a field of viow of 120
degrees horizontally and 60 degrees vertically. EAch sureen

(b) lb quantify factors impacting on training transfer - is driven asing a separate channel from the ESIG-1000
fidelity relationshipa image generator.

The proleclori used provide a resolution of 1280 by 1024 at
(c) Tfhctica and doctrine development through systematic 60 Hz interlaced

stan-in-the-loop scenario uimulation
(e) Exoerimenter/oneralor Smtlion (EO$5. The EOS is

(d) User-driven esploration of impact on combat effective- shown in Figure 3. From the EQS. the enperimenter can
amne of potential mew ROCa for aircraft control and mnoilur the esesulion of the enpe•nm The

station compeises two RISC-bmsed graphics worhtallstso
(e) Hardware test bed for man-in-the-loop simulations in a which provide bigh-resotution graphics fur rmalli-me dtsplay

combined arms environment of experimental data. This data consists of bosh ealt and
graphical informatios and is presented in a window environ-
ment generated frotm the worhataion graphics library. The
grapshics editor on the EQS allowu the enperimentec to
cre•te displays that ar MepDresentative of veldcle equipmarmt

92-15967
-. iiIUIIUII
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TABLE 1

FOHMD SPECIFICATIONS

FOV (INSTANTANEOUS)

BACKGROUND 1270 x 660

INSET 250 x 18.90

BRIGHTNESS > 50 FT LAMBERTS

CONTRAST 50:1

RESOLUTION

BACKGROUND 5.0 ARC MIN/1V LINE PAIR
INSET 1.5 ARC MIN/'V LINE PAIR

CPL-91-0886-10038B
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"Typical examples are aircraft MFDs, analogue instruments 3.2 Software
and HUD symbology. These displays, in conjunction with
simulation software, can be used to design various levels of The software architecture on the SCTB employs a mixture
training devices which can then be evaluated for training of old and new techniques. Software used on numerous
effectiveness, flight simulators has been used in conjunction with new

approaches to unique problems associated with the experi-
(f) Interactive Thctical Environment Management System mental use of this device.

(ITEMS) Data Base Management System (DBMS) and Data
Recordint/Analysis (DRA) Workstation. The DBMS/DRA (a) Operating System (O/Si. The O/S used on the boat
workstation has two functions. First, the tactical scenarios computer, and all other computers on the device, is UNIX.
that are used in experimentation are generated using the This is the first major application of this O/S on a high
ITEMS package. Second, the experimental data generated fidelity flight simulator. While UNIX has not been con-
on the real-time system is analyzed using the DRA analysis sidered suitable for real-time applications, significant work
package. The workstation is a RISC-based architecture with by the vendor and CAE has produced a system that is
sufficient peripheral capacity to support scenario generation reliable, deterministic and provides the required timing and
and data analysis. interrupt response for simulation fidelity.

(g) Blue/Red Team Station (BRTI. The BRT is based on (b) Utilities. 7b provide an effective user environment,
the same workstation as the EOS. The purpose of the BRT beyond what is provided with UNIX, a number of software
is to provide the capability for human intervention in an utilities were developed or ported. The list that follows
experimental scenario. The BRT has an "out of cockpit" describes utilities that are used to provide the flexibility
view and a "stick and throttle" for control. Any player in a required for this program.

scenario can be controlled from the BRT The BRT player
normally operates automatically in the scenario, however, (1) SIMEX-Plus. While not its only function, this utility
any selected player in a scenario can be controlled from this provides the configuration management and reconfiguration
station, capability which is fundamental to the successful use of the

SCTB. The configuration is controlled and maintained to
(h) Host Computer. The host computer and its associated the software module level, a module being defined as a disk

interfaces are shown in Figure 4. The selection of the host file. The reconfiguration capability is built from this man-
computer was made after a study of the available computer agement tool. For example, an experimenter can build a
architectures. The requirement was that the system is tightly software load module that is unique. It can then be modifi-
coupled yet still provides the flexibility to allow the recon- ed, updated, reorganized and maintained separately from
figuration needed for the experimental goals. The host other experiments. The utility provides tools for comparing
computer consists of three separate groups of 4 RISC-based load modules as well as maintaining revision histories of any
CPUs with the associated peripheral devices. Each CPU changes made to any file, element or load module.
resides on a high bandwidth system bus to which system
memory is also connected. This architecture provides the (2) CTS-Plus. CTS-Plus is a utility designed to aid in the
tight coupling to adequately simulate time and sequence debugging and testing of simulation programs in both fore-
critical tasks, such as man-in-the-loop systems, while still ground and background environments. It gives the user
providing for the necessary modularity. Communication access to simulation variables and control over module
between the units is through a reflected memory board execution, using a simple, yet powerful, command set.
which resides on the VME I/O bus of each of the three Results can be presented in a tabular or graphical format.
units. The transmission medium between the boards is a Newly designed or modified modules can be debugged and
fibre optic cable. These boards also provide for synchroniz- tested off-line, then incorporated in the real-time simulation
astion of the separate units. The start of frame signal is when required.
generated from a 60 Hz interrupt received from the image
generator. The computer peripherals include the usual disks, (3) Performance Monitorina Utility fPFU). PFU provides
tape drives and terminal ports but also include two 1.2 G- information about the module execution time and also
byte, 8-mm tape drives used for data recording. The 8-mm allows the rearranging of modules in real time. This utility
tape drives, coupled wild newly developed software, provide provides the information required for sizing of a new load
for virtually unlimited recording capacity. module when experimental requirements dictate that the

software organization must be changed. The utility also
(Q) Visual Swer. T'he visual system on the SCTB is the provides for substitution of a trial module in real-time

Evans and Sutherland ESIG-1000. It comprises a host com- without disrupting the experiment.
puter and image generator. The host computer provides for
the interface to the simulator host computer and also runs (c) Aircraft Systems Simulation. Aircraft systems have
real-time software controlling visual features as requested been simulated to available aircraft data using proven
from the simulation. The image generator contains 10 chan- designs. The modules communicate with related modules
nels of video data and one channel of LOS data. The 10 through a common data base (CDB). The owuship models
channels of video are used as follows: are high fidelity simulations found on current full

flight/mission devices. In addition, the ITEMS package,
- Four channels, high-resolution reset described below, provides lower fidelity models for a wide
. Four channels, lower resolution background range of systems.
- Two channels infrared

(j) Visual Data Base Modelling Workstation. This work-
station is provided to modify existing ESIG-1000 data bases
and to create data bases for future experimental require-
meats.
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(d) Interactive "hctical Environment Management System (f) Data Recordins and Analysis (DRA. The DRA soft-
(ITEMS). The ITEMS package i the second key software ware system consists of three subsystems. First, is the Event
element in providing the reconfigurability required for Measurement Utility (EMU) which is a background utility;
experimentation. ITEMS consists of the off-lme DBMS, then there are the foreground modules, generated by the
which provides the environment for defining players and EMU, which are used to extract the data in real-time. Final-
associated parameters, as well as developing scenarios, and ly, there is the analysis package which manipulates the real-
the on-line simulation software which executes and controls time data to provide the necesary reports, diagrams, graphs
the scenario. The ITEMS structure is shown in Ftgure 5. required for experimental evaluation.

(1) Off-line Deslan. This function is performed on the (1) M1. Thi is a background utility that allows the user
DBMS workstation. The entire tactical scenario is designed to define the requirements which are then converted to
from this station using available data. DBMS provides the software modules which run in the foreground or real time.
tools and editors for the definition of all the tactical The user defines the following:
elements and is the heart of ITEMS as it controls the level
of realism present in the environment that confronts the * C1D Sonxms. These allow the experimenter to
crew members during any exercise or experiment. The data redefine ,arlaiets to be more meaningful in a particular
base hierarchy, shown in Figure 6, provides the user with context. This feature is particularly useful where users from
the capability to define the players in a tactical scenario. various disciplines use different terminology.
There are three general groupings of data bases. The
site/systems data base contains all the information required * Events. Events are defined using a number of pars-
to define any player in the environment. Data for weapons, meters defined as follows:
sensors, vehicle performance parameters, signatures, event identifier used for data table generation
countermeasures and communication can be input. The - event description to more clearly define the event being
tactics data base contains information for manoeuvre trajec- triggered
tories and formations. The manoeuvre trajectories are used - frequency at which the data is collected (sampling rate)
to define a path for a player which in real time is evaluated - condition expression, a FORTRAN expression defining
depending on the situations encountered. The player tactics an event.
also come into play so that the interaction is as realistic as
the defined rules permit. The formations are input so that • Measurements. Measurements are defined using a
vehicle formations in multiple vehicle scenarios represent number of parameters defined as follows:
the real world. Formations for all types of simulated
vehicles can be accommodated. The rules data base contains - measurement identifier used for data table generation
information for player doctrine, reallocation and opponent - measurement description to more clearly describe what
selection. The player doctrine is entered as rules. Rules is being measured
comprise simple IF-THEN-ELSE constructs that the user - measurement expression, a FORTRAN expression
enters using a rules editor. The rules are assigned to the defining what is to be measured in terms of CDB vari-
appropriate vehicle or system and can be reused as required. able*.
The reallocation rules are similar in form to the doctrine
rules. These rules are used to determine which players in a The experimenter defines these parameters via a user inter-
scenario are to be active. The reason for this feature is to face tailored for the data types. The output from EMU is
provide for maximum flexibility when dealing with computer the foreground program that contains the necessary infor-
and visual system resources that are usually the limiting mation to collect data in real time.
factor in the generation of complex tactical environments.
The opponent selection rules contain information allowing (2) Foretround Synchronous Program. The foreground
the player to determine which of the other players in the program consists of two modules. The purpome of the first
scenario are adversaries. Data bases are also provided to module is to collect all the relevant CDB variables. This
define weather conditions in the environment. A feature data is then processed by the second module that evaluates
which is not found on previous simulations is wind cor- event occurrences and calculates and records measurement
ridors. The user can define areas of turbulence around fea- data for occurring events. The architecture of the host
tures in the data base such as trees, buildings and ship computer is such that the required event and measurement
towers. The effect is simulated for both the platform and data may be distributed throughout the 12 host CPUs or it
weapon systems. All the above mentioned data bases are could, in certain cases, reside in one CPU. The design of
amalgamated, using the scenario editor, into one scenario the software provides for all of these possibilities.
data base that is run in real time. The data to be recorded, at this stage, is resident in physical

memory of the various units. The task of storing this data is
(2) On-Line System. The on-line system controls and the function of the third element of the DRA system.

executes the scenario. The control of the scenario is through
the EOS station. In the cae of a training device the control (3) Foresround Asynchronous Program. This module
would be through the instructor facility. The scenario gen- resides on the data recording computer which is defined as
erally runs automatically with no intervention by the experi- the unit connected to the output media, the two S-mm tape
menter or instructor, however, any player can be controlled drives. Its main function is to write the collected event and
from either the EOS or the BRT stations. The scenario can measurement data to the tape for later analysis. Other data
also be stopped, re-started, resumed or frozen from the stored by this program are the mission contest data, mission
EOS. The scenario execution is based on the scenario data profile data, and control flap that could be important in the
base as defined by the user. The data input is used by the analysis of the collected data. The control of the esynchron-
simulation modules to provide a realistic environment for ons program is through the EOS. The DRA pages at the
the ownship. EOS allow the experimenter to monitor and intervene, if

required, in the experiment. The system is, however,

designed to operate completely automatically. This is an
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important design feature when an experiment is to be run (d) Air/land battle simulator fidelity requirements
numerous times with a number of subjects. (e) Multi-simulator networking with other facilities

(f) Data baoe of empirical data which will be available for
4. EXPERIMENTAL USE OF SCTB other research.

The first experiment p,3nned for SCTB will deal with the 6. CONCLUSION
Level of data base scene content in simulator visual image
generators. The objectives for this study are to emulate np,- The SCTB is an advanced research and development facility
imum scene content for a tow-detail, a medium detail, and a that has incorporated a number of unique features that have
high detail image generation system, assess experienced avi- been beneficial to other areas of flight simulation such as
ator performance on selected attack helicopter tasks for commercial flight simulation and nuclear power plant simu-
each scene content/IG emulation condition, and to deter- lation. The hardware and software architecture of the device
mine which scene content/IG emulation is required for will allow the Army to build an empirical data base on
successful performance of selected Army attack helicopter which effective simulator acquisitions can be made.
tasks. The subjects of the experiment will be a group of
relatively inexperienced attack helicopter pilots selected
using a set of criteria including total flight hours and rank.
The pilots will be evaluated while flying scenarios, generated
using the ITEMS package, for each of the three I1 emula-
tions. The IG data bases will be generated from the existing
visual data base using the visual data base modelling station.
Optimum budgets for each IG system will be established
and maintained throughout each scenario for the four scene
content elements. These elements are polygon count, object
count, texture maps and colour. The scenario to be run will
include tasks selected from the AH-64 flight training cat-
egories such as hovering and target identification. It is
expected that each pilot will be flying one emulation per day
after having an initial briefing the first day. The perfor-
mance measures will be collected for each one of eight scen-
ario segments. This experiment should yield a matrix of
required scene detail for the task segments employed. These
results will give insight into the value added by additional
scene detail when high detail capable image generators are
employed in attack helicopter simulator.

&. FUTURE TRAINING RESEARCH ISSUES

While studying transfer of training effectiveness in flight
simulation is the main focus of the SCTB, a number of
closely, if not directly, related issues will also be investi-
gated. These investigations shall be focused on providing the
Army with training equipment which provide the maximum
transfer of training at the lowest cost. The issues are
combat skill acquisition and sustainment, hostile environ-
ment survivability, emergency manoeuver execution, nap of
the earth mission performance, navigational skills, lower
hardware procurement costs, visual imagery requirements,
scene data base development tools, optimizing instructor
operator stations and documentation of training effective-
ness. The order in which they are presented is not meant to

infer any priority. These are the most relevant issues and
each will be addressd in a number of future experiments.

6. SCTS PRODUCTS

The planned products as a result of the research on the
SCTB logically follow from the objectives stated above. The
following list is not exhaustive but representative:

(a) Functional specifications for a visual simulator to
augment primary flight training

(b) Effectivenesa of low coat visual technology for
advanced training

(c) Modular flight simulator design architecture for
the future total training system

1.
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G-TOLERANCE AND SPATIAL DISORIENTATION
CAN SIMULATION HELP US?
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1. SUMMARY 2. G-TOLERANCE AND SPATIAL
Pilots of modern fighter aircraft are en- DISORIENTATION:
dangered by high G- forces, loss of situational CURRENT OPERATIONAL CONCERNS
awareness and spatial disorientation. In order Over the past decade the numerous losses
to prepare aircrew for these factors, ground worldwide of aircrew and aircraft to G-induced
based training facilities simulating some loss of consciousness (G-LOC) has deservedly
aspects of the relevant phenomena are used. received a high level of attention. In the USAF
The human centrifuge has proven to be rather alone there have been at least 15 pilots lost as
effective in increasing G-tolerance, especially well as 19 aircraft, up to May of 1991 [1, 2].
in conditions of high onset rate. Unrealistic This concern has led to robust programs based
simulation caused by the small radius of on centrifuge training for both inexperienced
rotation in centrifuges can generate disturbing and experienced fighter pilots [3], and to the
vestibular stimulation. During the development development of costly and complex acceleration
of the human centrifuge at the Netherlands protection systems [4]. Clearly, the ideal next
Aerospace Medical Centre much attention was generation flight simulator should incorporate
paid to find methods to suppress these the capability to provide a realistic biodynamic
detrimental effects, force environment for pilots engaged in training
Smoothing of centrifuge motion and a in air-to-air and air-to-surface operations. This
realistic, computergenerated outside-vision is a capability which cannot be remotely
system proved to be effective measures. approached in any current flight simulator.
Realistic target tracking and a cockpit-like
environment are factors which enhance Even more costly than the losses attributed to
transfer of training. G-LOC are those associated with Type-I

(unrecognized) spatial disorientation. In recent
To simulate the factors which cause spatial studies by the U.S. Air Force Inspection and
disorientation is much more difficult. The Safety Center (AFISC), Norton AFB, CA,
complexity of the underlying mechanisms and spatial disorientation (SD) has been cited as
the restrictions in motion caused by the the number one killer of USAF pilots. In these
required rotation to generate G-forces studies, SD accidents have resulted in costs
necessitates an extensive research program. estimated to be as high as US$100 million per
Recent developments in orientation training year.
simulators offer opportunities to develop
effective training methods to enable pilots to Furthermore, these AFISC findings have
become increasingly aware of and capable of indicated that loss of situational awareness
effectively coping with a disorienting task (LSA) is almost universally associted with
situation. these SD accidents. The LSA aspects involved

include inexperience, distraction, and

.. .. . . ........ . ... . . . ..... . .... ... . . . .. ..........
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channelization of attention as well as the time by an abrupt pitch-up motion, followed by yaw
perception distortion effects which accompany around the velocity vector, followed by roll and
situations in which a high level of psycholo- pitch motions. Manoeuvres of this type will
gical and cognitive stress prevails in the routinely produce compound multi-axis
presence of high workload, accelerations not now possible in controlled

flight. High fidelity simulations of these flight
The implications deriving from these studies regimes are beyond the reach of conventional
for the design of the next generation flight six degree of freedom (6DOF) flight simulators
simulator are clear. First, and most important, with their typically limited travel and inability
the simulator must be capable of generating to produce more than IG sustained in limited
sustained angular and linear motions sufficient axes and directions.
to generate the vestibular effects which con-
tribute to spatial disorientation. For research and training there is currently

more than one area of deficiency with respect
Second, realistic simulation of the mission to these flight regimes. No man-rated centrifuge
environment and workload must be provided (at least in the Western world) is capable of
in order to achieve meaningful channelization producing these post-stall regime flight
of attention, distraction and time perception environments with adequate onset rates and
anomalies combined with the SD effects. This multi-axis control. There is already a need for
latter consideration defines the requirement, man-rated centrifuges with this capability in
in such a simulator, for high fidelity cockpit order to study issues of support and restraint,
simulation and wide field of view colour controllability at the edge of the envelope, and
displays of sufficient detail and resolution to pre-ejection retraction/restraint in multi-axis
invoke convincingly the mission environment acceleration fields. Add to this the requirement
and its demands on the aviator, for a flight simulator capable of reproducing

these environments and it is clear what form
For the next generation of flight simulators a the next generation of simulators should take.
new spectrum of human perception and
cognition must be addressed if the effec's of 4. CURRENT MOTION BASE SYSTEMS
spatial disorientation and LSA are to b, In order to provide a basis for comparison
simulated adequately. A thorough under- between current flight simulation technology
standing of the perceptual/cognitive aspects of and the type of technology which will be
the human visuo-vestibular system must be required in the future, it is useful to have an
gained through the application of advanced overview of current practice. Table 1 displays a
mathematical modelling techniques. Only in comprehensive survey of the motion base
this manner will the motion base drive systems which are typical of the current
algorithms and aerodynamic models in- generation of flight simulators. The capabilities
corporated in the simulators be appropriate to available in these systems include the following
provide the best implementation of flight [10 through 28]:
motion sensation and visuo-vestibular
response. Restricted angular motion in X, Y, and Z

Restricted translational motion in X, Y,
3. NEW MANOEUVRING and Z

ENVIRONMENTS Heave and sway motions
Additional requirements will be imposed on Vibration, turbulence and runway
the next generation of flight simulators based roughness simulation
upon the oncoming aircraft capability to G-seats and G-suits
operate in the "Herbst manoeuvre" post-stall ILS noise simulation
flight regime [5, 6, 7, 8]. It is reasonable to Limited, wide, and full field-of-view visual
expect that manoeuvres of this type will be systems
used at both high and low speeds. lypical
manoeuvres will involve very high angles of Of interest in viewing this matrix is the issue of
attack, approaching 90 degrees, characterized the importance of restricted translational

1 4
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motions, heave and sway motions, and simulation technique showed to be effective in
vibration/turbulence simulations. These dealing with the consequences of the difference
capabilities are seen to be routine in the between actual flight motion and centrifuge
following types of simulations: motion. The main difference between an

aircraft and a centrifuge with respect to the
Transport aircraft simulations generation of G-forces is the radius of turn. An
Carrier and other non-normal landings aircraft making a 9 G turn with a speed of 370
VSTOL low speed operations knots has an angular velocity of 27 degs/sec. A
Training on primary controls and displays centrifuge with an arm of 4 m at 9 G has an
Pursuit tracking, turbulence, and angular velocity of 270 degs/sec. Any changes
emergencies in G level in a centrifuge can only be achieved
Low altitude/high speed militWy by changes in angular velocity. These changes
operations are sensed by the semicircular canals, as part of

the vestibular organs in the middle ear, and can
With regard to transfer of training in air-to-air cause severe tumbling sensations. Combined
combat, with and without conventional motion with cross-coupling stimulation of the vestibular
base effects, it has been difficult to show other organs, by the swing of the gondola, the pilot
than negligible differences between the two can be confronted with rather disturbing
types of training exposures [9, 101. In the cases vestibular sensations which may interfere with
of G- tolerance enhancement in flight simul- the learning process intended by the AGSM
ation and spatial disorientation training in training and even cause symptoms of motion
flight simulation the need for motion bases is sickness.
obvious. The stressors simply cannot be gen-
erated without sustained acceleration and During the development of the Dutch centri-
angular motion. fuge, in cooperation with the Royal Netherlands

Air Force and the Netherlands Aerospace
In contrast, note that angular motions in pitch Laboratory, several measures were taken in
and roll appear to be almost universally re- order to counteract these unwanted effects.
quired across all simulation types and that a In the first place the centrifuge velocity control
requirement for yaw motion is also quite software was optimized to achieve smooth,
common. jerkfree motion. An F-16 flight-control system
Also sustained acceleration is identified as was simulated, with a sidestick and a head-up
necessary in military simulations to provide display as control-display elements, to give the
proper cuing [19]. pilot full control of the centrifuge motion. On a

video monitor in front of the pilot a computer
5. THE USE OF CENTRIFUGES AS generated outside scene is displayed, repre-

TRAINING DEVICES senting the attitude of the F-16 with respect to
In NATO there are 12 centrifuges in use, of the earth.
which 8 are used for training of aircrew [20]. A target airplane is displayed. The pilot has to
These centrifuges are utilised to teach pilots of "chase" the target in order to be subjected to
high performance aircraft to develop the skill the G-profile, needed for the AGSM training.
of an effective anti-G straining manoeuvre All the profiles are started from an "orbit" of
(AGSM). The AGSM is a combination of 1.05 G (17 degs of bank). In order to give the
straining the leg- and abdominal muscles and pilot the opportunity to anticipate the start of
increasing intrathoracic pressure against a the high onset rate turn and the straining, the
closed glottis, target aircraft shows afterburner ignition and a
In order to learn an effective AGSM it is pitch-up, commencing the turn. The target

necessary to go through several acceleration tracking takes some attention and therefore
profiles in the centrifuge. To prepare the serves to distract the pilot from the vestibular
pilots for the G-environment as can be upsets.
experienced in high performance fighters, high These measures are quite effective, as is shown
onset rates of G should be generated by the by the fact that, since the Dutch centrifuge
centrifuge. Applying some principles of flight came into operation, in only 0.6 percent of the
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cases the training had to be aborted because simulation scenarios in future generations of
of motion sickness. The Dutch centrifuge is fighter-class aircraft.
used for training pilots of 8 different NATO
countries and several non-NATO countries. These motion artifact problems are viewed by
The training is rated by the pilots (in an the conventional flight simulator design
anonymous survey), as very valuable, community as the rationale for ignoring

centrifuge-based flight simulators. In that
Enhanced G-tolerance training effectiveness community attention has been directed toward
and fidelity of simulation could be achieved a large variety of experimental, invalidated,
with human centrifuges having multiple, complex and potentially hazardous techniques
controllable gimbals. Enhanced spatial in an attempt to overcome the motion base
disorientation training could likewise be shortcomings of conventional flight simulators
achieved with currently available [29]. These include G-seats, tissue displacing
four-degree-of-freedom (4DOF) spatial systems of dowels, lower body negative pressure
disorientation simulators with enhanced chambers/suits, goggles simulating the loss of
motion, cockpit and visual simulations. peripheral vision, thermal stimulation of the
Currently available motion base systems which epidermis, vibratory stimulation, and
could be utilized for these applications are electro-myographic and electro-neural stimula-
briefly described in the following section. tion.

6. CENTRIFUGE-BASED FLIGHT Early attempts to reduce the effect of the
SIMULATION motion artifacts of centrifuges in the operation
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS of dynamic flight simulators have been

Conventional (6 actuator) motion base flight unsuccessful. The most extensive effort was
simulators provide inappropriate motion cues. made at the Naval Air Development Center
Because of that their use has been largely centrifuge at Warminster, Pennsylvania. This
abandoned in fighter simulation, as previously effort involved empirical determination of
noted, though they are still widely used in 'transfer functions" of the human vestibular
training air transport aircrews. No positive system [30]. The technique was based on
transfer of training has ever been conclusively subjective inputs from pilot subjects and was
demonstrated by the use of the conventional never evaluated at high sustained G's. This
motion base systems in fighter simulations. approach has now been abandoned as inef-

fective for dynamic flight simulation.
It is true that it is impossible for any
ground-based simulator to duplicate the six The modern approach to the solution of the
degree of freedom (6DOF) motion environ- motion artifact problem involves the application
ment of an actual aircraft. The principal of engineering "observer" models. These models
difficulty in doing so is that curvilinear motion describe the human visuo-vestibular perception
is required to simulate the sustained acceler- of motion environments. Accordingly the mo-
ation environment of real aircraft. These kinds dels are capable of predicting the characteristics
of motion can produce visual/motion mis- of any motion environment in terms of the
matches (artifacts) which may hamper the human perception of it.
adequate simulation of spatial disorientation
and air combat scenarios. With this capability it is possible to compare

the direction and magnitude of the specific
Nevertheless it is necessary to generate force (the sum of all inertial vectors) with
sustained angular and linear accelerations in respect to the magnitude and direction of the
order to provide a relevant spatial disorien- perceived motion. Through the use of these
tation research and training device, and it is techniques it is possible to design centri-
necessary to produce high sustained G if fuge-based spatial disorientation and flight
human training, performance, and physiology simulation motions so that the environment is
are to be studied in an environment relevant optimized in terms of motion perception, and
to the air combat arena and other flight in terms of visual dominance inputs so as to
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produce the highest possible fidelity in 6. U. S. News and World Report, 20
simulation. This level of fidelity is also February, 1989. Turning on a dime in
enhanced by the inclusion of wide-field-of mid-air: new fighters that bend the laws of
view, high resolution colour displays and the aerodynamics.
provision of aircraft-specific cockpit en-
vironments. 7. Schefter J. X-3 1: How they're inventing a

radical new way to fly. Popular Science,
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS February 1989.
Ground-based rotating devices like centrifuges
are used effectively for training pilots. 8. Repperger DW. Methodology for motion
Recently developed disorientation simulators base simulation of supermaneuvers on a
with fully gimballed and rotating cockpits seem three axis centrifuge. Institute of Electrical
to be capable of the simulation of a wide and Electronic Engineers, 1991 National
range of flying manoeuvres, including post-stall Aerospace and Electronics Conference
and sustained-G flight regimes. This offers the Proceedings. Volume 2:849-55.
opportunity to attack in a systematic way the
problem of disorientation and lack of situ- 9. Pohlman LD, Reed JC. Air-to-air combat
ational awareness which takes a heavy toll skills: contribution of platform motion to
from the military flying community. Much has initial training. Air Force Human
to be done to solve the problems of motion Resources Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX.
induced false cuing. Therefore it is necessary Technical Report AFHRL-TR-78-53,
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USE OF SIMULATION IN THE USAF TEST PILOT SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Daniel P. Ringenbach. Test and Evaluation Mission Simulator
Steven E. Louton. NSI Technology Services Corporation

Daniel Gleason, USAF Test Pilot School

Air Force Flight Test Center

Edwards AFB, California 93523 USA

SUMMARY

The Test Pilot School (TPS) simulator at the Test CIP variation of rolling moment coefficient

and Evaluation Mission Simulator (TEMS) of the with roll rate

Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) is used as Cmrc variation of pitching moment coeffi-

an instructional tool which supports USAF TPS in- cient with angle of attack

struction in aircraft dynamics and flight control sys- Cmq variation of pitching moment coeffi-

temn design. The aircraft dynamics demonstration cient with pitch rate

is given after the students are taught aircraft dy- Cnp variation of yawing moment coefficient

namics in the classroom. In one simulator session with sideslip angle

each student observes the effects of a change in DH horizontal tail deflection in degrees

aerodynamic properties, mass properties and con- HUD head-up display

trol stick characteristics on aircraft handling quali- I"x moment of inertia about longitudinal

ties and relates the observations to mathematical axis

equations learned in the classroom. In moment of inertia about vertical axis

The flight control system design lab uses the simu- load factor in g's
PSF pitch stick force in pounds

lator as an engineering tool. Student teams ana- 0 itch rtin deree er sond

lyze, modify, and evaluate a flight control system Q pitch rate in degrees per second

designs using the simulator by altering the gains, short take off and landing maneuver

filters, and stick characteristics in real time. Evalu- technology demonstrator
TEMS Test and Evaluation Mission Simulator

ations are based on Cooper-Harper
1 ratings during TPS Test Pilot School

an air-to-air tracking task and during a landing

task. Each team's final solution is flight tested in
the Calspan Learjet In-Flight Simulator.

The six degree-of-freedom, real time, TPS simula- INTRODUCTION

tor at TEMS is an invaluable and versatile tool usedby the TPS. It is an effective learning tool provid- The Test and Evaluation Mission Simulator's role

ing positive reinforcement of basic aircraft dynam- in the USAF TPS's curriculum is to provide an en-

ics taught in the classroom and an efficient evalua- gineenng simulator which can be easily used and
tion tool for flight control systems designed by the modified by TPS instructors and students. In the

students. flying qualities phase of the TPS curriculum, the
instructors first use the engineering simulator at
TEMS for demonstrating the dynamics of an air-

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS craft such as short period, roll, spiral and Dutch

ADI attitude director indicator Roll modes. Toward the end of the flying qualities
AFFTC Air Force Flight Test Center phase of the curriculum, the students come back
AOA angle of attack in degrees to the engineering simulator to use it as a tool to

CIO variation of rolling moment coefficient ground test a flight control system they have ana-
with sideslip angle lyzed and modified. This experience shows that

Clsa variation of rolling moment coefficient the TEMS is effective and efficient in teaching and
with aileron reinforcing principles of aircraft dynamics and

flight control systems evaluations.

92-15969i ................ m nn nunI.... ii
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TEMS The TPS simulator uses the T-38 cockpit with a

The TEMS provides a six degree-of-freedom, real video monitor mounted on the front of the cockpit.

time, fixed base, engineering simulator and simula- Cockpit instruments include an AD], vertical ve-

tion support to the numerous test programs at the loity indicator, airspeed and Mach indicators.
AFFTC. Current simulations at TEMS are the angle of attack and sideslip indicators, and a nor-
TPS simulator, F-15 S/MTD, B-lB. YA-7F.
F-16C/D. and C-17. The facility has the capabili- Two HUD configurations are programmed for the
ty to run two simulations at one time using any of TPS simulator. Figure 1 illustrates a simple HUD
four cockpits: F-15, F-16, T-38, and a reconfi- used primarily for the aircraft dynamics demonstra-
gurable bomber/transport cab. tion. Figure 2 shows the more complex HUD con-

figuration which is used for a landing task with the
Each simulator at TEMS provides an out-the-win- flight controls project. The simulator operator can
dow visual display based on an IVEX VDS-1000 select either no HUD or one of the HUDs in Fig-
visual system. The visual display has a color data ures 1 and 2 while the simulator is operating.
base of the Edwards Air Force Base local area
complete with hangars, roads, dry lakebed run-
ways, control tower, and an F-16 programmable
target. Head-up display graphics are program-
mable and are overlaid on the out-the-window
scene. The visual display presents a field of view
of 45 degrees in the horizontal plane and 35 de-
grees in the vertical.

TPS SIMULATOR

Beginning as a simple center stick and attitude di-
rector indicator (ADI), the TPS simulator at
TEMS has evolved into a fully functioning fixed-
base cockpit with full color visual display and
head-up display (HUD) graphics.

Figure 1. Dynamics Demonstration HUD
The aerodynamic model used for the TPS simula-
tor is that of a generic fighter aircraft. The model
uses simple tables and linear interpolation to derive
the values of 19 basic stability and control deriva- L I I
tives. A multiplier and bias can be added to each 320- 11000
derivative by the user, making the aerodynamic
model user-definable in real time. 5 5

The flight control system model is also user-defin- -6-
able in the longitudinal axis. Gains, filters, and _"W_

feedback paths can be charged in real time by the [30
simulation operator. The lateral-directional axis
uses a simple flight control system with rate and -

acceleration feedback and is not user-definable.

The stick and rudder pedals are implemented with 280 /Y1 9000
a McFadden control loader system. With this sys-
tem force gradients, friction, breakout, and posi-
tion are adjustable in every axis. The simulator
operator can also change a software force gradient Figure 2. Generic Fighter HUD

and breakout force.

I
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The TPS simulator has a pitch tracking task which Longitudinal Dynamics
consists of a target a fixed distance in front of the For the longitudinal dynamics demonstration, the
aircraft that moves up and down in a step or ramp longitudinal axis is isolated by changing the TPS
function as programmed by the TPS instructor at simulator to a three degree-of-freedom simula-
the simulator operator's console. Performing a tion. The students are shown how the stability de-
tracking task forces the students to raise their rivatives Cmcs and Cmq and the aircraft mass prop-
"gain" which makes changes in aircraft dynamics erties are analogous to the spring-mass-damper
more evident to the student. A landing task is also system as shown in Figure 3.
available which initializes the simulator for an ap-
proach to either the main runway or a dry lakebed
runway. The landing task can be modified to an
offset landing task by initially displacing the aircraft
from glide path and course. The offset landing task
increases student workload and is better suited to
highlight aircraft handling quality deficiencies.

AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS DEMONSTRATION Cme Cmq

About one month into the flying qualities phase of
the TPS curriculum, the students accomplish a sim-
ulator session to augment their academic curricu-
lum in aircraft dynamics. In the classroom, the
nonlinear coupled six degree-of-freedom aircraft Figure 3. Spring-Mass-Damper System
equations of motion are developed. These equa-
tions are linearized and appropriate assumptions
are incorporated. Aircraft aerodynamics are ana- Each student is then given the three longitudinal
lyzed to provide linearized dynamic forces and mo- dynamic cases shown in Table 1. From the opera-
ments in terms of stability derivatives and aircraft tor's console, the TPS instructor changes the bias
motion variables. This analysis provides students on Cmre and Cmq to obtain the desired short peri-
with decoupled linear longitudinal and lateral-di- od natural frequency and damping ratio. In each
rectional equations of motion. This, in turn, leads case, the student performs a pitch doublet to excite
to exploration of the concepts of aircraft dynamic the short period, and views the results of the input
modes such as the longitudinal short period and on the visual display and on strip chart recorders.
phugoid modes and the lateral-directional Dutch The student also performs a closed loop pitch
Roll, roll, and spiral modes. tracking task to qualitatively evaluate gross acquisi-

tion and fine tracking. For this closed loop task,

The TPS simulator at TEMS is used to reinforce a target is placed in front of the aircraft and the

these academic concepts and to give a realistic HUD in Figure 1 is used. The student attempts

demonstration of how changes in stability deriva- to place the waterline marker on the target as it
tives affect open and closed loop aircraft handling moves in an unpredictable path of ramps and steps

qualities. In the simulator session, stability deriva- in the vertical axis.
tives are first altered to change the natural frequen- For the first case, a bias is added to the baseline
cy and damping in the longitudinal axis to show values of Cme, and Cmq providing an aircraft with
their effect on piloted aircraft handling qualities, a low natural frequency and low damping ratio.
Next, lateral-directional derivatives are altered to Performing an open loop pitch doublet, the stu-
show their effect on and observe the changes in dents note the sluggish pitch response and the atti-
the lateral-directional modes of the aircraft. Each tude overshoots that occur with this configuration.
student is given the opportunity to sit in the cockpit Performing a closed loop tracking task, students
and observe the changes in longitudinal and later- comment on the poor gross acquisition and fine
al-directional modes of the aircraft. tracking capabilities of this configuration.

i
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Table 1. Longitudinal Dynamtcs Cases

Cem Cmn Damping Expected Results
CASE Si.. Bias Ratio Frequency OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP

low frequency slow response
1 -0.075 +1.25 0.13 1.16 low damping poor gross acquisition

poor fine tracking

high frequency fast response
2 -1.346 -5.00 0.13 6.60 low damping good gross acquisition

poor fine tracking

high frequency quick response
3 -1.346 -40.0 0.80 6.60 high damping good gross acquisition

good fine tracking

For the second case, the instructor increases the onstration so as to not interfere with roll stick in-
bias added to Cma and effectively moves the cen- puts. This demonstration alters stability derivatives
ter of gravity forward. The value of Cmq is modi- Clip, roll damping, and Cl8a, aileron power and
fied to maintain a constant damping ratio. With shows the effect of these derivatives on roll re-
the increased natural frequency, the aircraft initial sponse characteristics. The stability derivatives ef-
response to the open loop doublet is quicker, but fect on the Dutch Roll and spiral mode characteris-
pitch attitude overshoots remain. These dynamics tics are also shown by altering the derivatives Cip
are reflected in the closed loop tracking task by and Cnp.
comments indicating improved gross acquisition
capabilities with continued poor fine tracking re- For the roll response demonstration, the student
suits. The students are unable to aggressively track initiates a bank angle capture task by rolling 45 de-

the target aircraft without excessive pilot compen- grees to the left, and then attempts to aggressively

sation to overcome aircraft deficiencies. achieve a 45-degree right roll angle. This is done
for each of the four individual cases shown in Table

The third case maintains the same natural frequen- 2. In each case the student evaluates the aircraft
cy, but increases the damping ratio. The open loop response in terms of roll response and ability to
doublet shows a continued quick initial time re- capture a desired roll angle.
sponse with a significant reduction in pitch attitude
overshoots. The closed loop tracking task reflects The first case gives the aircraft low roll damping
an improved fine tracking capability while main- and low aileron power. When the student initiates
taining good gross acquisition response. a roll command, the roll response of the aircraft

is very sluggish due to effectively small ailerons.
To demonstrate the effect of control stick dynam- Trying to stop the aircraft at a desired roll angle
ics on the aircraft handling quality evaluations, the is also very difficult because of the low roll damp-
instructor varies control stick characteristics such
as breakout and force gradients and elicits student
comments. This procedure is extremely effective Increasing the roll damping by adding a bias to ClP
in convincing students of the importance of achiev- in the next case shows the aircraft can be easily
ing a proper harmony between aircraft dynamics stopped at any angle and will not overshoot. How-
and control stick dynamics. ever, the low aileron power makes the roll response

slow.

Lateral-Directional Dynamics Leaving the the bias to Clp, effective aileron power
For the lateral-directional demonstration, the lat- is increased by adding a bias to CIa. The aircraft
eral-directional axes are restored and the pitch now responds quickly to roll inputs and stops but
axis is damped as in Case 3 of the longitudinal dem- does not go past the desired bank angle.

iI
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Table 2. Roll Response Dynamic Cases

ClP Cl&. 2n OPEN LOOP
CASEI Blaa s MultJple.r EXPECTED RESULTS

1 0.0 0.0 1.0 low roll damping, low aileron power

2 -1.5 0.0 1.0 good roll damping, low aileron power

3 -1.5 -0.007 1.0 good roll damping, good aileron power

4 -1.5 -0.007 5.0 high inertia, difficult to start and stop roll

Finally, with a responsive and controllable aircraft, Effectiveness of the Demonstration
the inertia of the aircraft is increased to that of a The TPS simulator at TEMS gives the instructors
large aircraft. In this case, the effects of aircraft a time-efficient teaching tool for reinforcing basic
inertia are exaggerated and the aircraft resists roll- aircraft dynamics concepts. The simulation sort-
ing when there is a roll command input, and has ware and operator's console are easy to use and
difficulty capturing a bank angle or precisely stop- flexible so that the TPS instructor can easily step
ping a roll after it has started. through the demonstration without the help of a
After the roll response demonstration, the aircraft simulator operator. In a short period of time, a
is returned to its normal dynamics to demonstrate TPS student can experience the effects of changes
the three cases of different Dutch Roll and spiral in aircraft stability derivatives and inertias on air-
mode characteristics shown in Table 3. In each craft handling qualities by flying rather than by
case the student first performs a rudder doublet to watching. Ground simulation is effective because
excite the Dutch Roll mode and after that, banks students obtain tangible, hands-on experience with
the aircraft to examine the spiral mode stability. variable aircraft dynamics and flying qualities
The first case adds a bias to Cnp which causes the which cannot be equally demonstrated through
Dutch Roll mode to have a predominate motion classroom instruction. The TPS continues this aca-
in the yaw axis and causes an unstable spiral mode. demic reinforcement by providing variable stability
Making Cip more negative by adding the bias dynamics sorties using the Calspan Learjet. Use
shown in Case 2 makes the Dutch Roll mode have of ground simulation makes each borte more pro-
a predominate rolling motion and makes the spiral ductive because the students know what to expect
mode stable. Lastly, the inertia term, Izz, is altered during the sortie.
to illustrate its effect on the Dutch Roll mode.

Table 3. Dutch Roll and Spiral Mode Dynamics Cases

Cno CIO I12 OpEN LOOP
CASE[ Blas Oleo Multipller EXPE D RESULTS

1 +0.3 0.0 1.0 yawing Dutch Roll mode, unstable spiral mode

2 0.0 -0.2 1.0 rolling Dutch Roll mode, stable spiral mode

3 0.0 -0.2 0.1 rolling Dutch Roll mode, stable spiral mode
low rolling inertia

ifi
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FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM PROJECT simulator test plan and methodically step through

Toward the end of the Flying Qualities phase of their possible solutions. Pilots in the group fly each

the TPS curriculum, the students are given a flight design and assign each a handling qualities rating

control system project. This project involves ana- based on the Cooper-Harper Pilot Opinion Rating

lyzing a longitudinal axis flight control system with Scale while engineers and navigators run the simu-

marginally acceptable handling qualities and modi- lator tests, write down pilot comments, and as-

fying both the control system and the control stick semble the data collected. After the simulator ses-

dynamics to produce an aircraft model with better sion, the students analyze the results of their tests

handling qualities. To simplify the task, only the and then come back to the simulator to check their

longitudinal axis is analyzed and only one flight final design.

condition, power approach, is tested. The purpose Once the design is complete and the students are

of the project is to not only teach the students satisfied with their results, they present their design
about flight control systems but also to teach them to the Calspan Learjet engineer who sets the in-
the process used to test a control system. This it- flight simulator to fly their design. When all of the
erative process is shown in Figure 4. groups have their designs, every pilot in the class

qualitatively evaluates each group's best flight con-

trol system design in the Learjet, and an overall
best design is chosen after assessing all pilot com-

TEST ments.

---- ---- J Effectiveness of the Project

The use of the TIPS simulator at TEMS is effective

Figure 4. Test Process for the flight controls project for a number of rea-
sons. First, the simulator gives the students the op-
portunity to evaluate their theoretical solutions be-

lore having to test them in the in-flight simulator.
A simplified diagram of the simulator pitch flight It allows the students to experiment with several

control system is shown in Figure 5. This flight different solutions and choose the best one. Sec-
control system is simple to understand and analyze, ond, the engineering simulator is taught as part of
yet sufficiently challenging to make the student the flight test process which is to analyze, ground
realize the complexity of digital flight control sys- test, and flight test the system. The flight controls

tems and the difficulty involved in designing and project places an emphasis on using ground simula-
analyzing these systems. tion before flight test and, in the future, the TPS

Using control system analysis software on a person- students will know that ground simulation testing

al computer, student groups of pilots, navigators, before flight testing is a safe way to efficiently flight

and engineers first analyze the original design and test a system. Third, the ground simulation makes

then come up with alternative designs by modifying flight test of the groups' designs in the Learjet more

the filters and selecting appropriate gains for the productive. Lastly, the simulator is judged to be

pitch rate, angle-of-attack, and normal accelera- an effective tool for the flight controls project by

tion feedback paths. favorable responses given by the students in ques-
tionnaires given to them after completion of the

With several possible designs on paper, student project.

groups are scheduled on the TPS simulator to put
their changes in the control system and fly them.
The TPS simulator is very flexible and the control CONCLUSION

system can be changed by the students in real time The TPS simulator at TEMS is indeed an effective

at the operator's console. The student can change engineering and instructional tool in the curriculum
gains in any path, change filter coefficients, and of the USAF Test Pilot School. The dynamic

change the stick gradient and breakout. The stu- demonstrations in the longitudinal and lateral-di-
dents are advised not to simply change gains and rectional axes give a TPS student a visual represen-
see what happens, but are required to develop a tation of the effect of changing stability derivatives

L
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Figure 5. TPS Pitch Axis Flight Control System

on the short period in the longitudinal axis and on trol system analysis and design and finish the proj-
the roll response, Dutch Roll mode, and spiral ect with a better design and a much deeper under-
mode in the lateral-directional axis. The hands- standing of flight control systems.

on experience of the TPS simulator provides a posi-
tive reinforcement of the academic concepts REFERENCES
learned in the classroom.

1. Roskam, Jan., Airplane Flight Dynamics and

The simulator also proves to be an effective tool Automatic Flight Controls, Lawrence, Kansas,

for the flight control system project. It provides Roskam Aviation and Engineering Corporation.

the student groups with feedback on their control 1979, pp 533-547.

system designs and with output data which can be 2. USAF TPS Flying Qualities Phase Text, Ed-

used to revise and improve their original design. wards AFB, California, USAF Test Pilot School,

By gihlng feedback during the design phase of the 1988, pp. 8.1-8.101.

project, the students learn more about flight con-
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1. Introduction which results had been obtained using a
simple and economic simulator

Effectiveness of Flight Simulation with configuration.
pilot-in-the-loop can be intended rather At that time flight test activity was
differently depending on the context in performed with some prototype aircraft:
which the simulation activities are today, while the last planes of the second
carried out, namely in the two traditional production batch are being delivered and
areas of Research & Development (R&D) and FOG shall be released by the end of the
Training. year, flight test is undergoing for the
In the latter case effectiveness can be two seater version and for the new
considered the amount of training a avionic/armament configuration of the
simulator is able to transfer per time third production batch.
unit, whilst in the case of R&D simulation Therefore the main activities and
its effectiveness is related to the amount improvements performed in this period of
of confidence engineers can gain in the time, that include both R&D and training,
prediction of an airborne system behaviour will be illustrated in the following.
before releasing it to the real flight.
Pursuing the maximization of 2. Th. first configration of the AN-W
effectiveness in these two different i m-
contexts leads usually to different
approaches in applying simulation At the beginning of the AM-I programme
methodeldgies, flight simulation facilities in Aeritalia
This paper will show to what extent a were those used in the development of
simulation facility created and previous aircraft, and in particular the
continuously improved to support the C 222 and Tornado. These facilities
development of a new attack aircraft, the included a visual system based on a moving
AM-X, was finally capable of training belt and a colour TV camera, allowing6
operational pilots during the conversion degrees of freedom (DOF) but with severe
to that aircraft, limitations.
In a former AGARD FMP Symposium on Flight A fixed-base preliminary cockpit was
Simulation in Cambridge (ref. 1) a paper installed in an inflated dome, used at
was presented with the purpose of showing

... ......
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that time as a screen to project external manoeuvres, high angle bombing or Jerking
world view derived from the moving belt during attack both for handling qualities
only in the sector in front of the cockpit. assessment and human factors evaluation.
This basic configuration presented
evident limitations, requiring a -The Laroved configuratio
considerable amount of accommodation to
the test pilots involved in the simulation
activities. This notwithstanding, it was The next activities in the AM-X
possible to complete in a satisfactory development programme requiring flight
manner several important tasks in the simulation support were the investigation
early development programme, and namely: of handling qualities and definition of

the authorized flight envelope in the
degraded all mechanical back-up FCS mode

- sizing of the flight control system; following a double hydraulic failure. In
- dampers gain and authority this mode the pilot feels the loads
optimization; induced on the stick by the hinge moments
- take-off and landing performance directly.
optimization including ground effect; Some simulations of specific situations
- high lift devices transients study had been already performed with the
and compensation; previous simulator configuration (e.g.

olaae out patterns), simulating stick
optimization of cockpit layout and forces corresponding to a typical flight

Hands On Throttle And Stick (HOTAS) condition with the use of adequate springs
philosophy; and ftictions. However, to carry out a
- preliminary definition of HUD more detailed assessment it has been
nay/attack formats, necessary to acquire and integrate in the

simulator a digital Control Loading System
The arrangement of the flight simulator, (CLS).
as said, was such that the test pilots Using this CLS all required tests were
involved in the evaluations were forced performed, resulting in the demonstration
to adapt themselves to the situation and of the adequacy of the manual mechanical
to use their imagination in correctly back-up mode in controlling the aircraft
interpreting "rough" informations and in the vast majority of flight conditions.
cues. However, well experienced company However, in some particular conditions
and Air Force test pilots were perfectly (e.g. if the double hydraulic failure
able to satisfactorily perform the occurs during sustained manoeuvres at low
required activities, giving the engineers altitude or during landing with rough
enough data to complete the planned air), the aircraft controllability could
activities and project further be critically reduced. From these results
developments, a decision was taken to introduce in the
On the contrary, trainee pilots should aircraft hydraulic system two
not have gained very much from such a accumulators serving the pitch and roll
simulator configuration. axis controls, enabling a great number of
To overcome mainly the limits of angular manoeuvres. Of these two accumulators,
and linear displacement and velocities of one acts automatically at the moment of
the above mentioned system, the simulator pressure drop to enable a recovery action
configuration was subsequently updated to with powered controls, while the other is
include a simple but effective external put under pilot control in order to be
world image generated by a general purpose selected prior to the final landing.
graphic computer. This image was free from This CLS was installed in a new cockpit,
space-time limitations, allowing to carry better representing the production
out any kind of flight manoeuvres. A standard aircraft, equipped with aircraft
sleewable area of interest projector standard displays and controls such as
allowed to display to the pilot the object HUD, Navigation Data Entry (NDE) facility
considered the most important for the and Weapon Control Panel (WCP) (fig. I),
specific task (namely an airfield or mainly for the purpose of evaluating the
another aircraft), also when it was nay/attack system from an operational
outside the sector in front of the cockpit. point of view.
In addition, to give the pilot a feedback Emulating the aircraft MIL-STD-1553B
of attitude also when looking at the sleved databus was also necessary, together with
image outside the front sector, a basic simulating the aircraft sensors and some
two-axis sky-earth projector was weapons.
installed in the dome. At the same time, to evaluate operational
With this upgraded configuration it was concepts of a real mission it was required
possible to perform some interesting tasks a better visual system than the basic one
like specific investigation of handling in use, in order to overcome limitations
qualities during in-fright refuelling or of the flat and schematic terrain data
formation flight, air target trackingwith base used at that time.
gunsight and particular profiles of
air-to-ground attacks like pop-up

t -.--
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FIG. 1

For these reasons the acquisition of a High angle of attack flight testing was
General Electric Compuscene IV CGI system considered a fundamental step in the
was decided, despite its high cost. A development of AM-X. In order to be
three windows visual configuration was adequately prepared prior to flight
adopted, projecting inside the dome an testing activities, which are potentially
image covering a FOV about 160 deg. in highly demanding and often risky, the AM-X
azimuth by 45 deg. in elevation, that had flight simulator was extenmi.ely ured in
been considered sufficient for most A/G a significant number of activities, whose
tasks and adequate enough for supplying goals where primarily:
the pilot with cues for any possible - evaluation of handling qualities
manoeuvrability and controllability close to stall, at stall and beyond
assessment (fig. 1). stall;
The availability of such a system was the - determination of resistance to
great lap in simulation realism, allowing departure/spin;
realistic and effective simulations of
low altitude nay/attack operations, - search for a simple and effective
formation flights, in-flight refuelling recovery technique;
and some assessment of air-to-air - identification of the operational and
defensive capabilities, safety limits.
However, the two most important activities The aircraft configurations for these
with the new flight simulator tests included (Fig. 2):
configuration were the high angle of - clean aircraft;
attack and spin evaluation and the - high wing inertia;
validation of the nay/attack system. - asyammetric under-wing stores;

.. Ngh Angle of Attack and Sin Simulation - underfuselage stores.
Aerodynamic tests were carried out in the

The high angle of attack, departure and subsonic wind tunnel at Aermecchi. Using
both rotary and fixed balances peruittel

spin behaviour evaluation was a program"e the evaluation of aircraft behaviour at
performed by Aeritalia and stall the control effectiveness and the

Aermacchi engineering departments, in a
first phase on the AK-X flight simulator aerodynamic impact of the external stores.
and later on in parallel at the flight
test range in Sardinia.

LI____
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AMX - HIGH AOA PROGRAM HIGH ALPHA FUGHT TESTING
STEP BY STEP PHILOSOPHY
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FIG. 2 FIG. 3

The tests in the vertical wind tunnel were techniques also in case of asymmetric
performed at the I.M.F.L. (Institue of external stores configurations.
fluid Mechanics of Lille, France), and It can therefore be stated that the
were of paramount importance for the availability of suitable simulation tools
initial prediction of aircraft behaviour proved essential to the achievement of
during fully developed spin, both erect the objectives of the AM-X high alpha
and inverted. All these studies allowed flight test prcgramme.
the implementaL.on ot an aerooynimAic uLa
set up to 90 deg angle of attack and 40
deg sideslip. S. Nay4attack Qse VaAtlon

The entire flight envelope envisaged forthe hi ilncidence tests was then explored For the validation of the AK-X nay/attack
throueh flight simulations system, as said before, aircraft standard

hardware has been deemed necessary, so a
The following approach was adopted: first certain number of equipments, mainly of
the manoeuvres foreseen for each specific the displays and control subsystem, has
test flight were performed on the been acquired and installed in the
simulator byanAM-X programme test pilot, simulator cockpit.
assisted by a team of flight mechanics,
aerodynamic and flight test specialists The availability of such an avionic
supported by the simulation specialists. configuration allowed to carry out
Based on these simulation tests, effective evaluations in two main areas:
predictions of analytical models were avionic system moding and aiming stability
confirmed and the decision to proceed in (Fig. 6).
flight test activities was then taken with Nay/attack moding functions and weapon
a good confidence of ensuring the adequate aiming algorithms are on the AM-X
safety levels (Fig. 3). implemented in the main computer: these
Flight tests results in effect confirmed have been emulated on the simulator
the representativeness of the simulation computers, connected to cockpit displays
evaluations and the correctness of the and controls via the real avionic bus.
predictions made (Fig. 4). This solution allowed easy software
The results of the whole activity were changes in the simulated main computer,
the confidence that the single seater as derived from comments collected from
aircraft is completely safe with respect test pilots during the assessments on the
to roll departure at high angles of attack simulator.
and to accidental spin, and commanded
spins can be easily recovered using
conventional

~.. ...........
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AMX - ROLLING DEPARTURE
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In fact, since the basic AM-X aircraft is
a single pilot, low altitude attack
aircraft able of carrying a large variety
of weapons requiring different

AMX FLIGHT SIMULATION acquisition, aiming and delivery tactics
and techniques, the moding and ergonomy
must be carefully considered and
integrated with the weapon system

HOST COMPUTER capabilities and limitations.

SAO•,o • S c- -,9 1NL553 So it became clear that a realistic
SLO simulation of the operational mission or

L_____ 0FAat least of its critical phases was the
only way to understand how to achieve such

,.r~u.an optimization.
Sg OAmong the different areas in which the

AM-X flight simulator has been used for
NDS the above mentioned purpose, some peculiar

examples are investigation on weapon
aiming symbols presentation, Flight
Director and Autopilot development and
HUD formats and symbologies definition.

DISPLAY a CONTROLS - w A181"

On the side of weapon aiming stability,
the simulator supplied a useful support
both in A/G and A/A tasks.
In the A/A gun sod, the preliminsry
assessments on the flight simulator had
led to the definition of some time
constants in the smoothing filters, mainly
oriented to ease the pilot in
superimposing the aiming symbol on the
HUD onto the target (Fig. 5).
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At the end of this first activity target unacceptable oscillations in elevation of
tracking was a very simple task both in the HUD weapon aiming symbology during
the simulator and in flight "dry" attacks. attack manoeuvres.
However, when we went to the gunnery range, In both A/A and A/C referred cases the
results in terms of accuracy where a problem was substantially the same:
different matter. In fact, in the smoothing heavily the HUD symbology would
continuous tracking mode there was no way result in easy handling and tracking but
to put the bullets inside the towed drogue only steady state conditions would
unless the HUD aiming symbol was guarantee the required accuracy. An
stabilized on the target for about 4 analytical approach accounting for all
seconds, the involved variables, including dynamic
This was definitely considered aircraft response, should have required
unacceptable and a new study and new an effort judged impractical and
simulation tests where necessary. The incompatible with the programme time
problem derived from factors like the schedule. So a more empirical approach
combination of a series of filters with involving the extensive use of the flight
the radar rangefinder sampling intervals simulator was chosen.
and algorithm extrapolations. In a few days a simplified model of the
A rather similar problem was found in A/C main characteristics of the sensors
bombing: in this case it appeared in the behaviour was implemented in the simulator
opposite way. In fact, preliminary and a method for the evaluation of the
assessments on the flight simulator of aiming error was prepared: during either
the Continuously Computed Impact Point A/C and A/A tracking manoeuvres performed
(CCIP) (Fig. 6) mode has been made ix a realistic way against ground or air
considering ideal conditions (such as flat targets, all the simulation was frozen by
terrain, continuous and perfect radar the pilot fire signal and the HUD aiming
ranging returns), this leading to the symbol angular position was recorded and
choice of not introducing any smoothing displayed to the operator. Then the aiming
filters in the HUD symbology drive. algorithm was run with all input frozen
In fact, early flight tests results until all the filters had reached a steady
indicated presence of some critical, state condition and the final HUD aiming

symbol position was considered to be the

FIG. 5 IG. 6
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FIG. 7 - AM-X CCIP steering line controllability

most accurate achievable for that Under specific circumstances, pilots
algorithm: the difference between the two found very difficult to stabilize the HUD
positions was the aiming error due to the steering line in the CCIP mode over the
dynamics of the attack. target. It was identified that this
The work now was only to perform several difficulty was increasing with the
attacks with experienced engineers increasing of the altitude to throw ratio.
changing the values of time constants and This H/X ratio depends on the ballistic
measuring the accuracy in the simulator of the bomb and on current flight
control room, while the pilots performing conditions (Fig. 7).
the attacks were able to rate the handling The analytical study showed that as the
qualities of the HUD aiming symbol for ratio approaches 1.0 the aiming task
the tracking task. appears to the pilot as easy as the lateral
When a point was reached in which accuracy control task. In case of low speed, high
and pilot disappointment where dive angle or for delayed bombs (i.e. H/X
acceptable, the corresponding set of time > 1), the frequency response curve mo)ves
constants in the filters was considered toward the closed loop resonance area and
suitable, lateral PIO conditions are achieved.
Flight tests now undergoing with these On the basis of the above consideration
values, even if not yet completed, show on the diagram of Fig. 8 the line H/X -
satisfactory improvements. 1.0 reflects the conditions for which the
Another problem was the lateral weapon aiming task is very similar to the
controllability of the HUD aiming symbol aircraft lateral controllability. The
pilots were complaining about when aiming area standing on the right side of the

igh drag ordnance, line H/X - 1.0 indicates conditions of an
easy task, whereas proceeding on the leftIn this case the flight simulator proved side a more and more difficult task and

useful for the engineers to identify the even PIO occurrence are to be expected.
problem, but nothing was changed unless The only way to avoid this problem iL to
the delivery procedure, that in turn was fly trajectories that keep the H/X ratio
verified on the flight simulator. sufficiently low.
The problem has been discussed in detail
in the paper "Flying Qualities Experience
on the AM-X Aircraft" (ref. 2) presented
at a former AGARD symposiuma by Alenia
handling qualities engineers.
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7. Flikht Director and AutQpilot Preliminary tests have indicated no
Development problems, until during a simulation

session the pilot, accidentally, first
In the AM-X programme workshare, the moved the stick without acting on the palm
responsibility of developing the FD was control, then operated it. In fact, this
assigned to Embraer, but since the Alenia resulted in an abrupt manoeuvre that led
AM-X flight simulator is the only one the (simulated) aircraft to lose control
available, it has been used also for all and almost hit the ground!
tests required in the development of this Subsequent analysis allowed to locate the
system, with the participation of Embraer problem in the fact that stick
engineers and test pilots, displacement when an A/P mode is engaged,
Simulation activity not only included due to the mechanical back-up flight
assessment of A/P and FD control laws in controls system, results in input to the
all modes, including VOR/TACAN simulation control surfaces that are contrasted by
accounting for indetermination zones and the A/P commands. If in this competitive
radio signal disturbances, but also situation A/P is then disengaged by the
allowed verification of moding of these pilot hand control, although an
systems. To achieve this goal, FD and A/P appropriate fader have been included,
controls and displays in the cockpit have potentially dangerous situations were
been built in house and used to verify still possible,
their adequacy prior to commit production Alternative designs were then considered,
of the real aircraft hardware, and new simulation assessments performed.
A specific case in which the simulator Finally, a compromise solution satisfying
proved essential was the evaluation of both safety and pilots ergonomic
the A/P Control Steering function. The requirements was developed introducing a
basic A/P design included a control on software threshold in the longitudinal
the stick top, operated by the pilot hand and lateral flight control charnnls,
palm on grabbing the stick, to momentarily surpassing which automatically disengages
disengage the currently engaged A/P mode. A/P mode with positive indication to the
With this facility the pilot was able to pilot.
override A/P, re-engaging it at the moment The flight simulator was then used for
of leaving the stick. calibratinj this threshold and to develop

adequate fader function to revert from
A/P to piloted control in a smooth and
safe way.

,. l ii I jIII I | II I
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E HMF ormats and SRwaolngy Develoment avionic improvements, a new set of
symbologies was developed with the

AM-X is the first aircraft equipped with participation of Italian and Brazilian
an HUD completely developed in Italy. This Air Forces test pilots with the new
meant not only developing the hardware simulator configuration. The development
suited for being installed in the AM-X symbologies where projected on to the
and capable to exploit the good external dome, while the pilot was able to compare
visibility of the aircraft, but also them with the standard ones using the real
specifying the formats and symbols HUD installed in the simulator cockpit,
tailored for the AM-X missions. dimming it as-necessary.

After the use of the simulator in
supporting flight mechanics studies, this 9. The Training Potential
activity was probably the major
application of the flight simulator in The problem of familiarizing the
the AH-X programme. As for the handling operational pilots with the new single
qualities, the human "loop closure" is so seater fighter that was near to be
essential for this activity that hardly delivered to the squadrons was considered
you could obtain meaningful results by the Air Staffs of the two nations with
without using a flight simulator. This is some concern, since there was not yet a
mainly because, as the primary information two seater version available and the
source for the pilot, the HUD connects possible purchase of training simulators
him directly to the external world, continued being shifted in time schedule
matching his cognitive perception to his for the usual defence budgets shrinking.
short term decision process withshtraort inr term ectisonpess wioth On the other hand, at that time the AM-X
extraordinary effectiveness that can not Alenia flight simulator had reached the
be predicted on analytical basis, complete configuration described above
For the AK-X this process took place in and was well known to the staffs because
two steps. The first one was performed of the several simulation sessions
using the initial simulator performed by their OTC's; so it seemed
configuration, with a home build HUD rather natural to guess some training was
connected to a commercial graphic also possible with this simulator.
computer. This produced a set of formats
and symbologies that was implemented and A minimal set of specific improvements
flown on the avionic prototypes and then, was then required to make the simulator
with minor modifications, introduced on suitable for this application. The cockpit
the first two production batches of the was completed also with those items of no
AH-X. use in the engineering simulator (like
For the third batch, that includes several com/ident facilities, ECS panels, etc.).

!L -
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To overcome the lack of the motion system, - low level navigation and attack
considered important in a training manoeuvres
simulator, it was installed a medium cost - formation flight
g-seat/g-suite system of the
electromechanical/electropneumatic type, - far liarization with As system
that proved rather effective, even if characteristics.
providing only "rough" feelings of the The way in which practically this training
main mtion cues. activit takes place is rather unusual
Some special software was also developed; but has some interesting aspects.
it was mainly necessary for the simulation The possibility of interaction between
of the utility systems end engine failures operational pilots and development
and malfunctions that again had been of engineers allows on one side the pilots
no interest for the development to obtain clarifications about a lot of
activities, and for some pre- flight technical aspects more effectively than
procedures. through the traditional training channels
Since operational mission training was and on the other side engineers can have
also envisaged and familiarization with a useful feeling on what shall be the
A/A modes was required, being the AIM-9L real use of the aircraft.
Missile included in the basic aircraft A good example of this interaction between
configuration as its self-defence weapon, training and development activities was
a 5 DOF real time simulation model of the a study about inertial coupling performed
missile was developed and validated versus by flight mechanics department after some
a very accurate non real time, I a/sec. cases of uncontrollability following a
increments model with good results, particular manoeuvre occurred during
Italian and Brazilian operational pilots training.
began then to be trained on our simulator Some piots, transitioning to the AM-X
under monitor of their own instructor from the G-91, were performing "pop up"
pilots and the technical assistance of attacks in the same way they were used to
Alenia simulation engineers, with their former planes. The manoeuvre
Of course many improvements could still was started at high speed, low altitude,
be done to increase the training capacity there was a pull up to a high nose up
of the simulator, but the present attitude, followed by a half roll and high
configuration is considered by the users "g" pull to a steep dive (the target was
sufficient to perform: easily identified during this phase); the

- normal and emergency procedures final manoeuvre consisted in a rapid roll
at slightly negative to point straight

- basic flight manoeuvres to the target (Fig. 9)

TYPICAL G-91 ATTACK MANOEUVRE

via. 9
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RAPID ROLLING WITH NEGATIVE "G" ENTRY
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Using the same control inputs they were The event was recorded and analyzed by

used to apply in the G-91 resulted often flight mechanics engineers that easily
in uncontrolled and unexpected clarified the situation. First of all,
development of yaw and roll rates.
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the lack of an efficient negative "g" With this configuration it has been
cueing on the simulator prevented pilots possible to "fly" navigation sorties both
from feeling that the forward command in dusk and night conditions, evaluating
during the inverted flight caused a much FOV requirements for low altitude
higher level of negative *g" than on the navigation in mountainous terrain. These
G-91. From this point, the high roll rate, tests are still under way, and they will
coupled with the high pitch rate caused soon include target tracking at night with
the development of a yaw rate that in turn a slewable IR sensor.
generated a proverse sideslip; this and Development of a new nay/attack system
the increased spoilers effectiveness at configuration shall also require
negative angle of attack were responsible evaluation of new cockpit layout
for the large amount of sideslip and incorporating state-of-the-art displays
extremely high roll rate. and controls. To this extent, it could be
All this was explained to the pilots and possible that a new concept of simulator
a recommendation was issued in the flight cockpit is required, to enable performing
manual about the use of the pitch down comprehensive evaluations of
command during rapid rolling. The required multi-functions displays and controls.
performance can be obtained with less A solution currently being proposed is a
extreme manoeuvres. sort of "active cockpit" using a CRT
Figures 10 and 11 show the records of the display to simulate the instrument panel.
main involved parameters before and after Using suitable graphic computers to drive
such recommendation, simulations of displays and a touch-screen
The presence of a large popultion of air for pilot input, the facility should ease
forces pilots with d fferent experience evaluations of different cockpit layouts
and age was moreover the occasion for and relevant presentation of information.
starting, sidewise, two research
activities. One is a data collection about
simulation sickness: a first emerging
result seems to be that the more a pilot
is a "natural pilot" or an experienced
one the more he is subject to sickness,
due probably to the feeling of cues 1 "The use of Aeritalia Flight Simulator
different from his expectations. The for the development of the AM-X weapon
second research, entitled "pilot errors
analysis" is aimed to classify the system", AGARD CP 408 from Cambridge
recurring patterns that lead to frequent Symposium 1985.
errors during the simulated missions and
to correlate them to pilots' experience 2. "Flying Qualities Experience on the
and workload of the moment. For this AM-X Aircraft", AGARD CP 508 from
research the simulator sorties are Quebec City (Canada) Symposium 1990.
monitored by a psychologist and pilot's
actions and voice are recorded for further
analysis. Main goal of the analysis is to
identify to what extent the design of the
pilot interface can be responsible of
errors and how to define criteria to
minimize this possibility. List of Abbreviations

10. Future Developments Activities A/A Air to Air

Since different new updated versions of A/C Air to Ground
the aircraft are currently under A/P Autopilot
evaluation in order to expand its CCIP Continuously Computed Impact Point
operational role, the simulator will CLS Control Loading System
continue being used to support CGI Computer Generated Imagery
development. ECS Environmental Control System
In this context, for example, some FCS Flight Control System
preliminary evaluations have been FD Flight Director
performed to assess the requirements on FLIR Forward Looking Infra Red
cockpit displays for allowing low level FOG Full Operational Clearances
navigation at night. FMP Fli t Mechanics Panel
The Compuscene three channels have been FOV Fiefd Of View
set to a reduced luminosity level to HOTAS Hands On Throttle And Stick
simulate dusk condition, while the fourth
channel generated a simulation of infrared IR Infro Red
image as generated by an aircraft mounted NDE Navigation Data Entry
FLIR system. This image is then projected OTC Official Test Center

* on the dome in front of the cockpit with Ple Pilot Induced Oscillations
the same angular coverage as a real
FLIR-compatible HUD. WCP Weapon Control Panel
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SUMMARY tice that is becoming a norm during the
design and analysis process. As helicop-

The use of Engineering Simulation as a ter systems become more complex and
design support tool is becoming more expensive to test, the helicopter industry
prevalent in assisting design engineers in is becoming more reliant on the use of
prototyping new concepts in advanced simulations. Igor Sikorsky first used a
integrated helicopters. The primary goal flight simulator in the 1930's to develop
in using Full Mission Simulation as a risk attitude control of the main rotor system
reduction tool is that it can provide of his new flying machine, the V-300.
significant insight into critical design With this simulator, he was able to
areas. In this capacity, it allows the perform aircraft controllability studies,
research engineer the means to review arrangements of mechanical control inter-
critical design issues and-assess areas of faces, and control gearing requirements
high risk associated with air vehicle before the actual manufacturing process.
design. Through simulation, he tried several

iterations of flight controls including
The use of the Engineering Development tail mounted rotors for pitch and roll
Full Mission Flight Simulator will allow control. His simulator did a great deal
the design engineers the opportunity to to teach him the piloting requirements
view the future performance of the design necessary to control the new rotorcraft
air vehicle. This includes areas of both and other controllability issues of his
aerodynamic and operationally suitability, first helicopter. Simulation will not
The use of representative flight simula- replace early operational testing, however
tors will allow major design issues to be it will complement it by allowing an early
resolved with a significant reduction in look at the proficiencies of the aircraft
the cost normally associated with develop- system capabilities far in the lead of the
mental flight testing. The performance of design.
the air vehicle flight characteristics,
flight control laws, and cockpit design The modern day helicopter is becoming more
can be evaluated in the safe and secure advanced and the integration of mission
environment of the simulator before actual equipment package is becoming more com-
flight test. In this regard, the capabil- plex. The use of Full Mission Flight
ities of Engineering Development Full Simulation as an engineering development
Mission Flight Simulators have shown tool is also becoming more prevalent as a
themselves to be an outstanding tool in risk reduction tool. It affords an oppor-
evaluating advanced design aircraft during tunity to evaluate the total system in an
the initial design phase. operational environment. This will provide

decision makers the essential information
Today's use of statistical and multi- that is necessary to assess the progress
variant analysis techniques provides the of the new systems towards fulfilling the
designers with a real time quantitative operational needs of its users. The
capability to collect and analyze data, fundamental reason for this is the degree
thus reducing the risk associated with new of complexity of these new aircraft and
product development. This paper identi- the tremendous cost incurred by aircraft
fies the methodologies used that provide manufacturers during the development of

the designers and pilots with the unique advanced airframe and avionics systems.
opportunity to evaluate different aircraft
configurations in the Full Mission Flight 2. RISK
Simulator before the design is concluded.

Risk is defined in many different forms,
1. INTRODUCTION the specific application for the defini-

tion of risk depends on which discipline
The assessment of risk in -advanced heli- we are disonesing. In its simplest form,
copter design is a very complex problem risk is:
and not easily answered. Former Treasury
Secretary George M. Humphrey is quoted as Risk - Probability x Severity x Weight
saying, "There are no hard decisions, just
insufficient facts. When you have the This formula states that for every event
facts, the decisions come easy." The use or action there is some unit of risk
of Engineering Development flight simula- associated with that event or action. In a
tore as a risk assessment tool in advanced broad sense *the quantitative assessuent

helicopter and cockpit design is a prac- of risk Is defined an: & formulation -

-- 4 ~ -- ~ _ 1-
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consisting of an engineering or sciwtfic this type of aircraft is usually around
exercise ... that is used ... to identify 13,000 pounds.
potentially hazardous events associated
with a given project and to estimate the Helicopters of the future will be morerisk in terms of the likelihood of occur- advanced than any other helicopter system

fence und the severity of the consequenc- ever designed. With the evolution of the
es." When flight testing new aircraft, modern mission equipment packages, the
system design risks can be quite high with integration of avionics into future
the resulting consequences very dramatic aircraft will be the most complicated
if something goes wrong. The primary goal task ever attempted. The future attack
of the Engineering Development Full Mis- helicopter cockpit designs will accommo-
sion Simulation is to provide the data date an all-glass cockpit consisting of
necessary to assess the risk during a multifunction displays, touchscreens, and
preliminary design phase. This will allow reprogrameable displays. These levels ofthe designer, in concert with engineering automation will provide pilots greater
test pilots, to make decisions on whether versatility and capabilities for the
the risks are such that the project should completion of their mission. This implies
be pursued without additional risk con- that these helicopters will contain
trol, or redesign project components when sophisticated avionics and electronics
necessary to minimize problems. These are that are intended to decrease pilot
the decisions that must be weighed before workload by automatically assisting him in
pursuing the design of any system. These the performance of the mission.
conditions are with respect to cost (re-
search and development), capital expendi- The engineering development simulators are
ture requirements, and schedules vs. used during the development stage of the
performance evaluations. An interesting design to evaluate cockpit design (con-
article in Aviation Week pointed out: trols and displays), crew system interfac-
"Simulators are...used primarily for es, electronic flight controls, air
research...and as such are permitting vehicle handling qualities, sensor system
managers to assess candidate technologies location, mission equipment packages,
in a low risk environment before the start helmet mounted displays, and pilot work-
of flight testing." load during specifically designed mission

scenarios.

3. BACKGROUND 3.1 Air Vehicle Modeling

A brief discussion of older helicopter In the past, the design of helicopters
systems will provide an insight into past required the efforts of numerous engi-
structural and aerodynamic design require- nearing disciplines to calculate the
ments. Simply speaking, in the past, the forces and moments that effect the flying
airframe of a helicopter was an external quality contributions of every component
shell of some material formed around a of the helicopter. The exhaustive amount
mass of dynamically moving parts. The of data created during the design phase of
specific shape of the airframe is driven the aircraft was referenced by each
by customer requirements for aircraft use. discipline in a specific succession. This
There are three basic categories of requirement is due to the interaction of
military helicopters. The most common the aerodynamic forces and moments of one
types seen in the inventories today are portion of the system on another. An
utility, heavy lift, and attack, example would be the handling qualities of

the aircraft. They are effected by the
The utility helicopter is generally a downwash of the rotor system on the
small, highly maneuverable aircraft with a fuselage, the tail rotor and the eipen-
dual position cockpit, single or dual nags. There is also an effect of fuselage
engines, and a cargo compartment used to wake on the empennage's aerodynamic
transport troops and/or supplies. These contributions that are dependent on the
types of aircraft are used for light forward airspeed of the aircraft. There
transport tasks or are used as an observe- is a requirement for the aerodynamic
tion platform. The gross weight of these system analyst to sum the component forces
machines is usually around 18,000 pounds. and moments that act on an aircraft's

center of gravity to obtain body axes'
The heavy lift helicopter is a large accelerations. These accelerations are
aircraft with a dual position cockpit, two integrated into the velocities and atti-
or more engines, large cargo compartment tudes that condition the environment for
to carry pellets of equipment, other the calculations of the flight dynamics of
aircraft, vehicles, and troops. The gross the aircraft. Since the basic Laws of
weight of this type of machine can be Physics remain the same, the creation of
upward of 75,000 pounds. modular computer program models of speci-

fic components of the aircraft is inevit-
An attack helicopter is also a smaller able. These models must be executed in
aircraft and has a narrow fuselage similar the proper order as required by aerody-
to a modern fixed wing fighter aircraft namic principles for an accurate siaula-
They generally have a tandem cockpit, dual tion of a helicopter system. An example
engines, and externally mounted sensors of a typical GUIEL Flight Dynmic simule-
and weapons systems. The gross weight of tion is seen in Figure 1.

i I
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0 gdww bppdngd TO environment for the calculations of the
, n W dd- flight dynamics for the next pass through

me.W•dfi. •the simulation model. The use of
Wi5IRk tfflR5.ioe$R n~ library based system allows the design

engineer to create a generalized modular,
cofanalytical representation of the design

S -aircraft. The user creates a computer
file of the aircraft functional model and

C/00, then places these models into a specific
R-W ft-..•P. Ep. - order to insure that the proper inputs are

6GOW©,O o considered for accurate module execution.

The air vehicle model can be evaluated in
Figure 1. GEuHEL Flight Dynamic the time domain and will allow the simula-

Simulation tion of any steady or maneuvering flight
condition expected to be experienced by

The significance of the mathematical the flight crew. The model has the
modeling of the aircraft is of paramount capability of being flown through the use
importance if the proposed use of the on analytical controllers. This provides
Engineering Development Simulation is to the engineer the opportunity to perform
have any validity. At Sikorsky Aircraft, parameter evaluation oa aircraft perfor-
a library based modular control and mance with a model that does not have
analysis modeling system called Master human variability. The simulation mod"I
GENHEL is used. This library based system is now capable of being flown with a
consists of the mathematical models pilot-in-the-loop for control system
representing all major components of the development and additional human factors
aircraft. These modules include the crew systems evaluations. A typical
airframe in six-degrees-of-freedom. The GENHEL simulation is shown in the follow-
flight dynamic models that are used to ing example:
configure a basic aircraft are the rotor __ _ .
(with two basic types, complex blade
element model, or a simplified rotor
disc), engines, fuselage, horizontal tail,
vertical tail, tail rotor, and a gear
model. There is typically a mathematical
model of the flight control system that
simulates the primary Mechanical Flight m
Control System and an Automatic Flight
Control System. An example of a GENMEL
application is seen in Figure 2.

• ~I ewe ". •, .•---T."

__-
* ns~eeme. GEMIEL ~ ae

*eft. pfd WhISIfiwhfMf -A

re:u Poem eiI
• o-%wI en. R.deW . Figure 3. Typical GERBIL Simulation

hew'N O.,,,, 4...' * The Master GENHEL• s library based concept
. , . ,. has been expanded to another nodular

=--my . A library-based simulation called GMNNEP,

• .pme.awe•we for General Mission Equipment Package.
•OM low dakm The GWOKEP system allows a designer to adft
, se..e-, .m-e different mission equipment package

, .plsus systems into the simulation. These
FAsystems include all the basic systems
Figure 2. Typical GEMMEL Applications expected on present day rotorcraft but are

not limited to systems in the present
These flight control systems can be either inventory. There are Target Acquisition
analytical controller models of pilots, or Systems, Pilot Night Vision Systems,
a complex flight control system that Navigation Systems, including GPS, INS end
models the actual proposed flight control Doppler Systems, Communications Systems
system. The GENHKI simulation sums the including MI/FN/SSO and secured cmunica-
component forces and moments that act on tion simulation, Aircraft Survivability
the aircraft's canter of gravity to obtain systems including radar/laser warning
the body axes' accelerations. Through systems, jammers, and weapon system
numerical integration, velocities and simulations of 2.75 HYD&A 70 Flr,
displacements are used to condition the HELLFIRE, Stinger and multiple gun models.

___ _ - K
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S! • •crew station designs. In the cockpit of

older aircraft, there were individual
Helmwesbuned Teqidag ]switches f or every function imaginable.

S• - Pilots were required to memorize where

Thisapproch lead .tothe useof valuable
I ~ cocpit real estate f or switches that may

TWTI~dU~i be used once during the flight. Advanced
I • • I crew station design provides the crew with

stinger reprogrammable displays that illuminate
f or specific functions only, thus inform-

H5• 4LLIRRE i ng the crew to provide only precise
i Wwm: Iinputs to what is displayed to them. This

i • I design eliminates the requirement for
multiple switches within the crew station
that are only displayed when called on or

Figure 4. GENNEP needed. Cockpit designs era developed with
engineering test pilots in the design

Thsewepo sstm moel hveben loop, in concert with human factors
created atearying lysevoels of aompexity, engineers setting the c'equireaents for
brased onth customger'ls requirm lenitsyfr placement of the displays and switches in

aspeciid ee o fh cus ombats meissiontsmurla- the cockpit. Mockup cockpits ear fabricat-

tion. The algorithms for the weapons or ed and tested. anthropomorphicallyfand
tactics systems are fully coupled to the ergnoitcsally Oincled ahd greupiniofacthe
airframe' s six-degrees-of -freedom. Heli- switche erah finlized and huare sifacto-s
copter motion is imposed on the weapons, ry t boh pls an hunfcos
and conversely, weapon forces and moments personnel, mathematical stick shaping of
are applied back into the airframe, analog and force transducer beeper switch-

eaosef facts are simulated in the as ear completed to optimize slew rates of
Wesaponsyse ods ytae le the different sensors and cursors on the

rocket flyout, smoke, and projectile airatdsay.Flh oroswt-
impat. eapn sorig isincude inthe ology and placement of the controls can be

sofat. waeao fcoranalyis bycluengineers flown during a simulated mission with
system moftificationsnamade as eneeded.
later. This weapon scoring is calculated oiiaon deanee.
on weapons impact positions, target
vulnerability, weapons explosive loading, Cockpit display, formats of these dis-
type of target, and the probability of hit plays, and cockpit designs era formulated
(P) and probability of kill (P ) data early on during the development of a new
tales provided by the customer t&Dhnical aircraft. Different display formats are
system experts. These provided tables tested and changes made as necessary
allow for customer verification of weapons before the final design is established.
effectiveness.

Large multifunction displays located in
There are many benefits to the use of a the crew station instrument panel include
library-based system, however once this digital maps, that provide navigation in-
approach is selected, there is a require- formation, threat and friendly informa-
sent for total commiltment to the program tion and location, hazards, flight plans,
if the benefits are to be realized. These and other types of information that the
benefits are somewhat obvious. The present day pilot places on his paper map
modularity of a library-based system with a grease pencil. The most significant
allows modules to be built, debugged, and capability provided to the pilot is the
tested off-line from the main system until ability to declutter the displays when an
the users verifies their operation. There item is not needed. This can not be ac-
is also the flexibility in that the complished using a conventional paper map.
generic modules developed for one program Wultifunction displays integrate displayS~can be shared with another program that sensor imagery, tactical information and
has similar requirements, thus reducing subsystem aircraft management information.

: program cost and increasing program Displays within the crew station can also
turnaround time. This flexibility also inform the pilot what task he is axecut-
allows the user to select a complexity ing, systems status, and options available
level that is appropriate for the level of while the other displays present system
sophistication required for the rotorcraft mode, weapons status, consumables, caws,
model that is under evaluation. A modular incoming messages, and current radio
sysem~ will also allow a user to add configuration. It is through these dis-
modules easily without having to change plays, which replace numerous dial, gauges
the existing set of equations. and switches of the past that the pilot

uses to control his aircraft systems.
3.2 Controls and Displays

3.3 Electronic Flight Controls
The cockit of the engineering simulator
is used to evaluate flight control switch- During the preliminary design phase of
ology and display formatting before the flight controls, the controls' engineer
actual design and coding for the aircraft, designs the baesi architecture for the

!The Engineering Development Simulation is flight control laws. These flight control
. : used tO support the concept of Integrated laws ear modeled along with the dynamic
S~Product Development because it allows the components (rotor blades, tail rotor, main
! • designer, test pilots, and the customer to rotor head) into the simulator. Once this

! ~I
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is accomplished, an engineering test pilot CompuScene IV with video post processing
evaluates the design of the flight control systems. These post-processing systems
system, both PFCS and AFCS modes. After provide a capability to take the video
the initial flight evaluation, stick image of the out-the-window database

Sshaping, gain and other control system generated by the C-IV and make the proper
issues are modified in real time, and then visual adjustments to replicate second
the flight control., system maneuvers are generation sensor systems. It should also
reflown. This procedure will be repeated be capable of simulating the proper sensor
until the control system is optimized, system placement on the air vehicle or
Once the flight control laws are optimized within the crew station, the gimbal rates
in the simulator they can then be imple- of the sensor, its accelerations, and
mented in an actual flight control comput- gimbal limits.
er and evaluated in a test bed aircraft.
By using the Engineering Development The Engineering Development Simulation
simulation as the primary, initial test facility's capability to replicate the
vehicle, most of the initial risk of performance of the never generation sensor
testing new electronic flight control laws systems is essential. to proper performance
is minimized, evaluations. The system should provide a

visual sensor system simulation that
This procedure has been used at Sikorsky closely replicates the actual sensor
Aircraft during digital control work system, either FLIR, LLLTV or DAYTV. The
performed on the SHADOW aircraft. By using effectiveness of the sensor system for
this process very minor changes were made different crews can now be evaluated for
once the optimized versions of the flight issues of effectiveness concerning pilot
control software were implemented on the workload, with an ability to modify Field
aircraft. The pilot has the option of of View, Field of Regard, resolution,
selecting multiple flight control modes sensitivity, auto/manual gain and level
from the automatic flight control system. adjustments and the primary issue of
The controller allows the pilot to control flight symbology placement and content.
the aircraft in pitch, roll, and yaw when
the primary automatic flight control 3.5 Tactical Environment
system is selected. The full displacement
collective is installed to provide the The Tactical Environment that the Full
pilot response as to the amount of power Mission Simulation is evaluated in is of
he is placing into the rotor system. premier importance to the evaluation of

crew system interaction an, Assion
Flight control systems have been flown in effectiveness. It is i-p'aetive that this
the engineering simulator at Sikorsky env ýonment is as realistic as possible,
Aircraft for many hours and have then been that the threat's tactics, capabilities,
transferred to a surrogate aircraft for acquisition and tracking probabilities and
final optimization in the future. The risk lethality are as realistic as possible.
of developing and flying a new flight The design of the GENWORLD modular Tacti-
control system will be greatly reduced cal Environment at Sikorsky Aircraft takes
using this methodology, these issues into consideration at the

conception of design. The GENWORLD system
3.4 Sensor System Design allows for a quasi-intelligent threat

capability that is controlled in a high
The sensor system design and capabilities speed computer system. This system is
are a critical part of the crew's ability capable of controlling customer designed
to satisfy critical mission performance and directed mission scenarios replicate
requirements. The sensor system images of many-on-one tactical missions.
presented to the flight crew should GENWORLD has the capability of controlling
support their ability to fly the aircraft a large number of multiple active threats
and increase their situational awareness in the tactical database. It also has
and ability to satisfy mission require- the capability of networking multiple
ments. With respect to the flight control medium fidelity man-in-the-loop simulators
issue, the simulation sensor system should with the moving base ownship. The whole
have the minimum capability to present a objective of the use of the GENWORLD
visual image of such quality to the pilot system is to provide controlled, realistic
that it will allow him to aggressively tactical mission stimulus to the evalua-
maneuv'r the aircraft with precision and tion crew while they perform their mis-
confidence. Crew station situational rton. The final goal is to force the
awareness, with respect to a sensor evaluation crew to perform mission ori-
system, could be defined as the crew's ented decisions so their operational
ability to fly the aircraft at low levels workload can be evaluated in post-flight
with confidence. They should be able to analysis.
detect threat weapon systems, both air and
ground, at acceptable ranges and be The threat sensor system capability is a
capable of selecting the appropriate very important part of Full Mission
terrain features within the database for Simulation in that the sensors' capabili-
low level flight and navigation purposes, ties provide information such as position,
The simulated sensor system should be velocity, identification, and weapons
capable of replicating the performance of employment status. These simulated
both thermal imaging systems and image sensors must replicate the actual capabil-
intensifying systems. ities of the environment that the crews

are expected to perform in. The sensor
The Image Generation system used at within the GENNORLD environment is broken
Sikorsky Aircraft is a General Electric down into three functional areas, (1) the

__i
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detection model; (2) the observable model; The missile guidance models of the
and (3) the sensor fusion model (simpli- GzNWORID system take seeker line-of-sight
fied). rates and computer flight simulation

inputs into consideration as the system
The detection model has an algorithm that attempts to maintain the desired naviga-
has the ability to detect all threat tion laws including:
radars with a specified range, based on
signal strength previously defined within - proportional
the system tables, including Electronic - lead pursuit
Surveillance Measurement, Radar/Laser - pure pursuit
Warning, Infra-Red and Electro Optical - bias pursuit
Imaging.

The guidance parameters of the GENWORLD
The observables model that is used in the system include:
GENWORLD environment includes RF (radio
frequency), IR, and man-in-the-loop visual - guidance activation time
acquisition. For the active RF sensors, - time constant
customer provided lookup tables for Radio - lead or offset angle
Cross Section (RCS) of their specific air - output limits
vehicle are used. These tables can
include RCS values for azimuth and eleva- The propulsion systems of the GENWORLD
tion cuts, however, these tables are not missiles are modeled from either velocity
required to be uniform in nature, and each curves or thrust time history with current
table has an associated frequency band drag used to determine the missile veloci-
respective of the aircraft. ty. The thrust/drag modeling parameters

include:
The IR sensors in the GENWORLD environment
also use a user provided lookup table for - multiple stage rocket motor with
determining an aircraft IR signature as mass, time, and specific impulse
defined by elevation and azimuth angles for each stage
specified for each specific IR sensor's - induced drag curve
characteristics. - burnout weight

- skin drag
The optical sensors and unaided visual
detection capabilities are modeled based At the missile intercept of the target,
on air vehicle size determined from the GENWORLD will evaluate the damage to the
out-the-window visual object data tables, target. This evaluation considers the
and are used in the optical detection closest point of approach method, with
algorithms, additional criteria for a valid intercept.

This information is fed back into the
GENWORLD provides the capability for simulation data collection system for
air-to-air, air-to-ground and surface-to- post-flight mission effectiveness analy-
air missiles' engagements using active sis. The fidelity and capabilities of the
seekers, a generalized guidance control threat acquisition systems can be con-
computer, a five-degree-of-freedom motion trolled for lethality and acquisition by
simulation for the missiles, a data table customer data tables.
driven propulsion model, and a lethality
model. Missiles are selected with the The gun system is a simplified model that
appropriate parameters' requirements being uses an idealized projectile with aerody-
satisfied. namic drag for flyout. There is an

application of a randomization of projec-
The seeker models provide the measurement tile position at intercept tic-c for the P
of line-of-site angles and angular rates and P evaluation. The gun system in thV
between the missile and the target, GENWOILD environment can fire in either a
including the missile guidance functions, continuous mode or in burst. The gun's
The seekers work in the RF, IR and EO fire control computer is modeled by
regions, including: varying the predicted intercept point as a

function of the data available to the fire
- semi-active radar control computer. The target position,
- anti-radar velocity vector, acceleration, range and
- active radar range rate are data sets that effect the
- image radar gun's accuracy and are under customer
- home-on-jam control. The gun parameters that are used
- electro-optical by GENWORLD include:
- IR
- command - ballistic coefficient(s)
- laser - maximum time of flight

- rats of fire
Seeker parameters used include: - stores load out

- slew angle limits
- tracking loop time constant - slew rate limits
- scan parameters - muzzle velocity
- detection model parameters
- gimbal limits All data parameters used by the GENWORLD
- instantaneous field of view system are available to the simulation
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facility data collection system. This vehicle data table toiiows:
information can be used in the post flight
analysis of variance of pilots capabili- AUSUCLh am.QL D 3tý RAm.AI
ties vs. specifically established threat
systems. body T -toud tor. sttok poptt rta rotor Trobt. opi.d
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S Throwts An example of a typical Mission Equipment
Package data table is shown:
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3.6 Data Collection Analyses Techniques , lotto

Through the use of multivariant analysis,
management has the opportunity to use The aircraft can be evaluated performing
quantitative methods to reduce the risk numerous flight operations in a controlled
associated with new product development, environment. It is this type of evalua-
It is with full scale flight simulation tion of air vehicle performance that can
that managers have the opportunity to reduce the cost of aircraft design by
collect the appropriate quantitative data unlimited amounts of funds. It can
necessary to perform trade studies and provide an alternative means of budget
make tradeoffs in aircraft design that control and risk reduction for program
were never before possible. Management managers that was unavailable in the past.
can now have the aircraft and cockpit
designed and tested in a replicate flight
environment. Pilots can fly a specifically FV

designed mission scenario in the simulated
tactical environment to provide evalua-
tions of system performance. They now
are provided a chance to flight test the
systems in a Full Mission Simulator where
the aircraft is performing a realistic
mission. The obvious advantages of this
are that the whole system can be checked
before the "real" aircraft is built.

The use of multivariant analysis requires
that two simple rules be followed:

(1) The user is aware of the data re-
quirements of each method.

(2) The users outline the questions to be Figure 6. GENMEP Data collection System
answered before starting the analy-
sis. The perception of risk and the criteria

for evaluating areas of high risk differ
It is essential in a large scale research for every manager. A major objective in
and development effort that key issues be the field of risk assessment is the
defined well in advance. An accurate development of a uniform definition of
definition of the test task gotten to be risk. As stated previously, in a program
established to allow for proper planning such as aircraft design, there are many
and accomplishment of the goals of the stages. Each manager perceives risk in
research effort. Issues of what data his area in a different way based on
will be taken, at what rate, what qualita- experience, frequency of occurrence during
tive assessment questions will be asked, past development programs, etc. An
and what specific issues are being ad- important fact that each manager should
dressed must be established. The amount of remember throughout the development of the
technical data that is possible to collect pro to make a sound d*cision is the
during flight simulation evaluations is oeivity of th. level of risk involved.
unlimited. Data can be collected about Someone said that "...the perception of
the evaluation ownship, and the threat risk is itself an extremely complex
vehicles. A sample of a typical Air process. Objective facts and evidence

1I



come into it but it is the meaning of the The Tactical simulation Center is designed
evidence which is important." The engi- to provide an environment that will allow
neering flight simulation supports the the proper conduct of a full mission
decision making procedure by allowing the experiment.
manager and his staff the opportunity to
evaluate the actions of a flight crew as 3.8 Facility Operations
they perform specified actions in response
to controlled criteria. This is critical The facility operations consists of a 6
to multivarient analysis because, for the degree-of-freedom moving base platform
first time, a helicopter design team is with a 20-foot all composite dome struc-
capable of being in proximity to the ture rigidly attached to the platform.
flight crew, and can observe them as they The visual projeotion system consists of
perform a mission. The test criterion is three Talarian light valve projectors 180
controlled, and there is time to evaluate degree horizontal field of view by s0
a multitude of pilots performing the same degree vertically around the pilot's
mission. It is with data such as this, design eyepoint. The S0 degree vertical
using fleet pilots rather than engineering FOV is projected 50 degrees downward and
test pilots, that the manager can assure 30 degrees upward from the design eye-
that the system being designed will point. The downward FOV supports provide
properly perform its mission functions in critical ground perception cues necessary
the field, and thus the lessen the risk of for the NOE pilot, while the upward FOV
redesign. satisfies limited helicopter air-to-air.

The simulation cockpit contains a seat3.7 Tactical Simulation Center Operations shaker system that provides high frequency
The Tactical Simulation Center was de- cueing to the pilots in the 3 to 40 hertz

range at .5 g's in the vertical axis. Thesigned to support the command and control seat shaker vibration algorithms are de-
functions of the multi-role capabilities signed to simulate high frequency cues to
of the simulation facilities. It can the pilot that cannot be satisfied by the
provide a centralized monitoring position motion system, such as translation lift,
for simulated air-to-air, air-to-ground, rotor speed changes and rotor stall,and cooperative weapons deliveries. It is velocity cueing, load factor, droop stop
the controlling nerve center for interac- pounding, and weapons effects, both for
tively accessing the medium fidelity delivery and impact. The simulation aural
players stations, the Fixed Base Simula- cueing system is designed to support the
tor, the Motion Bass Simulator, the Test Full Mission Environment. It provides the
Director's Area, and the Tactical opera- cueing sounds typically associated withtions Center. It is the one center the operational flight envelope, such as
position where the entire simulation ttoe transmission and slip stream
process can be monitored and controlled by sounds, wheel rumble of a tarmack, lending
the Program Management staff. They are gear deflection, and gear lock. The cueing
afforded an opportunity to overview the system also simulates those sounds attrib-
complete simulation experiment as the uted to weapons deliveries, such as gun
tactical simulation scenario unfolds. The firing and rocket launching sounds,
Tactical Simulation Center has complete including system malfunctions. The moving
communications with all active players in base system is a 6 degree-of-freedos, 60
the experiment plus the test director's inch excursion system that accelerates at
area. It also allows the Program Manage- approximately 400 degree per second
ment staff to monitor the relative posi- rotationally on average and 1.1 g transla-
tions of all players plus the evaluation tionally. The bandwidth of the system is
ownship, with respect to the mission plan fairly flat to 4.5 hertz, with a substan-
from a God's Eye view point on a tactical tial roll-off above 5 hertz. The moving
map. A complete series of visual monitors base drive algorithms utilize a system of
shows the Program Management staff repli- adaptive washout to provide realistic
cate video of what the crew sees in the motion cueing within the limits of the
evaluation cockpit. All simulation data system. Thei e algorithmes allow the
collection systems are controlled and platform to be accelerated to a commanded
monitored from this central area. position, and then will allow the total

system to be returned to a near neutral
position below the perception of the
pilots. This allows the pilots to nov
input an additional control input, and
will allow the system to respond appropri-
ately. This type of algorithm allows the
scaling, limiting, and high pass filtering
of motion commands so that the realtime
notion filtering is a function of the
present simulator commanded conditions.
The moving base flight simulation is
designed to "'ovide the simulated environ-
ment necessary for the final evaluation
for Full Mission evaluations.

Figure 7. Tactical Simulation Center
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Figure 9. Battlefield
Systematically, the philosophy of the Full
Mission Simulation is to provide as close
to a real world threat environment as is
possible in a simulation. The fidelity of
the design of the Full Mission Simulation
environment at Sikorsky Aircraft can

Figure 8. Motion Base Dome provide as high a threat environment that
has ever before been available to evalua-

3.9 Full Mission Environment tion pilots.

Full Mission Simulation is the core 3.10 Cost Control
element necessary to satisfy the require-
ments for Operational Test and Evaluation The cost of the advanced development of a
of future aircraft and crew systems new aircraft is an expensive proposition
design. The full mission environment is for any organization. It is generally an
designed so that a customer can establish activity that is directed towards a
the type of mission and the combat scenar- potential product that is designed and
io, the threat laydown, and the activities engineered for a targeted market area.
of the threat vehicles. This is designed This is the most important reason thatEngineering Development Simulations are
so that the evaluation crew will be used in risk reduction.
analyzed against systems that they are
intended to be analyzed against. All The tremendous cost associated with
capabilities of the threats, their acqui- aircraft design must be weighed by manage-
sition ranges, P , P, and lethality can ment as to the cost vs. the expected
all be controlld W customer provided benefits. When management estimates the
data tables, either classified or uncles- cost of flight testing, the budget year
sified. The interactive threats, beth has a month-by-month accountinC of labor
computer modeled and man-in-the-loop, can and materials. "In establishing the
be validated against the standard doctrine budget for a future period, a 'eginning
of the threat environment that the custom- estimate can be made by using the total
er wishes for his crews to be tested manpower cost, the material cost, and an
against. An opportunity to determine overhead figure." It should be apparent
tactics and classified weapons system that there is tremendous cost savings'
delivery that is not presently available potential by reducing the costs necessary
on open air ranges is now available in for the R&D effort through the use of the
validated Full Mission Simulation facili- simulation. It is the risk reduction
ties. The cost savings allowed through
the use of Engineering Development simula- capabilities that are provided with
tions, in terms of weapon systems, are engineering development simulations that
substantial given the price o- the modern make the cost of a developmental simula-
day smart weapons used by the military tion station cost effective.
services. An obvious advantage is the
capability of mission evaluation against a 4.0 CONCLUSION
specified threat weapon system for the
assessment of mission effectiveness and The major consideration in the design of
operational suitability. An example of a an engineering flight simulator is how you
typical battlefield environment that can design for the future. How will aircraft
be designed in depicted below: of the future perform (turn rates, roll
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rates, airspeed etc)? "Engineering Engineering Development Simulation ysatems
simulators cost much more than their can significantly reduce the risk associ-
training brethren, but the leverage they ated with advanced aircraft design. Thes.
exert in terms of development efficiency systems can give management a view into
is such that risks and cost can often b te futue perforance of te aircraft,
dramatically reduce and hidden mission aerodynamically, and physiologically.
potentials revealed." One of the most The mst highly advance aircraft is not
important aspects of the engineering worth its mettle if a crew is not capable
flight simulator that should not b of performing their mission. Through the
forgotten is that the aircraft flight use of the simulator, cockpits can be
model (math model of dynamic systems, designed, and redesigned when necessary,
sensors and MEP) must simulate aircraft at a significant reduction of the cost
operations. If this is not true, or the associated with flight worthy design
math model is incorrect, the simulation principles. Flight performance character-
will be useless as an evaluation model. istics can be studied in a totally safe
The accuracy of the simulation is critical and secure environment before actual
because "the objective is to give a clear flight testing. It is these capabilities
picture of the relative risk and the that allow management to prove the value
probable odds of coming out ahead or of an Engineering Development simulator in
behind in view of uncertain foreknowl- advanced aircraft Research & Development.
edge." It is concluded that the use of
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USA
I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force (USAF) Flight
A description is presented of the analysis Dynamics Directorate (FDD) recently began
approach for an advanced development conducting full mission simulations to
program using a realtime, pilot-in-the- evaluate the tactical benefits of new
loop air combat simulation. The program aerospace technologies and integrated
is developing and demonstrating advanced systems under development in Air Force
on-board flight and attack management laboratories. The simulation capability
algorithms to assist the pilot when provides a realistic air-to-air threat
outnumbered in air-to-air combat. A environment combining both pilot-in-the-
highly flexible simulation architecture loop simulators and computer-controlled
allows hosting the flight test computer digital aircraft. A flexible computer
code in general purpose simulation architecture results in a powerful
computers. The simulator cockpit stations computational capability for aircraft,
are modified to emulate the advanced pilot sensor, weapon, and pilot decision logic
vehicle interface. A data collection and modeling. Two high-fidelity dome
analysis approach is described which simulator crew stations are supplemented
isolates and measures the effects of the by four low-cost Manned Combat Stations to
various systems making up the advanced sustain a highly interactive threat
fighter concept. environment.

LIST OF ACRONYMS During late 1991, evaluation of the
AASPEM Air-to-Air System Performance Integrated Control and Avionics for Air

Evaluation Model Superiority (ICAAS) program will begin at
ACES Air Combat Engagement System the FDD simulation facility. ICAAS is an
ACFMS Air Combat Flight Management advanced development program formulating

System and demonstrating on-board attack and
AMRAAM Advanced Medium Range Air-to- flight management systems designed to

Air Missile dramatically increase the exchange ratio
APM Aircraft Performance Monitor in air-to-air conflicts. Aiding the ICAAS
AWACS Airborne Warning and Control system's synergistic effect is an advanced

System pilot-vehicle interface consisting of an
BPD Battle Perspective Display all-glass cockpit, low-profile head-up
BVR Beyond Visual Range display, and helmet-mounted display. The
CAMAC Computer Automated Measurement ICAAS system includes an advanced sensor

and Control suite managed by a computer which
CDB Central Data Base generates multi-sensor track files and
CIC Close-In Combat combines them with track files from other
CPU Central Processing Unit ICAAS-equipped aircraft obtained through a
DAM Defensive Assets Manager local area data link. The fused sensor
ESA Electronically Scanned Antenna data is displayed to the pilot on a
FDD Flight Dynamics Directorate situation display and also passed to theFEBA Forward Edge Battle Area air combat flight management system. Here
IAM ICAAS Attack Management the computer evaluates the tactical
ICAAS Integrated Control and Avionics situation and generates a ranked list of

for Air Superiority feasible air-to-air tactics from which the
ID Identification pilot may select one to execute. An
IEEE Institute of Electrical and optimal flight path is generated for the

Electronics Engineers selected tactic and flight director cues
IFFC Integrated Flight/Fire Control are displayed to the pilot. The intent of
IIC ICAAS Integration Computer ICAAS is to guide the aircraft to a first

IPU Internal Processing Unit launch position with the highest degree of
ISC ICAAS Support Computer survivability possible.
IRST InfraRed Search and Track
LAMARS Large Amplitude Multimode A series of government and contractor

Aerospace Research Simulator ground-based simulations will measure the
MOE Measure Of Effectiveness increase in air combat effectiveness of an
MOP Measure of Performance aircraft equipped with the ICAAS system.
MS-i Mission Simulator 1 Many different scenarios and missions will
NM Nautical Miles be used during the evaluations against a
PVI Pilot Vehicle Interface variety of threats. In addition, a flight
RMAX Range, Maximum test program will be conducted to
RNE Range, No Escape demonstrate the maturity of the ICAAS
SGI Silicon Graphics Inr. computer technologies during which modified F-15sSWAT Subjective Workload Assessment equipped with the ICAAS software will faceTechnique a number of real and synthetic threats.

lUSAF United States Air Force This paper describes the FDD's ground-
based air combat simulation of ICAAS.I . . . . . . .. -
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!. merit falls below a pre-determined
II. PRGAthreshold, the algorithm begins a search

The ICAAS program objective is to enhance for a better tactic.

the air-to-air fighting ability of today's The second primary module of ACFMS, the
pilot by integrating technologies to give Attack Guidance algorithm, constructs a
him increased situational awareness and to flight profile to achieve the selected

help him achieve a positional advantage tactic and monitors flight progress to a

over the enemy. The ICAAS objective is insure the profile is being followed.
further defined as enabling an ICAAS This algorithm predicts launch points and
equipped flight element to increase its missile impact zones which result from the
combat effectiveness by 25%, as gauged by tactics selected, the targets assigned, an
predefined measures of effectiveness. The assumed threat response, and the launch
flight test version of the ICAAS software and guidance steering philosophy employed.
will execute on two flight-worthy Associated with each assigned target are
computers (each with three processing projected kill and survivability metrics
units) and interface to the pilot through to assist the pilot in assessing the
a sophisticated pilot-vehicle interface status of the engagement. Attack Guidance
(PVI) consisting of three multi-function considers all threats in the area when
head-down displays, a low-profile head-up calculating the attack profile, not just
display, and a helmet-mounted display. the highest priority target.
The middle multi-function display is 9.5 X
9.5 inches in size, color capable, and has The thir ACFMS module is the Defensive
a touch sensitive surface. The ICAAS Assets Manager (DAM) which provides the
software, being designed and developed in pilot with a coordinated defensive
the Ada language under contract for the response to an inbound air-launched threat
USAF by McDonnel Aircraft Company, will be missile. Defensive response options
tested first in ground-based simulation include early kinematic maneuvers,
and finally in flight test. midnourse missile seeker defeating

maneuvers, and endgame evasive maneuversThe ICAAS system consists of four major which may include active countermeasures
components: ICAAS Attack Management, Air and expendables. On-board sensors must
Combat Flight Management System, detect the in-bound missile and the DAM
Integrated Flight/Fire Control, and Air scheduler determines which missile poses
Combat Engagement System. The ICAAS the highest threat to the ownship. A
Attack Management (IAM) system controls ranked ordered set of evasion options is
all the aircraft sensors (radar, infrared generated and the top ranked option is
search and track, and electronic warfare recommended to the pilot. Flight director
sensors), performs sensor multi-source cues are presented to the pilot on the
integration, maintains track files, and head-up display to assist in precisely
executes fire control functions. In timing the evasion maneuver.
addition, the amount of available
information is increased by the use of an The fourth ACF4S module is the-Aircraft
intra-flight aircraft internetting system Performance Monitor (APM) which provides
to share sensor information. The !AM is two basic functions. First, it generates
designed to significantly reduce pilot energy maneuverability information for
workload and increase situation awareness Tactics, Attack Guidance, and Defensive
by integrating all the data generated by Assets Manager to assist in engagement
each individual sensor and presenting to predictions and to supply agility metric
the pilot a single, coherent picture of information to the pilot though the head-
the tactical situation. The pilot up or helmet-mounted displays. The second
maintains control of the sensor volumes, function of the APM is to anticipate life
emission mode, and missile launch threatening hazards and provide a recovery
decisions. The IAM fire control function procedure when the hazard is detected.
calculates missile launch opportunities Hazards include ground proximity and mid-
and provides aim-dot steering for the air collisions.
pilot. The baseline weapons for the ICAAS
program are the AIM-120 AMRAAM, AIM-9 The fifth ACFMS module is the Control
Sidewinder, and 20mm gun. Coupler. If selected by the pilot, the

aircraft's flight control system will
The second major component of ICAAS, Air 'couple-up' to the ICAAS system and be
Combat Flight Management System (ACFMS), flown automatically along the attack
can be further broken down into five profile, evade missiles if necessary,
primary modules. The first is the Tactics perform gunnery steering solutions, and
Algorithm which has two principal prorm gunner sing solutions,
functions: tactics selection and tactics avoid ground or mid-air collisions.

monitoring. Based on the current tactical The third major component of ICAAS is the
situation, as assessed from sensor and Integrated Flight/Fire Control (IFFC)
data-linked information, several tactics system which provides the pilot with a
with associated figures-of-merit are director gunsight for close-in combat with
generated by the algorithm and presented the 20mm gun. IFFC has both a coupled and
to the pilot for selection. Each tactic uncoupled mode. IFFC has been previously
is designed to direct the aircraft to a developed and successfully demonstrated in
first launch opportunity against the enemy a live-fire flight test program (Reference
aircraft. Once a tactic has been chosen 1).
by the pilot, the Tactics Algorithm
monitors the progress and success of the The last component of ICAAS is the Air
selected tactic and continually updates Combat Engagement System (ACES) which will
the figure-of-merit. If the figure-of- be used during the flight test portion of
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the ICAAS program. ACES provides an on- LAMARS is a beam-type, motion-base dome
board air combat environment in which to simulator, shown in Figure 1. Its pastSconduct the ICAAS scenarios. The system applications have concentrated on high-
will generate synthetic targets and drive fidelity, handling qualities studies. Forthe ICAAS aircraft avionics and cockpit its use in air combat simulation, the

displays as though the targets really electronics of the slewable, high-
existed. The synthetic aircraft have resolution target projector were updated
maneuverability and weapons firing and two laser target projectors were
capability. ACES is disengaged during added, as well as a helmet mounted
ground-based simulations as all the threat display. For the ICAAS experiments, the
aircraft are provided by high-fidelity entire cockpit front panel is drawn by a
simulation on ground-based computers. The graphic computer and presented to the
interested reader is directed to Reference pilot on a 29" high-resolution color
2 for a more detailed description of the monitor which has a touch sensitive
ICAAS program. screen. The head-up display symbology is

projected on the dome surface at the
The ICAAS contractor is responsible for correct pilot design eye position and
designing and developing the ICAAS field-of-view.
software as well as evaluating the mission
effectiveness of ICAAS equipped aircraft
in ground-based simulations. Furthermore,
the ICAAS contractor will conduct a
government sponsored flight test program
to demonstrate in actual flight conditions
the tactical i~apact of the ICAAS system.
The USAF FDD simulation is being used to
validate the contractor simulation results
and to provide the opportunity to expand
the simulation test matrix. For much of
the government testing, the FDD simulation
software and scenario conditions are
identical to the contractor's to permit
comparison of contractor and government
simulation results. However, once the
verification stage of the government
simulation is complete, the flexibility of
the government facility will allow many -
additional combinations of threat -

aircraft, weapons, and sensors to be used.
In addition, threat aircraft will be flown FIGURE 1. LAMARS Simulator
from one of the dome simulators to
equalize any advantage an ICAAS pilot The MS-i, shown in Figure 2, is a state-
flying from a dome may have. of-the-art, 40 foot dome simulator

designed specifically for air combat
simulation. The MS-1 features four laser

III. DESCRIPTION OF FDD SIMULATION target projector pairs, a high-resolution
FACILITY target projector pair, two background

projectors, and a slewable area-of-
Simulation research is evolving toward a interest projector. It also can be
multiple aircraft, full-mission simulation equipped with a helmet mounted display.
capability due to two important
requirements for future aircraft systems:
the pressing need to integrate the
aircraft's flight, fire, and avionic
systems and the need to develop
cooperative air combat tactics. To - - - "
support these needs the FDD's simulation
facility has recently greatly expanded its
air combat simulation capability. The
facility equipment can be divided into
three broad categories: fixed and motion-
based simulators, general purpose
simulation computers, and special-purpose
graphic generation computers. On the
software side, a flexible air combat
simulation has been developed to serve as
the foundation for particular studies,
such as ICAAS.

Fixed and Motion-Based Simulators

The facility has a large fixed-based dome FIGURE 2. MS-i Simulator
simulator (the Mission Simulator 1
(MS-i)), a high acceleration motion-base The high-resolution target image is
simulator (the Large Amplitude Multimode generated by a Silicon Graphics 340 VGX
Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS)), computer while the background imagery for
and four low cost Manned Combat Stations the MS-i is produced by a Compuscene IV&
(MCSs). Both the LANARS and MS-1 contain image generator. The MS-1 cockpit is
high-fidelity cockpit stations. The identical to the LA•ARS cockpit for the

L -.........
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ICAAS program. The MS-1 and LAMARS pilot flying from the MS-1 dome simulator.
simulators are typically used as a Information, above and beyond what is
-ead/wingman flight element, although it usually available to a pilot, was
is possible to conduct lvl engagements presented to the MCS pilot to bring his
between the domes, situation awareness up to the same level

as the dome pilot. This is especially
It is desirable to include as many actual difficult to accomplish during the close-
pilots in an air combat simulation as in combat phase of an air battle. However,
possible (as opposed to relying on with sufficient training on the special
computer controlled aircraft). However, CIC displays, MCS pilots can learn to
the expense of modern large dome dogfight effectively with threat aircraft.
simulators precludes having very many of
them. To get more pilots involved in the All of the simulators share a common
simulations, FDD followed the standard analog and digital input/output
industry practice of developing Manned architecture for interfacing the computers
Combat Stations, as shown in Figure 3. To to the stick, throttles, and associated
provide the pilot with familiar throttle switches. This commonality eases
and stick controllers, authentic F-15E maintenance and allows component swapping
throttles and stick grips are installed, if problems arise. The fiber optic
The stick grip is mounted to a joystick architecture is based on an IEEE standard
controller in a sidestick arrangement. No called Computer Automated Measurement and
rudder pedals are included in the MCSs. Control (CAMAC) and acts like a 24

megabit/second computer channel. CAMAC
interface cabinets, or crates, are located
at each of the dome simulators, the
simulation control console, and the Manned
Combat Station area. A Kinetics System
highway driver provides a standard
interface between the computer cluster and
each crate. This interface allows for
substituting another host computer or for
adding other computers to the CAMAC
network. Data travels from the source
computer channel through the serial
highway driver, across the fiber optic
network to the addressed crate, through
the serial crate controller to the crate
backplane, and arrives at the memory of
the addressed module. Any computer on the
network can receive information from, or
send information to, any interface device
on the network. Standardized hardware
interfaces to major components (e.g.,

FIGURE 3. Manned Combat Station throttles) were also developed so that
components in various dome simulators and

The cockpit displays and out-the-window Manned Combat Stations would be plug
visual for a MCS are generated by a compatible for easy modification or
Silicon Graphics 4D/85GT and presented to exchange.
the pilot using a 19" color monitor. An
advanced, all-glass cockpit with three General PurPose Simulation Comouters
simulated multi-function displays, a head-
up display, and out-the-window visuals is The simulation facility uses several
displayed on each MCS monitor. Sensor SEL/Gould/Encore (hereafter referred to
data is presented to the pilot on a simply as Encores) simulation computers as
situation display to indicate range and the backbone processing power for realtime
azimuth to targets, as well as target simulation. The computers are inter-
heading. If deemed necessary, additional connected through reflective memory to
target information such as altitude, provide a parallel processing simulation
speed, and type of threat can easily be environment. Ethernet is used to
presented to the pilot. The situation communicate between the Encores and
display also indicates the position of Silicon Graphics workstations, used as
friendly and neutral forces. These display generators for the manned
displays are intended to be used during simulators. Simulation software
the Beyond Visual Range (BVR) portion of components are typically distributed
an engagement. For Close-In Combat (CIC), around the computer cluster to optimize
an entirely different display was efficiency and throughput, as shown in
developed to enable the MCS pilots to Figure 4. This configuration also gives a
effectively perform CIC with pilots flying great deal of flexibility to the facility
in the dome simulators. This display uses as software is easily ported to the
a number of techniques to provide the various computers and used in the realtime
pilot with 4-pi steradian line-of-sight simulation.
knowledge of threat position and attitude.
The pilot can switch between the BVR and Ethernet. Due to the availability of
CIC display formats depending on the given Ethernet on virtually all computing
situation and informational needs, equipment, it was chosen as the standard

interface mechanism between the Encore
A series of tests were run to compare the computer cluster and all external
tactical effectiveness of a pilot flying processors. While Ethernet is not
from a Manned Combat Station versus a normally associated with real-time
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REFLECTIVE MEMORY trailing vector displays the last six
seconds of the flight path. Missile
trajectories are also displayed. Figure 5illustrates the BPD for a sample airE A- Eo EC Encore E combat run.

RF I ETHERNET

FIGURE 4. Distributed Architecture

operations, data rate analysis of the
system determined that Ethernet's 10
Megabyte per second transfer rate could
support the anticipated data traffic,
provided that packet collisions on the bus FIGURE 5. Battle Perspective Display
could be minimized. In order to reduce
bus traffic, special software drivers were The BPD provides the test director with a
developed for each of the computers, variety of information window options.
These drivers avoid the overhead of The Status window displays information un
layered Ethernet protocols such as TCP/IP. each aircraft, including aircraft ID,
By utilizing the bus at the low-level altitude, heading, Mach number, airspeed,
Ethernet 1.0 specification, all "hand- and angle-of-attack. The Relative Data
shaking" and error correction traffic was window displays information about two
eliminated. During realtime simulation selected aircraft such as range, bearing,
operation, a Lost frame of data is and aspect angle. The Plane View option
considerably less important than provides an out-the-window view from any
maintaining constant throughput. selected aircraft. Other options include

zoom, decluttering, and scenario replay.
Shared Memory. While Ethernet provides
the mechanism for communicating with the Air Combat Softwae
non-Encore processors, inter-processor
communications within the Encore computer To provide the basic capability of
cluster require much higher data rates, intelligent digital threats, the Air-to-
Multi-ported memories are used to connect Air System Performance Model (AASPEM)
the nine Encore computers in the cluster, analysis tool was extensively modified to
High-speed shared memory and reflective execute in realtime and accommodate pilot-
memory subsystems are used to meet this in-the-loop players. The primary goal of
requirement. Memory partitions are set up the air combat simulation software
for simultaneous access on all processors. development was to provide a flexible

mission simulation architecture that could
Graphics Computers be quickly adapted for the hardware and

software requirements of individual
The facility has fourteen Silicon Graphics programs. The simulation environment is
workstations to generate dome cockpit used by a variety of programs for analysis
head-down displays, head-up displays, activities ranging from total mission
target images, MCS displays, and test set- analysis to detailed performance analysis
up and monitoring displays such as the of a single aircraft subsystem. In order
Battle Perspective Display, described to provide the degree of support required
below. In addition, a stroke graphics throughout the 1990s, three major features
computer is used to generate symbology for were incorporated in FDD modified AASPEM.
the Agile Eye helmet mounted display. A First, a modular software structure with
General Electric Compuscene IVa image standardized interfaces for each type of
generator is used to provide the out-the- simulation component (e.g., aircraft,
window video in the dome simulators. All weapon, or sensor model) was established.
the graphic computers communicate to each Second, the modular software structure was
other, as well as to the Encores, through combined with a distributed software
the Ethernet network described earlier, architecture that provides a simulation

engineer with the capability to quickly
Battle Perspective Display. The Battle map simulation software components onto
Perspective Display provides a realtime specific hardware processors. Finally, a
view of the combat airspace from any distributed heterogeneous hardware
viewing angle. The display consists of a architecture was established that allows
grid representing the ground, which can be for mixing a variety of processors and
traversed via a flexible input mechanism piloted simulators to meet the needs of
(mouse inputs, menu selections, and/or many different simulation programs
keyboard interaction). The input (Reference 3).
mechanism supports both ground and
elevation translations, as well as The key to providing an extremely flexible
rotations about the x,y,z axes. Aircraft mission simulation was to develop a
are displayed on the grid with modularized software structure. In the
corresponding aircraft ID, altitude, original AASP4 code, all simulation
trailing vector, and ground track. The components are linked together in one

_ _ _ _ i
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batch process. Due to the constraints of
realtime processing and the need to iG Intssiatiol Comtwopt t
interchange simulation model components,
many of the components had to be separated .o...
from the core software and rehosted as .,..
processes external to the main core. .
Therefore the original AASPEM software was emtoui
restructured to partition the software , |
into logically connected simulation ........ ,. "-..,
components. This modular structure allows
for quickly constructing a custom
simulation from "building block" modules.
For each component type, a standard FIGURE 6. Flight Test Software
interface was developed and tested. Configuration
Program specific components under research
can be quickly interfaced to the requires a basic synchronous implementa-
simulation executive via these tion. However, the functionality Of thestandardized interfaces. This structure tis Hoerhefninatyote

s z iACFMS software requires an event driven
allows the simulation engineer to use architecture. A brief description of this
standard simulation components for the architecture is provided so the reader
majority of the simulation system, and use will understand the complexity of the
custom-developed models to satisfy ACFMS software. Figure 7 best illustrates
specific program requirements. Simulation the synchronous and asynchronous
development efforts can then be focused phessinghrequsrmnd ofyn hronous
upon the particular system or mission processing requirements of the ACFMSphase to be studied. During the air software, using an adaptation of the
phasetoe studaied. Deuel engthe aDesign Aids for Real Time Systems (DARTS)combat simulation development, method. Figure 8 provides a description
standardized interfaces were developed for of the DARTS symbols used in Figure 7.
the following simulation components: The ten ACFMS processes are represented by
aircraft models, weapons models (missiles the circular symbols. The scheduling of
and guns), sensor models, and piloted all the processes is on a priority basis.
simulator input/output. The definition of The PVII System Control, PVII Flight Plan
these standardized interfaces includes all Control, Control Coupler, APM, DAM
of the information that is required from Multiple Missile Track Algorithm, and DAM
the Specific teat component to drive other Control Coupler processes are interrupt
simulation components, as well as the driven. The Flight Path Management and
information from the air combat simulation Tactics processes are event driven and are
that may be required by the test blocked on the Rebuild Flight Plan and
component. Simulation components that Tactics Algorithm Queue respectively,
were available in the original AASPEMAsoftware were restructured to communicate Until a message is received. The

Trajectory Generation and Control processvia these standardized interfaces, is activated when required. The other

queues and event flags on the DARTS chart
IV. HOSTING THE Iare a means to assure messages are notlost during inter-process and inter-

The most significant challenge facing the processor communication.
government ICAAS simulation program was
hosting the ICAAS software on the
simulation facility's general purpose
computers since the software was designed ( u The d 1 ohioh mjght ho
to execute on a specific flight worthy ,omprised of on* or mo,m omeoltl.
computer architecture.

__ 115K5flu fl: UnlatChed signal used for

ICAAS Flight Test Configuration '..eent eynchortiaoon hartwien tfo prO.......
Conflmeo r drOcell must be Wilinog to roOve]" 00nl.

--- zz hinas ....sMiti Exam - prom. O

The ICAAS flight test aircraft utilizes a cao Te Inmi..ne. to . for tho -. 1.
modified F-15E avionics bus architecture.
All the ICAAS specific software resides on ...... Le. .0050d1 and.0 .. I ICO~fmOSmlc~tIO oucotS whe.fl i Foduhr le1,de 0
the ICAAS Integration Computer (IIC) or reeme". to . quee. en4 oontinus.,n rning. Therearm 3 ways Wo chock the tuemael. A solid arrcow

the ICAAS Support Computer (ISC). The two tota flocked d l, iiues openarroe il no el.
computers are identical and consist of A Slid irrow withr. lI. limeeout tIl delay.
three HIPS Incorporated R3000 micro- f--• ed n.. ponldn .otuIy .wtooio.processors and three R3010 co-processors. C D 8em uetwee1 wtoce: P0l0 l m IOtll *-fatdll.

The operating system supports inter- , to l ,. r
processor communication, realtime multi- vatlit aOtl .or ... notmos eeoVlo..
tasking, and allows for internal G-m> i E hard.. fier Conn•oied to
synchronous and asynchronous operation. d. ok,: Eit or a .etw-. motr-e dm r oonetitog
The IIC and ISC use an Inter-ACT Ada Premos of.,i.
compiler and have a throughput of 12 to 15 Bela Doata posing betw.uo pronvm.million instructions per second. The
ACYNS software resides on the IIC while
the ISC hosts the IAM, IFFC, and ACES FIGURE 8. DARTS Chart Symbol
software. FGR .DRSCatSmoDefinition

ICAAS Fliaht Teat Software. Figure 6
illustrates the breakdown of the ICAAS
software on the IIC and ISC computers.
The functionality of the ISC software

4.-
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FIGURE 7. Flight Test Darts Chart

ICAAS Simulation Software Configuration The DARTS chart in Figure 10 is the FDD
simulation equivalent to the flight test

The government ICAAS simulation will configuration DARTS chart in Figure 7. It
verify the test results of the contractor is used to describe the overall simulation
ICAAS simulation. The government ICAAS synchronization, excluding the display
full mission simulation configuration is processors. The master scheduler process
shown in Figure 9. The ICAAS simulation is the only process tied to the realtime
configuration contains the piloted and clock. The slave scheduler processes are
digital test environment software, the activated by the master scheduler or other
ICAAS Ada software, and graphic display slave schedulers using software
generation software, interrupts. The synchronization of the

software is accomplished by activating and
ICAAS Simulation Software. The blocking the scheduler processes at the
integration of the ICAAS system software appropriate time. The master and slave
onto the general purpose computers schedulers are generic software routines
required making enhancements to the which allow the user to schedule software
standard Encore NPX operating system. The modules on any processor. The software
operating system enhancements were realtime schedule is easily changed using
necessary to implement the ACFMS message menu driven routines between simulation
passing queue structures. Due to the runs. Menu driven routines are also
portability of the Ada software, available to modify the simulation
modifications to the application software scenarios.
were minimized. The only major change
involved modifying the ICAAS 1553B bus The implementation of the ISC and IIC
software to use the Encore reflective Central Data Bases (CDB) also required
memory. The 36 megabytes per second modifications. The flight test ISC and
performance of the Encore reflective iiC computers require memory mapping of
memory simplified the integration of the each CDB object. However, the simulation
software by eliminating the need to pack software defines reflective memory
data into a 1553 bus. The ICAAS lead and partitionsa using the Encore Ada system
wingman aircraft both require an Encore service package. A record of the CDB
2040 to simulate the ACFKS software. The objects is defined in the CDB package and
ICAAS IAM software requires a two- this record is attached to the memory
processor Gould 9780 for both ICAAS partition during program elaboration.
aircraft. This not only provides inter-process and

I - I 4
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processor communication, but also enables V. ICAAS SIMULATION TESTING
the user to easily monitor the CBD objects
through a menu driven parameter display. bi m

The objective of the ICAAS ground-based
L.-*°' - ~ simulation at the Flight Dynamics

Directorate is two-fold. First is to
verify the simulation results obtained at

• " •the contractor facility by repeating the

test matrix under as close to identical
conditions as possible. The second major
objective is to expand the contractor test
matrix by looking at different force
ratios, scenario initial conditions,

.. o....,. tthreat aircraft and weapon types, and
simulator configurations. In addition,
the simulation will be available as a

technology transition tool to permit a
large number of USAF pilots to get hands-
on exposure to ICAAS.

S.. -Three basic missions are defined for the
ICAAS system study: base defense, AWACS
defense, and bomber escort. For each of

FIGURE 10. FDD Simulation Foreground these missions, there will be two ICAAS
Scheduling DARTS Chart aircraft comprising the Blue fighter

force. Up to eight fighters will comprise
PiloteQ Simolator Software. The FORTRAN the Red force. In addition to the
piloted simulation test environment fighters, bombers and other noncombatant
consists of high-fidelity aircraft, aircraft are included in the scenarios.
missile, gun, sensor, chaff, and flares Tn particular, Blue aircraft not directly
models, as well as the software to drive involved in the briefed ICAAS mission are
the simulator components such as target inserted into the scenario airspace to
projectors, g-suits, etc. This software evaluate the friend or foe identification
is hosted on an Encore 9100 computer which features of ICAAS. Figure 11 depicts
consists of three 88000 Motorola micro- representative initial conditions for the
processors. The Encore 91 is also base defense mission. Two complete ICAAS
connected to reflective memory to systems are hosted at the FDD facility.
facilitate communication between the ICAAS
Ada software and the FORTRAN memory
partitions. The only test environment A2
software modules not written in FORTRAN I A
are the ICAAS sensor models, which are I a
part of the Ada software developed for I 0K.8
ICAAS by the contractor. In order to give
the pilots acceptable flying qualities, 170MM
each of the piloted simulators has a high-
fidelity, six degree-of-freedom aircraft I s.d 8-",.

model. A number of different Blue and Red I
aircraft models are available. The
missile models are five degree-of-freedom 8150 MOSw.

flyout models which can be run at a 40HZ
update rate. This frame rate allows e.io.
precise missile end-game modeling.
Several Blue and Red state-of-the-art R" i
missile models are also available. n*o ~io",.*si
Digital Player Software. The digital
players are provided by the standard air FESA ,0,/,O
combat software package based on AASPEM,
as described earlier. For the ICAAS
scenarios, the software package provides FIGURE 11. Airbase Defense Mission
the bombers, ANACS, and threat wingman Initial Conditions
aircraft. The digital wingman are each
assigned to a MCS simulator and fly The first is for the lead ICAAS pilot
cooperatively with that manned player. In flying in the MS-1 simulator. The second
this way, each digital wingman has the is for the wingman ICAAS pilot flying from
benefit of its intelligent, piloted lead the LAMARS simulator. The intra-flight
aircraft. The digital bombers fly a pre- data link is simulated connecting the two
programmed penetration path to a target. ICAAS aircraft. The ICAAS aircraft will
If attacked, they will respond by putting be equipped with an advanced sensor suite
the attacker on their beam and dis- consisting of an Electronically Steered
engaging. AWACS aircraft fly a fixed Antenna (ESA) radar, an Infrared Search
Combat Air Patrol position unless and Track (IRST) system, missile warning
threatened. system, and an advanced electronic warfare

and self-protection system. Up to four of
the Red aircraft will be flown from the

,,,,m, ,mmm w,• l ,m mm m



MCSs; the remaining Red aircraft will be measure the success of the mission. For
flown by the computer using AASPEM pilot the AWACS support mission, the MOE is:
decision logic. All bombers, whether Blue
or Red, will be computer controlled. AXWS Defense MOE = -0.6*(LRA/TRA) -

0.4*(KBF/TBF)
Due to the large number of advanced
technologies on-board the ICAAS aircraft, For the bomber escort mission, the MOE is:
improvement in overall tactical effective-
ness could be due to a number of different Bomber Escort ME = 0.1*(FKRF/TRF) -
factors. The test matrix is designed to [0.2*(KBF/TBF) - 0.7*(LBA/TBA)]
isolate the effects of the advanced sensor
suite, advanced pilot-vehicle interface, And, for the base defense mission, the MOE
sensor management and fire control in the is:
IAM, flight and attack management in the
ACFMS, low observables, and intra-flight Base Defense NOZ - [0.1*(KRF/TRF) -
datalink. Starting with the baseline 0.7*(LRA/TRA)] - 0.2*(KBF/TBF)]
aircraft with standard sensors and PVI,
each new technology area will be added and Where: LRA Leaked Red Attackers
the tactical performance increase TRA - Total Red Attackers
measured. Thus the contribution of the KBF - Killed Blue Fighters
advanced ESA radar with an AIM-120 will be TBF - Total Blue Fighters
measured, then the IAM will be added to KRF - Killed Red Fighters
determine the effects of computer- TRF - Total Red Fighters
controlled sensors, track correlation, and LBA = Leaked Blue Attackers
fire control, etc. Finally the full ICAAS TBA - Total Blue Attackers
system as described earlier will be used.
This will result in a ranking of which The weighting constants multiplying each
technologies contribute the most to term of the MOEs indicate the relative
increased fighter effectiveness. importance of that term to the mission

success. The numerical range of these
The Blue and ReG pilot teams will three MOEs is 1.0. For example, the best
separately plan and brief their respective MOE value for bomber escort is 0.8; the
missions and decide on overall tactics, worst MOE value is -0.2. The ICAAS
commit criteria, disengagement criteria, program goal is to show an incremental
etc. Simulation test runs will typically improvement in each of these MOEs of at
begin with the defending aircraft in a least 0.25 when comparing baseline, non-
Combat Air Patrol (CAP) and the threat ICAAS equipped aircraft with the same
aircraft outside of sensor range. The aircraft equipped with ICAAS features. In
size of each force, as well as the number addition to these MOEs, the number of
of digital versus manned players will be bombers on target and AWACS survival will
not be known by the opposing Blue and Red be used as a measure of mission success.
teams. The ICAAS players are autonomous
with no AWACS or Ground Control Intercept Eaoement Success. Engagement success
(GCI) support. The Red team will have GCI will be evaluated by examining a number of
support when operating on the Red side of Measures of Performance. Typical MOPs are
the forward edge of battle area (FEBA). kills, losses, and fratricide by weapon
Simulation runs will continue until all type, number of leaked attackers, percent
fighters are killed or disengage. aircraft fired at by type, and percent of
Therefore, the missions will progress losses not caused by weapon kills.
through BVR to merge and finally close-in
combat, if necessary. Situation Awareness. Situation awareness

will be determined through objective and
Data Collection and Analysis subjective means. A pilot questionnaire

will allow the pilot to subjectively rate
Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) and the ICAAS system and relate how much
Measures of Performance (MOP) are used to situational awareness he thought he had.
directly interpret the simulation results Several MOPs provide objective data to
in terms of the test objectives. The MOEs gauge situation awareness, such as
are designed to measure the mission level proportion of Red forces detected over
effectiveness of the ICAAS system. The range and time, percent of missiles double
MOPs measure specific ICAAS system targeted, number of hostile IDs before
performance. The data needed to generate preferred launch range, and total time
the MOEs and MOPs are collected from within threat missile intercept zone.
debriefings, questionnaires, and
simulation computer systems. Six primary Decisions. By examining pilot decisions,
areas will be examined to measure system it will be determined how much the ICAAS
performance: mission success, engagement system aided the pilot in making timely
success, situation awareness, decisions, and effective tactical decisions.
degree of covertness, and workload. Each Represaentative MOPs examined will be
of these areas will be described in more percent of valid missile shots prior to
detail below. The types of data collected first valid enemy mi•-ile shot, percent of
are similar to that collected at the Red aircraft simultan-ously engaged by
contractor facility to allow the more than one Blue fighter, time from
comparison of results, initial target detection to comit, weapon

usage by type relative Lo RMAX and RNE,Mission Success. A separate Measure of F-poles, fuel usage, tactic selected, and
Effectiveness is being used for each disengagement time.
mission scenario type to objectively
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Dearee of Covertness. By isolating this of each simulation run and to provide
area, the impact of a non-ICAAS low confidence that the test matrix is
observable aircraft versus an ICAAS- isolating the appropriate parameters.
equipped low observable aircraft will be Possible reasons for an invalid run are
analyzed. The MOP to be used is the the pilot encountering unrealistic flight
number and percent of Blue forces detected conditions (e.g. excessive g forces),
and targeted. defying rules-of-engagement, or not

following briefed mission profile. In
Workload. Workload is measured through addition, this data will assist the pilots
subjective means using the Subjective during the mission debrief and while
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) playing back the Battle Perspective
rating system. Under this system, the Display. Finally, a complete event ledger
pilot is asked to quantify the mental and select time history data will be
workload required to complete specific collected during each simulation run and
tasks. The wcrkload consists of a stored on computer disk or tape for later
combination of three dimensions: time analysis. A sample of the event ledger
load, mental effort load, and psycho- data is shown in Table IIi, the time
logical stress load. The pilots rate each history data in Table IV. By using the
dimension individually on a scale from one information available in Tables I through
to the. Tt.cze numbers are then weighted IV, the videotapes, and the BPD playback
by pretest rankings completed by the feature, each simulation run can be
individual pilots to account for completely re-generated and analyzed in
differences in perceived workload. A detail. Furthermore, analysis packages
normalized score is then produced which can be used to statistically examine the
rates the total workload on a scale from data which has been stored in computer
zero to one hundred, zero being the files and generate the Measures of
minimum and one hundred being the maximum. Performance.

Data will be collected both in realtime
and post-processing formats. During the VI. CONCLUSIONS
simulation runs, each pilot's displays
(head-down, head-up, an6 helmet-mounted The USAF Flight Dynamics Directorate has a
for the MS-1 and LAMARS; head-down for the flexible air combat simulation facility
four MCSs) as well as over-the-shoulder which allows new technologies to be
views of the pilots in the simulator quickly inserted in the environment and
cockpits will be monitored at a central their tactical impact evaluated. The
control console. In this way, pilot first program to use this capability is
actions can be observed and cursory the ICAAS program which represents a leap
performance and worload data can be in flight and attack management aid to the
collected. Three channels of video and pilot. Carefully chosen measures of
audio can be recorded for later viewing, performance and effectiveness will be used
At a minimum, both ICAAS aircraft head- to isolate and assess the various features
down displays will be video taped since of ICAAS. The government simulation will
much of the data needed can be derived be used to verify the contractor's ground-
from these displays. In addition, the based simulation results.
aircraft and missile data which drives the
Battle Perspective Display will be stored The flexibility of the simulation design
on computer disk. Then, at a later time, allows a wide range of technologies to be
the entire scenario run can be replayed in tested while they are still in the
the BPD format allowing the pilots and research and development stage of
test directors to re-examine the air development. The research community and
battle exactly as it took place, from any operational fighter pilots get a concrete
perspective and at various playback assessment of the tactical payoff of a
speeds. given new technology before the expense

and risk of flight testing.
Pilot questionnaires will be used after
each simulation run and after the entire
simulation session to collect subjective References
data on situation awareness, workload, and
performance/acceptance of the ICAAS 1. Landy, R.J., "Integrated Flight and
system. To ease filling-out each end-of- Fire Control Development and Demonstration
run questionnaire, the forms will be on an F-15B Aircraft", in "National
programmed on the graphics computer and Aerospace and Electronics Conference
presented to the pilot on the cockpit (NAECON)", May 1980.
front panel monitor. Then, using the
touch screen interface, the pilot can 2. Halski, Donald J. and others,
select his responses to the questions. "Integrated Control and Avionics for Air
The data can be printed-out at a later Superiority: A Knowledge-Based Decision-
time. Aiding System", in AGARD CP No.474,

September 1990, Paper 53.
At the beginning of each simulation run, a
computer file is created which describes 3. Goddard, Daniel G. and others, "Air
the initial conditions and mission profile Combat Simulation at USAF Flight Dynamics
cf the particular run. An example is Laboratory", in "AIAA Flight Simulation
shown in Table I. Other 'quick-look' data Technologies Conference", September 1990,
will be available in printed format after Paper 90-3161.
each run at the simulation control
console, as shown in Table II. This data
will be used to help verify the validity

1. .i *



TABLE ISIMULATION RUN INITIAL CONDITIONS

A (For each Blue & Red) 5 (For each Blue & Red)

Position Mission Type
Airspeed ROE
Heading Bullseye Location
Fuel Load FEBA LocationWeapons Load Desired Engagement Zone Location
CM Dispensables Load Bomber Waypoints
Sensors
ICAAS Mode
Simulator Station -r Digital

Table II
End-of-Run Simulation Summary Data

Run Number pilot Mission Lenath

23 02/17/92 Caudill 16.25 min

Run Vali:. ::, A 1 exceeded g limit

Mission Type & Force Size IAA.S Aircraft Configuration
AWACS Defense 2v4 ADV166, ICAAS ON, LO

I Blue Fighters Killed: 1 4 Slue Bombers/AWACS Killed: 0A/C 2 - AA-10c

4 Ned Fighters Killed: 2 # Red Bombers/AWACS Killed: N/A
A/C 5 - AIM-120
A/C 6 - Ground impact

I Leaked Blue Attackers: N/A # Leaked Red Attackers: 0

MO,: -0.2 (0.0 -1.0)

Blue Force Exchange Ratio: 2.0 Red Force Exchange Ratio: 0.5

Targetina Data
# Reds tracked by Blues: 2
# Reds assigned by Blues: 2# Reds launched on by Blies: 2
* Reds launching missiles: 1
* Blues tracked by Reds: 2# Blues assigned by Reds: 1
# Blues launched on by Reds: 1
# Blues launching missiles: 2

Weapon Summary13.50: A/C I launched AIM-120 at A/C 5 at .63RMAX; PK .75 KILL
14.05: A/C 2 launched AIM-120 at A/C 6 at .80RMAX; Exc Flt Time15.50: A/C 6 launched AA-I0c at A/C 2 at .59RMAX; PK .87 KILL16.10: A/C 1 launched AIM-9M at A/C 6 at .85BOAX; IR SIG L

Total Time Within MIZ: 5.05 min

Total Time Within Datalink: 15.50 min

Total Time in ICAAS Modes
A/ClI A/C 2Tactics: 3.75 min Tactics: 3.67 minAttack Guidance: 10.05 min Attack Guidance: 9.80 minDAM: 0.0 min DAM: 0.75 minGCAS: 0.90 min GCAS: 0.0 minMCAS: 0.0 min MCAS: 0.0 min

I !. " '!! !
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TABLE III
EVENT LEDGER

Radar or IR lock-on/break lock
For each weapon launch:

Weapon Type
Launching A/C ID, Altitude, Mach, Gee
Target A/C ID, Altitude, Mach, Gee
Target Bearing (Az & El) from Launcher
Target Range at Launch
% RMAX at Launch
% RNE at Launch
Missile Time-of-Flight
AMRAAM Time-To-Autonomous
Target Aspect Angle at Launch
F-Pole
PK & Kill Flag
Reason for Miss, if Miss
Target Gee, Roll Acceleration at Intercept

TRACK/ID DATA

Track File Started (or Dropped) By: (Aircraft ID)
on (Aircraft ID); Elapsed Time: (Secs); Range: (NM)

Identification of (Aircraft ID) By: (Aircraft ID);
Elapsed Time: (Secs); Range: (NM);
Sensors Contributing: (Radar, IRST, Optical)

ICAAS EVENTS

Start Times in Tactics, Attack Guidance, DAM, or APM ModulesFor each event: Elapsed time, Range to Target Centroid,
Range to Primary Designated Target, Tactics
Figure-of-Merit

Data Link Break/Rejoin

=t&er Events

Aircraft out of Fuel
Ground or Mid-Air Impacts

TABLE IV
TIME HISTORY DATA

Run Identification DataAircraft State Vector (inertial position, velocity, attitude)
(body velocities, accelerations)Air-to-Air Missile State Vector

Missile Launch Envelope Data
Gun Fire Control Data
Sensor Status (mode, pointing angles, search volume)
Target Track Files
Pilot Inputs
ICAAS Tactical Plan Parameters
ICAAS Control Coupler Data
ICAAS Threat Missile Evasion (DAM) Data
ICAAS Hazard Monitoring Data
ICAAS Energy Maneuverability Data
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1. SUMMARY and training personnel are understandably very demandingconcerning the visual environment in any simulation of low-
The German Government has initiated a three phase program level operations. The original design of the lTrnado
to evaluate the use of an improved simulator for the Ibruado Operational Flight and bTctics Simulator, (OFTS), visual
aircraft. In the first phase of this program CAE has built a system was not intended te .upport low-level operations.
prototype simulator, referred to as the Evaluation Unit (EU).
The improvements in the EU consist of visual system upgrades Low-level flight challenges Tornado crews to deal with and
to provide a CAE Fibre-Optic Helmet Mounted Display respond to the flow of visual information rushing below the
(FOHMD) for the pilot and weapon system officer (WSO), aircraft in the lowjfast mission. The German Tbrnado crews
with imagery from an Evans & Sutherland ESIG-1000 image must use the out-the-wlndow view, along with radar, to identify
generator, as well as a six-degrees of freedom (DOF) motion visual cues for navigation and target orientation. 1b avoid
system. The EU has been installed at CAE Electronics GmbH being seen by hostile radar, they use terrain following and
in Stolberg, Germany. Military and industrial representatives terrhin masking. Thews techniques places hesvy workload on
are conducting an evaluation, under responsibility to the crews.
Bundesamt fOr Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung (BWB), of the
upgraded simulator to assess its capability to provide high Current peacetime altitude restrictions on flights over
speed, low level, tactical flight operations training capability. Germany severely limit opportunities to practice at the lowest
A factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) design is being used desirable levels. For most crews, the only real opportunity to
to assess objectively recorded performance data and subjective cperience flight at these levels occurs during brief and
impressions data collected during simulator flights by military infrequent training outside Europe, over terrain that does noa
crews from the German Air Force and Navy. represent conditions that may be encountered in actual

missions.

2. INTRODUCTION This paper describes a program initiated by the German
Government to addres the problem of low-level flght

The mission of the Tornado aircraft requires low altitude, high operations training. The program is evaluating the
speed penetration behind enemy lines. Maintaining mission contributions to low-level operations training made possible by
preparedness is critical to NATO's readiness strategy. simulator visual and motion system upgrades integrated into
German reunification and other recent changes in the political the Tornado OFTS. The first part of the paper
environment have modified public perceptions concerning the issues concerned with the hardware and software upgrades.
acceptability of environmental and safety risks associated with This consists of a CAE FOHMD for the pilot and WSO, with
aircraft operations over Germany's heavily populated land imagery from an Evans & Sutherland ESIG-1000 image
area. These considerations have led to increasing restrictions generator, as well as a saix-degrees of freedom motion system.
on such operations, compounding the difficulty of maintaining The second part of the paper addresses the design and data
mission preparedness. collection for an experimental study to evaluate the capability

of the improved simulator in the training of low-level
Public safety and environmental concerns about low-level operationsc
flights in Europe have led NATO commanders to consider
increased use of simulation to prepare crews to obtain
maximum benefit from available flight hours. Although &. THE SIMULATOR UPGRADE
simulators have been used extensively, systems for low altitude,
high speed flying have not been widely accepted. Flight crews The upgraded 'Ibrnado simulator is a mix of several elements
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some new and some which form part of the configurations of 3.21 FOHMD

the seven fielded simulators. It was this mix of new and old
and the availability of a Flight Simulator Development Rig, The FOHMD is an arcm-of-interest display employing a unique
used by CAE Electronics GMBH to support simulator concept, the system is worn by the user. It uses very large
upgrades, which allowed the Phase One EU to be produced in format, flexible, coherent bundle, fibre optic cables to transfer
a time frame which met the needs of the customer. The images from projector assemblies to a helmet mounted optical
elements of the simulator which correspond to the fielded system which presents the image to the user. It provides the
devices are the basic computer system, cockpit and cockpit wearer with a bright (up to 50 ft lambcts), high contrast
interface, instructor station and Digital Radar Land Mass scene (50 to I contrast ratio) over an instantaneous field of

(DRLMS). The new elements are the FOHMD, Image view of 127 deg horizontally and 66 deg vertically. The system
Generator (1G), Motion System, Data Recording System and is head and eye tracked, using infra-red optical trackers, to
Air Itkrget System. allow the image being presented to the wearer to reflect his

direction of regard. Figure 1 illustrates the FOHMD concept.
3.1 Basic Simulater Changes

The image presented to each crew member is formed, on
While the basic simulator is essentially the same as the fielded bornado, by three separate image generator channels. Two of
devices a number of changes were made to enable the system these channels are used to generate left and right eye
to support the new elements. The monst ignificant change was 'background' fields covering 88 degrees horizontally and 66
that made to the frame rate of the core device. In the fielded degrees vertically. The hetmct display system overlaps these
simulators this is 18.5 Hz, 60 Hz in the EU. backgrounds to produce the overall field of view defined

above. The background fields are of relatively low resolution,
The change to the higher frame rate was seen as imperative in approximately 5 arc minutes per 10 pixel, not sufficient to
order to achieve acceptable transport delay in the critical area support the training tasks should they be used alone. However
of visual response to control input. To meet this requirement the FOHMD uses the third I channel to generate a high
higher performance processors were substituted for the resolution inset within the display which covers an ares of
original TIN= Instruments TI 990s. The new processors were approximately 24 degrees by 19 degrees with a resolution of
still 16-bit machines and were thus not considered an ideal approximately 1.5 arc minutes per IG pixel, as illustrated in
solution for the longer term, however they were readily Figure 2. Each eye uses two General Electric light valve
available and had been previously used during simulator projectors, one to provide the background image and the other
upgrades. Apart from the increase in computation rate the to provide the inset image. These two images are combined
flight and control system models remained as in the fielded together in the optical system to provide the composite scene
simpulators and indeed the simulator was tested to ensure that observed by the wearer. The inset light valves for each eye
handling characteristics were as before, share the same 10 channel. On Tobrado the inset region is

eye slaved, so that the high resolution area follows the

Changes were made to the interface subroutines to allow direction of regard of the wearer's eye.

communication with the new IG, FOHMD system and new
motion system and to support the transfer of data needed for The eye trackers are prototypes which were not originally

analysis of mission performance. The instructor station was intended to be included in the EU. However the initial testing

also modified to include new control pages for the added indicated that eye tracking provided a net benefit to the

systems and to improve the management of the execution of system overall and as a result they were included for the
the planned evaluation missions. customer evaluation. These prototype eye trackers exhibit

some problems associated with alignment accuracy but have

3.2 New Ileseats generally performed better than expected, considering the
maturity of the system. The system's use of several

Of the new elements added to the EU the FOHMD was of independently monitored reflections and the 'd.- pupil'

mcat significance as it offered the potential for the upgrade of concept employed have resulted in very few instarces whes the

the fielded simulators without great changes to infrastructure tracking of a subject's eye was not possible.

elements such as buildings, etc. The technology is radical
compared to traditional systems such as domes but offers key 3.2 2 image Generowr o(10)

performance advantages in the areas of scene brightness and
contrast, as well as being of lower overall cost. The I0 is an ESIG 1000, with a total of seven separate

channels, three each for the sircrew FOHMD's and one for an

The image generator was also considered to be a key element, instructor station monitor. The two channels used for

though the system chosen was in training use elsewhere and generating the high resolution inset fields on the helmets have
the technical risk considered low. In fact the requirements set a capacity of 2,000 polygons each and the background sad
by the Tornado program, in terms of database development, instructor channels have s 1,200 polygon capacity. All channels
proved more difficult to meet than expected, as did the mating generate I million pbiels, except the instructor which provides
of the I0 with the display system. 750,000.

-
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This configuration was intended to provide maximum benefit 3.23 Motion System
when mated with the FOHMD with higher performance in the
inset channel so that it matched the resolution capability of The motion system added to the EU was a standard CAE 500
the optical system. In fact this arrangement did not provide series digital motion system. The original Tornado simulators
the benefit expected, as all 10 channels accessed the same were initially intended to include a motion platform, so the
data base and this was designed to prevent overload of the development of the modifications necessary to incorporate one
background channels. As a result the inset region of the were fairly straightforward.
display actually displays less polygons than the background,
though each element is better resolved, ie. appears in better The mounting of the optical systems on a motion platform had
focus to the observer, not been previously attempted however, nor had the FOHMD

ever been used with a g-seatlg-suit combination. Considerable
During the data base design it became apparent that this extra design work and experimental testing were needed to design
polygon capacity was difficult to exploit as the addition of isolation platforma which would protect the sensitive
extra scene elem.nts in the inset channel, could only be projectors and optical assemblies from the effects of platform
achieved with extra levels of detail. Level of detail changes had motion and vibrations. Figure 3 shows the general
to be arranged such that the scene observer was unaware of arrangement of the EU with the optical systems on the motion
the change. Elements brought in too abruptly, 'popped' into system. With these platforms installed the optical assemblies
view and were disturbing. lb be effective in an area of interest have shown no long term problems associated with the
system such as the FOHMD level of detail changes need to be simulator motion and g-loading systems.
independently controlled for inset and background regions
such that features are observed sooner in the inset region than The simulator motion cuing system was optimised to gain the
in the background. In the ESIG 1000 all level of detail maximum benefit of both the motion platform and the g.suit/g-
changes are based on the same range dependency in all seat, in combination. Essentially the motion platform provides
channels. Thus the extras provided in the inset amount to fine onset cuing and horizontal acceleration cues and the g.suit/g-
details such as windows, aircraft markings, etc., observable seat sustained acceleration cues associated with hard
because of the higher resolution of the channel, maneuvering. The simulation of vibration cues due to

aerodynamic buffet and the like was shared between the two
The ESIG 1000 makes extensive use of texture to provide systems. This process was complicated somewhat by the need
scene detail and the simulation of farm fields, forest canopies, to prevent visual system anomalies resulting from motion
villages and towns. These textures provide significant benefit inputs. The bandwidth of the optical system is esentially
in terms of scene detail but considerable work was required to limited by the total throughput delay of the system and it was
prevent sliaging of these textures when viewed through the known that certain motion frequencies were likely to excite out
helmet optics. Matching characteristics of I1 and FOHMD in of phase oscillations in the viewed image. Care was required
general proved difficull until a light valve was used to view the as a result in generating buffet cues to ensure that unwelcome
results of design work. Many elements of the data base had effects were minimized. In the event the concern was largely
to be significantly revised before the final version, which fully unfounded as the required motion frequencies fell outside of
exploits the available IG capacity, was produced, the regions critical to the visual system.

As the FOHMD is worn by the user the picture, though For evaluation cases where the motion platform was not used,
collimated at infinity, is immediately in front of the viewers the original simulator g-suitlg-aeat system and software models
eyes and not, as in more conventional display systems, placed were employed.
outside the cockpit. This characteristic results in the need to
generate a visual model which represents the cockpit, referred 3.2.4 Data Recording and Air Target System
to as a cockpit mask. The cockpit mask provides the correct
occultation of the scene outside the aircraft and allows the While the originally fielded simulators provided data recording
wearer to see into the cockpit. The cockpit mask also systems, they were not adequate to collect the large quantities
provides a model of the canopy frames. The cockpit mask of data necessary to support the planned evaluation. Tl satisfy
itself is placed inside a model of the aircraft to that when this requirement the data recording was extended to include
seated in the cockpit and wearing the helmet the user is 100 separate variables recorded at up to 10 tz during each
presented with the illusion of being inside his aircraft evaluation mission.
complete with all the visible features as viewed from the
cockpit. The FOHMD is thus unique in affording the trainees An air target simulation was added, able to perform the roles
a view of own aircraft features such as wings, intakes, etc. of wingman or leader as required by the evaluation missions.

This proved to be a very successful addition to the capabilities
While this feature is unique it proved to be difficult to of the device. The computer controlled wingman can fly in
generate and position the mask in the 10 and indeed difficult close formation with the trainee aircraft as well as perform
to gather the data necessary to support its development. low level contour flying, so that it can as act a a leader to

allow evaluation of the systems capability to support formation
flying.
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3.3 Imam assessing potential visual and motion upgrades to the
simulator.

During the course of the develjpment of the evaluation unit
some of the original assumptions, as to the required Members of 14 crews participated in the interviews. The
performance, were called into question. Both CAE's own interviewed crew members included a range of experience in
assessments and those of the customer upon his review of the flying hours and other areas. Specifically, the crews
device led to changes in the original goals. The decision to interviewed included:
accelerate development of the eye-tracker was a result of crew
feedback on head motion with the head slaved only system, as Five (5) Instructor Pilots
well as comment on the capability of the background scene. - wo (2) Pilots from NATO "bctical Leader Program
Cockpit illumination, fibre optic cable routing, cockpit mask (TLP)
design all relied heavily on the feedback given during the One (1) Simulator Instructor Pilot
program by pilots and WSO's. Four (4) Instructor WSOs (including some Weapons

Instructors and an Electronic Warfare (EW) Staff
By the time the development was completed and the Officer who served as Wing EW Officer)
evaluation begun a great deal of information had been One (1) Squadron #2"/Executive Officer (Navy
gathered with regard to overall system performance. The Commander)
evaluation itself is of course still in progress and much more One (1) Newly Designated WSO Oust completed
information will be produced. However the observations flight training)
already made provide valuable data as to the directions
development efforts should take. The crews included representatives from Navy and Air Force

bases. This diverse group provided a broad range of
The schedule for Phase One prevented these observations experience and outlook, and therefore offered an excellent
from affecting the configuration, except as previously discussed sampling of interviews and opinions on the areas of interest
however, future systems will benefit much more. FOHMD addressed by the interviews.
development continues, aimed at providing improved image
quality, comfort and a system which is more robust overall During the interviews, the crews confirmed that peacetime
with less sensitivity to the set-up problems which have been restrictions on low-level flight operations make it difficult to
observed with the EU system. Also any future upgraded OFTS train for wartime tactics, and that the simulator as originally
will almost certainly include a modern computer system, with, designed cannot provide low-level operations training. The
in particular, far fewer interfaces than those present on the interviews provided hours of discussion of low-level flying and
EU. navigation, how these activiti,s are performed, and the cues

used by the crews in their performance. They identified the
The development of the EU has brought into sharp focus the typical segments of a mission, and the tasks associated with
issue of matching display system and IG carefully so that the the segments. The profile of a typical low-level mission
benefits of each can be maximized. Much of the information consists of eight major segments:
gathered during the development in this area came as a
surprise for all concerned. However the lessons learned will 1. Mike-off 5. Attack
certainly allow for more precise and beneficial matches to be 2. Thnsit 6. Egress
made in the future. 3. Penetration 7. Recovery

to Low Level 8. Penetration
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 4. Ingress to Land.

The evaluation of the upgraded lbrnado simulator consists of Segments 3 - 6 are the portions of the mission in which the
several elements, as illustrated in Figure 4. The beart of the critical tasks associated with low-level operations occur. The
effort is an experimental study to assets simulator capability interviews provided a focus on those segments, with an
to train low-level operations, and to asses the subjective objective of identifying special goals or requirements specific
impressions of crews flying simulator misions designed to to low-level operations. Such special goals or requirements
exercise the upgraded visual and motion features in simulation lead to performance of maneuvers or procedures specific to
of low-level operations, low-level operations, or are especially constrained at low level,

and are therefore likely to place heavy workloads on the crew.
4.1 Analysts For these goals or requirements, associated low-level

maneuvers or procedures judged as suitable candidates for
As Figure 4 shows, the evaluation effort began with an analysis inclusion in evaluation missions were reviewed for their
and design period, during which analysts interviewed several dependency on visual and motion cues. This provided basis
"lbrnsdo crews. The purpose of the interviews was to provide for beginning to design evaluation missions.
background information, establish a current training baseline,
identify low-level operations tasks aritable for simulator
missions, and help identify potential measures useful for
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Figure 4. Elements of this evahlsaton for the upgoded Toreedo slmsdias e

4.2 Design impressions of the simulation and specifically of the visual and
motion cues presented during the miasions.

For the evaluation, the upgraded simulator fortunately
provides a means of systematically varying the cues provided lb increase the realism, all segments typical of a low-level
by the visual and motion systems during performance of low- mission, including take-off and landing, were represented in
level tasks in simulator missions. Specifically, it is possible to each evaluation mission. Nevertheless, the focus of the
vary the motion cues, permitting training either with a G- objective data collection is on the segments requiring low-level
seat/G-suit system as on the originally designed simulator, or operations. Measures taken during operations in these
with that system augmented by the new 6-DOF motion base. segments will permit a comprehensive evaluation of the
Further, it is possible to obtain variations in the visual cues contribution of the upgraded visual and motion simulation to
provided. This is possible because ,•c visual data base for the performance of low-level operations in the simulator.
evaluation contains certain areas, or corridors, with augmented
cues. The data baew represents an area in south central The test missions were designed to he very similar to each
Germany, including urban areas and some primarily rural other. Nevertheless, they were constructed to require flight in
areas. Within these areas, the data base contains corridors in slightly different arema of the data base to prevent the crews
which visual detail has been augmented by hand-modelling of from performing by anticipating cues they had responded to
buildings and other urban features, or of natural terrain previously. The practice missions each focus on different
features. The scene also provides greater resolution of detail selected evaluation elements, but provide experience in low-
in the natural terrain corridors, level operations of the types required for the test missions.

The capability for systematic variation in cues provided the Another short mission was developed to help crews adjust to
basis for an experimental design In which crews practice low- the FOHMD during a brief familiarization ride to be
level operations under different conditions. The basic concept conducted before the first test mission. The mission was
is to have crews first fly a baseline test mission, then fly designed to avoid low-level tasks while giving crews an
practic- missions under one of the conditions, and finally fly opportunity to become familiar with the visual display before
a second test mission. Any observed differences between the baseline test mission.
crews in performance in the second test mission can then be
related to the conditions under which they practiced. Figure
5 illustrates this concept. 4.22 Eiperimemal Controls

4.2.1 Misiows and Measures The study design included a control for possible variation
resulting from the slight differences between the rust test

Missions were designed for the required test and practice mission and the second test mission. This control is to have
sessions in the evaluation. The missions were constructed half the crews fly one of the missions as their first test mission
using information developed from analysis of the crew and the other half fly the other mission as their first test
interview data. Low-level maneuvers and procedures that were mission. The control also uses both missions during the test
considered likely to he sensitive to variation in visual or following the practice missions, but each crew receives the
motion cues were sequenced to provide misions presenting mission they did not fly previously.
realistic challenges to the crews.

The ability of the experimental design to detect significant
Objective measures were assigned for collection during the differences will be strengthened if the crews in different
missions. Although the evaluation simulator permits the simulator conditions of the experimental evaluation are
automated recording, at a frequency of 10 Hz, of a large approximately equal in terms of experience and ability.
number of parameters, the focus for the experimental part of Therefore, a design goal is to assign crews to the experimeatal
the evaluation is on a subset of measures selected to mess conditions, so that differences among the crews are balanced
thoee differences In performance specifically related to the across the experimental conditions. This will Increase the
visual and motion upgrades to the simulator. Survey power of the statistical techanques that are used. It is a way
instruments were also developed to obtain crew subjective to help ensure that say observed differenses in performance

I .---..
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FAMIUARIZAT1ON
RIDE

Focus: All Evaluation Elements
TEST MISSION 1 Visual: Use Corridors

Motion: G-System + 6-DOF

I I

PRACTICE Focus of Practice Missions: PRACTICEMISSION Selected Evaluation Elements MISSION
1A (e.g., Single-ship, Low-Level "1B

Operations, Formation, Attack)

Visual: I
PRACTICE Missions 1A, 2A, and 3A Use PRACTICE
MISSION Corridors, MISSION

2A Missions 1 B, 2B, and 3B Avoid 2S
Corridors

Motion:
PRACTICE For Each Visual Condition, PRACTICE
MISSION Half of the Crews Practice MISSION

3A with G-System Only and the 38
Others with G-System + 6-DOF

I I

Focus: All Evaluation Elements
TEST MISSION 2 Visual: Use Corridors

Motion: G-System + 6-DOF

Figure S. Types and Focus o0 Missions Experienced by Support Crews during the Experimental Evaluation.
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and subjective impressions between the experimental S. CRITERION FOR JUDGING THE SIMULATOR
conditions are a result of the visual or motion effects, rather
than differences in crew characteristics. It may be argued that the ideal criterion for assessing

simulator capability to provide training of high speed, low
The balance is achieved by matching the experimental groups level, tactical flight operations is the aircraft. In an ideal
for overall flight experience of the crews. The air wings experiment, performance in the aircraft would be the criterion,
providing crews for the experimental testing were requested to and Teat Missions 1 and 2 would be flown in the aircraft, to
send crews in three experience categories based on the total determine if training under different simulator conditions
number of flight hours: relatively inexperienced, experienced, transfers to performance in the aircraft.
and very experienced. The crews are assigned to experimental
groups to equate the experience across the groups as closely Unfortunately, aircraft flights present challenges that make
as possible, them undesirable as part of an experiment. First, peacetime

restrictions on low-level operations in Germany make it
4.23 Statistical Design impossible to perform the tasks (e.g., flight at lowest possible

levels, terrain masking, weapons employment) that are
Figure 6 bhows the design in another way, to show the necesery for the criterion measures. Second, the costs
experimental groups and illustrate the statistical design for the associated with the necessary criterion flights for 40 crews
experimental testing, It is a factorial design permitting make it impractical to use aircraft flights. Finally, and most
statistical assessment using ANOVA or multivariate ANOVA importantly for experimental validity, it is impossible to
(MANOVA) techniques. control the weather, wind conditions, and many other

extraneous variables during actual flights; therefore, it is
The plan calls for a minimum of 40 crews to participate in the impossible to ensure that conditions are comparable between
study. At Step 1, after a familiarization mission, all fly the the first and second test missions, or between crews. Clearly,
first test mission. This mission exposes each crew to the full an alternative criterion is desirable.
capabilities of the upgraded simulator, using the hand-
modelled corridors in the visual data base and the 6.DOF The approach in the evaluation of the upgraded Tornado
motion system. simulator is to use simulator missions under conditions

employing the full features of the upgraded visual and motion
The 40 crews are then divided into the four experimental systems as the criterion test missions. The logic for this
groups, matched for experience, for three practice missions criterion rests on three factors. First, the basic simulation
under one of the experimental conditions estab!ished for Step model is an accepted faithful representation of aircraft

performance. Second, the full features of the upgrades have
2. As the figure shows, there are two visual conditions, one of been integrated with the basic simulation model to provide the
which uses the hand-modelled corridors of the visual data base closest possible representation of the visual and motion cues
and the other of which does not use them. There are two of the aircraft in the simulator.
motion conditions, one using only the G-system and one using
the 6-DOF motion platform. Simulator missions in condition The third factor is dependent upon subjective data being
A are flown with only the G-system motion cues and using the collected during the evaluation itself. If the subjective crew
areas of the visual data base outside the hand-modelled impressions collected during the first and second test missions
corridors. Missions in condition B are flown with the G- provide evidence that the full capabilities of the upgraded
system motion cues and using the hand-modelled corridors in simulator reflect operations in the aircraft to some degree,
the visual data base. Missions in condition C are flown using then those missions can be used as a surrogate for the aircraft
the motion system upgraded with the 6-DOF platform and to that degree. and can serve as a kind of criterion.
areas of the visual data base outside the hand-modelled
corridors. Missions in condition D are flown using the motion Certainly, the results of the evaluation must be interpreted
system upgraded with the 6-DOF motion platform and the with extreme caution. However, there will be data on per-
hand-modelled corridors of the visual data base. formance of many different low-level tasks and procedures

during the evaluation. It will be possible to analyze patterns
The design permits examination of performance and subjective observed in the objective data, concerning changes in
impressions under the different conditions shown in step 2 of performance after practice under the different simulator
the figure. The design also permits observation of any transfer conditions. It will be possible to correlate observed patterns
effects that remain from practice under those different with crew subjective impressions of simulator performance and
conditions. This is possible because the design includes a Test the adequacy of visual and motion cues. Based on these
Mission before the practice and a Test Mission after the analyses, it will be possible to derive meaningful conclusions
practice. to guide additional trials of the simulator.
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S. CRITERION FOR JUDGING THE SIMULATOR (Cont'd)

As illustrated in Figure 4, the experimental testing is not the
end of the evaluation effort. The conclusions drawn from the
experimental testing will be used to guide additional testing by
military training personnel during troop trials. These tests will
serve to verify conclusions from the experimental data, and the
entire evaluation program will form the basis for final
reporting and recommendations concerning the role of
upgraded simulator training for higlh speed, low level, tactical
operations.

Step 1 - Test Mission 1

Step 2 - Three Practice Missions under Experimental Conditions

Visual Simulation
5 Not Using Using
Corridors Corridors

G-System A B

Motion System

6-DOF C D

Step 3 - Test Mission 2

Figure 6. Experimental Design.
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SUMMARY In the event, synthetic training Suites
In 1985, in anticipation of the phased comprising Computer Based Trainers
replacement of the Harrier GR Mk 3 by the (CBT), Procedures Trainers, (Harrier
Harrier GR Mk 5, the UK version of the AV8B, Avionics Systems Trainer (HAST)) and
the UK Air Staff issued a requirement for two mission simulators were identified and
mission simulators capable of fulfilling a placed on order. This paper deals with the
comprehensive pilot training end evaluation task. mission simulator 3specTs of those trainin'j
It identified the need for simulators which would suites.
provide a wide range of psycho-physical cues
with accurate flight and systems simulation, The Air Staff's requirement demanded a
integrated with a high resolution, wide mission simulator capable of providing the
field-of-view visual system compatible with the full spectrum of VSTOL operational flying
Harrier's operational roles and inherent speed and training together with means of controlling
agility. It became apparent that this would and evaluating aircrew performance within
require the utilisation of new technology, flexible wartime scenarios which were to
particularly in the area of head and eye-slaved include Nuclear Biological and Chemical
visual displays; studies within the MoD confirmed (NBC) and Electronic Warfare (EW)
this and concluded that although innovative, the conditions. Further, the ever more vocal
application of such technology was feasible, environmental lobby with its demands for
This paper reviews some of the background and curtailment of low level day and night
selection process and briefly describes the flying served to emphasise the desirability
mission simulators selected to meet the Royal Air of seeking technological solutions to
Force's training needs. providing operational training synthetically

rather than in the actual aircraft.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Harrier GR MK5/7 aircraft have an exacting
primary operational role in low level offensive
support, operating at speeds in excess of 500
knots at low altitude, over undulating terrain by
day and night in all weather conditions. Tasks
are performed under manual control using visual
references only, without the benefit of terrain
following radar. Visual references are enhanced
in low light conditions by the use of Forward
Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) and Night Vision Goggles
(NVG).

Operating the aircraft within the complexities of a
modern ground/air warfare scenario with its r

sophisticated electronic defence mechanisms
creates a potentially hazardous environment with
a high pilot workload. Thus in 1984 the training
requirements for Harrier GR MK5 conversion and
ab initio pilots were the subject of extremely
careful consideration by the Royal Air Force at
Air Staff level. Their deliberations were
influenced to some extent by the then prevailing
decision by HM Government not to procure
dual-seat training aircraft, a situation which
increased the emphasis on the requirement for
comprehensive synthetic training. Fig. 1 Harrier GR Mk 5 Mission Simulator
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Research within MoD establishments such as the A ten man evaluation panel comprising

Institute of Aviation Medicine at the Royal senior representatives from the Operations,

Aerospace Establishment Farnborough and Engineering, Training and Scientific

elsewhere, indicated that to provide effective elements of the MOD was established to

training, in addition to the obvious requirement examine technical proposals in detail. Two

for high fidelity flight and systems simulation, the Harrier front-line pilots were co-opted onto

mission simulator would require a visual system the panel; their job was to "fly" each

of exceptional capability in 1984 technology bidder's demonstration equipment in order

terms. The visual display system would require a to evaluate its merits for the fundamental

Field of View (FOV) capable of providing the full low flying training task and advise the

range of retinal (foveal and extra-foveal) visual evaluation panel.

stimuli deemed essential to elicit correctly

correlated pilot reactions. This is particularly A separate panel evaluated the commercial

relevant when controlling the aircraft at low aspects of the contractor proposals.

level, during the inherently unstable conditions

possible with VSTOL aircraft during transition, The selection process took place between

during air to air refuelling operations and air August and December 1986, a period of

combat, when, in addition to the line of sight intense activity for the evaluation team.

visual information important rate cues are The United States element of equipment

received via the pilot's peripheral vision, demonstration evaluation began at

Washington DC and over a fourteen day

The Harrier mission simulator visual system period a team visited Binghamton NY,

display FOV therefore was required to be as near Pittsburgh, San Fraiocisco, Phoenix, Salt

as practicable to that of the aircraft and the Lake City, Orlando and Daytona Beach.

specification set a requirement of + 80 degrees in This was fodiowed by further

elevation -50 degrees in depression and +1 20 demonstrations in the UK; an exhausting

degrees in azimuth, from the pilot's eyepoint. but extremely valuable exercise.

The display system was required to interface In a close-run competition the

with a high resolution Computer Generated Image recommendations of the evaluation panel

System (CGI) capable of reproducing high scene were endorsed at Minister level and the

detail in tactically significant areas at rates visual system selected was the Singer-Link

compatible with the operational speed and agility (now CAE- Link) MODDIG/ ESPRIT

of the aircraft, from data bases compiled from combination. Singer Link-Miles Inow

terrain data and enhanced with feature detail Link-Miles Limited part of the Thomson

from 1:50,000 scale topographical charts. MoD CSF Aerospace group) were selected as

investigations into the technology available to prime contractor to design and build the

fulfil these requirements indicated that a core simulator and integrate the three

requirement to continuously display and update a major elements.

high resolution CGI in real-time over the total 130

x 240 degrees FOV was unlikely to elicit a cost The actual selection methodology and the

effective technical solution, however a number of rationale behind the selection remain

potentially viable slaved Area-of-Interest (AOIJ confidential to the MoD however, it can be

displays were in various stages of development said that Link's ability to formally

by industry in the USA. It was in this area that demonstrate the functionality of the

the MoD concentrated its search for a technical prototype ESPRIT system in its test bed

solution to the mission simulator training played a significant part in the process.

requirement. It was also apparent that visual

cues alone would not provide the required level 3 THE TECHNICAL SOLUTION

of simulation, indeed research findings indicated

that to be training effective the visual system 3.1 Introduction

should be integrated with a simulator, the The specification for the mission

dynamic elements of which would provide simulators called for equipment capable of

accurately correlated haptic (mechano receptor providing a wide range of synthetic

induced), and vestibular cues to compliment the operational flying training. This presented

retinal stimuli. How this has been achieved is a number of interesting engineering

described below, challenges. The configuration of the

dynamic element of the Mission Simulator

2 THE SELECTION PROCESS reflects the requirement for a large FOV

MoD (PE) issued the formal Invitation to Tender visual display area, to enable the practicc

in May 1986. A key requirement was that for of high speed low level ground support

each visual system offered tender evaluation operations.

would include a formal demonstration which

directly related to the system being proposed.
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pilot's eye movement. Eye position data is

correlated with head position data
measured by magnetic sensors within the

helmet. The HMOS emulates the human

saccadic suppression system which closes
down optical signals to the brain during
eyeball movement, thus the AOl is closed
down during transit across the dome

surface and regenerated at the new point
of focus, so that wherever the pilot looks
he perceives only the high resolution image

within the AOl. This all happens very
quickly and the HMOS system is designed

"to cope with saccade step responses in
excess of 700 degrees per second and
accelerations of up to 50,000 degrees per

second per second. The HMOS system
can also be used when the student pilot is
wearing NBC equipment.

The lower resolution peripneral image is

- displayed via a wide angle lens designed to" 77' cover the specified FOV. The high

resolution AOl is projected via a small
servo-controlled mirror and the system also

controls three other servos whicP maintain

Fig. 2 Harrier Mission Simulator Configuration AOl size, focus and brightness level as its

direction and focal length changes.

The cockpit assembly is mounted on the motion

platform forward of the electronics linkage

cabinets which are surmounted by a platform

bearing the visual display system projectors,

optical trains and servos, all totally enveloped by

a 24' diameter visual display dome. The entire

assembly is mounted on a six degree of freedom,

hydraulic motion system. All computers, and the

majority of the electronics cabinets and instructor

facilities are located off-board.

3.2 Visual System
Visual imagery emitted by two GE light valves is

projected onto the high gain (8:1) interior surface

cf the dome. The dome is a rigid glass fibre

co~nposite structure designed to withstand the

rigours of motion dynamics and forms part of the

CAE-Link Eye Slaved Projected Raster Irset

(ESPRIT) display system. The problem of

displaying a high resolution CGI over a large FOV

is solved by taking advantage of the fact that the

human eye can resolve high level detail only

within a relatively small area, the peripheral

imagery perceived outside this atoa being of
lower resolution. The ESPRIT therefore blends a

high resoluton area-of-interest (AOI) of 18 Fig. 3 The Helmet-Mounted Occulometer

degrees with;n a total field-of-view of lower

resolution. The AOl is slaved to the pilot's eye Another unique aspect of the system is

and head movements via a closed loop servo utilisation of the head motion data to shift

-ftem activated by sensor devices mounted the visual image in response to head

upon and within the pilot's helmet. movement to create relative motion and
perspective of objects in the scene. This

The complete system, known as the Helmet provides useful parallax cues which can

Mounted Occulometer System (HMOS), add the sensation of a third dimension to

comprises a chnrge coupled occulometer device, the visual scene.

effectively a miniature camera which tracks the
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3.3 Imaae Generation simulator.
The visual system imagery is produced by
CAE-Uink's h•gh p•rformance Modular Digital The only rfa,WJdd ,tean in thv avioni,,
Image Generator (MODDIG) system which was suite is the Head-Up-Display (HUD),
designed to interface with the ESPRIT display. although the modification is not readily
MODDIG provides two channels of imagery, one apparent without close scrutiny of the

for the AOI and the other for the peripheral hardware. The GR Mk5 HUD and GR Mk7
elements of the scene. A third channel provides Night Attack HUD optical trains are

the means to simulate the Harrier Angle Rate modified to reduce the focal length of the

Bombing System (ARBS) and Forward Looking displayed symbology and FUR from infinity
Infra Red (FLIR). to a distance coincident with the visual

display dome inner surface. The
The MODDIG provides a comprehensive range ot symbology is also remapped to maintain
specified visual effects including air to ground, air its's correct size and spatial relationship
to air, SAM and AAA weapon effects and with the hardware. Both the Head-Up and
correctly correlated dynamic ground, air and Head-Down Multi Purpose Displays (MPD)
maritime targets using the techniques of texture, are driven by an as-aircraft Display
smooth shading and translucency to good effect. Processor (DP).
Real time mapping functions to pre- distort the
imagery to enable its display on the curved The Electronic Warfare (EW) and Weapons
surface of the dome and high speed data Management systems including the Angle
selection are achieved within the system. Rate Bombing system (ARBS) are also fully

simulated. Standby instruments, including
In addition to the specified deliverable land and an HSI are simulated instruments designed

sea databases, a suite of database generation and manufactured by Link-Miles.
tools is provided which includes an automatic
DLMS terrain data transformation facility and the 4.3 Flight Handling and Performance
means to enhance the resulting data base with During flight the simulator provides a

features and target models. This facility allows correctly synchronised range of
the amendment of existing and the production of environmental and pilot initiated
new databases and models providing psycho-physical cues commencing with

potentially world-wide capability, the on- set movement of the motion
system which provides haptic and

4 AVIONICS. WEAPONS & FLIGHT vestibular stimuli, these cues are
SYSTEMS Perpetuated as required, by the G seat/G

suit system and confirmed by the visual
4.1 Introduction system. They are supplemented by digital
There is little point in providing the simulator with aural cues and the reactions of displays

a technically advanced visual system unless the and instruments which are individually
core simulator flight handling, engine timed to match the aircraft systems.
performance, avionics and weapons management Primary control feel is very accurately
systems simulation attain compatibl. levels of simulated and fidelity maintained using
fidelity, observing that the final training system is digital control loading.
a totally integrated entity. This being the case a
great deal of effort was expended in identifying Historically, latency of response to control
optimum approaches in all areas, the criterion inputs has been a significant issue,
being (as always) that all systems function and particularly when simulating high speed
react as those of the real aircraft to maximise agile aircraft on motion systems.
training transfer. Fortunately, the situation has progressively

improved as technology has provided the
4.2 Avionics and Weaoons Manaoement means to reduce the time taken to perform
Fidelity of avionics system simulation is the critical flight loop calculations. The
optimised by interfacing either actual aircraft or simulator specification called for the total
simulated systems with a simulated 1553 response to primary control input to be

Muxbus, controlled, as in the aircraft by a completed in some 220 ma. In the event
Mission Comliter (MC). Unmodified aircraft response times from control input to visual
Operational Flight Programmes (OFP) are loaded system update in the order of 130 ms are
into the MC and the simulator system is designed achieved, much nearer to the aircrafts'
to respond to instructor initiated or programmed inherent latency than has previously been
freezes and resets. The system is also capable the case.

of accepting customer amended OFP's without
the need to amend simulator software, enabling This is achieved by controlling the three
aircrew to experience the impact of the OFP major elements of the simulator i.e. Core

amendment on the aircraft systems in the Simulator, MOODIG and ESPRIT with
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similar micro processor based parallel processor malfunctions during the sortie to enable
systems interfaced via sha, cd (global) memory, practice in reversionary and emergency
and operating where appropriate at an iteration procedures, and evaluate student
rate of 60Hz. reactions. Other displays repeat cockpit

head-up and head-down displays and
4.4 Engine and Miscellaneous Systems instruments status. All cockpit control
The aircraft engine, its ancillary systems and all panels and Hands on Throttle and Stick
electrical, hydraulic and gaseous systems are IHOTAS) controls and switches are
accurately simulated. In addition to the G seat repeated at the display console on mimic
and G suit facility the pilot may actually initiate panels.
ejection if circumstances demand. This will
simply bring the motion system to rest and freeze The mimic panels reflect the design of
the sortie. However, at the Instructor Operator each cockpit panel, are laid-out in as near
Station a model based upon actual seat test data to the cockpit configuration as possible
will automatically calculate the pilots' chances of and indicate changes of cockpit
successful ejection based on the flight switch/control status as they occur,
parameters extant at the point of initiation, providing instantaneous information and

switch history data to the instructor.
C forces are simulated by the G seat and G suit
facility. Cockpit lighting and the visual scene A tactics development facility at the lOS
also react. As sustained G forces are simulated provides the instructor with the means to
the visual scene collapses progressively from the develop tactical scenarios off-line from a
outer edges of the peripheral display finally comprehensive and expandable target and
utilising the variable AOI size capability inherent ground threat library. The resulting
in the HMOS to provide a "tunnel vision' effect scenarios are fully interactive with the
adding a further element of realism to air to air related core simulator aircraft systems, (for
combat training, example the EW system) and the visual

system. During the sortie the instructor
4.5 Instructor Ooerator Station can direct and participate in tactical

UMO operations, monitoring all interactive
Training sorties and pilot activities are planned, own-ship and dynamic target activity via a
controlled and monitored at the Instructor tactical display at the lOS.
Operator Station (lOS). The lOS provides
facilities for a flight simulator instructor and an The lOS offers the instructor a wide range
aircrew instructor but is designed for single of facilities including 30 minutes of
instructor operation if required. record/replay, weapon scoring, freeze/reset

facility etc.
Control is exercised from a user friendly
push-button control console and all information 4.6 Remote Debrief Facility iRDF)
concerning the simulator and the sortie is All major elements of a sortie are recorded
presented to the instructor via high resolution on VCR and disc and may be replayed for
colour monitors. analysis/debriefing at the RDF. The RDF

comprises two independent systems which
Significant features apparent to the pilot in the allow debriefing to take place whilst the
visual scene are presented to the instructor via next sortie is in progress. All tactics
three 24" colour monitors. This facility is elements are recorded and one monitor of
effectively a separate graphics generator based the RDF is dedicated to a repeat of the
visual system the data bases for which are pilot's visual forward field of view. This
compiled from the same source data and run facility can be utilised to view own-ship
synchronously with the MODDIG. The scene line-of-sight from another spatial view
displayed can be enhanced with additional point e.g. from a ground threat point of
graphical information such as height posts, target view as own-ship transits the tactical
positions, and identification data to optimise the scenario.
instructor workload. A cursor slaved to the
HMOS indicates where the pilot is looking and 4.7 Nicht Attack Trainina
the pitch and roll functions can be frozen if Currently the first mission simulator design
required, to obviate continuous horizon reflects that of the Harrier GR MK5 aircraft
movement during prolonged periods of agile in that night attack training is limited to
manoeuvring. the use of NVGs. The second mission

simulator design reflects that of the Harrier
Other monitors provide displays of control GR MK7 night attack aircraft. The video
function pages from which the instructor can output of the MODDIG FUR channel is
select, enter and vary a range of ambient modified electronically to introduce
conditions and introduce aircraft system characteristics of the aircraft FUR system.



The resulting imagery is displayed in the Night applied to the Harrier mission simulators in
Attack Head-Up Display (NAHUD) and either of terms of piloted simulator effectiveness,
the Head- Down Displays. Other changes to the two Harrier GR5 current squadron pilots
avionics system such as NVG compatible lighting were appointed to test the simulators
and the introduction of multi purpose colour throughout the engineering test and
displays (MPCD) and Video Map Generation acceptance phases and advise the
System IVMGS) are also simulated. contractor on fidelity. Implementation of

this important policy has allowed a

NVG training will be conducted in both simulators significant amount of comparative testing
using special NVG helmets which utilise the to take place and perhaps even more
HMOS in head-slaved mode with the high significantly has provided good initial
resolution AOI expanded to 40 degrees. This indications that all the necessary cues are
provides the same head slaved FOV as perceived available to enable high speed low level

by the pilot when using NVG in the aircraft and training and that the simulators will play
provides the capability to practice operations their part in the development of piloting
using either FUR or NVG in the safe environment skills when in service.
of the simulator and experience the effects of
typical system malfunctions before undertaking
actual flying operations.

5 CONCLUSION
Within the limits of this paper it is not possible to
be other than somewhat superficial in the
description of this complex procurement,
however, those experienced in defence
procurement and tactical training requirements
will have recognised that the design and

production to the required quality of three
technically advanced and substantially innovative
elements, each separated by many thousands of
miles, culminating in their integration in the UK,
presented a significant challenge to both the
MoD, the prime contractor and the principal
sub-contractors.

The first simulator successfully completed

rigorous factory acceptance testing by the MOD
in June this year and is currently undergoing
recommissioning at RAF Wittering in anticipation
of becoming ready for training in December.

It is significant that the principles of those areas
of technology which originally represented the
highest technical risks have been proven. These Fig. 4 Harrier NVG Helmet Assembly
include the operation of a display dome on a
motion system, the use of eye slaving with 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
aircrew spectacles and the provision of a Tong HM. An Eye-Slaved Visual System
production capability for large areas of visual for Tactical Combat Training - Harrier GR
system data base with the degree of scene Mk5 Mission Simulator. IMAGE V. Visual
content required for low level operations. Simulation Conference, June 1990.

As is to be expected on a project of this BENSON A.J. Perception of Motion Cues.
complexity the final proof of training Royal Aeronautical Society, Flight
effectiveness will only emerge when the Simulation Group Conference, November
simulator is in service and a few practical 1989.
milestones remain to be achieved, such as the
regular use of the HMOS with the NBC Mask

during operational sorties and the optimisation of
NVG and FLIR simulation on the second (GRMK7)
simulator. These are also scheduled to be
achieved this year, the latter in conjunction with
the M,)D'S night attack systems specialists. COPYRIGHT-ControUerHMSO London 1991

In order to make best use of the technology -,
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1. INTOUrON
SUMARY

During the late seventies and
As a result of conceptual the early eighties Operation Research

design work on future fighter air- studies and mannned simulations were
craft and of future Air/Air weapons conducted by MBB to investigate the
it was concluded that in future impact of future Air/Air weapons on
Air/Air combat, especially in the air combat and fighter design ( [1]
Beyond Visual Range (BVR) scenario, a to [6] ).
pilot has to be supported by means of The new feature of those
intelligent onboard processing weapons was the all aspect capability
equipment in order to fulfill his of Short Range missiles. This capabi-
most demanding tasks by fully lity was requiring automatically that
exploiting the weapon system also the gun had to have an all
capabilities, aspect capa:ility in ordeL to be

useful (Fig.l).
An integrated fire and tactical Operations Research investi-

flight director control system was gations were showing that air combat
developed for the entire air combat starting in the Beyond Visual Range
arena by DASA MBB's Military Aircraft (BVR) was often leading into a Short
Division in its manned simulator Range (SR) combat situation. It was
facility. A description of the not possible to separate the low
developed system and the used subsonic and high supersonic combat
simulator facility is given, arena without loosing combat effec-

tiveness. In particular it was found
As a first step to verify this that the introduction of reliable

development the Attack and Maneu- look down/shoot down radars and
vering System (AMS) for the BVR - Air Medium Range Air/Air Missiles alters
Combat was successfully evaluated by the nature of the BVR - Air/Air
the German Luftwaffe in a large scale combat significantly. When employed
manned realtime simulation study. It both on the "blue" and "red" side
was demonstrated that such a system they force the opponents to maneuver
can significantly improve the combat in offensive and defensive manner in
effectiveness of a modern fighter a rather high supersonic speed regime
aircraft in the BVR - scenario by a over extended periods of time. This
factor of up to 6 C depending on necessitates tactics and manteu rs
scenario ). which are difficult to employ and to

assess by a pilot due to the highly
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dynamic nature of the BVR - combat - Pilot Vehicle Interface
and therefore little time is left for - Resource Management
gaining Situational Awareness (SA). All the relevant/necessary infor-

The time critical decision mations about performance and state
making process for threat assessment, of opponents, weapons, own aircraft
target recognition and designation, and the intended mission must be made
prelaunch maneuvering, weapon available to the onboard computer in
employment and escape maneuvering order to derive the situation assess-
calls for an initial movement as ment and the appropriate tactic.
early as possible for the fighters These informations yield to a
success and survival. External and maneuver and weapon employment propo-
internal sensor informations must be sal which are presented to the crew
acquired, processed and used via the PVI. It's now up to the
immediately to keep pace with the crew's decision whether to follow
rapidly evolving scenario, this proposal or not, leaving the

A pilot left with the manual crew in control of the aircraft and
tasks of simultaneously flying the in command of the airbattle.
aircraft, operating the sensors,
comprehending the tactical informa-
tions from displays and coming to 3. SENSOR 1RNAGIDIT ( Fig. 3
tactical decisions would be severly
overtaxed in its ability to cope with Based on the knowledge of
the speed of rolling events in such effective sensor ranges, Ground Con-
an airbattle. trol Intercept ( GCI ) station infor-

mations, assumed opponent tactic and
Consequently the need for performance and the situation assess-

computerized sensor operations and ment of the tactical computer the
fusion, tactical decision assistance Sensor Management controls the air-
and automated optimum flight path craft sensors in terms of their field
advice was recognized. of view, scan patterns, operating

modes and other parameters. It relie-
ves the crew workload from most of

2. ATTUX AND MANEUVER SYSTEM (AMS) the radar and Infrared Search and
CCEPT Track System ( IRSTS ) operation.

In todays fighter aircraft Radar operation is limited as
sensors are operated manually by the much as possible by crosscueing the
crew. Acquired data are presented to radar to Radar Homing And Warning
the crew which must correlate the ( RHAN ) and IRSTS contacts to avoid
data from different displays and any unnecessary search operation of
derive the tactical situation to come the radar.
to the appropriate tactical
decisions. An automated system must Crosscueing and target
perform in a similar manner to be extrapolations are reducing reacqui-
accepted by pilots. sition times after evasive maneuvers

which can create lock breaks due to
gimbal limitations of sensors.

These functions ( Fig. 2 ) are:
Search and reacquisition

- Sensor Management operations use any previous knowledge
- Sensor Fusion and predicted target flight path
- Tactical Processor and Fire combined with a coordinated search

Control maneuver in order to minimize
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reacquisition times to reach a time time available to continue the pre-
and position advantage over the sent attack before a defensive maneu-
opponent. In critical combat ver must be executed in order to
situations several seconds can be avoid an assumed counterfire to be-
gained compared to manual sensor come effective. Simultaneously an own
operations in the manned simulation Time To Fire ( TTF ) is calculated
study. for effective medium Range Missile

( MM ) firing(s) and displayed.

4. S5ENS0 FUSION An Inrange Computation takes
into account a set of possible target

All sensor informations are maneuvers and yields missile ranges
transformed into a ccajn coordinate under these assuqptions.Both own and
system. Sensor contacts are processed the opponent ranges are calculated.
into sensor tracks, sensor tracks are However, these missile envelopes are
fused into corporate tracks which only presented on the displays. They
contain all target relevant inform- are not used for fire control
tions. purposes.

These tracks comprise position, The 06 adapts in real time to
velocity, maneuver load factors,radar the evolving situation and allows a
and IR emissions and an assessment of continous prediction of probable
possible target behaviour (agressive/ events. Based on this prediction
non agressive ). advices are continously calculated

and presented how to maneuver the
Based on observed opponent aircraft and when to employ the

tactics and assumed intentions tracks weapons to achieve the best possible
are long term extrapolated if a lock results. After weapon release the
break occurs. This helps to maintain system calculates the necessary
the Situational Awareness (SA) and missile update and illumination times
accelerates the reacquisition as soon before they can fly autonomous and
as targets might reappear in the assesses their potential of hitting
defined field of view. the target.

Short Range maneuver advices
5. TACTICAL PROCESSOR AND FIRE for missile deployment are based on

CONTROL "pure pusuit", gun attacks are based
on "lead pursuit", (a fuselage aiming

The Tactical Processor (Fig. 4) system coupled with the flight
is the heart of the AMS. Using all control system enhances gun aiming)

available informations from the cor- a-•. MIR maneuvers are divided in
porate tracks, threat assessment, maneuver sections which are
possible own and opponent maneuver
and weapon potentials an Onboard - Prelaunch
Simulation ( OS ) is performed in the - Postlaunch
BVR-combat to derive the outcome of - evasive maneuvers
possible opponents firings under - Reattack
various own maneuver assumptions ( it - Search
is hereby not assumed that a sensor - and Disengage in case of
exists that can detect an opponent's low fuel, no more weapons
firing ). or severe disadvantage.

Based on these 06 results a All proposed maneuvers are optimized
Safe Time is calculated which is the using the available aircraft flight
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envelope and limited by aircraft sa- and other expendables are continously
fety parameters as useful angle of monitored and displayed to the crew
attack, dynamic pressure limit, if necessary, e.g. a fuel low
g - load as well as terrain avoidance situation.
and allowable pilot g - strains.

All known opponents are continously 8. DEVELOPNDIT WNCIRH•T
tracked, if possible, and their
threat potential monitored throughout The Als has been developed over
an engagement in order to maintain SA a period of eight years. Extensive
while fighting the highest threat(s). research into available game theory

and optimum control algorithms gave
The Tactical Processor is limited results only. Eventually a

implemented as a feedback system feedback algorithm with a strong
which continously accounts for the heuristic background was developed as
evolving situation and can adapt to a a maneuver generator which proved to
wide range of tactical events in real be equally adaptable to generate
time. short range as well as medium range

maneuver advices. This was ccmbined
with Sensor Management and Sensor

6. PILOT VEHICLE INTERFACE Fusion functions feeding informations
into a Tactical Processor.

The calculations of the Tactic
Processor and the results of the The Sensor Management system
situation assessment are presented to was implemented as a rule based
the crew via the Pilot Vehicle Inter- system being a successful application
face ( PVI ) to maintain the SA and of artificial intelligence techniques
to allow the decision of either in a real time system.
following the calculated advices or
not. It's also possible for the crew The Tactical Processor
to interfere with the system by supervises the whole system, derives
changing target priorities, target the situation assessment and feeds
designation for missile firings and the maneuver generator as an integral
to adjust for own tactical decisions part.
via a specified HOTRS (Hands On
Throttle And Stick). All A/S-functions had to run in

real time. They were in fact designed
The tactical situation is pre- from the start to do so with an

sented mainly on Head Down Displays affordable amount of computing capa-
( HDD's ). Flight and Flight Director city.
( FD ) informations as well as weapon
employment advices are presented via To develop and test such a
both the Head Up Display ( HUD ) and system a simulator was the only fea-
Head Down Displays. Fig. 5 and 6 show sible tool. An extensive real time
a BVR-combat situation as presented simulation of an air combat scenario
in the Tactical HOD and the HUD. has been built, comprising up to four
Display formats and range selections airplanes with sensors, weapons and
are automated and constantly adjusted associated tactics and the manned
to the present situation needs. development simulator with the

san-maschine interface.

7. RESOURCE lWNG1K An overview of the components
of the NB development simulator is

Remaining armament, fuel status shown on Fig. 7. It consists of
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roment and could only be tested agai-
a General Electric nst the limited tactical repertoire
Compuscene IV Computer of computer generated opponents.
Generated Image System ( six There was the question whether a
channels giving a field of pilot could outmaneuver the computer
view of 140 x 114 degrees ) assisted system.

- a 30 ft dome The IABG Dual Flight Simulator
(DFS) provided a good opportunity to

generic fighter cockpits and verify the computer assisted system
helicopter cockpits with against a crew's wits and to prove
buffet-system, g-system and the soundness of the design. The two
a soon to be installed noise manned simulators ( Fig. 9 ) at MB
generator and IABG where tied up to allow the

assessment of a computer assisted
- the Control Console piloted airplane against a

conventionally piloted airplane.
- the Central Interface

A large scale manned real time
the real time simulation simulation was initiated. The "blue"
computer ( formerly a HEP side was implemented in the MBB's
with two Programs Execution dome simulation facility and conne-
Modules, since early 1990 a cted via a high speed optical data
Harris computer with 8 link, over a distance of 2000 meter,
CPU's ) with the IABG's two dome simulation

facility where the "red" side was
- a computer for prografme implemented. It was decided to

development ( formerly a VAX verify, as a first step, the AKS in
780 , since 1990 a Harris the BVR-Air Combat. Both sides were
computer with 2 CPU's ) using identical fighter aircraft,

radars and BYR - weapons.
- a link to the IAEG Dual

Flight Simulator. Two different setups were used
( Fig. 10 ), a fighter vs. fighter

The simulator proved sufficient and a fighter vs. escort fighter plus
for the task, only hampered in Short fighter bombers enviroment ( the
Range combat due to its limited field fighter bombers ware computer genera-
of view. Fig. 8 presents a view into ted and computer controlled models by
the dome with the generic fighter IABG ). The escort was equipped with
cockpit. a partly enhanced (F-18 type) fire

control and situation display system.
The primary programming langu- The blue fighter was equipped with

age was FORTRAN 77. Sensor Management the AMS. For each setup a reference
and Sensor Fusion was rewritten in case was performed to measure the
ADA in 1990 and tested in the real increase in exchange ratio when using
time simulation. The final programme the AMS. These reference cases were
consisted of 96 parallel processes, performed in the IABG DFS, where two
with a maximum of 44 processes identical aircraft with the above
running at the same time. mentioned F-18 type avionic were

flying the air fights ( this makes
9. SYSTUE EVALU.TION four cases - two without AS on the

"blue" side and two with MS on the
The AMS was initially developed "blue" side ).

in a real time man vs. computer envi-
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Over 400 engagements were flown the aircraft was exceeding its
in order to establish a valid basis dynamic pressure limit.
for reliable statistical results.The The result of case 1 clearly
flights were conducted by combat reflects the disadvantage of "blue"
ready German Luftwaffe pilots. The caused by the starting conditions.
campaign lasted about three weeks and With AMS on the "blue" side (case 2)
included extensive system familiari- the losses are considerably reduced
sation where the crews were evenly and the overall exchange ratio rea-
rotated between blue and red facili- ched a value of about one to three in
ties. favour of "blue". The same is true

when comparing case 3 and case 4 for
During the training phase and fighter losses only. Even better

even more during the evaluation phase results can be seen on Fig. 13 .The
the pilots could build up a detailed overall exchange ratio incliding
knowledge of AMS capabilities. This bomber losses amounts to as much as
led to the adaption of "blue" tactics almost one to six in favour of
into "red" behaviour for the study "blue".
and precluded therefore even better
study results. - Crews expressed great appreci-

ations and acceptance for the
Fig. 11 shows aircraft and overall AMS. Mainly the reduced

missile trajectories of a BVR - crew workload and the greatly
engagement flown during the study. improved SA provided by the AMS
The duration of such engagements is were the key factors.
limited to only a few minutes due to
afterburner fuel consumption. - Lower average and peak g-levels

could be observed on "blue's"
The study results [7] were very side throughout the fights.
encouraging in several respects:

The high g-levels which were
- The exchange ratio in the fighter flown by the pilots without AMS

vs. fighter enviroment improved should be looked upon closely.
by a factor of about three using Despite the simulation of g's by
the AMS, blowing up the anti-g-suit and the

simulation of "grey out/black out" by
- The exchange ratio in the fighter reducing or completely shutting off

vs. escort fighter plus fighter displays and visual system, there is
bombers enviroment improved by a obviously a "simulator effect". A
factor of almost six. pilot would probably not be able to

tolerate these frequently occuring
It's worth to be noted that high g-levels of up to 8.5 g.

the engagements were usually started
with a disadvantage for the "blue" - Attempts to "cheat" the AMS have
fighter. been unsuccessful resulting in a

Fig. 12 shows the absolute solid confidence into AMS
fighter losses. These losses include proposed maneuvers and tactics on
missile kills, RTB- and pressure the blue side hence red crews
limit kills. A RTB- (Return To Base) were trying to copy manually the
kill was called whenever remaining blue tactics.
fuel dropped below a previously
defined limit before the aircraft was The PVI was found satisfactory
reaching a specified heading within for this simulation campaign howev- r
certain limits ( +/- 30 degrees ). A this has to be greatly improved for
pressure limit kill was called when use in operational aircraft.
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The development and testing was [ 6 ] Herbst W.B. , "Future Fighter

stopped in 1989 to due other company Maneuverability
priorities, for Air Combat"

AIAA Aircraft Design Systems &
Operations Meeting

10. CONCLUSICO Fort Worth, Texas, Oct. 1983

It was demonstrated that the [ 7 3 "Operationeller Nutzen des

capabilities of a modern weapon sys- AMS"

tem can only be fully exploited by B/WT 8008/01, Aug. 9, 1989

the implementation of an AMS - like
system and it is achievable with
todays technologies.
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directly related to the system being proposed.
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SUMMARY now, we would like to emphasize that the tiltrotor
has unique capabilties unto itself. For the

Initial shipboard compatiblitiy tests of the V-22 purpose of simplification, we will use the terms
Osprey VSTOL tiltrotor aircraft were conducted 'helicopter' and 'tiltrotor' interchangeably
aboard the USS Wasp (LHD-1) on 4-8 throughout this paper.
December 1990. Pilot training and engineering
analysis for the first shipboard launches and 1.2 In the past the U.S. Navy's testing of
recoveries of the V-22 Osprey aircraft were helicopter shipboard operations came long after
conducted in the V-22 simulator at the Naval Air most of the Navy's helicopters were acquired.
Test Center. During these sessions workload data Through years of trial and error, helicopter
was recorded and the pilots made comments aircrews have learned shipboard lessons the hard
regarding the quality of the training. Quantitative way. However, with the advent of the U.S. Navy's
comparisons of time history data have been made potential acquisition of the V-22 Osprey aircraft,
using power spectral densities, averages and the Full Scale Development (FSD) program
maximum attained values. Qualitative comments required its aircraft prototypes to have the
have been compared to the remarks made after the capability to test for shipboard compatibility prior
actual at-sea tests. Conclusions are drawn to production. It should be noted that this was the
concerning the effectiveness of the training; and first FSD aircraft program to undertake a
suggestions for future improvements have been shipboard test so early in the development cycle.
made. The shipboard testing carried out was only the

second government test series of the aircraft.
LIST OF SYMBOLS

1.3 The ability to conduct a shipboard test early
IGE In ground effect in an aircraft development cycle menans that the
OGE Out of ground effect hazards of the test are more severe, as the aircraft
WL Workload, inch-pounds itself is still undergoing a development process.
PSD Power spectral density This is where the powerful tool of simulation
Hz Frequency, Hertz becomes irreplaceable, but only if the simulator

accurately replicates both the aircraft and the
1.0 BACKGROUND environment under which the mission is to be

performed.
1.1 Helicopter launch and recovery aboard ship
are acts which imposes great demands on both 1.4 The United States Navy has constructed and
the aviator and the aircraft. They are tasks in fielded the V-22 Government Test Pilot Trainer
which success depends on factors that are which is a full motion, high fidelity training and
inherent to both the aircraft and the ship. The flight test support simulation. This simulator is
helicopter is particularly unfortunate, as it is a the primary training device for the developmental
fundamentally unstable machine that is required and operational test training for government V-22
to operate under the most adverse of shipboard pilots. This training system has been upgraded to
conditions to complete its missions. The hazards support the training of V-22 crews in the required
associatedwith shipboard operations have forced procedures for shipboard launch and recovery
the helicopter test and evaluation community to operations.
regard these operations with great respect. While
we have liberally used the term 'helicopter' up to 92- 15976

92',',7,
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1.5 The effectiveness and quality of the training conversion of the nacelles to 0 deg (airplane
received from simulator flights can be evaluated mode), the FCS phases out the cyclic rotorby comparing quantitative and qualitative data of swashplate commands and controls the aircraft

similar parameters from similar tasks flown through the use of conventional aerodynamic
during simulator training flights and the actual at- surfaces.
sea flight tests.

2.3 The test aircraft, BuNo's 163913 and 163914,
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT were prototype aircraft which contained on-board

flight test instrumentation. This instrumentation
provided data from the test aircraft to both
contractor and government personnel aboard the
test ship. Additionally, aircraft 163913 was
configured without infrared suppressors; in their
place were installed prototype engine exhaust
ejectors and 60 deg deflectors. These components
were designed to deflect exhaust gases away from
the aircraft and equipment aboard ship.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATOR

V-22 Aircraft in Airplane Mode 3.1 The U.S. Navy's V-22 Osprey simulation in
use is located in the NATC Manned Flight

Figure 1 Simulator (MFS) facility. The computer models
are hosted on the Tactical Avionics Simulation

2.1 The V-22 Osprey (Figure 1) is a tilt-rotor, Test and Evaluation Facility computer system
V/STOL multi-mission aircraft manufactured by cluster. This system is a multi-configuration
Bell Helicopter Textron Incorporated and Boeing collection of Digital Equipment's VAX series of
Helicopters. Each of the two 6,150 shaft horse machines in association with aircraft mission and
power Allison (YT406-AD-400) turboshaft flight control computers, visual system generation
engines are housed in a wingtip nacelle and drives devices, and the required bus and network
a 38-ft diameter three bladed proprotor. The interfaces.
aircraft is a high wing design with retractable, 3.2 The
tricycle type landing gear. The airframe is Av aerodynamic models are run on an
constructed primarily of graphite-reinforced Avalon Inc. processor which is hosted on a
epoxy composite material. The two proprotor Digital MicroVax II. Another MicroVax II is
gearboxes are interconnected through a series of used for the avionics system modeling. These
drive shafts and gearboxes to maintain rotor models communicate with a V-22 configured
synchronization and one engine inoperative AYK series mission computer via a 1553 bus
power to both proprotors. The tiltrotor design patch panel. The mission computer in turn
allows the nacelles to rotate through a 97.5 deg communicates to the aircraft quality display
arc, from horizontal (0 deg) in the fixed wing processors via 1553 bus interfaces in the
mode of operation to aft of the vertical (90 deg) in simulator. The avionics, airframe and other
the helicopter mode of operation. processes share a common memory which

resides in the in-house designed and constructed
2.2 The design includes a triple redundant, fly- multiport memory.
by-wire digital Primary Flight Control System
(PFCS) and an Automatic Flight Control System 3.3 The visual system used is a General Electric
(AFCS) to control the aircraft. The Flight Compuscene IV, and the images produced by this
Control System (FCS) software version used system are projected on a Rediffusion Wide H
throughout this test was 5.3.2 (patch 064). This visual display device. This display system is
version encompasses the PFCS and core AFCS. mounted to a Rediffusion six degree of freedom

With the nacelles at or near 90 deg (helicopter motion platfom which has been modified to
mode), the FCS controls the aircraft in a method accept multiple cockpits in keeping with the MFS
similar to a twin rotor helicopter. During modular design. This combination motion base



and visual projection system make up the motion a high state of flight dynamic accuracy at all
simulation station. times. This process is as follows: First, the

simulator is used to assist flight test planning of
3.4 The eight channels of digitized aural cueing an upcoming portion of the project test plan to
are provided by a pair of Amiga computers. The insure good use of all available flight time by
sound samples themselves have been gathered optimizing the flight test profile, and also to
from both the V-22 and the XV-15 tiltrotor ensure safety of flight. Then, once the simulator
aircraft. has been checked out for training readiness by a

member of the test team, the flight test cards are
3.5 The cockpit itself was constructed by Seven pre-flown in as realistic a manner as possible,
Bar Systems Inc. to replicate the aircrew work with as many of the actual flight test participants
stations of aircraft number BuNo 163912. It is a performing the same duties they would during the
wheel mounted, moveable device that can function actual flight, whether it be manning strip-charts,
in any of the four simulation stations. For the monitoring safety of flight data, or performing
training described in this paper the cockpit was communications duties. Part of the process is the
utilized in the motion station described above. establishment of all the parameters required for
The cockpit is outfitted with actual aircraft Multi- proper flight test data reduction, so a data base
Function Displays (MFDs), display processors, can be constructed of expected results by the time
keypads and video display units, and high fidelity flight test occurs
simulated instruments.

5.2 After flight tests have been completed, the
3.6 The ship models and the ship environment actual results can be directly compared to the
models have all been programmed in-house, predicted, and any required upgrades or
State-of-the-art modeling techniques have been corrections to the simulation are performed.
employed to replicate four different classes of Through this constant process of blending results
U.S. Naval ships, and analytical updates are back into predictions, the V-22 simulation has
constantly investigated and tested to modify the achieved an outstanding acceptance rate with the
characterisitics of the ship environment, test pilots who fly boih the aircraft and the

simulation. The mission tasks have, qualitatively,
4.0 SCOPE been a comfortable and believable representation

of the tasks the pilots perform in the aircraft. It
4.1 Shipboard flight testing of the V-22 Osprey was with this attitude that the aircrew entered
was conducted on 7 December 1990 and training for the shipboard operations.
comprised 12 flight hours at-sea. The three
goverment test pilots logged over 40 hours of 5.3 The most visable method of assessing
simulator flight time in preparation starting in late effectiveness of simulator flying qualities and
September of 1990. Engineering development performance, and mechanical characteristics, is to
and evaluations of the shipboard simulation quantitatively compare time history data of
began in June of 1990 and comprised over 165 simulated flying with actual flight. Of course, if a
hours of simulator flight time. Although certain aircraft configuration is planned to be
simulation training and engineering analysis was tested with simulation prior to its incorporation
conducted for the entire shipboard operations into the actual aircraft, a 'best guess' must be
flight pattern, this naper will focus primarily on made based upon prior simulation knowledge and
the most critical tasis: final approach, hover, and experience. This was the case during the training
landing. and flight test preparation for the V-22's first

shipboard testing and evaluation.
5.0 MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

5.4 The use of a simulator prior to testing also
5.1 Prior to the shipboard training, the V-22 provides a method of developing test
simulator had undergone many tests of its ability methodology and procedures. Therefore, a post-
to model the actual aircraft accurately in all flight test measure of the effectiveness of the simulator
regimes. The unique position of the Naval Air is to examine whether or not the methods and
Test Center and the V-22 simulator in the procedures developed during the simulator
development cycle of the aircraft has created a training sessions survived contact with the real
process that keeps the quality of the simulation at



world, or had to be modified during the actual apparent, without need to reference instruments
flight test. inside the aircraft for additional information

Ship bow and stem wakes, and the water surface
5.5 Prior to flying at sea, engineers incorporated must also not be forgotten. Most importantly, the
the latest AFCS code, and upgraded the textures and hues of the visual scene must
aerodynamics models to match the latest flying effectively match the real world.
qualities and performance data. This provided a
good base model to predict the behavior of the 5.10 Finally, the pilots must feel they are gettin."
aircraft. The development of flight control effective training. What they are seeing must
system software in a state-of-the-art aircraft is an match both reality and their expectations
evolutionary process. Through close coordinauon sufficiently to inspire confidence in the ability of
with the contractor, and an in-house V-22 flight the simulator to prepare them for the mission.
control law expert, the government simulation has
followed closely on the heels of the actual 6.0 COMPARATIVE RESULTS
development of the flight control system.

6.L One method used for comparing the
5.6 The aural cueing environment of the simulator simulation to the actual event is through the
should recreate noise levels and proper sounds, estimation of power spectral densities (PSDs).
such as rotor sounds and wind noise inside the The PSD is defined as the modulus-squared of
simulator cabin. Warning tones anc associated Fourier transform, where the Fourier transfrom is
emergency sounds, such as an engine spooling given by
down, should be representative of the aircraft.

9F x(n))= X(n)ek
5.7 The seat-of-the-pants 'feel' of the simulator n X
should match that of the aircraft. This nebulous
statement is the pilot's way of lumping together where
all the intangibles of the simulator and comparing -i2n
them to the aircraft. The layout of the simulated k = N
cockpit, the feel of the seats, the control force/feel
systcm, the windscreen glare, the field of view, in- and the modulus-squared is given by
flight body forces, and many other factors all add
up to ,, sirn e result for the aircrew: the simulator
'feels' like the aircraft or it does not. This is one
of the hardest areas to define in a simulator, and Rx(i) = ,x(n)x*(n)
thus it can be one of hardest goals to accomplish. n=i

5.8 I1 ! same feedback of actual data versus where x* represents the (.omplex conjugate of x,
predicted results method is used with regards to and so
the shipboard environment. This simulation is
more complex, encompassing the ship motion, PSD = F(Rx)
ship airwake effects and the gear-ship deck
interface. In this case, any known truth data is 6.2 In the case of the V-22 aircraft, this method is
fi st gathered, then the simulation models are most useful for the lateral axis, the dominant
drivei, to match reality. For the first shipboard workload axis for the aircraft. For the final
trials, limited data was available on ship motion approach (one-quarter mile to deck edge) section
and airwake, and the interaction of the aircraft of the landing pattern, Figure 2 illustrates lateral
with the deck was known only by prediction. stick activity, with simulator data presented as a

solid line, and actual data aý a dashed line.
5.9 The shipboard environment should replicate
that of the real event. The ship should be the
same type, color, and size as the actual. The deck
markings should be accurate, and the
displacements of the ship island in relation to the
deck landing spots should be visibl" the same to
the aircrew. Height and distance cues should be



It can be seen that during the landing phase the
simulator required a higher workload ihan the
actual event, and this workload occurred at a
lower frequency. The simulator workload was
over a wide range of frequencies, centered around

S SIMLATOR.50 Hz, while the actual workload frequency• 0 SIMULATOR !- remained in the 52 Hz range.
ACTUAL --------

S .15 [6.4 An important item to note from the PSD data
IS •

D presented is the percentage increase in workload
.1 from the first portion of the landing task to the

,, final section. An increase of 27% is seen in the
- , , , actual aircraft data, and an increase of 35% is

0.0 "shown in the simulator. So even though the
overall workload in the simulator was higher than

_ the aircraft, the increase in workload as the pilot
0.0 0, ,O I., 20 2B transitioned from the near-ship environment to

Frequency (Hz) the landing environment was very similar.

Figure 2 6.5 An analysis of flight control positions, power
Final Approach requirements, time requirements, and basic flight

profile characteristics of the aircraft lends insight
This data shows that during the approach to the into how effective the simulation is and how well
deck edge, the actual event required lateral stick the update process works. Data are presented in
inputs of a higher frequency and lower power Tables 1, 2, and 3 for three distinct tasks within
spectrum as the simulation required to complete the shipboard landing pattern; the final approach,
the same task. The actual task frequencies were the hover, and the landing. Zero percent indicates
centered around .52 Hz, and the simulation was full left or full aft position, and postive indicates
centered around .48 Hz. right bank angle.

Table 1
6.3 Figure 3 shows the lateral activity for the Aproach Task
deck edge to touchdown task. [i[ulation

__[Rate of Decn (fm 150 7

SITMULATOR tstic max average
.4 ACTUAL t-c-max.av..tik..a

S soue max W8 1_25-_

D 2
"Table 2

J Hover Task
Sim1ulatio Acu

0.0- fe)2

-rm e d (sec-
02O 1~10 12 2.0 225 Mtsik(ma ~ 85 5

Frequency (Hz) t
nz Stick max avg ~ ~ !7

Figure 3 m
Hover to landing Mat o uc max

Bank~ Anle(ega
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Table 3 The sound levels actually experienced in the
Landinq.Tsk aircraft where higher and more distinct than the

Siu n Aci cueing in the simulator. The aural cueing seemed

T pilots, on which they did not always consciously
_ _ _ 3" / _' key, but on which deviations and anomalies were

max ' instantly detected.

av - 6.10 The control feel of the simulator was
8 -ue 76 evaluated by comparing the mechanical

Bank1An e characteristics of the simulator with the aircraft.
Differences in mechanical characteristics can be a

6.6 Controllability of the aircraft during contributor to differences in pilot workload
approach is best evident by analysis of glide required for similar tasks. Specifically, force
slope and closure rate with the ship. Initiation of gradient (force vs. displacement), deflection
final approach at similar airspeed, altitude and mapping, and system freeplay were compared.
distance entry revealed excellent agreement Although a quantitative analysis of the simulator
between the actual task and the simulator. As has yet to be completed, some qualitative
expected, rate of descent was a bit shallower and comments give a good indication of its
closure rate slightly slower during the real-life mechanical characteristics. First, the test pilots
event because of pilot anticipated consequences indicated that the control mapping and control
of possible error. sense was indicative of the real aircraft, as were

the characteristics of the power lever and pedals.
6.7 For each task, with regard to control position However, the cyclic stick characteristics were
and range, we see very close agreement in lateral incorrect, with the pilot noting that the cyclic stick
stick, directional, and power requirements in the simulator felt noticeably 'heavier'. A heavy
between the simulator and the actual event. Only stick would indicate greater breakout forces and a
in the longitudinal axis do we see significant steeper force gradient. Additionally, simulator
differences. Here the range of deflection is very cyclic trim system freeplay was evident, yet
similar, but the average position is approximately control system freeplay was yet to be determined.
25% different. This has been identified as a If the trim system freeplay in the simulator
weight and balance modeling problem with the exceeds the control system freeplay, the pilot
simulator. could easily be making control inputs within the

deadband, which would, in turn, drive up the
6.8 The difference of 7 to 12 seconds in time workload.
required to land, with the longer duration during
the actual landing, is attributed to the fact that 6.11 The largest number of comments by the
actual tests revealed In Ground Effect (IGE) and pilots were centered around the shipboard
Out of Ground Effect (OGE) phenomemon that environment 'look and feel'. Altitude cues were
required the pilot to stabilize at a lower hover not present in the simulation to the degree
prior to touchdown. The last anomaly seen is in required, while during the actual evolution,
comparison of aircaft bank angles while in hover altitude was easily and precisely determinable.
and landing. During simulation flight, we see an The cause of this will be discussed later. Ship
oscillation of left and right bank as a result of the turbulence effects on the airframe were also
increased workload required in the lateral axis of lacking.
the simulator, reduced visual cues, and insufficent
modeling of rotor IGE/OGE effects. The actual 6.12 Aircraft procedures, such as pattern profile
task demonstrated constant right wing down in a around the ship, very closely matched the actual
hover which increased with decreasing altitude. requirements. This was perhaps the best

simulated portion of the training, with one pilot
6.9 Aural cueing proved to be a system that gave commenting after his first landing "..I'd been here
good performance in the simulation. The aural a thousand times before, it was just like the
cueing was not a specific factor that the pilots simulator."
commented on, however, the absence of aura:
cueing in the simulation drew instant complaint.
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6.13 The cockpit at the MFS uses actual aircraft values were then included in the aircraft
hardware, to maximize a realistic ,mvironment --id aerodynamic equations.
procedures. The cockpit environment must also
properly induce realistic body forces on the pilot 6.17 Transitions between grid frames were
to give him the correct 'seat of the pants' cues. accomplished using a simple linear filter for each
This is best done through a motion base, and a gust axis. Airflow velocities in each section were
combination of active seat dynamics and a pilot g- based on pilot experience, the limited flow
suit. The simulation falls short here, since the visualizations that were available, and data
training did not employ the motion base, seat gathered by the Dynamic Interface Department at
shaker, or g-suit. the Naval Air Test Center. In practice, this

modeling methodology did not provide an
6.14 Visual detail is usually a product of appropriate frequency and amplitude of pilot
hardware processing capability. Exact field of required responses, and the model was
view simulation would be the most desired, which abandoned during the simulator training
would include not only forward and overhead effectiveness evaluation phase prior to the onset
windows, but also chin windows. The visual of training. The basic reasoning behind the
images themselves are simply a matter of model continues to be examined.
programming time to prepare them for use, and
processor capabililty. Presently the V-22 6.18 Another, simpler method of airwake
simulation at NATC lacks cockpit chin bubbles modeling was then used. This method simply
and overheads due to the roll-in roll-out raised the pilot workload by placing low
configuration of the system, but presents state-of- frequency white noise into the control system
the-art ship visual models, which are being inputs as a function of position relative to the
constantly upgraded. landing spot. This computer generated

disturbance raised the required pilot workload the
6.15 The aerodynamic model of the simulator is level desired. This model noise was filtered out as
quite important in reproducing reality. In this the simulated aircraft transitioned over the deck
case we refer to the aerodynamics of the edge, as the normal V-22 ground effect models
shipboard environment, the aerodynamics of the were ramped in. This methodology caused
aircraft, and the interaction of the two. This is an several problems during the training and its utility
extremely complicated issue which is under study is marginal at best. The problems encountered in
by the US Navy and it's associated U.S. academic this training have prompted several lines of study
institutions, as well as the international into bettering airwake models for the shipboard
community. environment through various resources.

6.16 The two most significant of the problems 6.19 Shipboard visual cueing proved to be a
discovered in the simulation during training were significant problem area during training as well.
the airwake modeling in the near ship The ship model used was upgraded in-house
environment and the lack of visual cues in and from the basic model provided with the visual
around the shipboard region. For airwake generation system. The lack of a good sea surface
modeling, two methods were examined during the and ship bow and stem wake models were found
course of the training. The first method attempted to be a problem early in the simulator evaluations,
was a 'localized grid' method, in which a but no changes were implemented before training
rectangular grid of ten by ten sections of airspace began. The ship model itself gave good visual
was mapped out to a range of one mile from the cues during the final approach to hover portion of
center of the ship deck. Each section was then the pattern; but when the pilot's view was
assigned an up, down, and sideward 'base' air confined to the side of the ship superstructure
disturbance speed, and an acceptable plus-or- and the flight deck during the final hover phase,
minus random component. When the aircraft the visual cues became less informative. The same
center of gravity entered a region of turbulence, problem was encountered during the extended
gust values were calculated for the block region portions of the flight pattern.
by adding or subtracting the random component
from the base values and then scaling the values 6.20 The sea surface model failed to provide
based on altitude above the ship deck. These gust good height cues to the aircrew and, even with

'ship' in sight, the pilot was forced to have the

i
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copilot call altitudes or frequently scan inside the or
cockpit to read altitude. The addition of some A AlI[cos(colt +4-1) + cos( (02t +402)1+ A2
aircraft support trucks and support equipment where
models on the flight deck surface helped provide
cucing in the low hovers, but significant
improvement remains to be made in this area. A = Resultant displacementA I = Maximum displacement amplitude

6.21 The addition of ship water wake modeling 0)1 = Modulating frequency
and bow wave modeling to the visual scene 4)1 = Modulating phase shift
provided a small measure of improvement during 0"2 = Modulating frequency
flight over water, in those regions of the pattern 042 = Modulating phase shift
where the ship was in sight. Ship wakes helped A2 = Trim offset
provide the pilot with critical lineup cues. The t =time
Navy is improving the ship visuals by producing
a very high detail amphibious assault ship model
for further training which will incorporate many Representative ship motion can be produced, with
details of the ship, such as external walkways and appropriate constants derived from truth data.

ducting on the side of the ship superstructure, Enclosure 1 provides a comparision of predicted
hatch-covers, and other features on the deck. A ship roll motion with actual data. Since ship
solution for the sea surface problem is still being motion is a statistical phenomenon it cannot be
investigated, explicitly copied. As shown in Enclosure 1,

general trend agreement can be obtained.

6.22 The six degree-of-freedom ship motion

model was derived from actual test data. This 6.24 The aircraft aerodynamic model and rotor
model, when plotted against actual recorded ship model performed well for the mission training,
motions, compared very well. During the training but the lack of a blade element model in the
sessions, however, the pilots had trouble simulation prevents the simulator from
perceiving this projected motion, and the ship responding properly to a ship airwake model.
motion model had gains ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 Further investigation is required.
placed on the six channels of output to boost the
apparent motion. This perception problem 6.25 IGE and OGE aerodynamic models
appears to stem from the lack of visual cues on incorporated in the basic airframe model give
and around the flight deck area and the simple good results for landbased training, but lack the
visual sea surface model, coupled with the sophistication and truth data required to simulate
training not taking place under platform motion, the one rotor IGE/one rotor OGE situation found
The ship motion model should serve very well during shipboard operations. It is hoped that data
once its precise outputs are no longer lost in the from the first ship trials will enable creation of
perceptual noise of the other cueing devices, such a model for the simulation training that will

precede the next series of sea trials.
6.23 The ship motion model being added will be
approximated by a second order forced 6.26 The landing gear model used in the V-22
oscillatory system, which produces a very simulation is an adaptation of the generic gear
characteristic resultant harmonic motion. Of model used in all of our simulations, ranging
course, the relative size, height, period, etc. of the from AV-8 to F/A- 18 to the V-22 aircraft. Using
oscillatory motion is influenced by many this gear model in a slow vertical landing onto a
different variables; however, the basic shape of six-degree of freedom deck regime was one of
the curve (a modulated sine wave within a sine the biggest challenges in our training preparation.
wave, offset by some non-zero trim value) always The breakout frictions required to keep the
holds. Although much of actual ship oscillatory aircraft from sliding about the deck at idle power
motion is based on statistical parameters and is were noticeable to the pilots. Upon application of
undeniably random and unpredictable, very close power by the pilot to taxi the aircraft, the aircraft
approximations to the essentials of the motion would not move at all at low power settings.
can be derived. These motions are give by: When a power setting 10-20% higher than that

required in the real aircraft was reached, the
A = Alcos(calt +-4l)cos( 0)2t 4+2)+ A2 simulation would 'breakout' and roll with a

I.
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pereeptable jerk. Also, when landing on spots at 7.2 Pilots noted that the simulator, through task
the extreme aft of the ship, the gear damping repetition, instills task discipline and familiarity
would produce a heave motion 180 degrees out of and increases safety. The simulator, though
phase with the ship motion, lacking in some areas, gave the pilots an excellent

first impression of the task. This early impression
6.27 Hardware also played a large role in the less reduced the pilot's anxiety of conducting tasks in
effective areas of the training. The motion base the aircraft, thereby reducing stress levels and
was not used during this training. The motion improving pilot concentration and efficiency.
algorithms developed in-house for the V-22 at
the time were not fully verified, and the degree of 7.3 In terms of training, test pilots also
confidence in them was low. Since the training commented that the ability to practice shipboard
has been completed, these algorithms have been emergency situations, and the proper
refined and they have been used in subsequent corresponding emergency procedures was
training sessions. It is believed that use of the invaluable. Some of the emergency situations
motion base will help the pilot perceive ship trained for were : run-on landings, one engine
motion and airwake turbulence through body inoperative landings, and wave-offs. Two of the
forces and provide helpful cues for hover work at situations trained for, the case of one gear failing
the ship. to extend and wave-offs, were encountered during

the test period and the pilots reacted as trained
6.28 The simulation visual display system was without further incident.
hampered by the lack of a view through the chin
windows of the aircraft. The V-22 simulator 7.4 When a pilot flies a new aircraft type aboard
cockpit is equipped with these windows, but the ship for the first time, his initial landings and
confines of the motion base, and the requirement takeoffs normally display noticable aircraft
to keep the motion base usable for all the MFS attitude, control, and power deviations in
simulations precludes the mounting of visual frequency or in deflection during the approach
display devices for these windows. The lack of profile, hover, and landing phases until the pilot
these windows, coupled with the low visual cues feels comfortable with the aircraft and the
from the flight deck, created a higher workload shipboard environment. As revealed by time
situation during low hovers and landings in the history data, in Enclosure 2, these deviations
simulation. during initial landings and takeoffs were hardly

evident during the V-22's initial shipboard trials
6.29 Computer processor time, in the form of due to effective pilot training.
time delays, also played a part in the training
effectiveness of the simulator. The measured time 7.5 Simulator preparation enabled the test team
delay in the system, from pilot stick step input to to define and perfect the 'control strategy' the
visual system update, was found to average 128 pilots would use to get the tiltrotor aboard the
milliseconds greater than that experienced in the ship. Because of the unique acceleration and
actual aircraft. The technology is in place today at deceleration capability of the tiltrotor, pilots had
the MFS to reduce the average time delay to 95 to develop new longitudinal control habits using
milliseconds with new computer hardware and articulating nacelle control. This habit pattern
modeling techniques. This would further improve was developed in the simulator and verified
the training effectiveness of the device by pushing during actual training flights. Without the
simulator responses more toward the response benefits of a high fidelity simulation, flight
times of the aircraft, training costs could easily have increased tenfold,

with an attendant increase in risk.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 7.6 We belive that use of the simulator enhanced
safety of flight and no mishaps occurred during

7.1 The overall training effectiveness of the the actual test. This was a hazardous test in a

simulator was qualitatively ranked by the test prototype aircraft under demanding shipboard
pilots as excellent. Most of the deficiencies made conditions. The fact that our test pilots conducted
the simulator training tasks harder to perform all launches and recoveries with precision can be
than the actual event, attributed to a large degree to the effective

simulator training.

I1
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provided data for the Operational Flight Trainers
now under development.

8,0 FUTURE PLANS
8.6 By beginning the simulation effort very early

8.1 As the developmental test and evaluation in the aircraft life cycle and by constant upgrades
schedule of the aircraft progresses, there will once to maintain configuration with the evolving
again be training at the Manned Flight Simulator aircraft, the NATC MFS has produced an
in the shipboard environment for the next effective and proven flight test support tool.
evolution at sea. For support of this effort, work
focuses on several areas in the time allowed to 9.0 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
improve the performance of the system.

9.1 The authors of the paper would like to note
8.2 The largest improvement will be found in the that the simulation described above is the work of
visual modeling area. A new amphibious assault the many dedicated professionals at the Manned
ship model is being prepared which will contain Flight Simulator facility. The following specific
eight times the number of polygons found in the people should be recognized for their roles in the
previous model. This extra detail will be effective simulation training being discussed
concentrated in the areas that the pilots have above: Mr. Kurt Long, Mr. Danny Campbell,
found need the most work, such as the side of the Mr. Joe Kelponis and Mr. Mike Hughes. Mr.
superstructure and the flight deck edge. An Jeff Weathers deserves special recognition for his
animated Landing Signalman Enlisted figure will work with the V-22 flight control laws.
be added. In addition, this model will be Night
Vision Goggle compatible to support a broad 9.2 Additionally, the leadership, dedication and
spectrum of testing conditions. It is hoped that foresight of the Naval Air Systems Command
the visual model improvements will make the ship V-22 Program Manager, Colonel J. Schaefer
motion more apparent and use of the realistic, (USMC), and the Assistant Program Manager,
unaugmented ship motion model will become Major R. Curtis (USMC) in establishing and
possible. maintaining this simulation capability has been

instrumental in the development of the V-22
8.3 The landing gear model will be further tuned Osprey.
to give more realistic breakout and friction values
as data becomes available. If the apparent ship
motion becomes more readily detectable by the
pilots, the more realistic ship motions will require
less compensation in the gear modeling. The use
of the motion base will give touchdown cues and
strut deflection cues lacking in previous training.

8.4 The motion base will also be employed for
this series of training. The algorithms were used
successfully in the most recently completed
training sessions. The increased cueing should
upgrade the training effectiveness.

8.5 The V-22 simulation continues to provide
excellent flight test support through constant
upgrading and effort on the part of U.S. Navy
personnel. This simulation capability is being
employed in other applications not orginally
planned such as; cockpit lighting studies, crew
coordination studies, hardware reliability and
maintainability studies; in addition the modular
code designed for the trainer has been reused in a
deployable aircrew coordination trainer and has
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1. RESUME b. un concept de comnmande de vol principales pour
Plusieurs 6tudes r~alis6es A I'ONERA ont montr6 le vol longitudinal des futurs avions de transport en
l'utilitt de tester le comportement de l'avion avec le pi- phase finale d'atterrissage; Ipa commutation du sys-
Inot dans la boucle degilotag en mnettant en oeuvre un lCe de comnmandes; principales stir des lois de
simulateur de roehercehe dses premieres Etap~s de Ia secours momns 6volu~cs en cas de pne a fgale-
conception de nouveaux syst~nmos de pilotage destin~s ment Wt examin~e. Cette 6tude a At6 rnalias6e sous
aux avions; futurs. La communication presente trois les auspices du GARTEUTR en collaboration avec:
E~tudes de concepts de commandos do vol sp~cfques d'autros organitses do recherches (RAE-, NLR,
ides phases de vol iftudi~es. La description d& Ia phase DLR),
d'6iboration des concepts avec cc simulateur de c. tin concept de commandos de vol coniplet (longitu-
recherche et, pour deux d'entre ciii, do Ia validation dinal et latitrsl) pour les menes avions quo dans
des solutions ainsi retonues sur des simulateurs de vol l'Etude pr~ut&e.
plus elabor~s permet de conclure, sur le r6le complE- Ladsipondsdfrnespssd'tedecau
mentaire do ces mayens d'essais.Ladsrpindsdfret hssd uedeccn

des concepts et, pour les dciii derniers, de la validation
2. ABSTRACT sur des simulateurs A base mobile plus cornp lets des
Several studies performed at ONERA have shown the solutions miacs au point A laide 'du simulhteur de
usefulness of testn the behaviour of the whole aircraft recherche permet do conclure sur los r~les compldmen-
with the pilot in tie loop by using aresearch flgt taires de cos dciii types de simulation pendant le
simulator as soon as the preliminary design of new FC dtve.jppeetd ovaxssae ecmadsd
for future aircraft is undertaken, The communication pvetdonoeulss.esd omadsd
presents three conceptual studies related to mission
oriented control systems which were performqed at 4. SIMULATEUR DE RECHERCHIE DE L'ONERA

ONRA's r seac flight ofaclt.Thes description of Un simulateur de vol A base iEm existe A l'ONERA/-
the conceptua phas 61ec tee studies and for Chatillon depuis plusieurs ann~es. Ce moyen a Wt
two of them of their further validation on full flight d~velop en vue de rhpondre A la n~cessit:6 impericuse
simulators alows to conclude about the complementary de prenlr en compte inpr~sence do l'homme dana Ia
roles of research and full flight simulators. boucle do pilotage d&s le stade pr~fiminaire de Ia

d~finition do nouveaux concepts do commande. Ceci est
3. INTRODUCTION r~aliE par l'utilisation d'un en~vironnement suffisamnment
La technologie du contr6le actif associ~e A des calcula- r~aliste pour assurer Ia crddibilite des simulations mais
tours do bord tribs rapides permot une r~duction do Is n~anmoins aise A mottre en oeuvre et surtout tr&s
charge do travail dii pilote. Codi est r~alis par le convivial [1).
d6veloppoment do nouveaux concepts do commandos
de vol plus sp~cifiques do Ia mission do l'avion quo Ce simulateur ost, pour l'essontiel, composEt d'un
pr~c~demment. Avec do tols syst~mes, It pilote con- ordinateur h~te sur lequyel est branchE un ensemble do
frible los paramittres do lz'sparoil qu sont directement mat~riels permettant i'acquisition, los calculs et le
associEs 'I Ia phas d v A r~ahiser aui travers d'un d~pouilloemnt d'un essai comnplet aisii quo d'une cabine
Mnii-manche. Quant aui calculateur do bord, iI calcule
los moillours braquages des gouvernies n~cessaires A Is
demande du* pioloe en assurant ndanmoins Is s~curitit
dii vol (stabilit6 do l'appareil et contraintes li~os A Ia
pr~sence du pilote et/oti do passagers). Gdnerateur CAbine d

Plusieurs Itudes rdalis~cs A I'ONERA ont montrd ag
l'utilit6 de tester 14, comportement do l'avion awec It pi- Ingrnieur

Intodan is ouco doplltaF on mottantl en oeuvre urn
simulateur do rechere d les premiare Etapes do Iafire, min Isu b n io nm n 'aint~ ~ouleE a 0L I
conce ion do nouveaux systames do commandoes do volAcustodestin au avions futurs. Ce simulateur do vol Abase
permis d'essayeor do nombroux modes do pilotag
canididats Al I& dalisation do phases do vol eartica~sh~o
et do selectionner lea meilleulrs on wue do lour tvalua-

La communication pr~sente trous Etudes do concepts do
commandos do vol d~velopp~es A P1ffice: Or* oear Pdrpdiiqum

a. un systbin int~gre do commandos do vol et do
condufite do tir cnnArS l o1quel Itopilote
commiando dircmnt ItPoiJ 1 nt a:,at instantand
des projectiles pendant Is phase ede Pattaque
aui travers do son mini-anischo, 1BoiedoSUItL

_______ 1_ _ Bocl desiuato
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de pian fiecupi~e A ian systtme de visualisation En outre 6a psecmrnn nesml
sipa.IT~lu ) restremin de cominande et un r6potiteur d'images sur

6cran~graphiquei perinet au respon~sable de la simulation
L'op6rateur dispose d'un mini-inanche, d'un palonnier de suivre 'essai ou d'y participer (combat a6nien).
rglable, d'un bloc de manettes des zetdutalu

d'itef uteus Ausgesmulipes (changement de Pour permettre le d6roulement et Pnls e iua
configuration, gestion de la simuxlation,...). tions, ian certain nonibre de logiciels ont Wt ddveloppds.

La structure modulaire de ces Iog'Ciel 6crits en F OR-
Lesyst~me de vsaiation eat compos6 d'un pay sage TRAN sur l'ordinateur h~te et sur ian calculateur
synti~uu en vision cr6pusculaire ou 1t8te haute" et parallble AP120B gtrd par celui ci (Ile respect de la
dun tab~a de bord simplifit ou "t~te bass". c-adence de 25 fimages par secandesnc s~editg

Les 6quations de la m=canque du vol tr~s rapidement)
En t~te haute Vintage synthttique dua aysage exterieur permet d"imlanter quasiment tout type d'aronefs.
eat rejet6e A Vlinfini au moyen d'un dispositif optique Actuellementitro~is mo~d~les d'avion sont disponibles:
appr it. Trois sc~nes de 120 km par 120 kmf sont
actuellement dispomibles A l'Offlce: a. un avion de combat type

b. un autre avion de coml~at type muni de Lois de
a. une sc~ne standard avec une piste d'atterrissage, pilotage pour le tir air sol,
b. une sckne Air-Sol avec des ma~ssifs montagneux, c. tin avion de transport lourd ty ou d'un AIRBUS
c. une sc~ne Air-Air avec la repr~sentation d'un avion mumi de lois de puilotage pouil'attrnsae.

cible.
Les utilisateurs de cette installattion sont les ing~nieurs

DeplIs, lutlisateur pout superposr A cette image charges de la concepton des Lois de commandes de vol
sytfdtique des mnformations relatives aici paramatres et Les pilotes invit96&vnrconrlu ai u e
Ye onctonnement de Pappareil (collimateur t~te choir pr~liminairCS retenus.

haute) au moyen d'u ensemble de rTi6cules program-
mables clans le plan de vision (figure 2). 5. CONDUIM DE TIR CANON AIR-SOL

Parmi Les tiches de pilotage, le tir canon air-so] est
l'une des, plus difficinles en raison cdu temps tr&s court
imparti pour la vistc et des dangers pr~sent~s par Ia
proximitl du aol et Ia d~fense antm-adrienne adversc. La
gualitA dia r~sultat eat 6troitement d~pendante du bon
fonctionnement de In c~haine pilote-lois de pilotage-
conduite &de r.

L'utilisation d'une conduite de tir dua type CCPI (calcul
continia du point d'inipact) permet essentieLlement
d'accroitre Ia fen~tre de tir. Le _point d'impact PI) des
obus au sol est calculA A partir d~es mesures de disance,
d'incidence, de ddrapage et des variables d'attitude de
l'avion. La conduite de tir fournit dgalement tine
indication sur Ie d~placement prtvisible dua point
d'impact en fonction des 6volutions de l'avion.

L'objectif de cette ftude eat de definir et de valider de
nouveaux concepts de pilotage de nature A faciliter cette

Figure 2 :Image synthetique et collimateur t~te haute. phase de vol et A accrottre son efficacitt.

En t~te basse, deux tubes cathodinues monochromes 5.1 Concert delP p18
prgrammables plac~s devant le pirote presentent des POu amnrer le p~ilo ag de l'avion pendant Ia phase

inforimations de pilotffe 6fe 3). L ia simule an de tir air-sol, trois concepts ont Wt examin~s.
tableau de bord sizpii (.EAD1: Electronic Attitude
Disp~lay Indicator) avec les indications do l'altimiftre, du 5. 1. 1 Force IaW~oe directe J21
variomnatre et de l'horizon artificiel,.... L'autre repjr- Dans lea opdrations de tir classique (viseur A hausse
sente Ia vue de dessus du paysage survolt mobile oar fixe), le pil!ote ne dispose que de quciques secondes
rappotAinsmoefr dsgnant l'avion (EHSl* pour identifier l'objectif, pointer son avion A gite et

E~ctronic Horizontal Display Indicator). clrpge nut, tirer et s'Achkpper. Sur ian avion conven-
tionnel, le pilote pout dprouver des difficultts A rdaliser

I vpine' clans de bonnes conditions car I'ageMenVtw vavtakoa sur la cible, en lateral, requiert pr~cisement I'utiisation
______ &loco__ du gite et du d~rapage. E'introduction d'unc ouverne

ALT 00 or, splmentaire de foirce latdrale directe est denature
1011.111 Qj A Taciliter cette phase de vol puisqu'eile autorise d~s

bora Ie mnaintien dua vecteur vitesse dana le plan do
lA @]4~syinetrie de l'appareit (vol A dArTapage nul).

La I.r obiectif de 1.pgri-
* Jibne pilote phus directement lea d~battements des &uver-

is 40 #1 0 nes. 1I commnande des ordres Avoluds dcotae

()(b) QUa Ijetor q iote d~sire contr~ler. est le
caculur quislaw d'Elaborer Its ordres de

Display - (b) Map Display. Dn at oI ltg e betfetlas
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tine dynninique choisie, et de faipon d6couplke stir lts gauchissernent", It inanche commande tine vitesse
vitesses de roulia (ati manche) et de, lacet (avec: le frulis..
palonnier) ainsi que stir tin made de pointage par
translation lat6rale otipar rotation de type tourelle de 5.2 Modle" d'aylon
l'appareil aui maoen d une cominande suppi6znentaire Pour dvaluer ces concepts, quatre modetes d'avion de

(jostck istlle stir Ia manche. La puret6 du com- combat typiques an dt utilimsd:
orementt de I'avion ainsi obtenti devrait faciliter la

fiche du pilate. a. l'avion N, avec tin pilotage covnine et tin
dispositif d'augmentation da la stabilit6,5.1.3 Pilotage du point d'knpact des obus b. I'avion A., identiu an' pr6c6dent, avecl itg

poette navl ap lcton t piote par objectif met C.du point d'iinpact,
A la dispoIton cri ate des varia les de commande c. lavion Y1 avec tine gotiverne de; force latdrale
directement associe~e A la, vis6e, en l'occtirrence la directe, et'le pilotage par objectifs du mauvement
pasition du paint d'impact des obus au sol (figure 4). lat6ral de l'avton,

d. I'avion Y2 avec le pilotage du point d'impact et le
maintien dI ddrapageu nts[ at mayen de la gotiverne
de force lat6rale directe.

Cmdile5.3 Essals PRMllmlnaires at, CEV d'stres [3,41
de irAti d6btit de cette 6tude, I'ONERA ne disap'ait pas dti

siintlateur de recherche d6crit au par~rphe 4. Seul tin
cA Uoued6 o es lots de pilotag [2D1evantIl

faibloi; de ce ma e[)

Point 6valtiation de ces diffrents concepts a Wt r6ah&cau
d'impactCEV d'Istres.

com~ade 5.3.1 Installation d'essais
de vt Linstallation titiliste eat tin simulateur A base flue

6 nprenant tine cabine d'avion de combat monoplace
6qxu ped'sine configuration de cokit voisine de celie

4 dufi rage 2000 en ce qui cancerne [e tableau de bard,Figure 4Pilotage du paint d'inspact des obus. Ie visetir et lea cominandes de vol. Seule la poign~e de
manche a &t6 remplacde par tin 6quipement fourni par

ti semble, en effet riu'tin tel ayat~me de commande doit I'ONERA. La vistialisatian du paysage ext6rieur de la
8tre de nature A reduire de fagon significative la charge cabine provient de l'image d'une maqtiette de paysage
de travail du pilate et augmenter la. pr6cision de Ia film6e en vidia.
visee. Ce concept int6gre tin rgtiltetir de tir et tin
r6gulatetir de pilot e fune conduwite de tir (figue 5. 5.3.2 Co~nfigu~raons essaydes
11 petit danner lieul I tne, grande varidt6 de modes de Cinq caniitirtons ant Wt retenues pour ces premiers

a. l'avian N,
b. l'avion Y1 et Ie mode de translation lat6rale,

Conditec. l'avion Y1 et Ie mode tourelle,
dc tird. l'avion Y2 et lepigiotage maknuel dui point d'iinpact,

e. l'avion Y2 et Fe pia~tage autitmatique du p~oint
d'impact.

Pourchaue cnltirCation, la loi de pilotage a 6td
Rigulateur Regulateu Aon r6alisie en faisant I'hypothese que It sysitme a cantr6-

de i de pilotsg Icr 6tait Iin6airc.

5.3.3 Essais
Lea essais ant comportl! Ia phase d'acqtiiaition fine de
Ill (des) ciblels) en inmiislssat la trajectoire A tine
distance do4 5 5NMdansI'axe de lapasse de tir,ll
phase de correction de viasc avant It tir proprement dit

Figure 5 :Architecture du systbme de commande. et I'6vasive. Ils ant 6t6 rialista avec; des conditions
Is dssiiliudede cs nuvetix d'envirannement diverses (vent et turbtilence).

pilotage. Cependantl ismltd ecsnueu
Modes par rapportItu modes de pilotage classiqties 5.3.4 Risultais
doit resler accptable pour lea pilotes. Campte tenu de L'cxploitation des easais a 606 ilabor6c & partir des
ces 6l6ments, trais modes ant 61:6 6labor6s. cammentairca des pilotes et de leurs; scares.

a. mode 1: Ie d6placement du m t cd'impac~t eat cam- Cette premtibrc ex rience ati simulateur dui CEV
mandd dana Fes axes lits A Tmavion. Unme action sur dIAtresi a mis en Ividence I'intdr~t du Pao per
le manche en "prafandeur" commaknde tine vitesse abjectif p ax rapprt ati pilotageclassique. Lede d6placement dama le plan de sym~trie do l'avian. Manuel di ok d'i e a ~to~h
Une aiction stir It manchie en 'gatichissoment" cam- revanche 16 mode an omatique a 6tr6trs rpd n
mando tine vitease do d6placement dana tin-plan 61iminE. Lfin, clle a surtout indiqu6 lea. caract natqus
perpendiculaire, an plan di symitrie et tin angl e queo dvitpsaider tine commanide bien adapt6e ati tir
fite d~ire tarque Itdoplacement devient imnpar. canon air-soli

b. mode 2: meme prinaipt que pr6cddemment mais Ie a. acquisition initiale facile (amortiasomont et rapiditd)
diplacement du point d'iinpact eat commandt dana avec Ial commando du manche, l'inclinaison &e
lea axes Uis au lioL l'apparoil pouvant 6tro importante,
C. od 3 I dplcmn dti point d'inipact eat cam- b. acquisition finale hkdle avec la mime commande du

madl pas ea ae avion par des actions stifIe manche, It mode d'alipcemet 'ailes hosizontalesl
* manche en "profondour" ot' stir It palonnier. En Wiant partictllifrement cificace,
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C. utilto du palonnier non souhait6e pendant Lea essais ont 0t6 effectixes par des pilotes niffitairea
Pacuiitin inae avon Y1), dana des conditions d'enviroinnement voisines; de cellos

d. pas d'introduction d une commande supplementaire adoptdes A Istres. Leur exploitation a Wt bas& sur des
sur le manche (hesitation des pilotes pour choisir elemnents subjectifs (coinmentaires des pilotes). et Sor
lea commandos addquates: avion Yl), des elements objectifs (traces graphiquos, statistiques

e. amelioration des lois de pilotage quand on s'6carte sur lea coups au ut, s..).
de l'hypoth6se de lin6arit6 du systOme.5.4 uts

A l'isaue des simulations au CEV d'latres, il eat apparu Lea r6sultats obtenos au coors do cette campagne
P uo lea modes do pilotage 2) et 3) n'emporteraienf pas d'essaia sont lea suivants:
Iadh~son des pilotes. Seul le pilotage du point d'im-
pact (mode 1) semblait donc 8tie en mesure de conve- a. Les commentaires de pilotes sont toujours tr6s
ntir, sous reserve de l'am6liorer. favorables A l'6gard do mode de pilotaged on

d'impact (avions Acet Y2) par rapport At'utilisation
5.4 Eassais A I'ONERA [561 d'une conduite do tir conventionnelle. La charge de
En vise d'affincr plus utitement l'analyse do cc nouveau travail eat nietteinont diminute, aurtout danis la
concept et do conclure, aur Pinter& des gouivernes de correction des 6carts Iat6raux. De plus, l'am6liora-
force latdrale directe pendant cette phasýe de vol, des dion des conditions do tir eat spectacolaire par forte
easais A I'ONERA ont 6te6 envisages, turbulence; tout 6cart d'alignoinent observe; eat

Face A la richosseo des rensegnementa susceptibles otdrpemn(fge7)
d'Ctre fournis par des simulations pilotdos do Donne 4.......... .... .......~.

*qualit6, l'ONERA d6cida de sedoter du simulateur de
recherche d~erit so paragrapho 4 en remplacement a(q........ 9 c.(dcg) ..
d'un mnateriel devenu obsolete I I.
La formulation inatb6matique d6taillfe des lois dou
r6guateor de tir et du regulateur do pilotage eat Jr...
pr-6sontt, dana [71. On raplie settlement quo ces. lois .9) ~ I t,(deg)
sont non lintaYireatqu'eu~es asaurent on d6coupL~go -4. 4 -4. 4.

al6brique strict des diff6rontes paires d'entrtes-sortsos ()(b)
18]. 'ai, lea1 non-lin6arit6s (16 la cin~inatique do la
lign do viaS d'une part et ceilos do la dynainique do
I'avion d'autre part sont 6liinin6es alg6briquement par Figure 7 :Evolution des 6carts do vis6e - (a) pilotage
cs lois. Uic des cons6quencps eat quo Jo ilotage dec classique -(b) pilotage do point d'impact.

la Wige do vis6e eat pur et d6coupl?6 que e quo soit
l'inc~lnaison do I'avion. b. La charge, de travail avoc I'avion Y2 eat sensible-

5.4. Coni~gsratonsessa~esmont Ia mn~mo quo cello observde avec l'avion A. En5.4.2 Con igrons esswdtd ssadsJr oc presence d'un vent do travors l'avion Y2 garde isTr isopgrifrin u t sa~ asd et possibilitd do s'aligner ailes horizontales tout en
cma Ne ai: ovldrlosiuaerae conservant le d6rapanonlg~e&I ovred

a. ravion Naidevld l iuaerveun force directe. La pr cision do Point diropact Oat
avion muni do lois do pilotage classiques, ainsi amn6hor6e. Cependant, 1'6valuation de 1'int6r~t

b. l'avion A avoc le Uioa~ do pin d'imact inais do la force Iattrale dirocto m6rite suromont d'affiner
sans gouverne do [orce (1iOtlea rdsoltats en a'assurant notanmmont quo des effets

c. 'avon 2 aee e plotgemanuel do point d'ini. pervers no viennent p as biaiser le comportement do
pact et le inaintion do d rapage nul. cot appareil hypothdtictue.

C. Bien quo in possibillti de s'aligner sur lea cibles5.4.3 Essais avoc lea ailes horizontales ait Wt trouv6o satis-
Loea passes de tir proposfts aux pilotes 6taient plus faisante _pendant la tiche do designeinent do plo-
coinpl~tes que cellos r6alistes A Istros puisquo l'avion siours ci5lesaus cours d'une memo pase do tir, iU a
dtait on debars de l'axe do la passe do tir so debut des Wt constatd quo lea pilotesigrtfdraient souvent
simulations (figure 6). acc,61trer l'alignement sur lea ci lea par one mnisc en

roulis afim do disposer do plus do temps pour faire
lea corrections finiales.

d. Les diff6ronts commentaires faits par lea pilotos ont
&6nraln~nt teconfirin~a par le ddpouillement

Ralliment es enregistrements d'indicea de performiance divers

Tir SC~ORESCR
Ressoufte A Y

en rout's Y2 Y

Dibt VffNLL Isb ftFIU iS~s

Figure 6: Passe de tir air £01. fiure 83: Comparaison des scores sows turbulence -

* (a) moyeune - (b) forte.



(rurdo vis6e, distance de tir, ...).En particulier, a. coordination du virage au moyen d'une intercon-
f scores r6alis&a avec lea avions N, A et Y2 pour nosion ailerons-palOlimer
plusiours conditions de vent et de turbulence avec b. comptensation en virage Ctenue de la pente d6sirde
un sc6nario, de tir sur deux ciblos (figure 8) sont pendant un virage),
meilleurs clans tous lea cas pour lea appareils A et c. recour ailes honizontales lorsque l'inclinaison Wat-

Y2~~~~~~~ aeseemnunlgrantge al'avion umi rale de l'appareil eat inf6rieure A 3 degrds.
de force latdrale directe. Cependant, il eat A noter
que la dispersion des r6ssiltats eat relativement N'6tant p as l'objet de 1'6tude, cette loi de pilotage
unoportante en raison du nombre limitd d'essais latdrale d~veloppde pour confdrer A l'avion de bonnes
ettectu6a. qualit6 de vol transversal ne sera pas modifi6e ult6rieu-

rement.
5.5 Conclusion
Face A de nouveaux concepts susceptibles de multiples 6.2.3 Instdllatto d'essais

r~aiatiosuneprmi6re campagne do simulations posptae de piotage eat 6quipe d'un mini-manche
pilot6es au CEV d'lstrea, clans un environnement tr~s rovenant du? et plac6 A la droite du pilote. Une
r6aliste, a permis de dgaer rapiclement los voiea dana )oite d'interrupteurs permet de changer de configura-
lesquelie il convenait Tic pourauivre l'effort. Enawite, tion pendant Iii simulation. En fonctionnement normal,
apres avoir retrouvt lea m~mea, r6sultats sur le siniula- ec collimateur tete haute comprend (figure 9):
teur de I'ONERLA. le vahidantpar la mene, l'affinement____________
du concept a pu etre poursuivi.

A l'issue de ces travaux dejA anciens (1986) et dans la .j
mesure ot) le tir air-aol au canon garde un intdret pour
lea avions de combat futurs, il apparaitrait naturelle-
mont esaentiel de retourner sur le simulateur de vol du Fusclage
CEV d'Istres pour enlist conclure finement sur lea ono
objectifa de l'6tude (A momns que, dana l'intervalle,£
d'autres 6tudes aient pu apporter un jugenient d6fini- -~Pente commandte
tif). Vitess .4w. barres ILS

WsA I& pente
6. QUALITES DE VOL LODNGIrhDINAL POUR LES t . I~

AVIONS DE TRANSPORT FUTURS
Lea travaux prsent~s dana ce pararaphe ont W
r~alis~s dana re cadre d'une 6tude condolte sous 1'6gide
d'un groupe d'action du GARTEUR (Group for (b) L -

Aeronautical Research and Technology in EURope) en+5
coll1aboration avec pnIus or de recheorche- ba t
Europ~ons (NLR, RM DUR, _ERA). Certainas- am L
podts de ces travaux ont d6jA &6 publies dana [9 eh 101. Wies as tsseiar

6.1 Objet de l'itude
115 apsat de caat6ruaer, au moyen de simulations

pi t ualitft do vol des avions de transport
un lois de commandos Evolu6es et d'un colisma-

teur t8te haute en vue de d6flnir des critares, de . ~ 5
conception des chainos de pilotage des avions. futura
b6n6ficiant des pyrogr~s li6a Alai commando, active.
L'6tude p lratpus precis6menh stir lea modifications____________
des qualiths de vol l~ongitudinal observfcs, en cas de
panne, !op du remplacement des lois principales par
un systan., do pilotage do secours pendant ls phase Figure 9: Collimateur tete haute pour l'dtude GAR-
d'ahterrissage. TEUR A I'ONERA - (a) principal - (b) de socours.

6.2 Esasls prifinlnalrea A I'ONERAa.uethledaste trais prro brsLe d6rosilement de I'6tude comngortait des essais a f ati I.e chefldasict parinialistejparatros barre5
r~loaina,ieSurle siMUlatetir lONERA pour forat lea hoion ricpa tseodars

campage doe siuan=' a, simulateur & base mobile b. wtin r6f~rece e)
du NLR.C. tin vectour vite ,e %erceo A "Ms)c

d. Ia pente command6e (losange)

6.21 Modul d'avin e. desi axes E.S (Instrument LndIng System).
Le modble utilis6 eat celui d'un avion do tranpr
trpiquc de 80 tonnes d6riv6 d'un modble de _ Lea indications do la pentc command6e et de ]a viteaso

Aibu.C moml eat Supa ntbelniui~ - aol disaasst IA-s qu'une "panne' survient et quo le
ment en boucle ouve rtc>Il ca~t p6qp &A lois de systame commute stir In loi de pilotage de secours.
pilotage d6finics ai-deaaous.62C Jind'ws

62.2L~ijde Lavion 6tant stir tine trajecto~iro d'attente en vent
Le cotr~lceat oe comando n 1 d~iv~o arnr~e la thche de piltae oaswae A rallier le faisceati

depnetncd pente'gu laq eaI pilotes on* I'.& arrmndi et l'atterrissage.
_I 'Vcaad IanU phase finale do I'paroplusicurs jeux do gain tester. Une automanette 6 ,~~i do renettire lea, ;at deassure, ati choix, le inaintien d'unc viteas do r6ftrenc chl if spaiii

oti do la vitease in~attan6e. Cette loi do C rejoindre )a uajoatir d'ateton initiale (figure 10).
longitudinale sera nomin6c Wo A dana la suite ~ .a I o~ii~ itooonussa joe a

Le contr~le lat6ral eat tine commando on "taux de l'inigBnie (r dessaisa. 1 aleC c&i pari unpeflisde
roufilm~ito ogt~I rsneiaeella ~ n'u etruec.LvhbPu, ld~fen dugft*.It prseaW tgomm lu Vet at eU iu m dlie. Suivantco La ha~ W lcaract~rmatsque sun'ntes 5  r~alin as r.,.. do son approche A vue

(VC nbion eat obWg do voler aux instruments
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(IMC) jusqu'i la base des nuages (500 ft). Be plus, lea gains de cettc loi rustique ne "itrient pas
avec ]a vatesse de vol en vue d'utiliser to minimum de
capteurs.

Points Paralltlemeint At cette modification de la loi A, une
de dpartnouvelle lot, appelde loi B, a 0%6 d~veloppite. Fond6e(~) Sur lea mimes principes que I la li pr'chdente, elle eat

censde proeirer one divolution plus 'continue" du
-- symbole de la pente commandhe dana It collimateur

M~e haute. En cas de "panne', cette loi eaz abandonnift
au profit de Ia Ni de secours (to" C) d6crite plus haut.

C pilotes ant particip6 A cette nouvelle phase de
I sim~lations avec lea nouveiles lois A et B. Les r~sultats

obtenus sont lea suivants :

a. taosslea litotes ont estim6 que les deux lois 6taient
accepabcea avec cependant one pr6fdrence pour Is
loi B. En particulier Ic d6platement 'continu du
symbole de la pente command6e a Wt tr6s qappr6cid,

,.~ Autornanc~it b. It passase do contr6le de Iapnte A la loi darrondi
con Ca poM aucun problicleela sembl6 tout A fait

naturel, enela -

intecepionc. Iat transition et Islois principales et [a loi de
du ocliersecours a Wt diversenen't #ppreci6e. Plusicors

pilotes se sont plaints de la diparition de l'auto-
manette et drt mnanque de compensation de l'assiette

F~gue 10 Etue GATEUR- T~he d piltage d.longitudinale lorsque la pos6C chane, tin
Figue 1 : tud GAREUR- Tich de iloage d.Its pilotea ont regrett6 ICManque d'ifornuton

concernant Io mouvement transversal de l'appareil,
lea indications d'altitude et de cap dana It collima-

Pendant chaque eassai, lea commnentaires do pilote et tCur tete haute.
taos lea paremotrea; de vol sont enrepiStr6s en vue d'iun AIiscd et ex~esredesii
d6~ouillement ulttrieor. A I'issue ec chpscoe essak Co is'ssc e e dild~es~i ddvopessas avase6

ptuote doit 6ga~lement remplir sin questionnaire destind cons1d6r6 que lea loi depiotage dvlp~saaei
Vireplacer sea impressions dans le cadre de U'chelle de atteint on nkiveau de quagiat suffsant pour passer A
Codopr-Harper. Toutes cea donn~es sont consign~es Idap suivante de simulations sur lea installations du
dana III]- NLR.

6.2.5 Premibre siffe d'essais 63 Essals an NLR
Six pilotea venankt dea qoatre pays participant A cette 6 3. Modile 'avidon
opdration GARTEUR particip~rent i cette premi~re Le mod~le d'avion adot' pour ces essais eat diffdrent
strie d'essais. Lea resulfats obtenus sont lea suivaats de celui utilisE A I'ONERA.11 eat d~rivE d'on modele de

Boeing 747 allkE rendo instable longitudinalement, et
a. lea pilotes doivent s'adapter A cc nouveau mode de posq&eant lea m~fmes caractfristiques T'approche que Ic

e6aeporlquel il faut agir p)ar impulsion Sur mocdtle de I'ONERA.
F.'comma tndofaisser la Ioi de pilotage r~aliser sa

tiche. L~e contr~le de ]a pente de Iat trajectoirt; a 6.3.2 Lois de piloazg
g~neralement 646 jngE acceptable. En revanche, c e a osd pilotagsnt lea mfmes que cefles essaydes
principe a W4 coneteat pour l'afrondi, Ilatte.,-i' me A 1'ONERA A Ia difrnce pr&s de quelquea gains qu'i
et Is mont~e; phases pendant leaquelles It contr~dle a fallu adapter an nouveau mod~le davion. A n'nter
de l'attitude eat easentiel, fgalement gue lea deux jeux de gains de la I,. de

b. malgrE It nombre de 'eux de gains essay~s, Is loi a secours locis C et D) seront test~s pendant cette
W4 estimee at ensib~le. En particulier, lea varia- campapne d'essais.

tion imor a doIase te longitudinale pen-
dant lea essais riaquent d'entrafner une sensation 6.3.3 Sbmulatew du NLR
d'inconfort por lea psasagers, L~e simulateur do NLR eat on simulateur A base mobile

C. l'ensemble dspilotes a estim.. que It mouvement i qoatre doegrs de MobrtE. La cabine repr~sente l'intE-
de la cabine 6tiit essentiel pour affiner leur j - ricur du poste de pilof ge d'un avion de transport avwx

ment. ~ ~ ~ ~ u Ap6 n oed ' uquipae de trois personnes. Elle eat 6quip~ d'unment. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e d'onl tableauod de bordirsainPti
do colliimateur tMe haute a W4 reconnue. A S)t eini plance ptiln atleaud.odtprmna

ocain IM 4 rogreOt quc les limitations techrn- (EFIS)o lc ioe
qoes de I 'istlato Re puassent permetire l'intro-
duction de param~tres de vol a Eineiitaires. iLe cofimiateur W~e hauste(figurel1)etdri6d eu
Cette rest'cton dewait dtre levte sot e simulateur tigWs I PoNERA avoc atoe sdg niain
do NLR. SUplenars(ld A -3 ders cap. pitCytii

cue). L~e nonred ybl hnepn ant lrondi.
6.26 Dmxi~me sirkdeisais 9Da.t part, ileat cosdr qj c indications du
Coo"t iteen des remarques formuldes par lea pilotes, cdllimateur t&te haute et diu taso de bard exp~ri-

I&liAaWmodifiet notamment pwr~duire lea mental dpausetlowscque au un ne *pane"-
"Cusin d rassiotto et unrr n mode L fdO a~as
(rarrondi *rvlgati dut dombne so do I~a 'n autt epyae(mg
Is vitease Wvp tags t de raocr~bration normale dE an desau 'ns auted pyae(m
Wisue l'altitude eat Wafriee& 3V, mitres. De pus CO pWe. jou).

I~ndre sos objectil do U'tude. none ha oi b 6. '
(oýlois a

D) a t6 Cocw n v doCbeer tioonio L Mn Cdo pIO(W et %X5tr n sis i
doP ONERA afis apinitC can p ar

sonre ueIt ~edait interromore avant dopourawd-
R l~kis~ius -MElUe a'utilise pas d'auto-manette. wie sur rue des loi do secoumis
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Apa avir cifectuo. un recensement des combinaisons
de modes de piotenvisageables, is mdtthodooIe

misc au point At 1'ONRA apermis de choisir C.ic
susceptibles de remplir r6eilement I& tAche do pilotag-... d. impartie. Lus lois Se pilotage ainas retenucs, r~gl~e

S pour satisfaire lea critftres classiques de qualitt de vol,.............. oat Wt essay6es tout d'abord au simulateur de l'ONE-
RA. Ensuite Is mneilleure des lois a Wt tcstte au

U, simulateur & base mobile dui CEV/d'Istres.

L" 7.1 Dimardie mithodologcLque
V Lidte directrice de cc travail eat que le pilote soubaite
commander directement, et le plus simplement possible,

-~ lea paramWes critiques, a~pplds modes sup6nceurs de

a5e an objectifs de pilotage,gpur le baon acli~ve-
ment ce Is phase de vol consider cnf eat A noter que
le concept de tir air-sal d6veloppft A I'ONERA procfde
d'une d6marche similaire.

Z.1.1 Cditre de ch oix des objectifs
Figure 11 Etude GARTEUR -Coilimateur tfte La synthftse des lois de pilotage par objectifs repose sur
naute dui NLR. lea considdrations suivdntes:

a. Compte tenu de la phase de vol enivisagfte, ie
Las conditions metftorologiques comportent plusieurs systame dynamique m6canigue du vol plus com-
prafils dle vent et deux niveaux de turbulence. Extemps mandes de vol est suppoaft lm6aire,
eat nuageux et Ie plafond est At 152.4 mdtres (500 ft) du b. Le pilate a, en g~n~ral plsicurs 0bjectsftrase
Sol. en m~mc temups. Afin de 1wi faciliter la tfiche, on

impose que lea abjectifs de pilotsg nt peu ou pas
L~ea easais ant portt sur lea quotre combinaisons pos- d'interaction entre cux (figure 12Y. C'eat At dire que
bles avec lea deux lois principalcs et lea; deux lgois de
secours. Pendant chaquc essai, lea parsindtrcs de vol et Z'
lea coinmentaires des pilotes sont enregistrfts. A Is firmZ
do chaque eassai lea pilotes donnent une note~ (dans
acenceile de Cooper-ffrper) pour la loi principale et la
loi de secours test~e.

6.3.5 Essais Temps Temps

Quatre pilates venant des quatre pays paricipant Aftl'op6ratian GARTEUR r~alistrent tea essaii. Leas 2 a (b)
r~sultats obtenus ant Mt lea suivants:

a. bien que lea lois Acet B aient Wt concues pour Wet
de niveau 1, seule Is loi B a constamnment Wt
considdrge de niveau 1 en raison de probl~mes sur Temps
la symbologic en t~te haute pour is loi A,Fiue1 Ilstaond cupg esm eseb. lesoi~s de secaurs ant, dana l'enscmble, satisfait lea iue1 lutaindudtopaedsmdsd
pilates. Elles ant neanmains; ete consid~r~es de pilotage (a) modes d~sir~s - (b) variable non
niveau 2 6tant donn~e Ia saudainet6 de Is modifica- command~e.
tion de Ia charge de travail quand Ia "panne' sur-
vient, si Ie pilate modifle as demande sur un objectif,

c- l'estimation des qualitis de vol eat tributaire des seule(sI)la~les) variable(s) du systame associte(s) A
informations pr~sent~es au )ilote et aussi du coin- cot objecti vs 6te modifl6e de fagon significative At
portement laftral de l'spparcil. long, terme,

c. Toutaurs pour faciliter Ic pilotage, il eat sauhaitable
4 ~ 6Conclsionqueleojectifa rMpondent simplensent via At via de

HI eat ho;s de p ropos de re-unir ici sur lea conclusions, la commande. On suppose donc que la variation de
degag&Ae par lea memb-(ca du GARTEUR, relatives ft l'objectif eat reli~e At a variation de la commande
Is caract~risation des quslit~s de vol pur Ia conceptio pilate correapondante par une Equation diffftren-
des systftmes de comniandes de vol 6lectriques pour l0ea tiefle du premiier ou du second ordre.
avions de transport futurs [101.Binataucs eqe hptssnootps
Du paint de vue de l'utilisation cornplimentaire d'ins- suffisantes paus caract~riser des modes supericurs de

ta~bon desimlaton r~sdif~reles U nient de piotage. Ufut y ajouter des consid~rations de stabilit6
remar, ner Ie r~le important des essais r~ali~ At u syt~me oiilet de satisfaction de crittres de qualites
l'ONERA pour ddfinir dp' bonnes" lois de pilot&g e t de VOL.
Ia symbologie du collimateur tete haute malgri lea
limit1ations, Techniques de linstallation. Une tuib ix d. Puisque le noinbre de commandos eat infftricur I I&

travail prftliminaire achevt, lea simulations an NLR ant dimension de M'Eat du systftme A contr6les, dI West
WuAte r~alistes aistment sans; rencontrer de prablft pas possible de pilater directement l'enaemble du

inca majeurs. Systamle. Une ati de cel i-ai d~pendra direce-
meat du choixds =modes supdrInurs. Par d~finition,

7. APPROCHE METHODOLOGIOUR POUR 1A on appelle 'ensemble des variables contr6leas Ilea-
CONCEPTIN DR C O DE VOL semble des variables; associ~cs aux objecti de

M'b eti dp ette Etude eat dedvlpper wnt appro- piotage et enseznble des variables noon contr6l~es',
dwie n~todologiqu por- ~emnto omds lsuepace compldmentaire au pr~c~dent darn
sup~iurs do !- otag adaptfts A I& r~alisation do I& Ilesetdta(1.

plsdaproc:a et e'at iss age d'un avion do trams e. Sil5astabllt6 du syst~me contr6ld est assur~c, ilfaut
potf Au commandes de vol 71lectriques. encore s'assurer de cello du systame nononntrMl.



7.1. 2 Mirhodolqge do recensement des objectifs 7.2.5 Premniire sidne d'essais
Elle comporte lea 6tapes suivantes: En cc qui concerne la coiibinaison (V, q), l'oninon

a. eoixdes bjetifadet~~,g6n~ralement exprim6e est que cette loi est anr9b-1,
a. coixdes bjetif d~sr~spidotr, pr~cise et tres stable en turbulence. En revan-

b. calcul des modes non contr6l6s, else,le ordres. au manche semblent trop frequents par
c. si lea modes non contr6l6s sont stables, ii ne reste rapport aux lois 'classiques".

plus qu'A rtgler Ia dynamique des modes contr~les,
d. si les modes non contr~l6s sont instables, ii ne reste Pour Ia loi (V, y), la modification de la liaison entre

plus qo'A changer d'objectif (retoor au point a). l'ordre pilote et Ia commande effective de variation de
pnte rend cette loi ag&r6able & piloter et peu sensible A

Cette demarche fournit un premier choix permettant ra turbulence, aussi Bien pendant le suiv du plan de
d'dliminer rapideinent on grand nombre de modes descente que pendant l'arrondi. Le suivi de Ua trajec-
inidsirables. Le choix d&iztif des bons Objectifs eat toire est Plus prcis et Is charge de travail mohincre
effectud par les pilotes A l'issue des simulations pilo- qu'avec la loi gV,'q).
t~es.

Quant A la loi (V, I') son mauvais compc;-tement en
7.2 Essais pr~ilhinalrea & IPONERA turbulence eat tr~s dQsagrdable. Ce ph~nom~ne semble
Deux series d'essais ont Wt rdalis6s A I'ONIERA avec 6tre caract6ristique de cette loi et dfi A l'introduction
le concours de pilotes d'essais du CEV/Brdtigny. La d'on terme d'incidence dana l'objectif.
premitres s~rie a consist6 en I'Ctude des lois longitudi-
nales. La seconde s6rie a 0tC consacr6e aux lois trans- A I'issoe de ces essais, la lot (V, '*) a Mt retenue pour
v,!rsales et au comportement d'ensemble du systeme. la poursuite die I'Cude.

7.2.1 Moe~e d'avion 7.2.6 Lois de rilotage pour la deuxditne sdnie d'essais
Le mod~le d'avion istilis6 est le m~me que celui adopt6 Cette seconde s6rie d'essais eat consacrde sortout A
dans le cadre des essais pr6liminaires dit Y'oerion do l'6tude des modes die pilotage transversaux.
GARTEUR ~aagra 'he 6.2.1). COutre Ie at que ce
modele dtait Ax inst6, il offiait surtoot Ia possibilit6 A l'issue du recensement des modes transversauxjl'un
die comparer lea lois developpees A I'ONERA et celles des modes retenu est le pilotage du4 d~rapage (palon-
precfidemment diabor~cs dana le cadre du GARTELJR. nier); cwant A l'aotre, il reate A choisir entre Is vitesse

7.2. Insalltiond'esaisde roulisp)Ia vitesse de variation du cap aerodyna-
7L2. Iostalltie iotan ests ensibeetl miqu (7t) ou la combina~ison des deux.
pour lsesais prelininaires du GARTEUR. A no 1 er Tosli f t eeos
cependn que le mini-manche do NLR eat rem place
War un autre minii-manche semblable realise A l'ONE- a. '1, p),

c, . R: pe dx/dt)
La symbologie t~te haute eat quasiment inchangdee C t 1d

=excetide p ur le losange qui indiquait Ia pente comn- La troisitine loi eat rd6alse au moyen d'une commota-
mandeci edont le d~placement demeurait dana le plan tion entre lea deux premitres suivant l'6tat de l'appareil

de symetrie de l'avion. Maintenant le losange indique et l'amplitude de l'ordre consmand6. Loraque l'ordre so
lea commnasdes longitudinales et transversalles deman- manche eat ptit Ie pilote corrige finement le cap die
d~es et ncest donc plus astreint A se mouvoir unique- l'avion (Ioi 1517 Lorsque l'ordre eat grand, on suppose
ment de baa en haut et inversement dana Ie collima- que le pilote d6sire mettre l'appareil en virage (101 a)l.
teur. Dana ce dernier cas, l'aviori reate en virage quandfte

manche eat ramene au neutre. A noter 6g.alement que
7.2.3 Conditions d'essais lea lois b) et c) sont quipees d'un disposiiif de mamn-
Profitant des travaux du GARTEUR, et A des fins de tien des ailes hiorizonlals.
comparaisons, lea conditions d'essais retenues sont lea
mhmes que cellea decritea au paragraphe 6.2.4. 7.2.7 Deu~dme serie d'essais 1131

Pour lea trois lois, Ie pilotae do16aag t
Pendant Ia phase preliminaire de familiarisation avec satisfaisant quoiqu'un peu lent. Le pilotage sans roos
lea lois propos~es et A l'issue die chaque essai, lea (ou trbs faiblement) eas appr~cie pour Ia manoeuvre dce
jilotes sont invit6s A faire part die leurs remarquea sur decabage" pr~s do aol.

prop.i m oae. L6ploag roulis (loi a) ~ne permet pas ti'effetoer

7.2.4 Lois ll ioae porJ premnib sene d'es~sas ai~ettepetites corrections en finale. L'absence do
Cete prc1,i'o6srit'esasetcnacX omue retour ailes horizontales eat reasenti coinme one g~ne

ment longitudinal. La mouvement transversal de ]'appa- par lea pilotes.
red eat contrMlC par la loi lattrale adaptec pour
l'opdration GARTEUR. La pilotage en vitesse de variation do cap aerodynams.-

que (loi -) eat appr6cie en approche finale car il
A l'issue do recensement des modes Io.giudina-x F'o pemtAotenir one trajectoire 6rcise, duaninue Ia
des modes retenu eat Ie pilotage de Isvtpe()s hre die travail et eat pest senlge A L; turbulence.
moyen d'one auto-manette; quant A l'autre il reste A Eleetagrtable en approche mais on pen a&nate en
faire on choix entre Ia vitesse die tangage (4jI et virage pusu eplt otmitnir on ettort sur le
de [a trajectoire (y) ou one combinaison tie I& vitesse manche.

tie~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~L taggtellnioc i tti apne c), combinaison des lois a) et b) a e tc -s
Trois lois lorigitudinales ont W1 retenoes: spjpr6ci&e des pilotes. Uls out trouv6 trbs satisfaisant de

diposer ti'une commantic en roulis assocd6e & la
a. possibilitE die faire facilement ties petites corrections en
b. y + k, q), approche finale maigrE I& persistsace die gjuelques peatis
C. : q. mouvements transitoires qu'il serait judkiciux de fare

Pour lea dciii dcEni6res, Ip dolte commande Ia vitesse dsaate
de variation de y et de r. Dc plus, pendant I'arrondi, Cette campaue de simulations pilot6es a montrdque
lea facteurs It sont modiflds en sorte de privildgier le lea pfloate appr~ciamet les modes de io~ a
contr6le tie Vattitutie. objectif 11 esf Agalement apparu tr~s int&=san tde
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combiner entre eux, suivant des r~gles A affiner, pour
faciliter la tfiche de pilotage. Coest essentiolieinent sur
ce denr * in que porteront lea essais au simulateur
du CEV ed stros.

73 Essais an CEV [141)
Devant 1'int6r~t dei r~sultats obtenus au cours des
simulations pilot6es A I'Office, 1'ONERA a souhait6
imnplanter la ielilleure loi sur le simulateur d'avion de f
transport du centre de simulation do CEV d'Istres afiD i 0s-4-a
d'accentuer le r6alismo du pilotage et de recueillir lea
commontaires d'un plus grand nombro de pilotes.

7.3.1 Mod.~k d'avion
Le inodole utiis eat un AIRBUS A300114 6quip de
moteurs GE CF&-50 fourni au CEV et validld6pa
1'AEROSPATIALE. .

Z.3.2 Lois de pilotage
Deux types de loi do Piloago oft dti essay6s A Istres.
Le premfier correpond &fts loi ONERA. Le second
correspond aux lots de pilotage r6alis6es par le CEV,
en reprnn cpicp eI cmuaio entre diff6- Figure 13 Collimateur tete haute du CEV.

rnsmdsde pilotage ddgagd. A 1'ONERA, A partir
d'Cl6monts de commando prdixistants A Istres.

7.3.4 Conditions d'essais
La loi ONERA a Wt implant~e au centre de simulation Le pilote aux commandes eat assis en place gauche. Les
apr~s avoir Wt moditide en sorte de prendre en deux tubes cathodiauea prsentent une image PFD
compte le nouveau mod~oe d'avion. Elie eat constitu~e (Primary Flight Disprav .ftn mg ECAM (Electro-
des modes de pilotage suivants: niic Centralized Aircral Monitor).

a. ,y'= y- +k q) pour le niouvemont longitudinal, Le cniosmt6o oogiqueason variables A travers
b. p3 pot dx/dtj pour le mouvement transversal. le choix do la visibilit6 horizontale et do Ia hauteur dui

plafond. Lea conditions de vent et de turbulence
La loi du CEV comporte quatre variantes, 1141 *s pouvent 8tre modifltes A tout instant.
diff6rencient Par I& facon doe commuter d'un mode de
pilotage sur l'autre. Ind~pedamment de cette commu- 7.3.5 Eiai
tation, ces lois scot fonde sur I'utilisation d'Cl6ments Par rapport A r-oNERA La mission A accomplir eat
de commandes de vol d6ia implant6es A Istres et beaucoup~pu com 0't. týecnsit nueapoh

vaii~eaparl'AROS~iLT ~ IIs'ait:ILS de I a~roport de MARSEILLE-MARIGNANE
pendant laquefll le pilote reproduit une manoeuvre

a. de Ia loi dite "C"' de l'A320) constitu6 par. le puilo- d'Cvitement (en vertical ot en lat6ral). D'autre part, slin
taleeonfacteur de charge pour le longitudinal etie d esater is maniabilit6 do I'appariIpotneft

b. Sotafe en vitesse de rous pour le atdral. pa natterrissag classique, mais il doit r~aliser une
b.~~~~~~~ ~~~~ wonot IaAidiplt uoaiqeae cpoaed 500 pieda pour so poser sur tine secondaire

ia pente pour le longitudinal et le pilotage, o Ia sans. ES.
route pour le lat6ral.

Pour chaque loi depiotae, il est demand6 au pilate de
La tenue do vitesse eat faite par I'engagement de fourni ue al~r6ciati~on de chacune des phases deol
I'automanette. (tenue de rou odponte 6vitement, vss captured

7.3. Intalat~n de~raasLOC, descente star Ie 6L.15B, tenue doltS ci baion-
La cabine de simulation eat mobile (6 degrds do netA50pid)
Iibcrtd) et accucille tous leA easais relatifs aux avions de 7.3.6 Rdrultats
transport. Elle dispose do dciii postea do pilotage: Cinq pilotea ont psricpd A ces Avaluations. La premie-

res conclusion c eat quo Ie Principe de pilotage
a. en place droite, avec one planclie do bord classi- direct des pa~rarmeres pnte/routc/wtessc initdresse

b.quo, avcdu utscisxiua n beaucoup, lea pilotos. Toutfois Hl semb~le m'acceptable
b. ___ aceae extbs ahcqeu do no a disposer dg;?emen1t% osbltsd io

dii tertt haute et un manche lat~al type tage -rinueP- classique. deposblt opi-
colliateu tet haut eatinspr6Ed ce qui concerne I& Ioi ONERA, ello a Wt appr6cide

MIRAGE ~ ~ ~ ~ it _00 ur e ybls~~~l~ aalaphases do vol pour laquolle cel avait 06Cdu MRAGE2000 Oute lusymbles Ites, en concue. Etin revanche lea photos ont 6prouve des diffi-
phase d'approche et d'atterrissage, il comporto icl cute pour r6aliaer lea manoeuvres d'Evitement, do

9l6ments suivants (figure 13). baionnotte at do grandes variations do route, surtout en
1.I r~sce do vent et do turbulence pour le transversal.

s~nth~tiquo, differents points, il convient de noter quo Ia loi
unrep re nti3der ONERAnoetraite pas epobmsde1vie ntt

C. Is trac at Z~ 'x uLEOC (ocalizor), du chiangemop do fkroute. Dattre part les paramebtres
d. dciii 6chelles d'6ear LOC et GLIDE. pilot~s sain des paramebtres nba salw.t non des
La visualisation synthitique do nuit permot do repr6 mf osm o sol. onr ccman der pointurbatili tms
sentor I& pista avec son bahisage axial et Iat6rA ai, ph&.iques comma dana s la Jo CEV serait do nature a
rampe d'aproche, It VASIS at dos reptras luminetix rigler cinfinitivement le problibme
indiquant ac point d'inpact A visor.

La cabine possbdeaen outre, un systbin complet do One arlqa saltau ve ursion x raioaIslonsEa: 1 p~
sonorisation A300. rae asplcs ordurrios

a. ella dispose d'una loi do pilotsge par ob~etiff
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b. Icpoepu eeIr tout instant en pilotage le siinulateur do, recherche do 1'ONERA, le second eat
=manuoel'. ietrvei n simulateur i base mobile dui CEv ou du NLR

suivant 1'exemple.
La seule critique concerne la maltriso dui passage entre

*les deux modisdce pilotage etla symbologi. La syntli~se des r6sdhgajtsd6 au coursdce ces trois
6tudes montre quo ces installt'ions sont tout A fait

En d~pit des meilleures performances des lois CEV, omlmntaires. Le simulateur de, recherche do
61abor~os A partir d'l6m6nents do lois do command.s IONR eat aisd A mottre en oeuvre, facile A reconfi-
validleas par lo constnucteur, la. d6marche goursuivie guor et Irfa utile au stade do la, recherche amont sur

parI'OERAa fvorsE nc ~flxio doTapart du do nouveaux concepts dlont il conviont d'exploror
CEV et des pilotes d'essais sur l'interet do la commuta- rapidement les; divorseA eventualit6a. Quant A la simula-
tion ais~e entre des modes do pilotage diff~rents en vue tion pilotte au CEV ou au NLR elle, eat beaucoup plus
d'am6liorer Ia tiche do pilotage pendant la phase r~aliste et credible vis A vis N'tilisateurs potentiels.
ýd'approche et d'atternissage et, par extension, dlans tout Cependlant, il conviont doe noter quo lesa r~sultats
le domaine, do vol. obtonus sur los simulatours do vol (CEV, NLMR)n'ont

pas d~menti ccix acquis sir le simulateur do rcerche
A cc stadoe do, l'tude, il conviendrait d'am6liorer la loi do I'ONERA mais, au contraire, los ont conflrm~s et
de pilotage ONERA afin do r~pondre aux critiques dos affin~s. De plus, grice A uno 6troite collaboration, le
pilotes et do r~fl~chir A l'utilisation do son pnincipe melange des 6quipes doe conception et do simulation a
dans le cadre d~uno etude prospective sir le pilotage Wt grandement profitable au deroulement et aux
des avions do transport futwrs. conclusons des Etudes presentees. Ainsi la compl~men-

tarit6 do cesdceux moyons d'esais ne pout plus 6tre
8. CONCLUSION misc on dloute.
La developpement des applications dle la technologie
du contr~re actif an onto les performances des avions Dans I'avenir, face aux bouleversements entrain~s p~ar
et r~duit, entre autos, I& charge doe pilotage dlans la l'introduction doe Ia commandoe autornatique g6n6ralfs~e
mesure ot~ i rend osilo l'apparitioin do modes do dlans los avions, l'utilisation conjointe do moyons dlivorsi-
'pilotage nouveaux. 6e cana lot ans cc domaino no fi~s do, simulation pilot~e semible Wte P'un des outils
peut p-as etre aisfment Fquantaleet iI eat indispensable privilegi, s A Is disposition des conceptours do systames
pour _,a do faire intervenir le jugement do l'Etre automat ues" pour explorer et ialider leaý futurs

humain. conc Iept commandos doe vol, d~finir do nouvellos
nome d qualit~s do vol adl~quatos et traitor los aspect

L'introduction doe P8tre humain dits la conception doe erooiuos associes.
projets incluant do la commnandoe automatique g~ndrali-
sEe eat en effet n~cessaire pour analyser lea aspects do 9. REMERCIEMENTS
qualitd doe vol, do confort, do pilotage et d'ergonomie Cette communication rend compte d'6tudes r~alis~es en
associ~s aux concepts mis en oeuvre et, dlana l'hypo- partie A I'ONERA dana le cadre d'actions do, recherche
th~so doe loccurrencc d'une "panno" puvrierquo. soutenues par Ia DRET (Direction des Reclierches et
Ia degradation du comportoment doe iappoparvetil inflst pas Etudes Techniques), le STA (ervice Techniques des
do nature A compromettre sa miso.Programmes A~ronautiues) ou bien Jo, GARTEUR

*Depuis longtemps, a Wt pergue Is n~cessit6 do quanti- EUornutcl eeachad ehnl).i
foer sun des bases objectives les qualit~s doevol des
avions pilotes at il a EtC possible d'Edicter des normes Jo voudrais remercier touts los personnos, aussi bien A
qui sont toujours en viguoeur. Toutefois, ces dlernitres l'inttrieur do I'ONERA qendo ors qui ont contribuE
no sont pas encore coinpletement adapt~es A 'appari- A Ia r~alisation de, ces etudes et celfes qui m'ont aide
tion do modes do pilotage non conventionneis o let A dlans, la realisation doe cello communicatioin. Je voudrais
l'introduction doe gouvernes nouvelles. rappeler nota-ment que le simulatour do I'ONERA a

EtCmis en oeuvre par M-' Michelon, quo M' Dan a
Ainsi, dls le stadoe do, In conception d'un projot, assure l'essentiel dle l'Etude aim lo tir air-sol, ot quo M
i'utilisation doe simulations pilot~cs reste dlon oun moyen Costes m'a tres largement aide pour In misc en oeuvre
d'investl thon wsant pour 6tudier los dliffrenta do l'evaluation doe la chaine doe pilotage pendant la
aspectsly Pua n do la technologie du contr~le phase d'appoce. Enfin, q'il me soit permis ici doe
actif dana los avions. remercier vieotI. otbto du desn elds

centres do simulations pilot~es (NLR .C.V et cello do
La communication a pr~sent trois examples do con- tons Jes pilotes d'essaza sans lesquils Jos evaluations
cepts indluits par la commuandoe automatiquo genrahaseo ifauraient pas Wt aussi fructuousesi.

*~ ~~pu lesum i les siuain piotte sont appanuos 1 ihln rsnaindue I~~,
abt& =l dfrouloment d&s 6tudes: 1I. REFERENCES

a. un syst~mo mnt6gr do commandos do vol et do FORTRAN: §imulateur do rochercho , ONERA TP
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LE ROLE DE LA SIMULATION POUR L`ETUOE APIS

(Aide - Pilotag par Iwae. SVW~du)

Plarre LARROQUE

PiWrr PAGNIEZ

ROtUn PMIOINAC

DASSAULT AVIATION, 75 Quall M. DASSAULT

SIMS1dr-CLOUD FRANCE
R Dons ce contaxle. on cherche surlout A procurer Cu pilots

Cot exposi primente lea difffironts mayens do simulation unMao d'nvolr uno perception do ro.Ivtronnoment at do
into anoi uvro choz DASSAULT AVIATION pour I'itude APIS rdo ux comprondre co quo bint lea outomatlamos do pilotage at
(Aide au pilotage per Imagouta Synlhltiique). Le but do cotta do astbi do traleodolro.
6tudo &talk do d~flnir lee concepts crinterfaca Homme.Machlno La mission cijoislo comme thimo d'itude alt Is mission
d'une Imogene synthitlque calculdo A partlr d'aluormations Alr-Sal en pinitratlon Wie bass& attitude ovac voillis Mr-Air
embarquioa at ratratctules on vol at pormottant d'appouter au d'un savon do typo RAFALE.
pilots un. aide & Is comprihonalon at A Is decslon quell.. quo
sallem les conditions do vol (basiso o&tMud*, nmauvalso Los tannlnaux onvisagia pour coo visaullaations scot io
vtaibilMli.. at Ion conditions tactiques. collimatour M~e haute at Is collimatour flila moyenno.

Ca document dearlt Le concept APIS a pour origins I'analyso des bosoins
opdrationnela on maftre do roprisentation d'Imagenoe du

0 Lea moyans utillsia pour produlre des Inmages statiquan mnonde extirteur.
Issues do I'anslyao dos baolna of pormottant dseffeduer
uns pramlbra si1*leion dos Imnages satlmfalsontas. Ldtude pocko mur In dinition at is diveloppermant do

o Lulllstlo do tatons e tava~ por giiro 01 ll terlls*0 Imagerles sur des mayan. Informatlques (Cu sot) at outils
0 Lutilasiondo tatonsdo ravil our96nrerat lioer do type alimulatour dilude'.

on temps riol le" solutions rotenues at y apporter do%
amilioatlana our Is reprioontotlon. Dans cs contexts Is r~le do to simulation, an particullar

celul do contro OASIS chagi craider A Ia conception at A Ia
. La couplogo des stations do travail A un calculataur temps miss au point des Interfaces Kamm*-Maochine dos evions

rint at A uno cabin* do simulationi do typo RAFAI.S DASSAULT. 41 etsseantial.
porniotlant Is diroulomonti manuell ou automnatlqua d'un
suiv do trajactotre 3D dons un scinarlo simple at ch~lls6
ions deo ivallualons per dlx piloles. 2. ANALYSE DES BESOINS

o Los scinarlos rotonus 01 leo rhsultats obtenus suite A cos
*valuations. Durant to promlirs annie daludo. uno place mmportante a

60i occordi. A 'analyse dos bosolna. en partlculler pour lea
o Los suits" 01lt Inretombilas futures aur Is dfintilltio dea aspects pilotage 0t navigation, afin den difgamr un concept do

ovions do combat DASSAULT. priloonatolon des Informations our lea dii~riros supports do

1.1dm doalirdniolalom vtsuullsatlona adoptia.
o APIS Aide mu Pilotge per Imogarlo Luioalyse do. besoons a conduit aux axes d'itudoa

"ynhitique aulvonts :
* AVI :Avionique iulotnWt hte
o CERMA :Centre diludes 01 do Rocherchas Vaulslotleau:

do Middecne Arospatials Etude do Is reeopniatatlon du terrain (zone,
e MEY :Centre Cosaoleosn vol discrilladlon deo donniea, prioonitilon fitaIr. 01

e CTM Collimalleur Tie Haute Mia~. 611minallon do parties cacludos. nua~nce do
s cTM Coimlmour Tile Moyonno atudsane los)

o DIMS :Digta Land Mapping System huor jne ieg)
9 FUR :Forward Lookdng Infiraked * Elude doo dicalagos do superposition ou monde
o HUD HaMod Up Display (cd CTh) Otdiu'ku (dft aWW orreurs do Socatleotlan) 01 do tour
& IMC :ln01Iuunnta Meteorological Influence our Is nature des paiaontolions.

Candltlau
o OASIS :Oathl d'Aldo * Is Sipicification 016 Ctio. rgonomliquoo (eatompago do I'immga,

* amU Seronce Techiqiue do IntIgration do I& symbologo do pilltage dons
T6licammunicotlons at dos I'~llaWS W0 6tlitque do monde exidulour.
Equlpemnenta sironautiquea siottoapadelodbtco

o TSA :Trio 50.00 AllIfude Rp~dlospntolsdbois
.Etudo do IS c~odon do ralralchiutoamonl do flinogo.

I ihClio%5CmIC~~~m 0 Visaleauuioat plonclu do bard (CTM):

. Typo do roprimsouttolan torrainl (isoagge. ambrage...

Dons I0 codre do devolappemont exPlaratolre APIS * PnIsontatlon trldlmenslonolef(i Pufto ou vute do
conduit pe to STWUAVI. DASSAULT AVIATION &-oa vu confer room"t.
un control Pour utno itude do 2 Mis. . oflodlo do Is plaulnksn (VlllOe buvues.

Le0 but do riitat APIS oat do priooatmr su pliolo dutu ionts..
Wvon do combat manatac util Imageul synlulquto A peutir

dtInfarm"11on oml*erquie (aindtlmilnla, fntmile, menoco.. . Chmp *I distance do reprimoetatlon.
Plan do aol) at d'hufrnaialorum rairdichies en vat (menasooRniendondodalo
unPr*Iwuo% cleg-Men do Plan do aol). Colle Imnagorke dolt ersnalo asalo
P01 W tlre do foclerto Ipu10191 do dicduon dono diirentso . Rotprisenttion dlInfra No rotativo. A tontraloctiere
condlians numictiaralolqto condiftlona do vol (pAndlmlon sonlcpie *I A is ftowakeor a suiws.,

baesi ClWuds) go coanliose ldiqlys..
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4. LE ROLE DE LA SIMULATION
3. ETUDES ET PROPOSITIONS PILOTEE
DIMAGES STATIQUES

Parall6lameni A Is dfinltion do. Image. statlque.. un

Suite A l'analys. des besolre. Is bureau d'&Iudea a dini travail do pr6paratlon pour Ia divaloppamantr dam animations
at ml. n cauwae des mayant malarials at a divatoppi des W'est diroul~io asCantra OASIS. 11 a permls do ditinir
togicela afin do g~nira dIver... Images synthitiquam rarchiitecture atlea mat~inal., 6 maitre en oeuvre ainsi qua
statiques. rarchtltecture logicleff. raftnue.

La.s minew nxtril Durant In seconds annie Is r~le do I. simulation pilatea
"* Pour In giniratlon des Images : un calculateur 10M3000 at dans rItude APIS a 6116 double:

des conmoles graphiquas Intiraclilve ainsi qu'une station t. Au nlvestu de Ia conception/9iniraion of do In miss au
graphique SILICON GRAPHICS IRIS 4D point dos Images, Is simulation a pennia do proposer un

"a Pour I'anlmatlon Image par image : un magn6toscope at grand dvantell da solutions avac do nombrausa. varianta%
des carte. de pilotage. pour citacuna d'aIlo.. Plumleur. sainces do travail en sent

Lee www lolicals:tanues avac lea Servicas ofilcials at des opirationneim
davant des stations de travail, at ont pormis par llitatioiim

"o La baa. do. donniom geographiquem GEOSASE succommivam de difinir at do cholvir des solutions basiem
multl-sourcam permettant de recoaoir as minimum lea our des cnireem do reprimantativilt of mime dWaller ou
ficttlers DLMS alnal quo dies enrichlssements obtenum par deli des Idiom Inmdates : rapriaentation t~te haute vidiat
numirimation manuetle da carte 1GN. Lin extraclaur (HUD4), rejurimentation de. zones d'intervisibltlti des
permottiant do ginirer cam donniom giographlques menaco.s.
laltimitnle at planimitrie) pour le. simulations temps nest
du contra OASIS. 2. Au nlvomu do. ivalutationaen rajasant ildilomK pour

divers pilate. n'myant pas participi 6 In dfinition dem
o Unonmmbl toicll iitlan ortan:Images, lea mime. scinarios (garantle, d'Imo conditions).

"* Permat do ginirar une Image en perspective 30 an Lea ditliranto. solutions ddvetoppiem sur station do travail
ddifllssant son point de vue. son cantenu at Is ant alors 6t6 couplies 6 use cabins RAFALE at ant permis
reprisontmtion grapitique des Informations. do prisennier almultaniment I.. Image. CTH at CTM avec,

un monde aidirleur cottirent (visual do lour utilimant ems
"* Permot do gininer den vuom 20 cartographiques. mimo. base. do donniem terralin).
"* Permat In giniration d'lmago. statiquos. leur

manipulation at arcttivege.

"* Permat Is giniration Interactive do. paramftres 4.1 MOYENS MATERIELS
d'antmmtion do maine. trldimanslonnellon on Images
do mynthben at do lee enragistror Image par Image sur Le matirlol uttlbi& pour leam simulations APIS 6tait
magndtomcope. composi :

Do nombreumo. bImage. ant 616 divaloppiem 6 aI'sd. do a DWon calculateur ENCORE 17/80 pour I. simulation du
coin outlm. Lam travaux art porti our: modile avian. dea asaervisaament. 6 Im trajactoira 30 at

"a Lea Image. filmlres 3D on itudlant particullirament: do Ia giniratlon do Is mymbologie t610 haute.

"* La dfinltion do Is zone visumlisbe, 0 D'in SILICON GRAPHICS pour Is simulation do rlimage
mynthlitique 1610 haute."* I. discrdtisation du terrain.

o DWun SIUICON GRAPHICS pour Ia simulation do I'lmmoo"* La type do repriaentation (carroyago. Isodistance. ayntttaiiqu. toe moya~nn.
fuyante. ligne do cr610).

"* lee techniques d'dilminstion do parties cshiams 0 D'un systime SINTRA CON4CEPT 90 pour Imlllichage do Is
symbologle tWe haute.

" L'iplatatin d tr~ctore, 'obtaclso Do Ia cabin. OASIS RAFALE D (sub' fte 3) don. laquotle
"* La cadence do raflmlcttlssmerd. en diroulent. dana I* cadre du programme RAPALE 0. lea

Moudes do dfinltlon d'Isatedce Homme-Meattlne. Pour
"a Lea Image. 3D atatique. Plienes destinies 6 une l'itude APIS noun avosm utlslm an patliculler Is combIni

viauatllsmlon planctie do bard puiaeonlies mous divers CTHICTM almui6. le menclie. Is muntmtt.

. Vua do pilate : vtao dent Ia point ginirAtur 0.1 Io L'orgenisalion gininile roten~ pour arfchltltcture
mime quo pour leo Images, Mlakes Mtse haute. malirlole eat prioattli our is fifta &

. Vue Domi-Doau : vue dont Io point ginirmiour eat 4.2 LES DEVELOPPEMENTS
. Vue dipartie : rue dent I. point ginirstour ant dfini

par use &vanes temporallo our I. mission efoachtue
par Ialade. 4.21 MU RMSS DIE DOWNUS

Un donator does image% itudliom a sinaI 61 riallsi at
pnisont aux Svcrce O~ckete. Urn dizalne thmageo a 616 Lilohboratlln dem lmmeme APIS nicesamte an certain
raeanuo constituent mhwamI use proposition do born pour lea nombro do donniam do nature. diffirenie..
simulations tempo il prievee 6 OASIS. (,Odr Illness 1 2). Lea doantes *olWt1*ittque rnelnmegnnt I'loiltude do

Do Plus. 6 WerI des Paramitras soreglotrds lore dun voll terralin nur unse zone conaldiri
baa.. aftltlude set MIRAGE 2000. den Image statliques out 616 La 'plsalmi riosemainb "a hde. a~rmations cancammft
rialisies p.0otle minea ont tempo dhT" Image Wo Image. Co de. Mimonim prisont do maoIts pormsinaee gar le oad. Ce.
Image. 0.6 64A cr666 oac lee 19legiilsoivaqlmi 6limant. pouvamt 6Reawoemla (cowns ire", -) on -Wlcol
pricidamnmeei at ant talo robjat d'urn cessaftt .1d. La 1 sntpss oto..)a
coniparalmeon diromt, pa primentaillon slmuflani sun dom vns yilits .xwloew 'esf tom a
monftaurs do cow1 miquanco wro lse siqoences do terrain Imgliar (See.ils. .4..)
ayntflidquo. a Pat to do conotider quo to rootlluflen den De Inwalin Waido ma pflldags (oswenttoemaaet
lolntiane, dean rltnag satorm qwe corrospondaltf trio bon A ce USKII do Milm at inoefce) sMtObM am
quo ran rotiroll do Is vliii. do vol. em w"
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Divesres contraintas tellos quo IQ lap do La Prfdeeltatioil des zones daflerouim a sembWl

ratratchlssoment dimage at l'unliormit* do prseontatlon dens Jdces oed iue
taute. lI" direction* ant conduit A utilizer un. repriasentatian Do m~m. quo pour Is traledlolre do rifiliene c'aat is
plane du terrain, ddcoup* en card~s pour OASIS. Les fichiera repriaontatian ecu% forms do surface, colii. arn terrain qul a
alllm~itues do rdftrence pour ritude APIS cciii lea Sichiers #16 rwteus.
DLMS boumla par In centre giographlque inter-armies. Les
fichl.,s explolda dens I* cadre do Ia simulation A OASIS Alnel. dans lea vtauallsatians CTM APIS. rimage do
reprde~ntent un. surface do 90 Ion x 90 km. Pour atstlfaire lea rinltarvlelbull, des menaces Sal-Air, pout Ore plaqude eso aol.
bosoins exprimts ci-dasalia. des treltements de projection et daaalt0 nrpr dto olsbhe~

d'ihanlllnnse at ii efacude* prti de Ithies DMS. menace doens l'lmee APIS nieseallant Is cannalasanca trun

FICKEmS PLAuMMEYRK fichlolr do points (x~y) dicuiveat Is contour 2D do rintervialbolut
do cello, menace. Les -orannee dolveni dMre oxprknties

Permi lee nombreux 616emnta planlmitriques dlaponibles dans I* repbre cart~iaon do raitlmdcie.
at priaentables au pilot*, ant Ol raetnus pour ld6tuda lea villas. LeAc-o do pont pod avoir dyvers". arihinee. 11 dolt.
fWilta lmpoulantea, Ileuves do grand. tallie. lacs 0t obhtacleacs nai otlane n aroSbdoIitrllllld

dangereux.Ia menace. If pout Otrs calculi en temp. difiri. ou renagn#*
Let critbree d'lmparlanco ralatila aux 6limonts pri-citia en tempa riel on fonclian des ivalullans do l'evlan.

sont do nature. distincte. Pour ce qui concerns in aimulation. Ina fichilers do contour
Let lichiers plenimitriques do rifirance pour ritude APIS do domain. d'intervlslblilti does menuc" Wn i Mabaria en

50111 lea Sichiora DIMS biournis par I. centre giographique tamps d#Mfri ; aprhe avoir 'Implantil dee batteries adl-oir do
inter-armies. port"a donnie dons in terrain. doe calcula d'lntervlalbllti ant

Pu Mr. efleclude en lionctian den Positions gioagnpltques at
Suits aux beacins exprimis plus haul. un certain nombre port", do chaque menace, at du relief du terrain onvlmannant.

d'opirations a iM6 nicossaire. Dans un dauxibma tompa. cea fIhldura do contour sont
"o Rassemblement dos manuacrits correspondant A Ia zone acrutis pour fabriquar des flchiera de facetlos.

utliladae pour APIS. Cos demloers fichiers contlennont lea facettes do terrain
sifet~ed. par rintervlelblllt. 0t lour dogri de risque.

"a Rogroupomeni does lace, vile.s. forfs at Sleuves Ce. fichiera do facelles aoot directemnent utlilsia en
apporteneiit A plualeurs manuscrits. simulation pour rapnkaenter los damalnee d'intAlsblllli en

"a Recherche des iliments lez plus Importanis. Cost alinal CM
quo, suite, aux crilires do tin ~fcui pour Ia simulation.
sur Ia terrain des ivalusians (do 90G km do oft). italent
prisefts lee 5 plus grandos for~ts, lee C plus grc. cours 4.U ILES IMAGES APM SNIM LEES:

d'eu o les a Is 0 lusgradesvilas.Use dizains d'lmages dinfrentes ant fall l'abjet do"~ Recherche des obstacles dciii Ia hauteur dipasse lee W/ simulation tempa r"e sour dee stations do travail SILICOI
de In hauteur do consigns. GRAPHICKS. Lee lagcels a ieont diveloppia sous UNIX en

fangsg" C of ull~hselnt I& bib~lo"hique, grephlqu. do SIRCOil."o Prajection do mime type qua pour V'alllmitrle attn do to Saule. lee Image. relenses par lee Services Officials pour lsee
placer dons un repire certfielen. 6vellualians en cabins scat pnfisantias dens co documont aite.

"a Raowdaeg dee ilimenta pinnimitrique. dens do nouveaux soant fre~icmniee IIUOI - HUD4 01 CIM2AfS.
flidhimr correapondant airs bosomns spilcifiques d'APIS.

La reprieentallan d'une -trajealore do riffirenco a'est D ISCRIP1tO Er *e M Em DEB IMAES -rsM
rapidemeni rivili"eassentiliste. La repriaewdtiton retenue IMMIKf
revit Isforme dun ruban. plaqu6 au sol. La but do rlmage synthmitque ApiS en HUD eel do

L'ilaboration at Is reprolsenlatlon do Ia Irajectalre do pri5Onter. a ridhefl i car superpeasul au terrain nrel. des
rifirence dons l'lmegae APIS nicoasifte Is connalasanco d'un Information. do relief trajactloree. obstacles A court formo (vol
ficlilor do points (xKy) rigulliremont *spacia* corepndent A beases altitude avac assstanuce eau pilotage). La aymialagle
Ia trajectalre 2D A faire figurer dons rimaga. Lee coordounmes clasiliqii We haute (rdicules do navigation) so superpose
dolvent Sire exprimies dens I* raplir. carl~ion do l'aftim~nle. tooujaurs A cell. reprisentatian 30 du terrain.

Le lichllr do points poil avair diverse. ariginas. 11 pout. IMAGEf ilm
per example. provanir do cansldiratlans lore do Is priparatlon catuerjreneinsamiiu aotrm ier
d11ouimisin, dor Iesmigsioen tmoro n ocind (veil). La raliaf ead figuril pa doe lignee isodlatantes toa ones

dirclemnt d Iam~sson.des eutree. roprisoanids am@i forms, carco do cord..
Pour ce qul concerna Is simulation. to Itchlor do Paints do concenttiques dont lavlon eel Is centre.

tra*etore a M&i iabur& en tampa diffiri e n lionctlan cruno 'xrclnd aui attn*ln 0aalpu
vitesso do vol moyenne. do points do passage ou do route. Vexratio do plter0 or ainglte d'ouva*tur e lts in poudr
obligis, 01 do contraintes propres A revlon (f1acturs do charges oeatiotur. un angie leass dee chumps do viseur (champ verticalmaid., _.). un algoritlime a ginir* uWa trajftiolr minlmlsant of champ horizontal) 01 do rouls avlon. L'erc do cords, fortnim

altiude noyano.ce cone, a pour velour Is distance maidmalo do pri"aantian do
Cello Irajodolr. donee. A Peas rigullr. lee Position$ 01 terrain. A rhitwileu do ce chon. on olficlue un bailayage A

attitudes do lavion done tin epfire certilale Idenique sux Iao0dlsento Mins! Wuun bel~ayeo 6 loo-gisoemon. Powurtne
repilres d'altlmitie 0t do plailinitrie uili~si. 1804kianto dannie an jold1 cheque point drintersecdln (ay~z)

par line gina do couleur varle. Do p". unm lf driftefinulian
Un second algarithmet dit do 'plecalo Cu eol ceklcul lea dfipandant do to distance Ilifne visulie" loong pao.. ponnat

terrain. boelser cur ellee : raMillormati Casanilefe daein I*UD an
Ce placago en eat a pour rfta do 'IonlloW le ruban do lundoeeaiecsmyne.

to manure, @vast fine que nicaesslre pour qull wo plaqu fuporpasie "ix Roonm leo4aianlse. I irs jaaalro do
parfaflaanor sour lee facelta. do terrain pr6-oxhialanle. ritienc eel reprdntio. plaqIdI Cu rellet su Is SINe dima
L'onsendble does Ifac--sen iimantalres do troJaciolie do ruben colt bohn do cheque oftI per tie ligne voile
r~itirnce eel allms stacki dans en fishier epiclal. La. obstacles waid sybollaft A low empiacement reaol.

Sooul In obsacles dont Is au "u didgaee kM If12 do In
hauteur do comlelgit do vol. eost reprdanis
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Des aibre.. aldatairement dispoes.a peuvent enriclllr cello
Image, en p&Mtdpdat u, rmndu do lIImpresslon do prolndour. Ua simlateion Okca" a Pennhs. grke A de knambux
do d~filemeunt. paramdtrages. do ddinir l~a loft do bolAYug.. n diutance Of

Lee menaces no WbPt pe betrba do pr~sentatlon dana In lennt s u d terrain.1010 luxd
images HUD.

Use commando p~lai. baph tse auxc do terrasln p~ne
d'alldger fee vlsualleatlons APIS on bidlton dos conditions
tuddrleures (milta null. ...). Is lumnlnosIt do In symbolagle
restant atu maximum. Calle commands pormme I'sllbgomeat
tlada. Is trasntoiln do rimaep liUD HU0d. at do chodlar 4 Atats
posaiblee do prissntatlon du relilef. Troia perunlo 6voluent
en soatie do coot commando, 11 s'.gll do:
# L'oapacoment entro lea Hignes lsa-dlstantas, ce api donna

plus at' mains do llgnes prtsenttes.

* La luminamttt globel. do I'lmags APIS (asur Irajctoiro do
rtfmsonce).

o La distance mxlmnala do prisentation (informnation A plus
at' moins long term.).

Lo f~igue 5 prisento un example do HUDI.

SCHEA DE CONSTRU.CTION COMPLETE DUINE IMAGE HUDI

AVIGN
Positiono X, Y, Z
Attitudes W , 9
Chomp visama. gismseent, site

Sistance. do Prisantation It His iso-distance.

ALTITUDES

Rahech - atitude., Intampolile. aux Ft chi era
inerscin av rl.-sea , venata Altimitrique.

dubloegeenditane tan ozs.e..t [E LN

OBJETS

Tracd de.s rr.- 2 rr.k

IS-ITr Need

do la r os ecte t ioo do rPilots-.----.----

ovubeoaie Sitauaee uparesitien Global

L30li. -CE
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L'ox1radlon do terrain etdfnle par flatrston des

0 Au court do is miss au paint do Is simulation plikit4. II a wcins viseur) ovoc I* terraln. A riInterleur do camt zone, on

somb6 ln~rem t depr~snterune mageplai* pls ofitcle unbala ag ldiagsne, d I repooliont I~gs ma ll ue

C'ose itepetauno aupisn i n e synthiius intati~on MakeOn) terruai n (lNoblerm do dhoasat m agiqe @1 oflwodu Wu2

Let relef v eatH# niulls ou dno codiins~ap iton quen dimnson (Es suat~ Niord). an permis doe dnoirmIations denaftlon
dlflrdrstea IC.Cn mg formsur plus lerrain.6 HU4 t A panteralc ~utlk'o l ai loi dulnu mtcleraon. rqu

Superpoode anot. La yvoloppo. I ls qu fijet lr @ do ~f uen L a commandw do tiaux o t~errantoll. quo disnt. pour
(rstcplaq o du ol ow~atis n a s supedunrubsn nouoir. et chauDI ospluo du malnsUdD4.oiio ~grp
Los obstacls ont 3 ybD li dur eeplacnment iol. La atgdo Spsoto u nou c xolmplo oHU

Deso arnes topritstrentao "ldtispsspuven m ono chirom ce~tteopu.u loihsdolsaoadofcu

dte.aml A d~o P e lains ments.be oI'ms

guporpo~ Itremu dno ope.i trajtotte d trianoula omad tu d eron.til uadaat pu

est ~ plq~ ouWsu I om dnrac or UDsWqu U4

LoLbtce otsmolss&lu mlcmntro. L qr .set neaped U4
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La meg eat reprisenide en bleu. La trajecloire sat
touJours ropedsenti. en~ma sur I& mer.

.. dOA o ~tdl. ~:r~ La simulation piW6e a pegmis Is miss aua point awec let
do fllolacift YMPLOGE HD I ismst"HUD opirationnota des caradirlatIques do cone vlsualleation:

A bard do rovian, rlnfomallioi eaaontiolle do Pilotage ot 0 caposto du poinct do vuemd. r
Ia symbologio (riticules do navigation). Cadl signiflo quo * hmpe dOO istaOnc do Ia ectaiore.
riImago APIS oat un pius par rapport A In symbologle et no dolt * repriseniatlon des menaces.
absolument paa digrador toa Itabllmit (pulaque APIS oat une
'aide A Ia comprdhenaian' do l'environnomoent. tandia quo Is Do noenbroux assets at do nanibreux paramiltragoa ani
symbologlo reat* rinformaion primaire do Pilotage). Pour? dt6 nicoessalrs pour aboutlr A Una Image saallalaasnft.
prisorvor colt. priorftt do prisentation, lee nkitculem poassdenl
Un. couleur volt maturG quell. qua of Soi 'mago APIS (HUDI ou La fillurse 7 Prdsonte un example do CTM.
HUDe) prtsenvtie of quel quo salt I. 'taux do terrain' affoctant
rInmg. APIS.

Aln d'accontuor Ia pridamlinance do Is symbologie Par
rapport A l'image APIS. un ddtourago nor dos rdticulos a 6%A
Introdult. Cola pormie une distinction nell. do coo symbolesat0
apporto uno notion dd6criture on surimprosalon. Cod eat
d'sutant plus Intiressard quo l'lmage APIS uct richeo (beaucoup
d'infoggnations Iumlnouses an Clii). purtlculliroment pour
l'Image HUD4. La coextitonco d'uno symbologl*et0 d'une
Imaeg 30 APIS on lt.t haute a occoalonn6 de 16gires
modifications concernont Ia priaontallon do queiques rdtlculos.

DO MESRIPTION ET ALOMITlUE ME IMfiGES TETE

"o L'Image synlhdtique APIS on CTM permet dobtenlr Une
Information moayn term.. dans lo but do falre I0 lien visual
(donc d'anslyse ot do comprdhonslon) entre rimage
projetile dana I. HUD (Iris court term.). 0t Ia cartograplile
(long togme).

"o Cello image prisonte dos Informstions do relief, traloctolre
do rfitironco, obstacles, menaces at planimdlrie dons un
champ trio largo (30- x OW).

"o Aucune symbaloglo closaique no so superpose b cofte
reprisentation 30 du terrain.

Coast Un. reprisenlation synthitique monochrome (grim)
afin do Ialsoar touts latitudo dons Is chats dos cauleurs pour
I'hab~llogo.

L'Image grand champ (W` x 30-) met Issue d'un point
d'oiloarvatlon sliii on arribre 01 am deamus do son prapre
avlon. nhuvoluant NI an roulls (9) ni on tangago (0). Le relief sot
figuri pa urn envolappe 6pousant I"o d11116rentas formes do
terrain. Suporposoe A cello onvoloppe. Ia trsoectoiro do
rfibrenco met plaquio, au eao. Des zones d'intorulob~lif do
menacos, refildtant Is pomalbRI16t d'&tre accroch6 radar' par
uno bollerlo sal-air. aont roprseaontioa plaquillos - sal. Des
616monto planimiltriques surtsclques tols quo fleuves. lacm.
fonts. villes mont symballs~s por outant do surfaces clories
Apoumant Is relief. Los obstacles sont symbalisia A lour
emplacement r"o mats A one "cWet supirlure A i. La
reprisontstion do son propro avion se trouve toujours. pour
l'oboervdlour. doam Is mmo silo. 11 6volue on 9. 0 (raualls,
longage) controlroment a rlnlage 01 on w (cap) avec linimags.
La potilon dos partties cachdo oat assurte pour l'onsombie do

Diverses Informallions vionnent complitog callo imago:
& Informnations do distance on NIM repnksontios owns formn*

do llgnoa cireulalres cenrdros aur ralovn.
0 Information do hautour du point d'observ01IoN.
oInformaton pridictlvo extrapoiont Ia trojoctalro do ravlon

dana 10010 seoados A venlr (*quoue do scorpion').
L'otdrnctlost do terrain oat d~linle per lNotorsodlon dos 4

Hignot do viad (poroant do ran abwevatour 01 peasant Wa Ieo
4 COMMs i'm objodtif ON~ d'uo~turo W- x 3W) Goec Is terrain.
A rilnddiour do callso zuoo. on offecue un bespleyg
bldimnsfonlanll respecant In moillage go terrain (IlIler do
don e al~tim~frqueo). Solvent In 2 dimensiions (E at N1 ord),

on dclmerom be0 Ininfomati Araftiluade A Intorvollo rigullor
(maignhf dui ficklor altimilistquo).

La kumlnooIA 900 caloulcue 01 oflo diowd do:
o folnalank~~ I IlO di lors si (ambour dma noted conoldigE

Wo ra"r sam s"lo (poor Io cacall d'ombne).
o : daisalnce odnuod A rlludu plot*e(pawouIscalcul do
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ScHBMA DE COMWUTRI~iON COMPLETE DUN IMACE CTM

AVION

Posnitions , X. 'V. Z
Attitudes *
Cheap obsarvateur i 6le x 30*

r ALTITUDES
Recherche darn altitudes a"m noaudo Fichiers..1r r ynhalava d.imanainal Alt mtr. s

DIJETS

FTro;cd dar on.dmeas

UU&RAaE

Attribution d~un nivaa aui
anfencatie., do l-orinztattion

IRM

Ndiciedu nivaau do ri
anfntie., do-Is distancea

F ENVELOPPE TERRAIN

TracG daon facattag trianv'ulairaa

TRAJECTOIRE Itindraira do

Racherche at Traee R~f irence
do Is traJacteira do r~fdrence

INFORMATIONS COICI.EMENTAIRES

tactirf prddicive (10 sac.)
Iftelt,3 at hautiqur

X dnr Lnae rotations

ar Io doUsrobevtu
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5. LES EVALUATIOS 5.2 SYNTHESE DES AVIS DES
EVALUATEURS

5.1 PRINCIPE DE L'EVALUATION Lin twbiow do synthtos des jugoments sour. OI@ o d'APIS.

PILOTEE suits, aux #valuations. Set presonti No" S.

APIS eat unanimomont considitri comme unprga
Le but de coo *viloationg 6tatt do jugor do raopport ddctsif dens In ptisentation d'inflrmation our let ovvione d

d'imagoro synth6lique au court d'uns mission trbs basgo combat.. So promliro tualti sot do procurer un confort so
attitude dens dilftrentes conditions m#t6orotogiquos. pilots, contriboant A augmontor so confianco, gin~ralo dons moe

pOssibiIMtS do reprise on moain du piktowg alita quo dons Son
L1organisation do )4valustion APIS on simulation pIlot6o A contitile at so comprilhonslon du systimo, Terms on mode

OASIS a 616 Pripar6o at difinlo avec: Is CitRIA. Pule automatique. plus paritcullibrmnont on mauvalsos conditions
approuv6e dons son Principe par leg Services Officiolo. qul ont mdtiorologiques.
6galement d6slgn* lee pilotes 6valusteurs. L'opilon fltars, ioodiatances ftM. haute (HUDI) a 646

La charge giotislo do travail demand6o A chaquo ptloto, goin5IOImUt pea appr6cido. Elie domando do fagon gdn6ralo
6tait importante poor se familisriset' sux commandos at 6 n ~(, dlntorprditaton at oat Jug"o moins Informative quo IS

ArePr~seftotin vidbo Plaino HUM0 dans des conditions do
I'envtmonnoeneft do Is cabins RAFALE-D 01 6valuer log mauvelso, vialblIft6.
diffibrenles figurations at options APIS on CTh et CTM.

L'option vld6o pliono tMt haute (HJD41) eat apprecaoe par
Ainsi chsttuo 6valuation pikot6o avait 616 scind6e on 2 2 pflles our toe 10 at particutliroment on condition do

parties do 3 houres chocono (do pr6porslion. puie d'6valustion) ma~uvalse vislbllbit at en 6voiution Sor terrain montagneoK
s6par6es do quolques joors d'asslmilation. La reprisentation 161. ,noyonno soa jug"o

La promliro s6anco conipronalt: Pa riullOrMent Won r"160is tochnlquomont. Sor point quo peu
d: modifications soralsort n6cessaIres pour rembarquer sur on

"* uno prdsentation do I'tude APIS at des conditions avion.

d'6valustions.

"o Ia pr6sentatbon our SILICON GRAPHICS do touto. leg 6 TRAVAUX ULTERIEURS
figurations (HUDiHUD4,CTM2A1S) A 6voluor asini quo
touts lea options possible$ (irbres. obstacles. brume, taoS Sullo A coneo tudo II soa inpoi
do terrain )1. . Do transporter Is simulation APIS au centra do simulation

" is r~sntaton e i cabns AFAL-D t ds comanes. do CEV disposaent dun environnemont plus r~aligle afin
o Iapr~enttio doIs abio RAALE0 . de comanos. d'affiner at do validor plelnoment los concepts ratenus.

"o to simulation on mode TBA et an pilotage autometiquO 06 Ooprilxrer at d'assorer dos Settle an vol our avion do
avec possibilhit do reprise on main sur 2 terrains (relief §Ovv type MY87MR 20 ponattat d'obaqur one
alpin 616v6, relief moyen at mer). atation SILICON GRAPH4ICS, alln do vofidor lea concepts

dos Imtagos APES dons des conditions basso attitude at
La douxllme s6ance. vWritable slance d'6valuatlon, dune mauvalse VISlbFlI. ceo conditions Want dlfficis A r~allsor

dun~e do trols hours@ poor chacon des pilots$ Vsot dirout6e all simulation ON portcullor ao niveau do Stress &I do Is
suivant des sc6narlos pnd~tsblls ot Identiques pour chaquo charge do travail du pilft..
pilote (sc6nario d'6voluation pr~sent6 en figure 3). Elie Don Is cogire do Programmeo RAFALE, un Important travail
compronait do conception sot on moore Sur IS, TSA: ~sg do capteors

.4fichlons. diaboration at suhr do Is trajdotoin pr~paration
Is1 suM do trajectoire TSA Sur 3 terrains distincts. *do Mission. superposition sos Sutton fondtlono 0t Moen sfir

o dosinfostatons lsnl~ttluos.principos do POSrUMM raill Aiom ations dans los
des nforatios panimtriqesvlsuallisotions.

o dos Intervisibilits do monaces pr~vues at imtI~vuies. Pour coat Ia cepialloation d'etcp6nlonces rftultant
dos taveux mantle dons ceo doman"on. our Wee

o dos obstacles pr~vus at hmprvus. P-rogrmmo MIRAGE 20M N at MIRAGE 20U0 D mole
-u541 dens to cadre do VItuder APIS, constitue on spport

o don varitsions continues at cycl~quos dos conditons do fnaetl
visibilitd.

odos d~calloges stmulant des orreurs do locailsation ou do
fichiers.

7. CONCUSMO
La simulation sore Perimt dra~fwi us concepli, do juger

de so Perthinnce at do son aigplicablflth avant foul
d6voloppomon ausol~tl at logiclol unbarqu6. coniibusant do
catte baoon 610s matltirse dos cofls do d6voloppornent.
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Flm Pmpmsttia Image tiuo

aIM 2 ProposIimi -mg CTM
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FI2SME Cabine do simulation

FIGJq Architecture Mat~irfeII do Is Simulation Pliotie

III
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FIGURE I:Image HUDI

ROMj Imaeg HUO4

FGROLM Image CTM
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FIGM Exemple do Slnarlo.

FI___• 9: Synthhse des Evaluations

En CTH :

R6le essentiel Utile Sans interet

Comprehension 10
de fa situation

instantande

Anticipation des 5 3 2

actions pilote
automatique

Pilotage manuel 1 5 4

Comprehension 10
de la situation

tactique

En CTM

R6te essentiel Utile Sans interel

Comprdhension 5 5
de la situation
courl-moyen

terme

Anticipation des 2 4 4
actions pilote

automatique

Pilotage manuel 3 3 4

Compr6hension 5 5

de IA situation
tactique
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

The pilot's perceptions of aircraft handling qualities Ground-based simulation is an important tool in
are influenced by a combination of the aircraft the assessment of handling qualities for both research
dynamics, the task, and the environment under which and development. The strengths and limitations of
the evaluation is performed. When the evaluation is simulation are well known and recognized in the
performed in a ground-based simulator, the charac- handling qualities community. What is not as well
teristics of the simulation facility also come into play. documented, however, is the relative impact of various
A study was conducted on NASA Ames Research elements in the simulator itself on perceived handling
Center's Vertical Motion Simulator to determine the qualities. For example, past studies have demonstrated
effects of simulator characteristics on perceived that rate-augmented vehicles that exhibit good han-
handling qualities. Most evaluations were conducted dling qualities in flight are much more difficult to
with a baseline set of rotorcraft dynamics, using a control on grouad-based simulators' (e.g., Fig. 1).
simple transfer-function model of an uncoupled
helicopter, under different conditions of visual and Besides the obvious issues of simulation fidelity and
overal time delays with three sets of motion command flight/simulation transference,2 there are other
washout fiters Differences in pilot opinion were fundamental issues in simulation design that also
found as the visual and motion parameters were impacttheuseof ground-basedsimulatorsfor handling
changed, reflecting a change in the pilots' tr ins qualities research. All of these issues, such as inherent
of handling qualities, rather than changes in the time deays and their compensation,3A simulator
aircraft model itself. The results indicate a need for sickness, and the requirements on motion," have
tailoring the motion washout dynamics to suit the task, been investigated in great detail in terms of their
with reduced washouts for precision maneuvering as impact on human operator response dynamics and
compared to aggressive maneuvering* Visual-delay assessments of fidelity. Few studies, however, have
data are inconclusive but suggest that it may be better exploed the specific impact of these issues on
to allow some time delay in the visual path to handling qualities evaluations.
minimize the mismatch between visual and motion,
rather than eliminate the visual delay entirely through A study was conducted on NASA Ames Research
lead compensation. The simulation results are Cete's Vertical MotionSimulator (VMS) toevalute
compared with ratings from a similar in-flight the effects of simulator characteristics on handling
simulation experiment. qualities. The primary focus of the simulation was oan

92-15977-" / illlllll I. +
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10 motion is limited by hard stops at ±30 ft vertically,
9 tt •+ 20 ft laterally, and ± 4 ft longitudinally. Software
8 •trips in the motion system further limited the available
HR7• range of linear travel from center position to ± 25 ft
6 O vertically, ± 18 ft laterally, and ± 2.5 ft longitudinally.

The cockpit was representative of a single-pilot
4 helicopter configuration with three horizon-level

monitors for the out-the-window view-, the rightmost
3 window included a view of the ground environment
2 near the helicopter as well. Visual display generation

0 1 2 3 lwas via a Singer-Link Digital Image Generator (DIG
1 2 3 4 5 I). Conventional cockpit head-down instruments were

WSewO(r"d/S) used, with the addition of a digital altimeter. No head-
up displays were used. Cockpit controls were conven-

e) ACAH Response-Type tional, with a center-mounted cyclic, left-hand collec-

10 tive, and pedals. The command signals were displace-
9 - ment for all controllers. Cyclic stick characteristics

8 N were symmetric for pitch and roll. Force/deflection
dynamics of the cyclic were estimated to be approxi-

HOR mately

5= 1.42l
4 as a2 + 2(0.3Xl1.4)s + 11.42 in.

2 in both pitch and roll.

0 2 3 4
VMS NOmNAL OPERATIONAL MOTION LMITS

AXIS DISPL VEI.OOTYJ ACCEL

b) RCAH Response- Type VERTICAL 30 16
// /• ~ ~LATEPt.L •0

LONGITUDINAL -4 4 10

Figure 1. Comparison of Handling Qualities Ratings ROLL :,1 40 115

Ranges from Simulation and Flight for Landing PTCH -18 40 115
7 - YAW 24 45 1

piloted assessment of the variations - i.e., Handling ALL NUNERS, UNITS ft, d",

Qualities Ratings (HQRs) and comments. Most '• "
evaluations were conducted with a baseline set of
vehicle dynamics, using a simple transfer-function
model of an uncoupled helicopter with Level 1
handling qualities based on Aeronautical Design

environment were made by adding time delays in the z

Standard ADS-33C1 °. Changes in the simulation -" -"••' /

visual path and in the overall simulated response, and T / >
by changing motion system washout filter dynamics.
The pilots were instructed to evaluate each variation
in the environment as if it were a new aircraft;
therefore, it may be assumed that differences in HQRswere due entirely to the pilots' gerceMion of handling '

qualities, rather than to changes in the aircraft model
itself. :

FACILITY

Hard=M

The VMS is a six-degree-of-freedom simulator with
a cab mounted on a Rotorcraft Simulator Motion
Generator (RSMG) gimbal (Fit 2). Translational Figume 2. Vertical Motion Simulator

I ' I
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Timing Diagrams Fig. 3), are transmitted via a D/D interface to the
cockpit visual display. The DIG computer operated

Figure 3 is a schematic of the simulation layout. at 30 samples per second (333 msec frame time). The
Cockpit control deflections, 8(s), are sampled by an DIG computer uses a pipeline that requires a total of
analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and sent via digital 2-1/2 computer cycles to generate an image and fill
to-digital (D/D) interface to the host computer (point half of the monitors in the cockpit, resulting in an
A on Fig. 3). The host computer for the simulation effective time delay of (2.5)*(333) = 83.3ms.
model was a CDC 7600 operating at a cycle rate, T,
of 50 samples per second (20 ms frame time). Model Time Delays
accelerations, w(z), are computed at every sample
(point B). The model accelerations are used by the Linear accelerations and angular rates of the cockpit
motion-drive software to compute motion drive were measured during the simulation using both
command signals, wd(z) (point C). These signals are standard equipment and an add-on package of
sent via D/D and D/A to the cab motion system. accelerometers and rate gyros. Frequency responses
Sampling of the responses of the VMS motion system of the cab were obtained, from which estimates of the
accelerations, wi(s), and rates, Vm(S), requires an effective motion time delays were made. Confirmation
additional A/D and D/D interface (point D). of all time delays in the simulation, including

documentation of the inherent delays in the model
Model rates, u(z), are computed from the model and motion elements, was performed at the start of
accelerations with an advancing-integration algorithm the simulation. Timing diagrams generated by
that effectively provides a one-cycle lead (point F on NASA personnel isolated phantom delays such as
Fig. 3). Model positions, u(z), are then integrated "recording delays" from those delays actually in the
from the rates (point G) to compute the computer- simulation.
generated imagery (CGI) commands for the DIG. A
visual delay compensation algorithm 3 is used in Figure 3 shows the sources of time delays in the VMS
simulations on the VMS to provide lead adjustment facility. The delays due to the A/D and D/D (TAD
to offset these transport delays. Evaluations were + TDD) interfaces total about 10 ms. The model
made with this compensation algorithm both on and acceleration was subject to a one-cycle delay of
off. The CGI position commands, uc(z) (point H in the computer, T =20 ms. Lead compensation in the

Model

PilPO ) I Drive e Via
6
g(-- u•z) -T0 (aomp) uo(P n

VMW 0/03 ND ms

D/D TO0 Added Strip
D elay D/D AID Chad

MFiure 3. Delay Sources in the VMS Simulation Facility
_____ __ - L jD Ifrqwe~~~ 3.DlySucsi h M iuainFclt
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moio drive algorithms Ceffctively removed this Moin5S

one-cyde delay for commands to the motion system
(Le., TMD - -T). Motion systm delays, TS were Even though the VMS providcs a large r•g of linear
measured from frequency responses. The VMS and angular travels, there ar stil very tight limitations
motion system frqmuensy ns may be character- on maneuvering space that neceasitate lowered
ized in any axs as a cascaded combination of a response pin and high washout break frequencies. 9

second-order lag plus time delay, for the purposes of The selection ofsuch gim and washouts is a compro-
this experiment, however, this lag-plus-delay combina- misc between the desire for realism in motion and the
tion may be approximated sufficiently by a pure time realities of space limitations. Potential criteria for
delay, ,m. Th estimated values of ,m for the VMS determining washout limits (both gain and break
were 70 ms for pitch and roll angular velocities; freqiuency) for linear washouts have been
110 ms for yaw angular velocity, and 170 ms for developcd.e"' These limits generally indicate that for
longitudinal (surge), 100 ms for lateral (sway), and 160 minimum loss of motion fidelity, washout filter break
ma for vertical (heave) linear accelerations. Thi total frequencies should be no greater than about 0.3 rad/s
throughput delay for motion response to cockpit (for a second-order filter with damping ratio of 0.7).
control inputs is, therefore (Fig. 3), 2(TAD + TDD) + Ideally, the values selected reflect the requirement& of
,rm, resulting in 90 ms in effective delay for the pitch the particular maneuvers to be flow. and the expect•-
and roll responses. tions of the piloL For a thorough treatment on the

demands and desires for motion system responses, it
For the visual path in Fig. 3, the advancing integration is useful to consider the capabilitics of the human to
from acceleration to velocity removes the delay due to sense motion in the first place.
computer cycle time, resulting in no net delay. The
compensation filter in the CGI drive produces an Human Percentions of Motion. Human perceptions
effective time lead of 833 ms (-Td when it is active, of motion stimuli are quite complex and are best
and 0 ms when it is not The D/D delay TDD = 2 ms handled in volumes on sensory perception.13 The
and is negligible. Finally, pipeline delay TpL is 83.3 interest here is on a very narrow subset of perception,
ma. The total delay in the cockpit visual response to limited to transfer-function representations of motion
cockpit control inputs is, therefore, TA + Tw - Tc perception around the frequencies of interest for most
+ TpL = 10 ms (compensation on) or 933 ms compensatory and pursuit operation.14 Thc sensation
(compensation oft). of motion in humans is provided by a combination of

vestibular and kiethcw cues. Thorugh transfer-

motion W function models of the vestibular system have been
developed;'t5 the distributed nature of the kinesthetic

The VMS employs linear, constant-coefficient motion receptors, located throughout the body in muscles, skin
washouts referenced to both angular and linear reactions, tendons, etc., makes such representation
accelerations. The washouts consist of second-order difficult. The vestibular system, located in the tempo-
filters of the following form: ral bones in the head, consist of the semicircular

canals and the utridle The semicircular canals am
responsive to angular accelerations, but their dynamic
characteristics are such that over the range of frequen-

simulated aecaation K 82 cies normally used in manual control they may be
model aceeltien [s= ÷,o ÷ - considered as rate gyros to provide the human with a

subjectiv impresion of angular velocity. Iure 4a
shows a model for the semicircular canal path. The

Two sets of motion washouts were devised and utrides are lincar accelerometers that respond to
evaluated in the experiment. These washout filter sets applied specific forc• A model for the utricar path
were designed to transmit different forms of accelera- is shown in FI. 3b.
tion infaormation to the pilots Details of the two
washout filter set ae given in the next section of this Baseline Washout Dvnamics. The Baseline set of
paper. As a comparison, several evaluations were also motion washouts used in this experiment was devel-
performed fixed-base. oped for the simulation by NASA engineers. This

Baseline set followed the NASA philosophy of trans-
DESCRIMION O THE EX RIMENT mitting initial accelerations at the expense of

motion/visual/model phasing. scaling on the initial
Effects of variations in the thre major elements of th response was on the order of 30% to 60% of full scale,
simulation - the motion and visual systems and math with washout break frequencies of 0.2 to 0.7 rad/s.
model - were evaluated. In this paper only the firs The washout fikter selected we defined in Tab" 1,
two elements are discusc Specific variio ad tlh and an example friquemn respomne is shown in Fig. 5.
philosophies behind them wer as foow7. his igure aompares the wahout filer characteristics

- -,
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a Visual SystemDa

* -i [.. While the visual compensation filter used on simula-
tions on the VMS effectively removes the overall visual

~-,Hman . ~delays, it increases the mismatch in phasing between
"-- (Sub-ect ve) *- __ __ _ . the visual and motion responses: the motion system

-" Mod' z-experiences unavoidable delays due to mass, inertia,
and control limiting effects that cannot be removed

,entirely. Past studies oftimnedelays in either the visual

19-z 2 -1 I. ' 11 122 or motion path, resulting in a visual/motion mismatch,
, ,.. show mixed results. For example, a simulation on the

NASA Ames Six-Degree-of-Freedom (S.01)
simulator 16 suggests that based upon measures of pilot
performance, 1) it is better to have the motion

-- n "response lag visual rather than to intentionally lag the
-- f visualjust to reduce mismatch, and 2) in terms of pilot
d-° •high-frequency lead generation, motion compensation

SuujecbvO :"•..•. ,.._is more important than visual compensation. A study

- of a vertical pursuit tracking task on the NASA
_____ ______Langley Visual/Motion Simjulator1 7  invstigated

- I ' visual/motion mismatch by introducing delays in the
visual system. Pilot performance measures of total

-•-2 to -1 In is tracking error and control activity were taken. Slight
7
-w'•. (r~d,} improvements in performance were found for the case

where total visual delay most closely matched the
effective delays of the motion system (approximately

Figure 5. Comparison of Roll Rate Frequency 97 ms).
Response Characteristics of Human Vestibular
System (Subjective/Actual Angular Velocity) Effects of removing the visual delay compensation
with Motion Washout F'dters(Washout Filters were evaluated and compared to adding an equivalent

Include VMS Response Delay of 70ms) pure time delay in the overall simulation.

(with the effective time delays of the VMS motion MATH MODEL
drive added) of the Baseline system with the pilot's
subjective semicircular canal response to a roll rate The mathematical model for the rotorcraft was a
input. The response of the semicircular canals is generic, uncoupled stability-derivative model that has
effectively a first-order washout at low frequencies and been used for several simulations at Ames.18 Changes
a lag at high frequencies. The Baseline motion in dynamic response characteristics are effected by
washout introduces a substantial reduction in ampli- altering the basic aircraft stability and control deriva-
tude at low to mid frequencies (approximately 0.2 to tives for example, the transfer function for pitch
I rad/s) and a significant phase difference up to about attitude response to longitudinal cyclic for the baseline
2 rad/s. Rate Response-Type was represented by

Modified Washout Dyntamis An alternate set of
Modified washouts was developed during the simula- M . Ma,

tion. This set was deigned with the specifi goalof se s2 - Ns
reducing the phase distortions in motion around the
frequencies of pilot closed-loop control (and maximum The baseline Rate Response-Type had q = L = -4
acceleration sensitivity), 0-5-5 rad/s. Since this rad/s and M4 = L. - 1.4rad/s 2

/im. Heave and yaw
requires a washout break frequency below that of the dynamics wee filx throughout the simulation at
Baseline washouts, the decreased phase distortion values that eceeded the Level • requirements ofADS-
comes at the expense of further attenuated amplitude 33C.
of motion. The filter dynamics of the Modified
washouts are included in Table 1, and an CHARAC'TERIZATION OF THE DYNAMICS
example is included in Fig. 4. The Modified roll
washout attenuates amplitude at all frequencies but The dynamics of the tested configurations were
with muod les phase distortion, resultingin reasaouable characterized in terms of their pitch and roll attitude
correspondence with the suective respomse at Bawidh parameter, Le., Bandwidth frequency
frequencies abave 0.6 rad/,, &,w and phase delay rp. Each of the time-deay
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sources in the VMS facility outlined in Fig. 3 can have inputs, thereby introducing two delay-inducing ele-
a very large effect on the values of these parameters. ments at once: the 10-ms measurement delay for the
For ground-based simulation, it is necessary to pro- A/D and D/D (Fig. 3), and the second-order lag at
perly account for three separate response elements, the 11.4 rad/s resulting from the feel system filtering. The
math model, the visual scene, and the motion system, feel system has the most profound effect on this
since the pilot is, to some extent, aware of and operat- response; Bandwidth frequency is reduced from 4
ing in response to all of them. In the case of the rad/s to 2.77 rad/s, and phase delay increased from
VMS it is possible for the Bandwidths of these three 0 s to 0.142 s. Turning the visual compensation filter
responses to be quite different for the same configura- off does not affect the magnitude curve (since we are
tion. An example of this is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. assuming this filter is effectively a pure time delay),

but there is further phase lag, with w = 2.07 rad/s
The frequency-response plot of Fig. 6 illustrates the and vp, = 0.151 S.
dramatic effects of cascading the individual elements
of the simulation onto the ideal math model. The The actual response of the VMS cab (p./F. inFig. 6)
model (shown as solid lines in Fig. 6) is the baseline is quite different from the model and visual responses.
Rate system; p/8 represents the model response to The combination of washout filter (from Table 1) and
measured control position (i.e., after the A/D and effective time delayof90ms contributeslow-frequency
D/D interfaces in Fig. 3). As expected, in the absence phase lead and high-frequency phase lag. The low-
of time delays this ideal system exhibits a Bandwidth frequency lead introduced by the motion washouts
frequency of wBw, = -Lp = 4 rad/s, and phase delay serves to increase the Bandwidth frequencies, with
vrp = 0. WBwa = 3.11 rad/s for the Baseline washout and 2.58

rad/t for the Modified, but the motion-system lags
The response of the compensated visual display increase phase delay to rp. = 0.176 s and 0.163 s,
(p1/F17) in Fig. 6 is referenced to cockpit control force respectively.

Figure 6 serves to illustrate several important points.
First, it shows the significant effect of the cockpit

7 - - t -force-feel dynamics. Second, it shows the beneficial
PmI .P . effect of the visual compensation filter, since the phase

(bsI)7[ curve of the compensated response is closer to ideal
- - p16 to higher frequencies (until the stick feel system

dynamics swamp the response). Third, the phase
" Pod) idistortions and gain reductions introduced by both the

1Baseline and Modified washouts are evident, as the
. responses ofthe ideal math model and cab roll motion

- "___'"\• are in phase for effectively only a single frequency. In
. ... addition, Fg. 6 shows that in terms of visual-motion

". .. '~ synchronization, the .ncompensated visual response
actually corresponds most closely to the motion
response, especially at high frequencies.

The significane of the Bandwidth differences of Fig. 6
M ' is illustrated by Fg. 7. This figure shows the ten

777-1 !N".1 Pj •possible measurements of the Bandwidth parameters

.... i .. to describe the responses of Fig. 6. The parameters
-m- P/Ff ideal model are the most straightforward,
_____T''spe• T kciallY for position-referenced values of measured

.u !it ____-h -. it: ! j 1  oll rate to measured stick deflection (p/8). The
.___ Bandwidth, with compensation on, is

- . . referenced back to cockpit control inputs, #v/f* and
"bemh reflects 10 ms of time delay, with compensation
removed the Bandwidth drops to about 2.5 rad/s and
phase delay increases to 0.07 s. The phase delays for

Fiqgure 6. Frequency-Response Comparisons of Roll motion are about equal to those for the
Rate to Control Input (Inputs are Measured Control uncompensated visual display, but with increased

Position, 5, and Cockpit Control Force, Fee; Bandwidths due to the washouts. Addition of the stick
Outputs are Roll Rate for Model, p, Visual force feel dynamics greatly increa•vse and decreases

Display, p,, and Motion pr) WBWW-

.- .--- ii
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Figure 7. Migration of Bandwidth Parameters as Stick Force/Deflection,
Visual, and Motion Effects are Introduced

TASKS Each data symbol represents a single rating. The
variations in motion and visual delay compensation

Seven tasks were evaluated, consisting of precision and have been arranged in order of generally improved
aggressive maneuvers at hover and in low-speed flight average HORs.
as defined by Section 4 of ADS-33C. The task layout
and performance requirements are shown in Fig. 8. Since the ultimate validation of the simulation results
The precision tasks were a one-minute hover, vertical is their correspondence to flight data, ratings from a
translation (a surrogate for landing), and pirouette. similar flight experiment- are shown in Fig. 9 for the
The aggressive tasks were the bob-up/bob-down, hover, vertical translation, dash/quickstop, and sidestep
dash/quickstop, and sidestep. A 40-kt lateral slalom tasks. These ratings were obtained with the Canadian
task, which has no counterpart in ADS-33C, was National Research Council's variable-stability Bell
included to emphasize a combination of precision and 205A helicopter; task performance requirements in all
aggressiveness. Desired and adequate performance cases were similar to the simulation, with the exception
limits were defined for each task, based as much as o(the vertical translation, where actual landings were
possible on ADS-33C limits but adapted when neces- performed in the flight experimenL The comparison
sary to the specific visual environment of the DIG. configuration from the flight experiment is for a Rate
Not all tasks were flown for all configurations the full Response-Type with pitch and roll attitude Bandwidths
scenario was used for evaluations of the competing sets comparable to the simulation model. The HORS from
of motion systems and for evaluation of the Usable the flight experiment are averages and spreads
Cue Environment, but most evaluations of time-delay (maximum and minimum) from five pil
effects were typically limited to the hover, vertical
translation, slalom, and bobup/bobdown. Cooper- fct oTasL There is evidence in Fig. 9 of rating
Harper Handling Qualities Ratings1 (HORs) were differences across the tasiks Generally, the easieat
assigned for each task. Seven pilots, with varying tasks (in terms of best HQR for all combination of
backgrounds and levels of experience, participated in motion and visual) were the hover, bobup/bo•doin,
the simulation, and dash/quickatop. Since no turbulence, guSt, or

winds were simulated, the one-minute precisin bovr

RESULIT was low-workload a long u the helicopter was remao-
a well stabilized before starting the formal mane.-

Figure 9 is a summary plot of the HORs for the seven ver. Pilot comments indicated that the bobup
evaluation tasks. Average HORs are depicted by solid /bobdown was relativeesy becamse of the decoupled
symbols that are connected by a solid line for darity, helicopter model, making this almost entirely a

I-
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Fiur 8 Tasks

single-axis task, while the dash/quickstop was rated Baseline set of motion washout filters. There is a
well because of the ample forward field-of-view for trend for improved ratings in Fig. 9 when the filter is
initiating the maneuver. By contrast, the vertical added in this situation as well; examination of individu-
translation, pirouette, and slalom maneuvers were al ratings is possible here, however, and these HORs
inherently multi-axis and thus tended to receive higher are discussed in more detail later in this paper.
HQRs, while pilot comments indicate that the high
ratings for the sidestep maneuver are due primarily to Effect of Motion vs. Fixed Base. The benefits of
the lack of a sideward field-of-view for adequately motion are evident in Fig. 9. for most tasks, the
determining the endpoints of the maneuver, average HORs improve by about one rating point

when motion is added (compare especially the visual-
Effect of Visual Delay ComnaMtion (Fixed Base). compensation-on ratings, fixed-base, with either of the
The first two sets of HORs in each part of Fig. 9 are moving base washout cases). It is especially significant
for fixed-base evaluations. The primary tasks to note that motion is required to obtain Level 1
evaluated fixed-base were the hover, vertical transla- average HQRs for a helicopter model that was
tion, and slalom. In the absence of motion, the pilot's designed to be Level 1 by the requirements of
only feedback of aircraft response is visual, so the ADS-33C. Only the vertical translation and sidestep
effect of adding the visual compensation filter is maneuvers have average HORsworse than 3.5 moving-
equivalent to removing 83.3 ms of pure time delay in base, while none of the tasks received an average
the visual path. As one would expect, the HORS HOR better than 3.8 fix&d-base.
generally improve when the filter is on. A direct
comparison of HORs is difficult, however, since the Baseline vs. Modified Motion Washouts. Comparison
compensation-off evaluations were made by only three of the HORS for the Baseline set of motion washonts
pilots, including Pilot H, who did not fly any other and gains and the Modified set in FMg. 9, both with
motion/visual combination. visual compensation on, shows a general trend for

slightly improved ratinga with the Modified set. There
Effect of Visual Delay Comneaation tMovimn Bawel. arm exceptions, however, as the avrcqe ratinp for the
The effects of the visual compensation filtr were bobup/bobdown and sidestep tasks re slgl wos
evaluated moving-base by turning the filter an with the The slight improvements for the other tasks suFat
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Figure 9. Summary of HQRs

that the pilots were either aware of the more By their nature, aggressive tasks involve rapid changes
consistent motions provided by the Modified set, or, of state - i.e., large initial accelerations - compared
conversely, that the rapid washouts of the Baseline set to the precision tasks. Since the Baseline motion gai
mitigated the beneficial effect of the increased initial transmitted more of the initial acclration onset cues,
accelerations provided by the higher pins. It is likely it might be espected that this set would be preferred
that the answer is a blend of the two, supported by the for the agressive tasks, and this is the caw for the
deradedratinga forthebobup/bobdown(whereinitial bobup/bobdown and sidestep (Fig. 9b). By contrast,
accelerationa are an impotant cue to the pilot) and the Modified motion set was designed to provide more
the sidiatep (where the Modified motion washouts accurate phasing of the motion and visual respowmes
ovedrove the vertical as in response to lateral at the coat of reduced gain. Therefore, it is reasable
commands). to expect this system to be preferred for those tasnk

iI.
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that involve continuous dosed-loop operations, such previous studies (e.g., Fig, 1). In addition, the average
as the precision tasks, and this is the case as well HORS for the in-flight evaluations are slightly better,
(Fig. 9a). indicating that the best of the simuLition motion/visual

combinations is still not quite on par with the flight
Several important factors must be considered in experment An exception is the hover, where the
comparing the HQRs for the two motion gain/washout ratings spread and averages for flight and simulation
sets: first, the Modified set as developed for this (moving-base, Modified washout set) are almost
simulation was intended to be exploratory in nature, identical
and it did not take advantage of all axes (see Table 1);
and second, since the basic aircraft was good to begin Effects of Visual vs. Model Delay. The effects of the
with, small changes in average HQR may or may not location of added time delay were investigated in two
be significant. Further testing is required, especially ways. The first method was to simply turn the visual
to determine the possible effects of motion washouts comensation filter off. Since the filter provides an
when the handling qualities are degraded to begin effective 83.3 ms of lead to compensate for the
with, i.e., for a Level 2 or 3 helicopter. generation of visual images by the DIG, removing this

filter is equivalent to introducing 83.3 ms of time delay
The Modified-motion evaluatims were performed by in the visual path only, and therefore the model and
three pilots (Pilots G, S, and T). In their commentary, motion system responses are unchanged. For
Pilots G and T expressed a slight preference for the comparison, an 80-ms pure delay was introduced in the
Modified set, while Pilot S preferred the Baseline gains time-delay circuit in the model software, thus affecting
and washouts. Pilot G, a highly experienced former the entire simulation - model, motion, and visual
NASA test pilot with many hundreds of hours in the Several evaluations were made with both of these
VMS, did not indicate any dissatisfaction with the sources of time delay.
Baseline set. He was able to discern the differences
between the two gain sets: Figure 10 shows individual and average HORs for the

four primary evaluation tasks for the no-delay case
I sense from my initial evaluation [of the (visual compensation on, no added delays), for visual-
Modified washouts], as well as going only delay (compensation off), and for total model
through these formal evaluation tasks, that delay of 80 ms. The Baseline motion washouts and
y 3u have washed out some of the gains were used for all evaluations. There is a slight
motion.... I like it. This is fine. I thought degradation in average HQRs for either source of
the [Modified] motion system gave me delay. With the exception of the slalom task, the
good cueing compared to the [Baseline]. degradation is less when the delay is in the visual path

only. The spread in HORs for the slalom with visual
By contrast, Pilot T found the Baseline washouts and delay indicates large scatter: two pilots rated this
gains to be inadequate, expressing a preference for the betLr than with the compensation filter on (HORs of
Modified set: 3 amd 3 compensation off and 4 and 4 compensation

on), while the third gave the visual-delay case an HOR
There's a slight, very subtle increase in the of 7.
value of the motion system. There's some-
thing about it that is just a little bit better It is significant that the degradation in HORs is such
for me.... It's either the feel on the seat that LeI2&average ratings(moving-base) result when
of the pants or the correlation between the total added delay is only about 80 mL This value
motion and the eye, it's hard to telL. I of delay corresponds almost exactly to the point at
think the motion cues are just a tiny bit which the Bandwidth of the visual reapome to control
bette- on this system. force inputs falls into the Lev 2 region in the

requirements of ADS-33C (e4., v/Fas, uncom-
Pilot S's comments on the Baseline and Modified pensated, F'ig 7).
washonts are similar for moa tas"s. Pilot S had a
tendency, however, t, reach software motion trips Figure 10 includes HORS from all pilots, even though
more fequently with the Modified set, and his corn- only ,, 4 the seven flew all three of the time-delay
meatary indicated a strong negativ reactim to this. variations. ': terms of the added-delay evaluitiong,

Pilots M, Me, aad S flew the visual-ely coe; two
Compimi Wth F As a final measure of the (Piots M and Mc) gLPferally preferred the visu-delay
effectimes of the piloted simulation, the ratings from cue over the no-dela3 cue, while the third (Pilot S)
the similar fliht experiment, can be compared to the was just the opposite.
bes of the siulation results, The data of Fig. 9 show
a generally ater ratig spread f•rm the simulation Comments by Pilot S for the visual-delay cme deal
than from OVK a re•lt that i couistent with almost exclusively with motion problemis, raher than

L i _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 10. Effects on HOR of Introducing Approxdmately 80 ms
of Time Delay in the Visual Scene Alone (Visual Delay) and in

the Total Simulation Model (Model Delay).
Baseline Motion Washouts

visual. It is not dear whether the adverse comments in the lateral and longitudinal cyclic required to
about motion for these evaluations reflect the change maintain your position. Id say one or two in both
in the motion/visual relationship, or simply Pilot S's directions every second to keep the [hover reference]
dissatisfaction with the motion response. cone from wandering a lot [HOR 4];" while with

visual delay, "it almost hovers by itself. Yomu only have
Pilots M and Mc had relatively little previous exposure to compensate for drift once every five or six seconds
to ground-based simulation. These pilots generally [HOR 31.' Pilot Mc also made a general comment for
preferrei the visual-delay case over the no-delay case the visual-delay evaluations that "The motion and the
because of the reduction in crispness of the response. visual system seem to be more in line with each other
For Pilot M, than before. The aircraft seems to be more damped."

This [visual-delay case] was the least as far There was also a difference of opinion when the time
as the crispness goe... This last one is delay was located in the model, thus produci•g a
more in tune...Jt was easier to control uniform 80-ms delay. Of the two pilots who flew this

casw, Pilot D generally showed indifferene to the
Pilot Mc did not specifically comment on the visual added delay- his HORS improved for some tasksaid
response; instead, his comments for each task show a degraded for others (F11W 10). For Pilot Me, hosiemr,
consistent difference between the no-delay case and there was a degradation in HOR with time delay for
the visual-delay case. For example, with no delay, for all but the hover task, where the same rati was
the hover The probiem a continuous m all corrections assigned for both the an-delay and the model-delay

t _ -
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cases. Pilot Mc flew this configuration immediately baseline motion washouts received slightly better average
after the visual-delay case, and his overall comments HORs for the bobup/bobdown and sidestep tasks, both
reflected his opinion of both: classified as aggressive maneuvers in ADS-33C. Thus,

the higher onset accelerations of the baseline set may
[With visual compensation off] I thought be preferable for aggressive tasks.
it was crisp, and I could be very precise on
what I wanted it to do. The second one Pilot ratings for the best combination of visual
[80-ms model delay] didn't seem to be as compensation and motion approached those received
stable.... It wasn't as crisp, but it wasn't in a similar flight test experiment. The simulaor ratings
sluggish-.. The [visual-delay case]... overall, were slighty worse, with a larger interpilot rating spreadL
felt more like tong than any of the others-.
The motion and visual cues seemed to be Pilot opinion was mixed on the value of a visual delay
the most consistent between my inputs, and compensation algorithm, with two pilots generally
the aircraft response, and what happened preferring it off and one preferring it on. The effect
on the outside. of visual delay on average HORs was gen•rally less than

the effect of an equivalent overall transport delay.
Based solely on the HORs and comments for Pilot Mc,
there is evidence that it is better to turn the visual ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
compensation filter off, and that time delays in the visual
scene are not equivalent to time delays in the overall The work reported in this paper was performed under
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INITIAL VALIDATION OF AN R&D SIMULATOR
WITH LARGE AMPLITUDE MOTION

by

A D White, J R Hall and B N Tomlinson
Flight S/ystems Department
Defence Research Agency

Bedford MK41 6AE
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

The Advanced Flight Simulator (AFS) Complex at DRA Bedford has been enhanced by the addition of a large displacement
motion platform and a three channel Computer Generated Image (CGI) outside world visual system. The trial described in this
report was the first in a series of trials aimed at validating the AFS in its present configuration and in particular at demonstrating
its ability to address a wide range of vehicle handling qualities with a high degree of fidelity and user confidence. It included a
direct comparison between the ground-based AFS and the Calspan Learjet in-flight simulator.

The comparison between the AFS and Learjet involved three pilots flying the same offset approach landing tasks using the same
aircraft model in both the AFS and in flight. The lateral handling qualities were varied by adjusting the time constant of a filter in
the pilot's roll control loop. Pilot comments, handling quality and PlO ratings indicate that the AFS reproduces the lateral
handling qualities and roll PIO tendencies of the Learjet in-flight simulator with high fidelity. The degradation in handling
qualities and increase in PTO tendencies with increasing filter time constant were clearly revealed in both the AFS and Learjet.
The importance of good platform motion cueing and task design when evaluating handling qualities was also demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of modern fly-by-wire aircraft have exhibited some degree of handling deficiency during early flight testing which
have ranged from undesirable to catastrophic. Examples include: the YF- 16 which developed a pitch PIO during its first high
speed taxi trials, converting to a roll PlO when the pilot decided to take off which resulted in both wing tips alternately hitting
the runway before the aircraft safely climbed away; the Space Shuttle which developed a pitch PTO the first time it was landed on
a runway rather than a dry lake bed, requiring the pilot to release the stick to stop the PlO; the Tornado which was well into its
flight test development programme before it developed a PIO in the flare resulting in a heavy landing and major damage; and the
first prototype JAS39 Gripen which developed a pitch PlO when landing and crashed. Clearly, the confident elimination of
such handling problems before a vehicle flies would be highly cost effective.

The :omplexity and expense of modern fly-by-wire aircraft have increased the importance of, and reliance placed upon, piloted
flight simulation in the design process. However, before simulators can be used with any confidence for the development and
evaluation of handling qualities, the fidelity with which they can reproduce the flight handling characteristics must be
demonstrated and their limitations understood.

The Advanced Flight Simulator (AFS) Complex at Bedford is constantly being updated and modified to meet ever increasing
user requirements. Recent enhancements to the facility have resulted in greater changes than normal requiring a reappraisal of
the simulator's fidelity and validity as a flying qualities research tool. These enhancements have included a 5-axis large
displacement motion system, a 3 channel Link-Miles IMAGE IV Computer Generated Image (CGI) outside world visual
system and the optimisation of the computing hierarchy to minimise throughput time delays. A series of trials aimed at
establishing the level of validity of the AFS in this comiguration was therefore planned and lateral handling qualities and the
landing approach task were chosen for the first validation trial.

The trial was split into two phases. In the first phase (Ref 1), part of an experiment performed by Calspan (Ref 2) several years
ago using their NT-33A in-flight simulator was replicated. This experiment examined the effect of high order control systems
on the lateral handling qualities of a variety of aircraft configurations in an offset approach and landing task.

This paper concentrates on the results from the second phase (Ref 3). which directly compared the same vehicle model in the
ground-based AFS and Calspan Leatjet in-flight simulator using the same pilots in an offset approach and landing task. A
major point of interest was how well tht: AFS could predict the occurrence of lateral pilot induced oscillations (PlOs).

Copyright 0 Controller HMSO London 1991 92-15978
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2. THE ADVANCED FLIGHT SIMULATOR

2.1 Role and Capabillity

The AFS (Figs I and 2) is the latest development of the research simulator complex that has been in existence at Bedford for
more than 30 years.

Tekey features of the AFS today are:-

* Reconlftgurable cockpits, with programmable control feel and programmable aircraft quality Head-up Display.

0 Computer-generated and TV-based outside world visual scenes.

* Large and small motiun platforms.'The Large Motion System (LMS) is unique in Europe,

* Ease of use and easy access for researchers who are not simulation specialists. It accepts Users' models.

()SMALL M'OT"O
SYSTEM

(3~COMPTERo ROOM

r3 cOWoL mom

PREPARATION

sLARGIE MOTION
-. SYSTEM

- HYDRAULICS

Fig. I Schematic diagram osf the simulator complex at DRA Bedford
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Fig.2 Simulator complex at DRA Bedford

The AFS simulates all kinds of vehicles (fast-jet aircraft, vertical take-off and landing aircraft, helicopters, transport aircraft
and. potentially, both land and water-borne vehicles) with high cueing fidelity, to provide vehicle and systems designers with a
representative environment in which to investigate the dynamic interaction between the pilot and the aircraft.

The AFS provides versatility and ease of use through alternative cockpits and cockpit internal layouts, and through a software
environment which minimises the need for specialist knowledge. During experimental trials it is normally operated by
individual researchers with little or no assistance from simulation specialists. Operationally, the AFS is unique among research
simulators: its flexible software and hardware environment allows several separate and different vehicles to be simulated each
day.

AFS cockpits can be interchanged for use on either of the available motion syst,:ms, or for use fixed-base. Internally. cockpits
can be equipped with a variety of inceptors including conventional sticks and rudder pedals with programmable control force
loading, side sticks, variable-feel collective and cyclic, controllable throttle-box/speed-stick, and variable and programmable
Head-up and Head-down displays.

Outside world visual cues are generated either by a single channel TV-based system with alternative terrain models (70t0:1 &
3000:1 scales), which are selectable on-line by the researcher, or by a 3-channel computer-generated image system, or by a
combination of both. The CGI system is an IMAGE IV from Link-Miles. a day/night/dusk system with full planar texture.
Presentation of the visual scene is on collimated monitors.

The Large Motion System (LMS) is a unique component of the AFS. It provides motion in 5 axes: roll. pitch, yaw, heave and
sway or surge. The choice between sway or surge is achieved when the cockpit is attached to the motion system and may be
readily altered, in a few hours, to suit the needs of the current study. Fig 3 shows a photograph of a cockpit mounted on the LMS
in Sway mode. The LMS performance limits are summarised in Table 3. Noteworthy features are the large linear displacements
and the high velocities and the lively accelerations of all axes. Compared with the widely used 6-leg motion systems used by
many training (and some research) simulators, the LMS is notable for the fact that the performance given in Table 3 may be
achieved for all axes simultaneously as there are no interactions to inhibit the motion that may be demanded.

_i.
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Fig.3 Cockpit in the 'sway' mode on the LMS

2.2 Motion Cueing

Motion cues are generated by a combination of software and hardware (Fig 4). The software embodies the cueing algorithm.
also known as the washout logic, and some technique to ensure that demands fed to the motion mechanism are physically
realisable. The hardware, or motion mechanism, defines the axes of motion available, the physical displacements and other
performance parameters such as the maximum accelerations, maximum velocities and frequency response.

motion Cueing System

Accelerations $oftware Mechanism Cues

Fig.4 Motion cueing system

Currently. the motion drive algorithm employs linear second order washout filters in all axes, with built-in limit logic to ensure

that, if the aircraft manoeuvres potentially demand too much of the motion mechanism, then appropriate limits are applied, ic:-

"* If the acceleration is too high, it is limited to the maximum performance of each axis.

"* If the velocity is potentially too high. a counter-acceleration is applied to ensure the permitted maximum velocity is not
exceeded.

"* If the combination of current velocity and current position is such that the maximum displacement would be exceeded, a
counter-acceleration is applied to keep the machine within bounds.

The machine will always be brought to a smooth halt within the permitted excursions, and will resume its movement as soon as
the excessive demands have reduced.

Details of the behaviour of the second order filter and its built-in limits are contained in Ref 4.

II.It~
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In each axis, the software (via washout break frequencies) sets the lower bound to the range of frequency over which motion
cues can be generated with good fidelity, while the hardware natural frequency sets the upper bound (Fig 5). The choice of
washout break frequency is principally determined by the available travel and velocity limits of the hardware: the greater the
travel, the lower (and better) the washout break frequency can be.

Typical 'high fidelity' bandwidth

W/ w2

1.0

1.0 10.0 Frequuncy t I a C(/ .

0.5

Gain F washout filter break fiequency

w2  motion hardware natural frequency

0.1

Fig.5 Reproduced motion in frequency domain

Phase considerations are important. At the washout break frequency, the phase is 90 degrees lead for a second order washout
filter. This lead is only reduced to an acceptable level of 30 degrees or less at approximately 3 times the washout frequency. At
the high frequency end, the phase due to the motion hardware is 90 degrees lag at the natural frequency and only 30 degrees or
less at approximately 0.36 times the natural frequency. The combination of these two factors and the hypothesis that 'phase
distortions should be less than 30 degrees (lead or lag)" accounts for the 'high fidelity' bandwidth illustrated in Fig 5 being less
than the nominal, a point made in an earlier paper (Ref 5).

The schematic in Fig 6 shows the principal components of the complete motion drive algorithm. The two main pathways are
replicated for the various axes.

angular high pass rotational

Caeleat demands

specific gainnaio

force

high pass translational
>

4 ý demands

Fig.6 Simplified schematic of motion drive law

As the simulated aircraft flies and manoeuvres its angular accelerations in pitch, roll and yaw are fed to high pass filters and then
to the rotational axes of the motion platform. The linear accelerations, here shown as specific force (acceleration minus gravity),
are fed to both high pass and low pass filters. The high pass components are passed on to the translational axes of the motion
platform. The low pass components of X and Y accelerations are fed to pitch and roll to simulate long term linear accelerations
by cockpit tilt. False cues induced by deliberate cockpit roll (or pitch) can be compensated by coordinated sway (or surge).
Given that the LMS cannot employ sway (Y) and surge (X) simultaneously, only one of these coordination signals can be used at
any one time. A further term, not shown in the diagram, transfers the effective axis of roll (or pitch) to the correct location by use
of sway (or surge). The 'gains' are really attenuation parameters, since they are normally less than the ideal value of 1.0.LI ____
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All the motion software is fully parameterised to suit the research environment. This allows:-

* Tuning of all components by on-line variation of gains and washout frequencies.

* Isolation of components by setting transfer parameters to zero.

"The motion software performs many other control functions but has been engineered to allow the substitution of alternative
cueing algorithms within a standard control framework.

3. TRIAL DETAILS

3.1 Cockpit Environment

The cockpits of the Learjet and the AFS have little in common in a physical sense. The Learjet is a two-seat business jet while the
AFS cockpit is configured for single-seat fast-jet operations. In addition, a helmet was worn (for safety reasons) in the AFS, but
not in the Leaijet. For a handling study, however, the flying qualities of the vehicle and the pilot/vehicle interface are
considerably more important and these were replicated. The subject pilot occupied the right-hand seat in the Learjet and used a
fighter-type centre-stick in both the Learjet and AFS.

Stick force was used as the command input to the vehicle model. The static and dynamic characteristics of the stick were
nominally the same in the AFS and Learjet. The spring gradient was defined to be 6 lb/in longitudinally and 4 lb/in laterally,
based on a mid-grip location, and in both axes the natural frequency was nominally 13 rad/s with a relative damping factor of
0.7. Breakout forces, freeplay and static friction effects were negligible. There were differences in stick geometry, particularly
lateral stick which was significantly shorter in the AFS, but this did not appear to be a problem to the pilots.

No attempt was made to match the instrument layout of the AFS cockpit to the Learjet, but the main instruments (ADI, ASI.
altimeter, VSI and engine tachometer) were provided.

3.2 Model Definition

Parameter identification of the Learjet was considered to be desirable as a means of ensuring a common baseline configuration
for both the in-flight and ground-based simulators, but this could not be achieved within the time constraints. After further
discussions with Calspan, Configuration L2-2 from Reference 2 was selected as the baseline configuration. This configuration
has a steady-state roll rate of 10 deg/s per pound stick force and a roll mode time constant of 0.45s. In order to achieve these
values however, it became apparent that the aircraft would need to be in a low-fuel state, severely restricting useful sortie time.
The configuration actually used has a steady-state roll rate of 7 deg/s per pound stick force and a roll mode time constant of 0.6s
and is fully defined in Table 1. The only experimental variable was the time constant of a first order lag filter in the pilot's
command path, ie between stick and control surface, representing control system dynamics. The longitudinal configuration,
which is defined in Table 2, was chosen for its benign handling characteristics to prevent any intrusion into the lateral handling
task. The dynamics and performance of the Learjet's engine were approximated in the AFS.

During the course of the evaluation (Sortie No 4), one pilot noted an adverse yaw effect (caused by sideslip when turning) which
was not present in the aircraft (due to sideslip suppression) and which he believed prejudiced his handling assessment. Since it
was not pract-c.a to ..... -, simulator, a minimur' ý'!:-ip version of the lateral model was implemented on the AFS
and used for all subsequent assessments (Fable 1).

3.3 Time Delays

Time delays are an important influence on aircraft handling qualities and any differences between the Learjet and AFS had to

be accounted for and if possible minimised.

The Leaijet has an analogue Flight Control System (FCS) 'with no pure time delays. However there are significant filtering
effects which are perceived by pilots in a similar way to a pure time delay, and which can be lumped together into an 'equivalent'
delay, estimated by Calspan to be 90ms* for the Learjet. B In addition, the minimum filter time constant used in the Learjet was
40ms, estimated to produce 45ms 'equivalent' delay.

The AFS is a hybrid system comprising digital (computing and CGI) and analogue (motion and g-seat) elements. The pilot's

visual loop, in which all the elements are digital, was considered the most time-critical with a nominal pure time delay or latency
of 125ms.

The time delay was therefore the same, at i 25ms, when the minimum filter time constant is included for the Leariet, though of
course for the Learjet the delay was 'equivalent' whilst for the AFS the delay was'pure. For the purposes of this paper, the datum
delay is taken to be 80ms, ie the Leafiet without the additional 40ms lag filter.

Calspan has recently informed the authors that the equivalent delay of the Learyet is less than was originally estimated. Whilst the
exact figure is still to be established, a redrction in Learet datum delay would move all Learlet results to the eft (dashed lines in
Figures 7 to 0) giving an improved match with the AFS results for 7of the 8 compaisons presented.

Lbi
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Table I

Definition of Lateral Model

Lateral Equations of motion

v Yv (yp+w0V (yr-uo) g o eo v Y

v p r CE + I• 1Jr,nv np nE n r n• n•

0 1 0 0 4 0 0

Lateral Derivatives at 125 knots

Yv - -0.12 ( -0.119 ) u - 209 ft/s

Yr - -33.0 (-33.5 WO - 27.5 ft/s

yp - -6.0 ( -6.25 ao - 7"50

nv - 0.0075 ( 0.0078) e - 4.50

nr - -1.0 ( -0.8727)

np - -0.03 ( 0.0308) y - 0.0168

n+ - 0.0 ( 0.1074) Y - -0.00595

iv - -0.014 ( -0.009 ) n - 0.02926

ir - 1.25 ( 1.054) n - 0.00181

lp - -1.67 ( -1.7983) 1 - 0.2814

1 - 0.0 ( -0.2047) 1 - -0.00031

Dimensions are slug, ft, sec and angles are in radians, except where stated.
Control derivatives are expressed in terms of stick and rudder force where a
positive force produces a positive moment, hence the sign and magnitude of the
these derivatives. Bracketed terms denote changes made for the minimum
sideslip version of the model.

Lateral modes (both models)

Relative
Real Imaginary Damping Frequency Time Constant

-0.5397 1.393 0.3613 1.494

-0.03996 25.0

-1.671 0.5984

i iI
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Table 2

Definition of Longitudinal Model

Longitudinal Equations of Motion

u xu xw -Wo -g COS eo u s

W zu ZW Uo -gsin 0  w z, (l
q MU Ow q 0 q ,
S0 0 1 0 0

Longitudinal Derivatives at 120 knots

xu - -0.041 uo - 205 ft/s

xw - 0.11 wo - 25 ft/s

zu - -0.26 aO - 7"0*

zw - -0.9 Eo - 4.50

Mxrl - 0.00046

m - -0.0226w -2. . 0.12
m. - 0.04817

Dimensions are slug, ft, sec and angles are in radians, except where stated.
Control derivatives are expressed in terms of stick and rudder force where a
positive force produces a positive moment, hence the sign and magnitude of
these derivatives.

Longitudinal modes

Relative
Real Imaginary Dampi Frequency

-1.545 2.048 0.6022 2.565

-0.02558 0.166 0.1523 0.168

""A
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3.4 World Environment

Learier

When simulating an aircraft of similar size the Leadier has all the advantages of real flight, including full motion and visual cues.
The AFS, like all ground-based simulators, has to generate these motion and visual cues artificially. This is clearly a major
influence on the simulator's validity as a handling qualities research tool, which is why considerable efforts have been made to
improve these in recent years. Conversely, ground-based simulators offer considerably better flexibility and may be used to
explore safely a wider range of vehicle characteristics and operating environments.

AFS Motion Cueing

The Large Motion System (LMS) has three rotational and two translational degrees of freedom (heave and sway for this trial),
with performance figures as shown in Table 3. The major parameters of the software drive algorithms are shown in Table 4.

Table 3

Large Motion System Performance

Motion Maximu= Maximu Maximum
Axis Displacement Velocity Acceleration

Sway ±4.Om 2.5 M/s 5.0 m/s 2

Heave +5.0m 3.0 m/s 10.0 nVs2

Roll +0.5 rad 0.7 rad/s 3.0 rad/s 2

Pitch +0.5 rad 0.5 rad/s 2.0 rad/s 2

Yaw ±0.5 rad 0.5 rad/s 1.5 rad/s 2

Table 4

Major LMS Drive Algorithm Parameters

Motion Axis Gain Washout Frequency
(rad/s)

Sway 0.2 0.3

Heave 0.2 0.5

Roll 0.3 0.35

Pitch 0.6 0.26

Yaw 0.3 0.3

Roll tilt implemented for low frequency side-force cueing.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i
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A g-seat was also used during the evaluation, mainly to provide runway rumble effects. Motion cueing from the seat was
minimal for the approach and landing task.

AFS Visual Cueing

The outside visual scene was generated by a Link-Miles Image IV CGI system and presented to the pilot on three collimated
monitors. Conventional 625-line monitors were driven through custom-built interface units which guaranteed a consistent
update rate of 50 Hz. However, the normal calligraphic light point capability was lost and the field of view was reduced slightly
to 120* in azimuth and 30' (47' for the side monitors) in elevation. The resulting absence of PAPIs (Precision Approach Path
Indicators) influenced the task on the AFS as discussed in Section 5.

A visual terrain database for the Bedford airfield was built specially for the trial. It contained a detailed representation of the
main runway and major buildings in the vicinity.

Weather Conditions

On two of the aircraft sorties there was significant crosswind and turbulence. The wind strength and direction, and the level of
turbulence, did not change greatly during these sorties and therefore average values were adopted for all approaches in the
corresponding AFS sortie.

3.5 Landing Approach Task

The task consisted of a 3 glide-slope approach to DRA Bedford's Runway 27 using PAPIs, but offset to the right of the centre-
line by half the runway width (150 feet). At 150 feet agl, the safety pilot (or simulator engineer) called for the landing manoeuvre
to begin, at which point the evaluation pilot initiated an 'S' turn to land on, and parallel to. the runway centre-line. Desired
lateral touchdown performance was defined to be within ±5 feet of the centre-line, and adequate performance to be within ±20
feet. Longitudinally, desired performance was defined to be within 250 feet (but not short) of an aim line painted across the
runway adjacent to the PAPI lights, and adequate performance to be within 500 feet. Subjective ratings (Cooper-Harper and
PIO) were based not just on touchdown performance but on the pilots' appraisal of their overall performance.

In the absence of PAPIs in the AFS, a talk-down procedure was adopted. The correction manoeuvre was always initiated at the
same range (consistent with 150 feet on a 3' glide slope), accepting any height variation there might be.

4. TRIAL PROCEDURE

4.1 Pilot Background

Two of the pilots are Aerospace Research Squadron (ARS) test pilots based at DRA Bedford, and the third is a test pilot with
British Aerospace. Pilots B and C have considerable experience of fighter-class aircraft. Pilot A's background is transport
aircraft but he has test-flown fighter aircraft.

4.2 Evaluation Timetable

All three pilots flew practice sorties in the AFS to familiarise them with the task and rating scales. Two of the pilots (B and C)
were able to fly their evaluation sorties (in-flight simulator followed by the ground-based simulator) on the same day. Pilot A did
not fly his AFS evaluation sortie until four days later, although he did fly a practice sortie on the same day as his Leafiet sortie.

4.3 Model Validity

During Pilot B's first evaluation sortie on the AFS (No 4), differences in aircraft directional behaviour became apparent.
Specifically, the AFS model generated sideslip in turns (as does the agreed vehicle model) whereas the Learjet used sideslip
suppression. The difference, though not great, was enough to cause Pilot B to compensate to an extent that the validity of this
evaluation was considered to be compromised. The flexibility of the AFS enabled a modified AFS model, which minimised
sideslip whilst retaining all other essential characteristics, to be implemented in time for Pilot C's assessment and Pilot B's
second assessment. Pilot A's assessment was based on the original AFS model, but he considered that this model was a good
match to the Learjet model and the evaluation went ahead on this basis. A second sortie allowing him to assess changes to the
model's yaw characteristics confirmed that his control behaviour was unaffected and that his original assessment was valid.

4.4 Rating Seales

Two rating scales were employed. These were the Cooper-Harper Rating (CHR) scale (Ref 6 and Table 5) and a PIO rating
scale (Table 6). Pilot comments were also collected, and to encourage these a check list was used.

I- a
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Table 5

Cooper Harper Rating Scale

HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE

ADEQUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFT DEMUANDS ON TRIE PILOT PILOT
REOUIRED OPERATION" CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECIED TSK OR REQUIRED OPERATION* RATING
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Table 6

PIO Tendency Rating Scale
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

5.1 Validation of the AFS

The results of the subjective handling assessment are in the form of pilot comments, handling qualities ratings and PIO ratings.
Second order polynomial functions (least squares error) have been fitted to all rating data to allow broad comparisons to be
made between the in-flight and ground-based results. Figure 7 combines data from all directly comparable evaluation sorties.
An analysis which compared only data for values of time constant flown on both simulators showed little difference. Figures 8,9
and 10 show the individual rating data for Pilots A, B and C respectively.

KEY: x - -LEARJET

O AFS

19

7

COOPER 6

HARPER 5

RATING

9.9 9.1 9 2 9.3 0.4 9.5 9.6

FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CCNSTANT Cs)

5 -- -- -F- T

PIO

RATING
2 X

9.9 9.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 9.6

FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CMSTANT (s)

Fig.7 Mean piloi rating.% (with maxima andi minima) from the AFS anti Learjet for the offset approach task
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The rating data are consistent with pilot comments and show the following:-

1. There is close agreement between the results from the AFS and from flight.

2. The degradation in handling qualities and the increase in P1O tendency with increasing control system lag is clearly
revealed both in the ground-based AFS and in flight in the Learjet.

3. The AFS is in most cases marginally more difficult to fly than the Learjet.

4. There is significant variabili y in ratings between pilots and between repeat configurations for the same pilot.

5. The variability tends to be g -eater in the AFS than in the Learjet, but only a small number of replications were possible.

KEY: K LEARJET

O AFS

lie" 10I I I I I

9

7 0

COOPER 6 0
0 0

HARPER 5 x

RATING 4 x0 x x

3 0 0

- 0

2 - x

I , 0 0

8.9 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 9.5 e.6

FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CONSTANT (s)

6

5 0

4 - X

PIO 4
3 o 0 61.0 c o

RATING -

2 0

9.9 6.1 B.2 9.3 6.4 6.5 9.6

FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CsCTANT (s)

Fig.8 Pilot ratings from the AFS and Learjet for the offset approach task - Pilot A. S•orties 5 and 6
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KEY: x( - LEARJET

0- AFS

r9

19 5 I i I "i I I I

7 7

COOPER 6 -A

HARPER 3

RATING 4 - 0

3 0

2

I I I I I I I I I I

8.6 0.1 6.2 9.3 0.4 0.5 9.6

FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CONSTANT (s)

6 ! I I I I I I I I I I

5

4
PIO

S3
RATING

lw;ý 0

1 l tI I I I I I I I .I

e.e 6.1 6.2 e.3 6.4 e.5 6.6

FIRST M LA TIME COISTANT (s)

Fig.9 Pilot ratings from the AFS and Learjet for the offset approach task - Pilot B. Sorties I10 and I I
(NB only 3 configurations flown in the Learjet)
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KEY: xG LEARJET
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Fig. 10 Pilot ratings from the AFS and Learjet for the offset approach task - Pilot C. Sortics 8 and 9
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5.2 Factors affecting PIO sensitivity

Concerning the scatter in the results, some factors are common for both simulators such as the different levels of turbulence and
crosswind experienced on different sorties. Scatter will also be produced by differences in control "gain' between pilots, or even
for the same pilot under slightly different circumstances. For example, poor handling qualities may not become evident until the
pilot is forced to adopt a high-gain closed-loop control strategy. If, through luck or good judgment, his perceived error remains
within acceptable bounds he may remain at low gain. The following pilot comments from consecutive approaches with an
identical configuration illustrate the point

Pilot A - Sortie No 5 (Leardet) -- 5OOms lag.

Run 6a, CHR 5, PIOR 2

"-Small oscillations initiated during final approach. Retains reasonable accuracy. Oscillatory motions start as I attempt to
tighten the task. Predictability reduced compared to baseline configuration."

Run 6b, CHR 8, PIOR 4

"Very definite PIO. Would not like to subject a squadron pilot to this aircraft. Very difficult aircraft to control even under
the optimum flying conditions of today."

At a filter time constant of 250ms there appears to be a transition from an obviously good configuration, which requires little
pilot compensation, to an obviously bad one where pilots are forewarned long before touchdown. Notice the greater scatter in
PIO ratings for this value of filter time constant (see Fig 7) compared with lower values. Pilot ratings for these intermediate
configurations in particular are likely to be sensitive to differences in perceived track errors at the beginning of the closed-loop
phase, ie the roll-out onto the runway centre-line, and in perceived bank errors near touchdown when pilots need to level the
wings.

The following comments from Sortie No 6 refer to differences in perception of lateral handling qualities for the same
configuration during the roll-out onto the runway centre-line:-

Pilot A - Sortie No 6 (AFS) - 250ms lag.

Run 7 CHR 24/, PIOR I

1 quite liked that one. Predictability was good and it required only two corrections, one to stop the roll rate and one to
correct any error, to line up with the runway centre-line."

Run 1Z CHR 5'%, PIOR 3

"..1 had to adopt a more open-loop control strategy and be less aggressive to achieve the desired task performance. A
small PlO was generated and it required four or five lateral concontrol inputs to roll-out and stabilise on the required
heading, wings level.'

Even if the roll-out has been satisfactory, intermediate configurations have the potential to cause problems near touchdown as
pilot gain increases, as shown by another pilot's comments for the same configuration:-

Pilot C - Sortie No 9 (AFS) - 250ms lag.

Run 6a, CHR 5, PIOR 3

"-Still takL. by surprise that the final adjustments close to touchdown are so difficult and cause some oscillations when the
initial recovery to the runway centre-line is so satisfactory. All very similar to the aircraft."

Run 6b, CHR 3, PIOR I

"A much easier system to fly than the previous one lie Run 6al. I had a small offset and therefore the initial inputs were
smaller and there was no tendency to generate an oscillatory response. Felt like a different vehicle."

The greater variation in ratings obtained in the AFS may be explained by adaptation effects, differences in task execution and
urgency and variations in task initial offset and height.

Adaptation effects showed up as a general trend towards lower pilot ratings with increasing practice and most obviously in
repeat runs of the baseline configuration. which were rated better than first runs. One reason for this might be that the straight
approaches performed in the AFS did not give pilots sufficient time or opportunity to adapt, compared to the Learjet where
they flew a complete circuit with each configuration. For instance, one pilot felt that he could not help learning to adapt to the
characteristics of each configuration as he flew the Learjet in the circuit. Further, repeat runs before ratings were given were
more common in the Learjet than in the AFS. Taken together this would explain both the larger scatter and the higher average
ratings given for the same configuration in the ground-based AFS. Learning effects were most graphically illustrated by Pilot A.
who flew an additional AFS sortie (No 7) on the same day as his AFS evaluation sortie. Those results which are directly
comparable (ie motion on) show that the trend towards lower ratings with increasing practice which began in Sortie No 6 has
continued into Sortie No 7 (Fig 1I), confirming that adaptation is taking place. The rapidity with which pilots subconsciously
learn to adapt to new configurations emphasises the importance of side-by-side comparisons of ground-based simulators with
flight for validation exercises.
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A second explanation for the presence of greater adaptation effects in the AFS could be that either the aircraft model or the
cueing environment is not the same. Supporting evidence for this comes from pilot comments, which indicate that the initial roll
response of the baseline configuration in the AFS was -less brisk" than in the Learjet and that uncommanded side-forces were
present in turns. Comparison of the aircraft model implementations must await completion of parameter identification work on
the Learjet by Calspan, but at this stage there are no reasons to suspect significant differences. The apparently more docile
initial response in the AFS could be due to the attenuation of roll motion (gain - 0.3) and the uncommanded side-force in turns
is almost certainly a false motion cue. The false cue manifested itself only during the large amplitude (mainly open-loop) 'S' turn
and not during the critical P1O-prone touchdown phase. In fact the AFS reproduced this phase very well, including the ability to
surprise pilots in the same way as the in-flight simulator as already noted above in Pilot C's comments from Run 6a, Sortie No 9.

Thirdly, task urgency in the mind of the pilot will always be greater in flight, even with a safety pilot present, than in a ground-
based simulator. As a result, a pilot will be encouraged to work at higher gain and hence consistently closer to any cliff edge in
the handling qualities or PlO tendencies of the vehicle and this will tend to reduce the scatter in the results. In contrast, the pilot
in the ground-based simulator can afford to fly at a lower gain, knowing subconsciously that any failure to control the vehicle
will not be terminal, and this will tend to increase the scatter in the results from run to run and sortie to sortie.

Finally, the temporary lack of PAPI lights on the AFS visual system meant that a talk-down procedure had to be adopted
instead. This may have introduced greater positional variation, particularly in height. at the start of the S' turn than was the case
with the Learjet. An examination of recorded data may indicate whether this variation was significant.

5.3 Platform Motion Cueing

In addition to his evaluation sorties, Pilot A flew an additional AFS sortie (No 7) with the objective of identifying the effects of
motion cueing on perceived handling qualities. The comparisons were made in motion on/off pairs for each filter time constant.
Figure 12 clearly indicates a significant relative degradation in handling qualities when motion cues are absent. Fi-u, sA
commented that motion provided him with cues which enabled him to control the vehicle better:-

Pilot A - Sortie No 7 (AFS) - 40ms lag.

Run 1. Motion on, CHR 2, PIOR 1

"A nice predictable crisp response.:

Run 2, Fixed-base, CHR 3, PIOR I

"The lack of motion wher manoeuvring hard gives a strange sensation. The world is moving fast but the semi-circular
canals are not stimulated: ie my sensations are not tieing in. I experienced mild vertigo, as happens when people are spun
on a chair. The aircraft response was not as crisp and I flew less aggressively and more open-loop. One or two extra control
inputs were required to stop the rolling motion."

Time histories (Fig 13) from another approach during the same sortie also show clear differences in control and performance.
With motion cueing present, the pilot was able to suppress the oscillation more easily.

a
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Motion cueing was also found to make the simulation feel more like an aircraft in the first phase of the trial (Ref 1), whichinvestigated the effects of added time delay on a different vehicle model. In contrast to the second phase, however, the absence

of motion cues was found to improve, not degrade, the perceived handling qualities and PlO tendencies of the vehicle. Further,
for some pilots the fixed-base simulation predicted only a small increase in PlO tendency with increasing time delay, unlike the
flight result, and hence could not be used to predict PlO tendencies with any confidence. Pilots commented that motion enabled
them to pick up cues which told them how bad a particular configuration was. They instinctively reacted to these cues to
compensate for the perceived deficiencies of the configuration and this tended to make them drive the PRO. All pilots felt that
flying was much more realistic with motion cueing, as in the following example:-

Pilot I - AFS Workup Sortie No I - 140ms added time delay

Run 2. Motion on, C14R 7, PIOR 4

"Significant time delay. Definite PlO tendency - had to reduce gain. Large aggressive inputs required, especially close to
the ground and worst late in the flare. Full stick to hold 15 degrees of bank close to the ground - close to scraping a wing."

Run 3, Fixed-base, CHR 4, PIOR 2

"Just steering the visual displays. No sensation of rolling and yawing - nothing driving the PlO. With motion ON you feel
the accelerations and this drives you subconsciously to drive a PlO. Motion OFF is easier, but more like a video game.-

Here again time histories support pilot comments as shown for another approach, with 180ms added time delay, from the same
sortie (Fir 14). The pilot has used motion cues to increase his operating frequency and has induced a lateral PTO near
touchdown.

Unfortunately, differences in vehicle models, use of time delays instead of time constants and many other experimental factors
prevented the cause of these fundamental differences being identified. However, it is likely that motion cueing encourages pilots
to close the control loop more tightly and aggressively, ic at higher frequency and gain. In some circumstances this may improve
handling and performance by increasing the perceived bandwidth of the system whilst in others it may cause a degradation by
inducing over-control. Note that operation at a higher frequency is more likely to cause handling difficulties for the added delay
case since there is no attenuation with increasing frequency and phase lag increases more rapidly than for a first order filter.
Further work is necessary to resolve this issue.

5.4 Task Design

The fact that some aircraft have exhibited a handling deficiency only when facing a new task (eg space shuttle) or very late in
their development programme (Tornado heavy landing) illustrates the importance of task design when evaluating handling
qualities. A demanding task is required to keep the pilot operating at high gain and closed loop and thereby to encourage him to
find any cliff edge in the handling qualities or PlO tendencies of the vehicle.

In-flight simulation has the advantage of maintaining task urgency (as discussed in Section 5.2) but safety considerations limit
how demanding the task may be made. The ground-based simulator has the advantage that the task may be made increasingly
demanding in order to find any cliff edge and to determine whether it could ever occur within the vehicle's operational flight
envelope.

The difficult, with the ta=,k i.sed in the Learjetl/AFS trial is that one or two control inputs early in the approach are sufficient to
tell the pilot how poor a given configuration is likely to be on finals. For poor configurations, a pilot's natural inclination is to be
less. aggressive in the 'S' turn and to use a lower gain, and indeed many pilot comments referred to a reduction in gain or
adoption of a more open-loop control strategy. Only in the brief period immediately prior to touchdown, when ground
proximity forces the pilot to keep the wings level, does he have to use high-gain closed-loop control. This leaves little time for
PlOs to develop.

One variation in task design considered in the first phase of the trial (Ref 1) was to give the pilot the baseline vehicle for the
approach task, brief him to fly it aggressively and to add the time delay during the 'S turn to recover to the runway centre-line. It
is argued that this task is more representative of aircraft which exhibit a PlO tendency only after hitting some form of system
non-linearity (eg actuator rate or acceleration limits) during a high gain task. In this way the pilot is calibrated to fly a good
configuration and is therefore operating at a consistently high gain regardless of configuration. Rating consistency was much
improved using this technique and it will probably be used in future work.

Where the above technique is inappropriate, eg when evaluating control laws, an alternative approach is required. One
technique is to increase the time spent in close proximity to the ground by signalling pilots just prior to touchdown to land
farther along the runway (Ref 7).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison with flight has shown that the Bedford Advanced Flight Simulator (AFS) reproduces with a high level of fidelity
the lateral flying qualities and PIO tendencies obtained in an offset approach task. Specifically, the degradation in handling
qualities and increase in PIO tendencies with increasing control system lag was clearly predicted by both the AFS and the
Calspan Learjet in-flight simulator and, on average, the difference in Cooper-Harper and PIO ratings was less than I point.

Good platform motion cueing was shown to be essential if handling qualities, and in particular PIO tendencies, are to be
reproduced with any confidence in a ground-based simulator. The absence of platform motion could make the simulator easier
or more difficult to fly depending on the particular handling characteristics of the vehicle and, in some cases, pilot sensitivity to
changes in handling qualities was greatly reduced. Handling quality evaluations from a simulator without good platform motion
cueing cannot thus be assumed to be consistently either pessimistic or optimistic.

The trial emphasised the importance of side-by-side comparisons of ground-based simulators with flight for validation
exercises because of the rapidity with which pilots subconsciously learn to adapt to new configurations. It also demonstrated
the importance of task design when evaluating handling qualities and PIO tendencies.
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SUMMARY I. COMPARISON OF CIVIL AND MILITARY TRANS-
PORT AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENTS

This paper describes a development tool called "Virtual Cockpit" 1.1 Technology gap in Military Transport Aircraft
which is used at Deutsche Airbus. Developments

The following aspects are discussed: The airforces of the NATO partners mainly use C-130
HERCULES and C-160 TRANSALL aircraft for their tacti-
cal/logistic air transport tasks. These aircraft have been de-

A comparison of civil and military transport aircraft develop- veloped during the end of the 50's or the beginning of the
ments shows a significant ehsology gap on the military 60's. They are reaching the end of their life cycles and - due
tactical transport side during die las 30 years. Therefore, it to their old technologies - are increasingly causing problems
seems very beneficial to consider a "dual use" of well-proven in all fields of operation and maintenance. That is why dif-
"civil technologies" for military applications. ferent partners have started upgrade programmes. which will

permit to keep these aircraft in operation until about the year
Specific military transport missions require aircraft capabili- 2000.
ties, some of which are quite new and therefore challenging
for transport aircraft (e.g. low-level flight profiles in night In the civil air transport world there has been a continuity of
and poor-visibility conditions). The demonstration of the aircraft development and production, which resulted in an
feasibility and an evaluation of technical solutions imply the evolution of three aircraft generations, during the sate time
need for suitable development tools, frame.

The Virtual Cockpit is explained in terms of its components The "technology gap" in tactical transport aircraft develop-
(hardware/software), features and capabilities. A major field ments is shown in fig. I.
of investigation in this context is the aircraft systems' central
control and monitoring.
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1.2 High Lights of Cockpit Evolution Demonstrated on the The general application of digital avionics equipment and the
stasis of AIRBUS Products introduction of computer-controlled systems as, for instance:

The avionics of the first European wide-body aircraft, the Flight Management System (FMS)
AIRBUS A300. as well as of all the other aircraft of the Electronic Flight Instrument System (EF1S)
early 70's still depends on analog-technology equipment. Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitor (ECAM)
Systems have to be controlled by means of dedicated switch-
es and knobs, and system information is provided via leads to a higher level of automation. As a conseqtence this
numerous electro-mechanical indicators. The aircraft opera- permits to reduce the cockpit crew to two members in the
tion requires a 3-member crew (captain, first officer and second generation, for which the AIRBUS A310 is a ,ll-
flight engineer), whom the cockpit is designed and furnished known example (fig. 3).
for (fig. 2).

Fig. 2: 3-Crew Cockpit of a BOEING R727

Fig. 3: Cockpit oan AIRBUS A310

I
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Flight guidance and navigation information as well as system 2. REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW MILITARY
data are presented on multi-function CRT's (Cathode Ray TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Tubes). while engine parameters are still indicated on con-
ventional instrumentn. Mechanical switches on the overhead Specific military transport missions require aircraft capabiti-
panel are substituted by integrated push buttons ("Lights- ties, which are well beyond civil applicatioms. These require-
Out" philosophy). ments represent the dimensioning factors for the overall

design as well as for the mission equipment. Some of these
With the third AIRBUS generation A320 the "fly-by-wire" requirements, which refer to cockpit and avionics design are:
technology is introduced. The conventional control columns
are replaced by side stick controllers, which permit an unob- Lo)w-level flight (Terrain Following, Terrain/llhreat
structed view over the main instrument panels, where the Avoidance)
Primary Flight Displays (PFD's) and the Navigation Displays Operation in night and bad-visibility conditions
(ND's) are located side by side. The engines are also con Bord-autonotmouns precision navigation and landing
trolled electronically by FADEC's (Full Autority Digital Onboard mission planning
Engine Controllers). Engine parameters are also presented on Para-dropping
a CRT (Engine /Warning Display). Only the stand-by instru- Communication with ground-based and airborne
mentation is still conventional (fig. 4). command and control systems

1.3 "Dual Use" of Well-Proven "Civil Technologies" etc..

Treether with several other European aircraft manufacturers These operational requirements, some of which are quite
Deutsche Airbus has started the work related to the design of new for transport aircraft capabilities (and therefore quite
a new military transporrt aircraft called "FLA" (Future Large challenging), have to be met by concepts of technical solu-
Aircraft). Taking into account the situation of the 'techno- tions.
logy gap' (as explained earlier) on one side, and being aware
of the time consnraints for the different project phases until The demonstration of the feasibility of new technrologies and
service entry ("techntslogy readiness") and also the financial an evaluation of the design concepts imply the need fisr
volume of a new aircraft development, it seems very benefi- suitable development tools especially in order to investigate
cial tot consider a "dual use" of well-proven "civil technolo- Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) aspects and cockpit-related
gies" forr military applications. Areas for a possible tech- task.
rt,,lhgy transfer on the avionics sector will be

-Flight controllflight guidance
Flight management
Displays
Centralized aircraft monitoring
Application of mtodular avionics architectures

Fri. 4. (ockpit of .n AIRBUS A320
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3. DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR THE INVESTIGATION 4. "VIRTUAL COCKPIT'
OF COCKPIT-RELATED TASKS

The leading idea of the "Virtual Cockpit" is to useThe feasibility and pre-devetopment phase of a product like a
transport aircraft is of great significance because, during this SOFTWARE instead of HARDWARE
phase, all the performance and configurtion characteristics
will be defined, which will influence abott 85% of dhe This means to use modern input and ouqput devices on the
product's life cycle cost (LCC), whereas only less than 10% latest generation computers instead of cutting metal and
of LCC have been spent (fig. 5). soldering wires. So the "Virtual Cockpit" provides a com-

fortable tool to check out the MMI of the cockpit long before
"Cockpit" is the synonym for numerous requirements origi- the real components are available.
nating from the various disciplines and their specific view
points involved in the pre-developmesn process, e.g.: aero- 4.1 Cmngwmapu as
dynamic and structural design, system design, ergonomic
design, industrial design etc.. The computing task is distributed on several RISC work-

stations, where each processor has its specific task. The
The development tools which ire suitable for die assistance workstations are linked by ethertet (fig. 6). The overall
and support of the different disc.plines are of great variety, computing power is adjustable so the needs of the application
of course, ranging from computer-aided design tools via by the number of workstations. At the moment only work-
engineering mockups up to full-scale flight simulators. Their stations of one architecture are used. But the application of
applications ame always a compromise between dhe kind or industry standards makes it possible to connect heteroge-
depth of investigation and the required - or better - the justi- neous hardware platforms.
fled effort. As the technical goals of the pre-development
phase and the corresponding main tasks we consider: The cockpit controls and indicators are displayed on several

graphical colour monitors (fig. 7). All these monitors are
Validation of operational requirements equipped with touch-sensitive overlays to provide direct
Demonstration of the feasibility of concepts activation of push buttons, knobs, switches and so on.
Evaluation of applicable technologies
Identification of risks w.r.t. technology readiness The output of voice and sound - warning tones for instance -
Assessment of user acceptance is provided by the internal audio device of the workstation.

The geometrical arrangement aLl the size of the simulated
As members of the department "Pre-Development Cockpit controls and indicators on the monitors matches with the
and Avionics" at Deutsche Airbus we have installed a devel- original. To allow undisturbed studies the relevant devices
opment tool called "Virtual Cockpit" which supports us in are installed in a rig constriuction, wich is housed in a cabin.
solving our MMI-related tasks. The rig construction offers a good flexibility w.r.t. mislifica-

bions and extensions of the arrangement (fig. 8).

LUfe Cycle Cost (LCC)
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Fig. 8: "Virtual Cockpit" Cabin

4.2 Features 4.3 Present Applications

The "Virtual Cockpit" is a flexible anid servatile tool to To ease the pilots' task% the various systerms of mosternexaminte several aspects of cockpit development. e.g. transport aircraft (like AIRBUS A340) are supervised by an
electronic monitoring system for instance the ECAM

- Development of display formats (AIRBUS) or EICAS (BOEING). Because the control algo-
- Design of the control panel layout rithtns depend on the specific system architecture of the
- Development and test of monitoring algorithms aircraft, the monitoring system and its software is unique to
* Dynamic simulation of man-machine-interictions each aircraft typ. The algorithms are based oin fault anialysts,
* Evamination of the controllability of aircraft systems and failure propagation studijes of the aircraft system. tjnfor-

(what and how many ktnobs do I need?) tunately they can he determined rather late in the d-rlsp-
- First assessments of pilot workload ment process becaunse the systems have to he defined in
- Development of abttortmal and emergency procedures detail, before. In the pee-developmnent phase of the Deutsche

isclading alarms, switching pattern and the usage of Airbus project MPC75 the "Virtual Cockpit' is used as a
electronic checklista rapid protoityping meam to investigate the requirements of
provision of colour plots of displays and control the monitoring system itself, its interfaces kin the linked sys.
panels for the construction isf full size cockpit monk tems, and the infowrnation presentation to die cockpt crew-
up S
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This application includes all the functions necessary for the 4.4 Further Fields of Investigationt
aircraft systems control and monitoring (fig. 9). Several
aircraft utility systems, like engines, hydraulic and electric A logical extension of the "need-to know" principle, which is
power, tuel, environmental control, are numerically simula- applied to present aircraft generations (e.g. AIRBUS A320),
ted. They are controlled via the overhead panel. The simula- to a "need-to-control" principle leads to the following con-
tion control interface provides the stimulation by introducing ceptual approach of a aircraft systems centralized control
component failures. (fig. 10).

The simulated components of the monitoring system are: This approach attempts to integrate all control and display
elements related to the aircraft candidate systems concerned

Failure identification and diagnostic systems with into one single device consisting of a display with a touch-
sensitive overlay. The activated control input area is an

4 Flight warning logic integral element of the display format presented to the pilot."* Flight phase computation and Thus, both the information for the required actions and the"* Warning management logic corresponding control elements will be provided only when
necessary.

Control panel
The concept of centralized aircraft systems control seems

Attention getter with very promising for military transport aircraft applications,
especially when considering a two-crew operation. Potential"• Master light aircraft system candidates for a centralized control are, for"• Acoustic warning instance

Display system with Aircraft utility systems (electric power, hydraulic
power, air conditioning system etc.)."* Display management logic"* Engine and warning display Flight managementlmission management system."* System and status display

•I OVERHEAD
,i PANEL

nn 

in 
eyAir~r-raft FA)LURE IDENTIFICATION AND DISPLAY al rni

DIAGNO',TtC' SYSTEM Displ'ay
MANAGE- -

Systemn - Flight Phase Cornp~utatio MENT

[ Flight Warning 4 Sse

Simulation 4tWarning !--IMatn aqemnt LOGIC U Di:,a
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Fig. 9: Functional Black Diagnuan: Aircraft Systmn Control And Monitor'r*
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Electro-mechanical
Control Devices
Hybrid Indications

"Need-To-Know"
Principle

S~Future

Integrated Electronic
Controls and Indications

"Need-To-Control*
Principle

Fig. 10: Concept of Airnraft Systems Centralized Control

4.4.1 Aircraft Utility Systems Operation 2. Mission Management System (MMS)

During normal operation most of the aircraft utility systems A military Mission Management System (for
work automatically (exception : required actions related to transTort aircraft) can be considered as an "add-on'
the cockpit preparation procedure). Only in cases of failures to the civil Flight Management System providing
manual system reconfiguratiom become necessary. The three main functions
corresponding actions are part of directed procedures written
on paper check lists or presented on the ECAM displays. Information gathering
Most actions to be taken are discrete switchings, which have Information processing
to be performed on the overhead panel. In cases of multiple Information distribution
system failures the procedures can become quite complex. In
such situations, it would he very beneficial to have the sys- For this purpose the MMS communicates with the
tem control elements and the corresponding information specific military mission equipmnem on one side and
media for the required actions as well as for the systm represents the interface to the 'civil part' of the
feedback of performed actions at the same local place. avionics on the other side, as indicaled in fig. 11.

So, the user side of the Mission Management System
4.4.2 Flight Manaement/Mission Management System is a good example for a centralized aircraft systems

control.
I. Flight Management System (FMS)

The FMS integrates two major functions

Performance management
Navigation management

The output data. i.e. advanced flight guidance data

serve as input data for the Auto Flight System (AFS)
and are provided for the EFIS displays.
Despite the fact that the FMS uses inputs from al-
most all other avionics equipment on board, still
many data have to be entered manually by the pilots
via the Multi-Purpose Control and Display Unit
(MCDU), which is not satisfactory, of course, not
only because of the mis-fit between alpha-muneric
input a-d mainly graphical output on different devi-
ces (MCDU and EFIS) at different physical loca-
tiotns.
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AIRCRAFT BORD-

NAVIGATION AUTONOMOUS TACTICAL ESMIECM(IFR) NAVIGATION/ DATA UNKLANDING

FUGHT
CONTROL& FMS DATA' - DATA MMS 7 DATA BASE
GUIDANCE BASE, _ BASE LOADER

SYSTEM

DISPLAY DISPLAY

Fig. 11: Functional Block Diagram of the Flight NMaaglementi Mission Management System

5. CONCLUSIONS The concept evaluation, during this phase, concentrates on
the following main criteria:

In the previous chapter we have described our development
tool called "Virtual Cockpit" in terms of components, fune- Control logic
tions and its application of a centralized aircraft systems Ergonomic aspects
monitoring and control concept.At the end, we would like to Physical aspects
highlight the benefits of this tool we have experienced so far. Pilot's task interactions

The development process of a new concept of centralized I. Control Logic
aircraft systems control includes the following main steps:

The evaluation of the control logic can be performed
Investigation of aircraft candidate systems to be on stand-alone basis. It requires the simulation of the
controlled centrally (e.g. utility systems, FMS, related sstems' responmes like reactions to control
MMS, etc.) inputs, messages, advisori.'i and warnings in cases of

malfunctions.
Investigation of suitable control input devices (e.g.
touch screen) and complementary devices, as, for 2. Ergonomic Aspects
instance, voice control (DVI)

The evaluation of ergonomic aspects like the loca-
Definition of the control logic tions of the touch screens. arm rests, formats of

graphical information presentation and visual feed-
Definition of the requirements for the touch screen back can also he performed stand-alone. However.
device in terms of some evaluation items require a more "sophisticated"

cockpit environment. The investigation of acouteic"* Functions feed-backs requires the consideration of the noise"* Physical characteristics spectrum inside the cockpit, for instance.
* Performance criteria

Other investigation itemn, e.g. much field sizes.
Investigation of ergonomic aspects touch presstm threshold. medhanismt of function
Investigation of safety and redundancy aspects initiation require the motion of a flight simulatr.
Investigation of cockpit-integration aspects

_ _ -- -m .,-mm,,m m mm.- -s 4mmmmllm l,- i
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3. Physical Aspects 4. Pilot's Task Interactions

The investigation of the physical aspects of the con- After a successful investigation of all aspects related
trol device, e.g. display resolution, touch overlay to the evaluation criteria described before, the influ-
resolution, applicable touch-overlay technologies can ences of concurrent and competing pilot's tasks like
also be performed stand-alone. ATC communication, navigation etc. will be investi-

gated. These investigations will be subject to an
operational flight simulator environment.

The following table shows the applicability of the "Virtual
Cockpit" and its features for the development and evaluation
process of a new system concept.

EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
EVALUATION ITEMS1 "Virtual Cockpit"S~Fright

Stand-Alone System Simulator
Mockup Simulation

Control Logic

* System Levels X X

* Information Structure X X

* Control Options X X

* Control Procedures X X

* Priorization x X

* Functions (Skip, Clear, Cancel) X X

Ergonomic Aspects

* Location X

0 Arm-Rest X

a Size of Touch Fields (Motion)

* Acoustic Feedbacks (Noise)

* Visual Feedbacks X

* Touch Pressure X (Motion)

- Function Initiation (Touch and Lift) X (Motion)

0 Graphical Presentation X
(Form, Colors, Legends, ... )

Physical Aspects
a Display Resolution X

* Touch Overlay Resolution X

* Parallel Touches X

* Applicable Touch Overlay Techmologies X

* Dimensions X

* Performance X

PIkA's Task Interaction X

The invagatlootns described in chapter 4 of this paper have been performed within the contemt of technoloy studits. wich are partially
spomored by the German Ministry of Resmarc and Technology and within *FANSTIC" (Future ATC. New Systems and Tedmdogles
Impacts on Cockpit), one of the BRITE I EURAM projecls spoiared by the Council of the European Commnmity.

I - --
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The Role of systems Simulation for the Development
"and Qualification of ATTfA

D. EefXe, B.-N. Lange, P. Bagger

Institut fur Flugmechanik
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Flughafen
W-3300 Braunschweig

Germany

SUmMMARY ATTAS was modified and equipped with a
powerful digital fly-by-wire/light

The Advanced Technologies Testing Air- flight control system (4,5] designed by
craft System, ATTAS, is DLR's primary DLR. Due to systems complexity piloted
flight test vehicle to be used as a and systems simulation of ATTAS was an
flying simulator to demonstrate and integral part of the total ATTAS system
validate new methods and technologies, from the beginning of the project. The
In order to provide broad testing capa- ground based piloted and systems simula-
bilities ATTAS was heavily modified and tor of ATTAS was regarded as a critical
equipped with a powerful digital fly- element for fly-by-wire flight control
by-wire/light flight control system. Due development (hard- and software) and for
to system complexity a piloted systems functional validation. Additionally,
simulator of ATTAS was a critical ele- piloted and systems simulation of ATTAS
ment for fly-by-wire flight control was also planned from the beginning to
development and functional validation as play an important role during the opera-
well as for aircraft operation. This tional phase to improve reliability,
paper will present a technical descrip- availability and flexibility for
tion of the simulator structure and research programs.
simulation capabilities and will adress
the specific role of system identifica- This paper presents the manner in which
tion techniques for simulator valida- the ATTAS simulations were developed to
tion. Several examples will be given provide the required functions and fide-
demonstrating the performance in system lity, its use during the development
modelling and simulation fidelity by phase, and as a result an assessment of
using these techniques. Finally, con- its value for development and operation.
clusions concerning the merits of sy-
stems simulation for the ATTAS deve-
lopment and operation will be discussed. 2. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

A brief description of ATTAS should help
1. INTRODUCTION in understanding the complexities of the

simulation system and the simulation
The Advanced Technologies Testing Air- requirements.
craft System (ATTAS), (Fig. 1) was de-
veloped by DLR and MBB, Bremen, in a In order to fulfil the research objec-
project running from 1982 to 1986. tives ATTAS was equipped with a complete
Further improvements were continously FBW-system which acts in parallel to the
implemented due to additional require- mechanical hydraulical control system
ments. At present the VFW 614 based of the basic aircraft. The FBW-system
airplane is DLR's primary flight test has access to all control surfaces and
vehicle to be used to demonstrate and engines with full authority. FBW-mode
validate new methods and technologies in operations are possible from left hand
the area of highly augmented flight seat where the right hand pilot acts as
control, flight guidance and navigation, safety pilot. He is able to reconvert to
man-machine interfacing and in-flight the basic aircraft flight control by
simulation, switching off the FBW actuator clutches.

Within DLR's research programs ATTAS The main modifications, test equipment
will mainly be used as a flying simu- and features are summarized as follows
lator [1,2,3] in a broad sense. In this (see fig. 2)
role ATTAS is able to represent the dy-
namic behaviour of onboard programmed - right hand meat safety pilot with
model aircraft or systems providing conventional control system,
exact visual and motion cues to the
pilot under real environmental condi- - left hand seat evaluation pilot with
tions. To provide all these capabilities full axis fly-by-wire controls,

92-15980mn11111I
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- freely programmable flight instru- The network in each channel is based on

ments and CRT- displays, (figure 3), a ring structured serial fibre optical
bus system providing actual data rate in

- fly-by-wire controls/column or side- each channel of 150 kword/sec. Network

stick with adjustable force feel sy- redundancy is used for failure detection

stem, by comparing exchanged input and output
data.

- dual channel digital on board com-
puter system with fibre optic data Overall system software design allow

bus providing freely programmable simple integration of experimental func-

control laws and flying qualities, tions and additional hardware compo-
nents.

- duplex inertial reference and digi-

tal air data systems, 2.2 Fly-By-Wire Control Functions

- comprehensive on board data acqui-

sition system, recording and PCm- The Fly-by-Wire/Light Flight Control
telemetry, System (figure 4) as heart of ATTAS

provide all operational functions
- 15 electro hydraulic self monitored needed for

actuators, partly duplex linked by
NIL-BUS 1553B to the FBW-system, - normal fly-by-wire operation

(control laws, soda switching),

- antennas installation provisions, - cintrfacin exte deices,
- interfacing external devices,

- dual redundant hydraulic system, - data processing and data recording,

- dual redundant electrical system, - monitoring and error detection and

- fly-by-wire motivators for - computation of user functions.
"o elevator,
" stabilizer, operation of ATTAS is performed in the
"o rudder, following three principal modes:

"o both ailerons (also with sym-
metrical deflection capability), - BASIC-Mode

"o both engines,
" landing flaps, - rFBliQd (Fly-By-Wire Mode)

"o six direct lift flaps - S (Simulation Mode)

- on board operator consoles (fourplaces) and In the BASIC-Mode ATTAS is operated

using the basic mechanical controls of
- nose boom with angle of attack-, the safety pilot on the right hand seat

side slip angle- and TAS-probe in the cockpit.
(flight log).

In the FBW- the evaluation pilot on
the left hand seat has control to the

2.1 On Board Computer System FBW-system by connecting the electro-
hydraulic actuators to the basic air-

The computer system performance meets craft control system. Flight operation
the requirements for will be performed either identically to

the basic controls (FBW 1:1 function) or
- computational cycle time of 25 me in an augmented mode providing a Rate

for all functions, Command Attitude Hold (RCAH) control
function.

- required redundancy for flights in

critical conditions In the S the aircraft also ope-
rates under fly-by-wire control but the

- airborne equipment and interfacing functional connection between pilot in-
of aircraft systems (ARINC 429, NIL puts and actuator commands are given by
BUS 1553B, etc.) and user defined functions such as it is

used for in-flight simulation control
- freely programmable capacities for laws (IFS) where the evaluation pilot

user applications in a high order flies an aircraft model built in the
programming language (FORTRAN 77). computer program. Model following con-

trol laws generate commands for all the
To meet these requirements the system actuators (motivators) to force the host
has been designed as a two channel com- aircraft to follow the on board computed
puter network consisting of four pro- equations of motion.
cessors in each channel with one common
central processor for communications An automatic elevator trim system ope-
and data recording (figure 4). All on rates the stabilizer in such a way that
board computers are of MIL-Spec. LORAL/ the aircraft is always in trim condi-
ROL4 types (MSE/14 and Hawk/32) which tion. In cases where the safety pilot
are software compatible to the commer- reconverts to the basic control system
cial Data General Lclipse S/140 and the resulting column and aircraft tran-
MV/6000 series. The 32-bit Hawk/32, sients will be negligible.
serves an 'freely' programmable com-
puter for user applications.
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Evaluation pilot's displays and instru- lopment and interactive handling of the
ments are controlled by the FBW-system AD10 is performed with the 'host'-com-
to represent standard EFIS symbology puter VAX 3200.
(FBW-Mode). In the SIN-Mode display re-
presentation is freely programmable due Real-time data presentation is realized
to user purposes. Specific functions are by an interactive graphics system DART
included in the FBW software program to which is connected to the VME-Bus inter-
provide checkout and preflight check face computer and which serves four high
procedures, resolution (1240 x 1024) monitors pro-

viding display informations, time histo-
ries and cross-plots.

3. TER ROLB OF SYSTRM SIMULATION
An important feature of the ATTAS simu-

Due to the experiences we gained from lation facility is that the flight soft-the development and operation of DLR's ware development system based on a Data
first in-flight simulator, the HFB General MV/20000 is directly linked to
HANSA-JET, which was developed In the the flight control computer hardware by
early 70th and operated until 1983 a the parallel MCA-Bus which is compatible
piloted systems simulator as an inte- to the serial fibre optic bus which is
gral part of the total 'ATTAS' system used to link the five flight computers.
was required. The generalized require-
ments on this simulator were to provide Due to the ring structure of the fibre
all equipment and functions for optic bus the ring could be expanded

very easily so that the on board compu-"o development and testing of the ope- ter system of ATTAS could be connected
rational fly-by-wire-software, to the simulation facility allowing

hardware-in-the-loop simulation with"o development and testing of the real aircraft components. This is done
user's flight software, for testing purposes if the aircraft is

in the hangar or on the apron (see"o validation and acceptance testing, figure 5). Additionally, the software
development system, the interface com-"o software and hardware maintenance and puter system, the host computer and the
mainframe computer of the research cen-"o failure effect simulation, tar are linked by an Ethernet to allow
data transfer for data analysis and dataIn order to fulfil these requirements a evaluation by using centralized software

very high degree on similarity between packages.
the simulator and the flight test air-
craft was necessary. This structure allows all software deve-

lopers and system engineers to validate
3.1 Hardware structure the software under real-time conditions

and allow the experimenters to validateThe simulator developed is a fixed base the total flight experiment with the
simulator without vision and motion ATTAS aircraft systems and pilot in the
(6]. As it is shown in figure 5 the loop.
simulator is structured in mainly five
elements Further, if additional experiment depen-

dent hardware should be flight tested,
o the cockpit, all interfaces and data are provided

within the ground based simulation iden-"o the fly-by-wire computer system, tically to the real aircraft.

"o the interface computer system, The ATTAS simulation facility enables a
complete aircraft independent prepara-"o the simulation computer system and tion of flight testing so that experi-
ments can be flown with the aircraft and"o the flight software development others could be prepared on the groundsystem, at the same time.

The cockpit and its systems are abso-
lutely identical in hard- and software 3.2 GoftwVSe structure
to the aircraft as far as the left hand
cockpit side is concerned. Also the The flight software is identical to that
flight control computer system is iden- used in the aircraft. All fly-by-wire
tical to the aircraft. All data which functions and user functions are pro-
are seen by this system are electrically grammed in a high order language FORTRAN
and connector identical to the aircraft. 77 under the AWTS real-time operating
ATTAS sensor systems data as analog system for 16 and 32 bit from ROLM. The
data, digital data, discrete data, ARINC frame time of the real-time processes
429 data and MILBus 1553B data are pro- running on the ROLM computers is 25 ms.
vided by the interface computer system
based on VME-Bus Motorola 68020 CPU's. The interface computer functions are
The aircraft behaviour itself is simu- programmed in the 'C' language using the
lated in realtime by the highspeed PDOS realtime operating system.
multiprocessor system ADI0 specially
designed to fulfil continuous hardware- The AD10 software is programmed with the
in-the-loop simulation of complex dyne- NPS 10 (Modular Programming System for
mic systems. Simulation software dave- the AD10 ) simulation language. MPS10 is
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a specific software package for the AD10 In order to achieve a total configura-
containing a lot of simulation language tion management system an ATTAS software
elements, which are required by the pool (ASP) was developed containing all
Continous System Simulation Language validated software modules and allowing
(CSSL) standards as: to build the required program configu-

rations.
-modular prograsminq structure, The flight software could be transferred

- extended continous simulation over the parallel MCA bus in the various
function library and flight control computers for testing the

real-time simulation process.
- interactive software package.

All MPSl0 modules are written in the 4. SIMULATION VALIDATION
ADlO macro assembler language conside-
ring the special hardware structure of In order to reach high simulation fide-
this machine. lity and to improve the validation pro-

cess advanced methods of system iden-
In order to account for exact simulation tification methods developed at DLR
of aircraft and systems multiple framing [7,8,9] have been applied for ATTAS
technique was used. The total frametime simulation.
for aircraft dynamics is 7 ms and for
the actuators 1.4 ms. The method of system identification pro-

vide adequate tools to generate reliable
and accurate mathematical models and

3.3 Simulation Functions parameters (aerodynamic or system data)
with the required fidelity. These data

Simulated functions realized on the AD10 are used to improve and update the simu-
comprises six degrees of freedom simula- lation data based on windtunnel measure-
tion of the aircraft within the whole ments and theoretical predictions.
flight envelope, 13 electro-hydraulic
actuators including six separate DLC- Because within the system identification
flaps, two turbo-fan engines, wind and process mathematical model parameters
turbulence and the standard atmosphere are automatically optimized by minimi-
model. zing the difference between aircraft

flight measurements and model response
Aerodynamic coefficients are calculated for a given level of accuracy the vali-
by linear interpolation with function dation is provided simultaneously (fig.
table look up methods. Within the whole 6).
simulation

The remaining work is to verify that va-
62 state variables and lidated model and data (as the referen-

413 algebraic variables are used ce) are correctly implemented into the
real-time program of the simulator. In

and the number of data tables as a that case where the required fidelity
function of could not be achieved the mathematical

model will be changed or extended until
one variable are 130, the physical phenomena is described.
of two variables are 107 and This method was extensively used for
of three variables are 33. ATTAS aerodynamic data base improvementsas well as for actuator and sensor dyna-

The VME-BUS interface computer simulates mics modelling.
sensor systems like IRS, DADC, VOR, DME,
ILS stations and provides correct ARINC
429 data as well as MIL-BUS 1553B data 4.1 Aircraft Modelling and simulation
of the electrohydraulic actuator Fidelity Results
electronic units.

To give an impression of the simulation
On the host computer VAX 3200 software fidelity which could be obtained by
development for the AD10 is performed this method the following examples are
as well as all interactive control of used.
the simulation including the interactive
process of trim calculations. For both, the parameter identification

process and for validation ATTAS was
excited in-flight by computer generated

3.4 Flight Software Development step sequences in all axis and by all
n4lironmsnt Aotivators at different flight condi-

tions (flap, speed).

The flight control computer as an The data of the manoeuvres 1 to 12 as
hardware-in-the-loop element of the shw in figue 7ave b to
simulator is directly connected to a shown in figure 7 have been combined to
powerful software development system a total data set for the identification
based on a Data General NV/20000 com- and validation process.
puter. The multi user operating system Figure 8 shows the comparison of the
AOS/VS on the MV/20000 provides the Fight meas and cimuated a ft
tools for software development and soft- flight measured and simulated aircraft
ware handling like automatic configu- response demonstrating that all response
ration control and software managing. variables are perfectly matched by the
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estlmated parameters. Manoeuvre 12 e.g. 4.3 Simulation Fidelity of Sensor
was optimized to extract c -deriva- Systems
tives by banking the aircra;t up ± 60
degrees and exciting it in the pitch Important for systems simulation is that
axis with high frequency step sequences the data which are used by the flight
(3-2-1-1 input), control command and augmentation system

are identical to the aircraft, as far as
The high accuracy of modelling and resolution, dynamic behaviour and time
response matching should also be demon- delays are concerned.
strated on the short term pitch response
due to DLC-flap deflection considering Parameter identification method can also
downwash effects of the flaps on the be used to identify measurement system
horizontal tail. As it is illustrated behaviour and measurement errors. This
in figure 9 a perfect coincidence bet- is done by a data compatibility check or
ween simulation and flight data is ob- sometimes called flight path reconstruc-
tained by accounting for downwash in the tion by using kinematic equations of
model, aircraft motion. For example measured

angle of attack must match with thatAnother examples shall show the improve- reconstructed from the accelerometer and
ment of windtunnel data by estimated gyro measurements. From that angle of
data from flight tests. As it is seen in attack vane calibration could be de-
figure 10a longitudinal static stabi- rived. Furthermore, in-flight frequency
lity, i.e. the derivative c is very sweep excitation are used to compare
well predicted by windtunnelm~ata, ex- Inertial Reference System response
trapolation of the flight estimates, versus rate gyro measurements showing
however, show a quadratic dependence on that the IRS data have large phase
the angle of attack, delays equivalent to 40 ms which is in

accordance to IRS system description
The change in rolling moment coefficient (figure 15).
with sideslip angle, clp Cfigure lob),
extracted from flight tests however,
show large differences. c is nearly S. CONCLUSIONS
twice of that predicted bk windtunnel
measurements and nearly independent on During the development phase the ground
landing flap position. based simulation facility turned out as

an absolute necessary tool to prove the
Another example showing th. difference fly-by-wire flight control concept, the
between windtunnel end estimated data is functional design, data processing and
the effectiveness of the DLC-flaps software validation and qua ification
(figure 10c). The lift variation due to before first flight. The close corre-
flap deflection at 14 degree landing spondence of the ground based system
flap position is much more higher pre- simulator wit.a the aircraft by using
dicted by windtunnel than measured in- hardware-inthe-loop made an effective
flight especially at large downward flap development parallel to the basic
deflections. aircraft modifications possible.

Further, by checking data from ground
4.2 Simulation Fidelity of Aotuation tests in the aircraft against the simu-

systems lator assist in finding discrepancies
and to eliminate errors. Furthermore,

As a typical example for actuation sy- the ground simulator was an big help in
stem validation the aileron actuation defining the test procedures to prove
system of ATTAS will be used (figure 11) the correct functioning of the systems.
because it is of high order dynamics. These procedures are nearly identical
The total system comprises the elec- between aircraft and the simulator.
tro-hydraulic actuator connected to the
control tab which drives via a mecha- During the operational phase of ATTAS it
nical spring with the aileron. Additio- is usual to fly in the morning a hand-
nal cables of the mechanical flight ling qualities program by simulating
control system link left and right hand speaific flight control laws and in the
ailerons and the weel in the cockpit. afternoon a system for gust load alle-
The total system was modelled by an viation or Multi DME Navigation. This
first order system with time delay and flexibility of ATTAS was only possible
rate limitation for the actuator, all by the intensive use of the ground based
the mechanical assembly and the spring simulator where the experimenter could
loaded tab/aileron by a second order validate his specific experimental soft-
system accounting for time delays and ware and where the pilot could check the
total air pressure. Figure 12 and 13 flight procedures planned for the real
show that a perfect match of actuator flight. By this different flight experi-
response and high order dynamics respon- ments could be prepared without burde-
se of the tab/aileron system at diffe- ning the aircraft. The present capabi-
rent flap/airspeed conditions could be lity of the ground simulator ensures
achieved. The total aileron actuation that software programs will operate
system frequency response from flight in-flight as qualified in the ground
test compared to the simulation model is based system.
shown in figure 14.
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Another advantage of using the ground [8] Jategaonkar, R.V.: "Identification
based simulator is for soft- and hard- of the Aerodynamic Model of the D.R
ware maintenance and debugging. The Research Aircraft ATTAS from Flight
hardware systems of the simulator are Test Deta", DLR-FB 90-40, Sept.
also used as spare parts for the air- 1990.
craft, so that in a failure case, equip-
ment co.-d be changed quickly. [9] Jategaonkar, R.V.: "Determination of

Aerodynamic characteristics from
Mandatory for that purpose is that the ATTAS Flight Data Gathering for
-imulation of aircraft systems which Ground-Based Simulator. DLR-Fb 91-

take part in the control loops like 15, May 1991.
actuators and sensor• must be modelled
in detail up to the aata format and
timing. A big breakthrough in the vali-
dation process is given by applying
advanced parameter identification
techniques which allow precise modelling
and validation of the simulation with
the required accuracy.

This technique has decisive contributed
to the sucessful operation of the pilo-
ted systems simulator of the total
flight test aircraft system ATTAS.
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Figure 1 ATTAS in Flight
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SUMMARY simulators through Advisory Circulars. Advisory Circular
Simulation requirements for military and for commercial trans- 120-40' provides criteria for evaluating and ceritilfring airplane
port aircraft are contrasted. The special problems introduced by training simulators that generate motion and out-the-winidow
active control arediscussed with reference to earlier fighter dats. visual scenes. There are four certification levels, A through D,
Transport simulator exrrriments to explore these problems are representing the degrees of fideiynee o ulfigplt
described, in new aircraft Or in new assignmnents. Level D is the highest

fidelity. These requirements ore also used as guidelines for vali-
LIST OF SYMBOLS dating simulators that are used for aircraft certiftcation credit in
FAA Federal Aviation Administration fly-by-wire transports. Advisory Circular 120-45 2 provides cri-

FQ Flying Qualities teris for evaluating and certifying all other training devices.
Basically, these are simulators with no motion and optional

msec Milliseconds visual capability. The degrees of fidelity are defined as one

P1O Pilot-Induced Oscillations thtrough seven. seven being the highest fidelity.

PR (Cooper-Harper) Pilot Rating In the military transport world, there are no fornal requirements.
even though the simulator is extensively used in developing mil-

TIFS Total In-Flight Simulation itary aircraft. However, this comparative lack of regulation is
offset by a very detailed set oftdocuamented military flying quali-

Td Putre Time Delay ties requirements that supplemnent the simulator's role.3.
4 

Inthse
current flying qualities Military Standard sand Handbook, 5 there

Tdosc Time Delay to Cause a Limit Cycle Oscillation is a section on demonstrating compliance that includes sugges-

T. Effective (Equivalent) Time Delay tions and lessons learned on simulation. In inty case, most man-
ufacturers implement rather imipressive high-fidelity simulators

VMS (NASA Langley) Visual Motion Simulator that are used in varying degrees for military aircraft cockpit
development, flight control and flying qualities design, mission

y Confidence Level Probability procedural definition, and marketing.

A System Phase Leg (Loss) Angle Recently, high-fidelity ground-based simulations have been
used to design the active control systems of fighter aircraft.

(70 Standard Deviation of Pitch Attitude Unfortunstely, these simulations sometimes failed to uncover
certain generic problems, which led to expensive system rede-

Tj Lag Time Constant. sign efforts and even to aircraft datnage and loss. Generally.
in-flight simulation did predict the problems.

0s) Frequency, Radians per Second Since the new generation of large transport aircraft incorporates

(08Bw Closed-Loop (Task) Bandwidth Frequency active control technologies. we need to draw upon our fighter
experience to better understand simulator fidelity and the differ-

alins Undanmped Natural Frequency of the Short Period ences between ground-based and in-flight simulation.

P Oscillation Phase Lag and Equivalent Delays
The two problems most commonly ecousssered in the fighter

0t)1 Lowest Structural Bending Frequency experience are differences in preferred levels of conmmand gain
and of phase lag. Perhaps die most researched problem of this
kind is phase lag, which can be introduaced ino doe palots coms-

INTRODUCTION mand path by the control system. Contributors include prefikt-
The flight simulator is an integral pars of the commercial trans- ent, structural filters. antialiasing filters, csniputtational delays.
post aircraft industry. It is used for configuration development, actuation lags, -tc. A nianber of agencies have found the lag to
for flight crew training and certification, and in technology be significaniThis is evidenced by the appeuirece otphaaelI&&
development and research. In the commercial aircraft world, in various guises, in several requiremenedsa diacuassed in a recant
regulations permit simulators to substitute for actual flight time AGARD working group report.' The lag cot be approximated
in training and typ-rating situations. The Federal Aviation with an equivalent delay defined in U.S. flying qualities docu-
Administration (FAA) regulates the fidelity of ground-based mentsa.4- The significance to the pilot of large delays is quite
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dramatic, and can result in dangerous pilot-induced oscillations

(PlOs) when the piloting task is demanding. In demanding tasks. DIVERGENT

the pilot must correct errors rapily with the controls, and even 6 - IN-FLGHT OSCILLATIONS

relatively small delays degrade task performance. In keeping 5 - (TIFS)
with a view of the pilot as a servo element in a closed-loop sys- ,

tern, the terminology "high-bandwidth" has emerged for tasks z 4 PERFORMANCE
that require frequent and prompt attention. In a high-bandwidth - COMPROMISEC
task typical of fighter operations, the sudden loss of control and 3

PlO that can result are referred to as a flying qualities "cliff' by 0 2 -E

R. E. Smith of NASA.
6  2 PERFORMANCE

.4v COMPROMISED

Application to Transports I - 0.

Based on these experiences in fighter design, simulation, and • GROUND-BASED (VMS)

flight test, our first concern in active control transports is to .) I I I I I I

avoid the dangerous cliffs. Unfortunately, ground-based simu- 150 200 250 300 350 400

lators have often failed to predict cliffs due to delays in fighter EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY (MSEC)
flight control systems. Because the simulator is institutional- SOURCE: NASA
ized, regulated, and inherently trusted more in the transport Figure 1. Comparison of P1O Tendency
world than in the fighter world, it makes sense to reexamine the Between TIFS and VMS
available data to determine how much we can trust simulation
to solve the specific problem of delays for transports. Perhaps ground-based simulation does not replicate the task

Transport aircraft, with their large size and generally undemand- bandwidth very well.

ing (i.e., low-bandwidth) piloting tasks, might be considered rel-
atively immune to PIOs and cliffs. Certainly much of the simula- RECENT SIMULATIONS

tion work to date has suggested that large equivalent delays are Douglas Aircraft has performed several experiments on high-

tolerable for transport operation (Table 1). order augmentation effect6 over the past few years. For brevity.
we will omit a detailed description of each experiment. Our gen-

Table I presents the results of both in-flight and ground-based eral approach, however, was to brief the pilot on a well-defined

simulation tests conducted during the 1980s to determine the task with equally well-defined performance measures for deter-
effects of time delays on aircraft flying qualities. The data are mining a pilot rating. We used the Cooper-Harper rating scale
taken from a number of references and apply to a variety of air- and employed sufficient pilots to allow meaningful statistical
plane types and piloting tasks. The only consistent trend analysis of our results. We also gathered pilot comments. Mod-

obtained from all the tests is the fundamental and expected one erate turbulence, when used, was introduced into both the visual
that the flying qualities deteriorate as time delay increases, and motion simulation, and approach and landings were per-

The large differences between results obtained from the various formed from a flight path offset to encourage tight control of the

transport experiments have raised questions regarding their vehicle to touchdown. The aircraft dynamics for an advanced
validity. These questions encourage a natural conservatism in technology transport were used for all the experiments.

selecting a maximum allowable time delay for a particular We performed all the experiments described here on a motion-
design. Selecting a very low delay value may lead to higher cost hase simulator (Figure 2) that meets the FAA requirements for
in the digital flight control system design. Level C certification. It has six degrees of freedom of motion and

A valuable lesson that emerged from the fighter experience was computer-generated visuals that produce realistic out-the-
that the effects of delays on piloting were better seen during window twilight/night scenes. All the instruments and controls
in-flight simulation than in ground-based simulation. NASA of the MD-80 aircraft are faithfully reproduced in the simulator,
datalt have suggested that motion-base ground simulation does and tts software can simulate essentially any desired aircraft
not predict the effects of delays for transports (Figure 1). dynamics.

Table 1
Transports Less Affected by Delay Than Fighters

MIL-F. CALSPAN SUPERSONIC CALSPAN DOUGLAS LOCKHEED NASA
SOURCE 8745C CRUISE RESEARCH TIFS RESEARCH RESEARCH LANGLEY

REF NO. 4 7 8 1- - 9 10

DATE 1980 1980 1981 1986 1989 1983 
1
9851982

TYPE OF FLIGHT MOTION-BASE SIMULATOR
TEST____ _

AXIS ALL LONG. I LATIR - ALL I LONG. LAT I LONG. I LAT PITCH ROLL
FO LEVEL ALLOWABLE TIME DELAY AT FO LEVEL BOUNDARY SEC)

1 0.10 I 0.12 I 0.17 0.20 0.4 0.3 11 .0 01 .2q 02 0.17 0,24 0,27 0.6 073 ,- ... 6 1. 0 0-7
3 I025 0.21 0.28 0 j.= Lt.01 0.

CLASS FIGHTER TRANSPORT

"EXTRAPOLATED

I -
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Figure 2. Motion-Base Simulator oP

L"L 0.6
Time Delay and Task Bandwidth u
The interdependence of time delay and task bandwidth has been 0.4
pointed out by Weingarten and Chalk.8 Their hypothesized iso- -

opinion curves for bandwidth and time delay are reproduced in 0.2 -+

Figure 3. The curves simply relate phase loss. A0, to task band-

width frequency. WoSw. and effective time delay, T.: 0.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

(OBAY *T. TASK BANDWIDTH. (tow (RAD/SEC)

Each of the 10 sets of allowable time delay versus flying quali- Figure 3. Delay/BandwidthlFQ Level Relationship
ties levels fiom Table I is plotted in Figure 3 at a bandwidth
where it best fits the iso-opinion curves. We extended the curves tested, but not at the same time. Our experimental method was

(dashed part of curves) to accommodate the very large time anexampleofadeliberatelyunrealisticpilotingtaskbeingused

delays measured for the longitudinal task in Reference 9. Essan- to expose potential piloting problems that we knew were

tially, this procedure assigns a postulated closed-loop band. unlikely to emerge if we simply simulated the relatively benign

width to each experiment in the summary of Table 1. piloting tasks of typical commercial operations.

Each iso-opinion curve then reprasents the system phase loss Our pilot rating results appear in Table 2 and in Figure 5. Instead

that the pilot tolerates for that level of flying qualities, Level 1 of plotting ftow versus Te for isolines of constant pilot rating as

being 0.3 radian; Level 2 being 04; and Level 3 being 0.65. A in Figure 2, we plotted pilot rating against system phase loss (or

time delay value from Equation (1) can be computed that would lag, w0Bw x T.) to see if the ratings were a function of phase lag.

just cause a sustained oscillation in the closed-loop system. This The results did not follow expectations in two major respects,

value, Tdolc, would totally absorb a 45-degree (0.785 radian) lending some insight into flight simulation for augmented trans-
ports, especially when compared with in-flight simulator

phase margin at Wsw. The resulting equation and curve are also results.

shown in Figure 3. Because Tdosc is expressed as the recipro- First. although the 0.8 and 1.2 bandwidth data are quite close.

cal of Ofw, it has exactly the same form as the other curves. our pilotrating data do notcollapse as a function ofsystem phase

Our hypothesis is that for a given level of flying qualifies, the lag as hypothesized (see the upper two plots in Figure 5). For

pilot will tolerate a certain amount of system phase lag. When example, as phase lag increases for the 0.4 bandwidth task, the

the task bandwidth frequency is low, he can tolerate a large delay ratings change from the best obtained to the worst obtained m

for a given level of flying qualities. When the task bandwidth is our experiment. Our data also do not agree with the in-flight

high, he can tolerate only a small delay for the same given level data.

of flying qualities. To gain some insight into theseresults, weplottedthepilotrating
data against equivalent delay (see the lower two plots in Fig-

Using Figure 3 as a guide, we designed an experiment in which ure 5). Now the poor ratings for the 0.4 bandwidth casen coin-
the bandwidth was a controlled variable. The pilot's task was to
precisely track random flight director attitude commands with cide with the very large delays associated with their phase lags.

For the other bandwidths, the ratings exhibit a fan shape. The fan
a known frequency content. The flight director displayed the er- incaeanntrlaompbtwnrtngdayndasror between the actual arid commanded attitudes. A sample of a indicates am interrelationship between ratings, delay=, and taski

difficulty - characteristics we have seen before in righter and

random pitch attitude command signal is shown in Figure 4, other early data 2 The form of the fan is illustrated genetically
along with the associated power spectral density, to illustrate its othere d.
frequency content (roll commands were similar). The band- in Figure 6.
widthofthecommands was varied in differentruns (0.4.0.8.1.2 Retuming to Figure 5, we have overlaid on it the NASA datalt

radians per scond) for different levels of time delay introduced and compared in-flight and ground-based results. Ourresults are

into the flight control system. Both the pitch and roll axis were consistent with the NASA ground-based data, within the very

4
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Figure 4. Piloting Task

small region studied. Our data also are not quite consistent with And the task was confusing. Referring to Table 2. large standard
the in-flight data. deviations in the rating data at these higher bandwidths are also

Second, the pilot ratings consistently improve unexpectedly (the seen. This high phase lag rating droop is actually more a result

droop in the lines to the right of the plots) when the phase lag of our simulation than a real effect. In actual flight, an increasing

exceeds about 45 degrees. This has not been seen in earlier data. inability to perform the task would worsen the ratings. Backing

The pilot comments suggest that the pilot was unable to perform out of the task is a luxury of ground-based simulated flight only.

the task at these high phase lags. He tended to "back out" of the With this caution, we have tentatively modified the generic fan

task by lowering the bandwidth, resulting in the better ratings, shape of Figure 6 to include the droop.

Table 2

Pilot Rating Data for Tracking Random Flight Director Signal

(A) LONGITUDINAL TIME DELAY VERSUS TASK BANDWIDTH

1 0)STANDARD MINIMAX PR
3W w T. a'w To MEAN DEVIATION FOR Y= 95%

IRAD/SEC) (SEC) (RAD) PR OF PR CONFIDENCE

0.4 0.125 0.050 2.6 1.1 1.9/3.4
0.4 0.875 0.350 4.8 1.3 3.9/5.6
0.4 1.125 0.450 5.9 2.4 4.3/7.6
0.4 1.750 0.700 7.7 2.3 6.0/9.3
0.4 2.088 0.835 7.9 1.7 6.7/9.1
0.8 0.125 0.100 4.6 1.5 3,615.7
0.8 0.500 0.400 4.3 2.1 2.8/3.7
0.8 0.025 0.500 4.8 1.8 3.5/6.0
0.8 0.938 0,750 6.9 1.9 5.6/8.2
0.8 1.106 0.885 5.9 2.0 45/74
1.2 0.125 0.150 3.8 1.4 2.9/4.8
1.2 0.375 0.450 43 1.7 3.1/5.4
1.2 0.458 0.550 5.8 2.3 4.2/7.3
1.2 0.667 0.800 68 2.4 5.1 /84
1.2 0.779 0.935 6.0 2.1 4.6/7.5

(B) LATERAL TIME DELAY VERSUS TASK BANDWIDTH

(D STANDARD MIN/MAX PR
New To mew" To MEAN DEVIATION FOR Va 95%

(RAD(SEC) (SEC) (RAD) PR OF PR CONFIDENCE

0.4 0.125 0.050 3.0 1.1 2.3/3.7
0.4 0.875 0.350 5.6 1.8 4.3/6.9
0.4 1.125 0.460 6.3 1.8 5.0/7.5
0.4 1.750 0.700 8.7 1.0 8,0/9.4
0.4 2.088 0.835 8.6 1.4 7.6/9.6
0.8 0.125 0.100 3.8 1.6 2.7/5.0
0.8 0.500 0.400 5.1 2.0 3.8/6.5
0.8 0.625 0.500 6.6 2.1 5.2/8.1
0.8 0.938 0.750 6.9 2.5 5.1 /8.6
0.8 1.106 0.885 6.7 2.8 4.8/6.6

(D INCLUDES 125 MSEC FOR SIMULATOR + ACTUATOR
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Figure 5. Mean Cooper-Harper Ratings Versus Phase Lag and T"ne Delay

There are some other features of our data that we cannot easily time delay. Adding the nominal time delay of 125 msec, we get

explain. For instance, the pilot ratings for the bandwidth cases a total equivalent time delay of approximately 254 macec. This
of 0.8 and 1.2 were wurse than we expected whetn the phas. ili level ofdelay would be catastrophic for fighters but only Level 2
wassmall. We alsoexpected that therating for the 0.8 bandwidth for transpons. In general, it appea that prefilters in utit,

would be the same or better than that for the 1.2 bandwidth. In are not as detrimental as we once thought, but still should be used

fact. it was worse, with caution.

First-Order Lag Prefliters Higher-Order Structural Dynanmkes

First-order prefilters also produce phase lag. Figure 7 presents The combination of such factors as new coastructino materials,

our motion-base simulation results for both the pitch and roll stretched configurations, and very-high-aspect-ratio wings can

axis. We included a nominal additional delay of 125 msec to greatly increase elasticity compared with the relatively rigid
account for simulator nd actuator delays. The task simulated construction of earlier airplanes. Because the elasticity a"ds

was an approach and landing in moderate turbulence. The first- higher order modes to the aircrft response, we performed a tim-

order lags degraded pilot rating up to a time constant of 0.35 sec- ulator study on the effects of these modes on longitudinal flying

ond. and the ratings then stabilized. First-order lags can only qualities. A ground-based simulator was used instead of

introduce up to 90 degrees of phase lag, which in an equivalent in-flight simulation because of the possible hazards atssciated

system would contribute about 150 msec of equivalent time with oUr wide range of elastic dynamics.

delay at mosL Our result generally agrees with Table 1, i.e., We had postulated that the higher-order sarctural dynanics

transports accept more delay than fighters. would become more objectionable as structural frequency
decreased. and that the ratings could be correlated with the lag

At 10 radiaue per second, a lag time constant of 0.35 second of the dynamics. We found that as strurctald frequency
would introduce the same phase lag as 129 macc of equivalent decreased with respect to showrt-period frequency, the flying
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Figure 6. Generic Rating Variation With Equivalent Delay

qualities did degrade. However, the degradation was milder than was quite dramAtic. The resulting motion was toned down to the
we expected (see Figure 8a). Pilot acceptance of the elastic con- extent that the pilots perceived the 2.0 and 1.2 (0) ratio configura-
ftgurataortswas amatter of the aircraft'sride qualities rather than Lions to he similar; hence. the rating drop. This also points out
flying qualities. Even for the elastic configuration we consid- that when safety is involved. even ground~based simulation has
cred to be the worst (tot/G0, = 0.8), several piloLs coni- limits. From Figure 8, we proposed level boundaries for allow-

mented that the configuration was controllable. but that the able aircraft structural motion in the longitudinal aaes:
motion was confusing. Pitch tracking performance was Le~vel (1A
degraded, but the pilots apparently did not noitice or find it sig- P

nificant (see figure 8b). The dro~p in the rating slope at the 1.2 1 7-75

Wtratto was t:IT result of simulating tinly two of the Five Structural 2 2.50

modes (the lowest and highest) for both the 1.2 and 0.8 Wo ratio 3 0.80

configurations. We omitted the other modes as a safety precau- As shown, the Level 3 boundary was much lower than expected-
tion because the motion at these Wo ratios using all five modes The Level 3 boundary was placed at 0.8 even though it did not
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2 1 Increases With Delay

20-* MEAN a because we had insufficient data. However. there werec onfigu-
2 0 ratiors that experienced loss ofcontrol with relatively low time

19 delays, only 150 msec, for example.1
2 

Further analyses of these
dat •-,a- included in Reference 13.

1 8_ tlohW has pointed out thatpilots will certify aircraft with ratings

el7 of 6. This corresponds to a time delay (for a fighter) ofup to 200
msec.

4 
According to the fighter data of Figure 9, the probability

16 - of a stray loss-of-control incident is quite high for that delay

1 5 I I I I value. Therefore. in view of the "cliff" nature of loss of control

06 08 1 0 20 40 60 80 10C 20.0 due to delay, caution is needed in the design process when the
401/0%p° presence of delays is suspected. In view also of the special role

of simulation in transprt development and training, studies to

"* APPROACH AND LANDING explore and improve simulator evaluation of augmented trans-

"* MODERATE TURBULENCE IsrLv would seem to be urgently needed.

Figure 8. Ratings and Performance for CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal Elastic Experiment The ground-based simulator is a valuable research and develop-

merit tool for exploring active control characteristics of the new
generation of transports. The value is evidenced by our recent

quite fall on the 9.5 rating line since the pilot's comments indi- simulations, which demonstrate rational trends of pilot opinion
cated the configuration was unacceptable. wilth variations in delays, lags, and other high-order dynamics.

However, more accurate calibration of the ground-based equip-
Themostsignificantresult fromthisstructural modeexperiment ment against in-flight results is needed. We need to redefine
was that the pilots noticed the difference between the baseline ground-based Fidelity, especially for these high-order effects.

rigid and elastic airplanes. They were not told which airplane
was rigid and which was elastic, but all agreed die elastic air- Future ground-based simulators will benefit from advances in

plane felt more like a real airplane. In fact, on the average, die display and motion quality, and from improved computer speed
elastic airplane was rated 1.25 points better than the igid air- and capacity. Equally important, though, is the need to improve
plane on the Cooper-Harper scale. It seems fair to say that, when piloting tasks and experimental protocols, even if that involves
possible, implementing the stru tural modesof the aircraft in the tasks that appear unrepresentative of general operational use.
simulator will help to improve its fidelity and in tmrn its realism, We need to synthesize in our simulation laboratories the ingredi-
especially for flying qualities evaluations where the structural ent to make our ground-based results match the in-flight data.

mode frequencies are low enough.
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SUMMARY include a generic helicopter capability. In order to enable us
Although flight simulators are now extensively employed in to cooperate closely with the Flight Research Laboratory of
aerospace research and development programs, it is still the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) (now the
necessary from time to time to verify the findings achieved Institute for Aerospace Research) the first helicopter to be
during simulator tests against actual flight tests. This paper simulated was the NAE Bell 205. Upon completion of the
describes such a comparison process using a generi, facility development a process of validation was carried out.

helicopter simulator and flight tests carried out in the This took place in two parts. The first was the validation of
National Aeronautical Establishment's Bell 205 research the Bell 205 simulation itself. The second was the
helicopter. The project was designed to establish some beginning of an assessment program to determine the kind

initial application boundaries for the newly commissioned of research that could be carried out successfully on the

helicopter simulator. Hence the validation process took simulator.
place in reverse order, with the helicopter simulator runs

performed after the flight tests. In the past, validation efforts involving helicopter

simulators have demonstrated that achieving a good match
The simulator was based on the ARMCOP software package between the simulator and the actual flight vehicle is no
and employed parameters for a Bell 205. The flying task easy matter. In Reference I the simulation of an Agusta
involved pilot ratings of flight control modes and flight A109 is described (employing the same ARMCOP flight
directors to be used in decelerating IFR approaches. The equations package as the present project). This was a fixed-

simulator was modified to match the flight test hardware and base umulation employing 4 windows of external display

software. Six evaluation pilots flew four helicopter on the Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). It was found
configurations selected for evaluation. In addition several that the simulator exhibited low-speed dynamic response
simulator configurations were employed in order to assess which was considerably less stable than the real helicopter.

their impact on the validation process. These It was felt that the lack of motion and fine visual cues

configurations were: increased the difficulty of simulator tasks for the pilot. It
was reported in Reference 2 that a Black Hawk helicopter

(1) motion on and off, simulation on the VMS (employing 4 windows of external

(2) forward display on and off. display and motion) appeared to the test pilots to be less

well damped than the actual helicopter in all axes. Cooper-
It was found that the simulator configuration had no Harper ratings assigned to the simulator tended to be 1-1/2
significant impact on the experimental results for the to 2 points higher than for the actual helicopter. It was felt

present tasks. In general there was good agreement between that certain key cues required to accomplish low speed and

the simulator findings and the flight test results. The hover tasks were not present.

exception was for a flight control mode that could not be
simulated precisely with the present hardware. For this case In Reference 3 a study is reported involving the VMS in a
the simulator was judged to be easier to fly than the actual simulation of the Harrier aircraft performing a hovering task
aircraft. out of ground-effect. The use of special visual targets

designed to provide precise positional information in both

i. INTRODUCTION the real flight and in the simulator resulted in good

The Flight Research Simulator at the University of Toronto agreement between actual flight and simulated flight. The
Institute for Aerospace Studies has been recently upgraded to authors concluded that inadequate correspondence between



the simulator visual scene and the real world was largely In addition to motion cues related to rigid body motions of
responsible for previous inabilities to satisfactorily the simulator. a rotor buffet cue was also generated. This had
validate simulations of hovering aircraft, a frequency equal to twice the roto rotational frequency and

produced a sinusoidal heave acceleration with an amplitude
Reference 4 reports on the evaluation and upgrading of a dependent upon flight conditions.
real-time simulation model of the UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopter employing Sikorsky's Gen Hel program. They S. SIMULATOR TIMING
found that based on a mix of piloted and unmanned In order to reduce the time delays associated with the use of
simulations, they were able to achieve good agreement with digital computers in the simulator, care was taken in
flight test data and other off-line computer simulations of structuring both the hardware and the software.
the helicopter. A blade-element rotor aerodynamics model
was used and the simulation required a 50 Hz iteration rate. To synchronize the forward visual display with the solution

updates of the flight equations on the PE 3250. the buffer
2. SIMULATOR HARDWARE swap signal from its IRIS 3130 workstation (indicating the
The UTIAS Flight Research Simulator incorporates a cab start of a new display scene) is used as the system clock. It
mounted on a 6 degrees-of-freedom CAE Series 300 motion- is sent to the PE 3250 and initiates the sampling of the
base (Reference 5) (see Figure I), Two cockpits are included pilotfs controls and the next solution cycle. This clock runs
inside the cab; a jet transport in the front and a generic at 33 Hz in the present simulation. In estimating the visual
helicopter facing rearward. The helicopter workstation is display time delay from pilot control input to scene display
shown in Figure 2. The simulation is run with a 33 Hz on the monitor, a number of items must be considered:
iteration rate.

(1) the sampling of the pilot's controls at 33 Hz by the

The seat and pilot controls are from a Bell 205. The analog-to-digital converter can be represented by a 15
controls were counterbalanced to represent the NAE Bell 205 ms time delay,
with its control loading system deactivated. In order to (2) the processing of the flight equations by the PE 3250
provide the flexibility desired in a research simulator it was and the scene calculations and graphics processing by
decided to employ an electronic flight instrument system the IRIS workstation adds 60 ms to the time delay,
(EFIS) run on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 3130 workstation. (3) the time taken to display the scene on the colour
The cockpit display was the workstation's 19 inch (48 cm) monitor can be considered to add 15 ms to the overall
colour monitor running in the 60 Hz noninterlaced mode and time delay,
updated at 30 Hz. A touchsacreen mounted on the face of the (4) the predictor form of the numerical integration
monitor was used for pilot inputs. employed in solving the flight equations on the PE

3250 reduces the time delay by 60 ms.

The forward visual scene was generated by a second IRIS (5) the use of visual display time delay compensation (see
3130 workstation. The full colour display was presented Reference 7) on the angular degrees-of-freedom
with a resolution of 768 horizontal lines with 1024 pixels reduces their time delay by a further 30 ms.
per line. It was run in the 33 Hz interlaced mode and was
updated at 33 Hz. The monitor was viewed through an Overall, the time delay in the visual display of translational
infinity optics unit situated above the EFIS producing a position is 30 ms while there is no time delay on the display
virtual image of the monitor screen at optical infinity. The of angular attitude.

display field-of-view was 29' vertical by 40W horizontal.
The instrument display is running at 30 Hz and is not

The digital sound system was based on recordings made in synchronized to the PE 3250 processing cycle. For this
the NAE Bell 205 cockpit. reason the time delay for the instruments is not constant.

The display of attitude, heading and position have time
3. FLIGHT EQUATIONS delays ranging from 15 to 45 ms while those for rate
The simulation routine for solving the flight equations was displays range from 45 to 75 ms.
ARMCOP, developed by NASA and the U.S. Army Aviation
Systems Consmand. ARMCOP is a nonlinear, total force and The motion system is more complex than the visual system
moment model. It has 10 degrees-of-freedom: 6 rigid-body, because the motion drive software contains high-pass and
3 rotor flapping, and rotor rotation. For helicopters with low-pass filters that influence its response. The motion
non-teetering rotors, the 3 rotor flapping degrees-of- hardware also has a dynamic effect, Measurements
freedom axe the longitudinal and lateral tilts of the rotor performed on the UTIAS Flight Research Simulator indicate
plane as well as the coning angle. For teetering rotor that the transport time delay component of these dynasic
systems such as the Bell 205. the coning angle is preset and effects is typscally 50 ms for the angular degrees-of-freedom
remains constant. In this case we are left with a total of 9 and 37 ms for the translational degrees-of-freedom.
degrees-of-freedom.

6. VALIDATION OF THE BASIC BELL 20S

4. MOTION SYSTEM SOIFWARE As reported in References 5 and 8 the basic Bell 205 was
The simulation employed an adaptive washout algorithm validated using 3 different methods: (i) by comparisons
described in References 5 and 6. The algorithm's parameters with actual NAE Bell 205 flight test data; (ii) by
were selected by carrying out evaluation nights employing a comparisons of stability derivatives with those determined
test pilot familiar with the NAE Bell 205. The details of this from the NAE flight test dama and (iii) by piloted simulator

process are described in Reference 5. flights. As a result of these tests several alterations and



additions were made to the ARMCOP software. 50 ft. (15 m) AGL. Thus the visual display only became
available to the pilot for a short period at the end of the

(1) In its original form ARMCOP solved the rotor landing approach and was not critical to the primary flying
equations in a wind axis system. This caused task.
difficulties near hover where the direction of the
wind relative to the helicopter body axis frame could The original study into decelerating IFR approaches was

change rapidly. This problem was overcome by performed by the NAE (Reference 9) using their Bell 205.
altering the computer code to solve the rotor Their data from actual flight tests serned as the reference
equations in the helicopter body axis system. against which the helicopter simulator results were

compared. The plan was to duplicate the actual flight trials

(2) The landing gear model in ARMCOP was modified to in the simulator and to judge the validity of the simulator
represent the skids of the Bell 205. This was carried application by comparing the. two sets of experimental

out in order to allow the simulator to be set down results.

following hover and was only an approximation to
the real helicopter skids. If the simulator is ever In order to carry out the original experiment, the NAE

used to study landing operations in detail then a augmented the longitudinal and lateral stability of their Bell
more complex model will be required. 205 to represent a modem IFR helicopter. Two flight

control modes and a three-cue flight director were developed

(3) One important dynamic aspect of the Bell 205 not as pilot aids and employed in the study. The same additions
included in ARMCOP is the stabilizing bar. This is were made to the present helicopter simulator as described

a simple two-axis stability augmentor. This was below.

simulated by feeding back helicopter pitch and roll
rates to the swashplate angles after passing them 7. 1 Yaw Axis Control Modes

through first order low-pass filters. Two flight control modes were implemented. Both were

designed to allow the pilot to fly landing approaches with
(4) Several problems were found relating to the power their feet on the floor (i.e., no pedal inputs required). The

train. In particular RPM fluctuations were excessive details of the control laws are contained in Refetences 5
in some maneuvers. Changes to the model to correct and 9.

this involved the inclusion of a fuel flow controller

model and a feedforward from the collective control The turn coordination mode was designed to maintain
to the fuel scheduler. In addition, parameter values sideslip at an acceptably small value during maneuvering
were adjusted to more closely match the response to while on the landing approach. The heading hold mode was
the NAE Bell 205 helicopter, designed to maintain a reference heading to within 5 degrees

irrespective of the lateral cyclic input.

(5) The tail rotor on the NAE Bell 205 has been
modified by employing a larger one from a Bell 412. 7.2 Flight Director

This has been accounted for in the ARMCOP A three-axis flight director is used to command pilot inputs
simulation by increasing the solidity ratio of the on the longitudinal cyclic, the lateral cyclic and the

tail rotor, collective controls. Ground speed error is used to command
pitch attitude, height error is used to command collective

(6) Changes were made to the ARMCOP program and input, and lateral position error is used to command bank
parameter values to solve pitch trim attitude attitude. The control laws for the display symbols are

problems and insufficient damping in pitch. described in Reference 9.
(Similar problems were reported in Reference 1.) A

sideslip problem was fixed by replacing an incorrect Pitch Flight Director

fuselage sideforce parameter. The velocity command is the ground speed profile (VGC)Of
Figure 3. This represents a decelerating landing approach

Once all of the above changes had been implemented the test starting from 60 kts. (31 m/s). Measured Bode plots of the
pilot judged the simulator to be a good representation of the transfer function relating longitudinal cyclic input to

NAE Bell 205 for modest maneuvering not involving nap- symbol displacement indicate that this director behaves like

of-the-earth flight and hovering tasks. These restrictions a simple integration of the longitudinal cyclic (k/s) over the
were felt to be due to the limited visual field-of-view and entire frequency range of pilot control. The pitch limiter in
limitations of the ARMCOP flight model, the forward path, set at 4110 degrees around the trim pitch

angle of approximately 5 degrees, provides a necessary

7. VALIDATION OF A SIMULATOR angular limit to speed corrections when eroro become large.

APPLICATION Overall scaling of the director was 0.43 inches (1.1 cs) of

Based on the findings of other research groups and the symbol movement per 10 kts. (5 m/s) of steady state error,
opinion of our test pilot it would appear that our generic

helicopter simulator is not currently suited to low-level Roll Flight Director

flight and hover-tasks. Thus the task selected for the initial Like the pitch flight director, the oll flight director behaves
simulator application was a decelerating IFR approach to like a simple integration between lateral cyclic input and
landing. The baseline task was flown on instruments from symbol displacement. The lateral command is the localixer
an initial altitude of 500 ft. (152 m) above ground level location and lateral error represents lateral deviations from

(AGL) through a simulated overcast extending upward from the localizer. Roll angle scaling was set at approximately

K _



l/2 degree per ft. (1.64 degrees per m) of steady state captures the current helicopter heading and in general this
localizer error. Overall flight director scaling was 0.30 ins. will not be the runway heading. Thus the final portion of
(0.76 cm) of symbol movement per 100 ft. (30.5 m) of the approach is flown with a combined crab and sideslip.
steady state localizer error. This should prevent excessive values of heading offset and

bank angle as the ground speed drops off towards zero.
Collective Flight Director
The height command is based on a 6" glide slope. The Bode In these trials the following combinations of approach
plots of the transfer function from collective input to technique and yaw axis control mode were always employed:
symbol displacement demonstrate a constant amplitude ratio
over the normal frequency range of pilot control, consistent (1) (crab technique) + (turn coordination mode).
with the collective position director concept. Overall (2) (sideslip technique) + (heading hold mode).
scaling of the director was approximately 0.25 ins. (0.64
cm) symbol deflection per 25 ft. (7.6 in). of steady state Simulator Flight Test Procedures
glide slope error. The starting location of the helicopter is 500 ft. (152 m)

AGL. on the localizer, heading along the runway centreline
7.3 Flight Director Display and 6.800 ft. (2,073 m) back from the runway threshold.
The flight director display symbol (#29) is depicted in The helicopter is trimmed for level flight at 60 kts. (30.9
Figure 4 along with the complete EFIS. The longitudinal mis) indicated airspeed. The pilot is informed by the
and lateral cyclic commands are represented by the experimenter concerning the current test parameters and the
displacement of the flight director circle away from the controls are sampled by the simulator program to establish
centre of the display. One should fly towards the circle to their trimmed positions. At this time the visual display is
reduce tracking errors to zero. For example, if the circle is turned on. When the pilot indicates that he is ready the
above and to the left of the centre of the display the proper flight begins in the trimmed state. After 5 seconds the wind
response is to bank to the left and pull up (i.e.. left lateral fades in linearly over the next 6 seconds (a 15 kt. (7.7 m/s)
cyclic and aft longitudinal cyclic stick inputs). The stick constant crosswind either 45° from the left or the right; see
symbol extending up from the top of the circle (or down Figure 3). During this portion of the flight the task is to
from the bottom of the circle) represents the collective maintain level flight along the localizer and to establish a
command. If the stick is up then reduce (push down on) the ground speed of 60 kts. (30.9 mis). The cyclic commands
collective. The error has been reduced to zero when the stick from the flight director are used to assist in this task. The
has shrunk to the edge of the circle symbol. pilot continues towards the runway at 500 ft. (152 m) AOL

until he captures the glide slope from below at a distance of
7.4 Experimental Plan 4,760 ft. (1.451 in) from the runway threshold. He then
The purpose of the test program was to compare the continues down the glide slope at a ground speed of 60 kts.
performance and handling qualities ratings achieved during (30.9 m/s) until he reaches the start of the deceleration curve
an actual flight test program with those produced using the at 3,550 ft. (1.082 m) from the threshold. At this point an
helicopter flight simulator. audio warning is heard and the decelerating portion of the

approach begins. If the flight is being conducted through
IFR Landing Approach Task cloud, the helicopter will break out of the cloud upon
The flight evaluations carried out by the NAE and reported in descending through 50 ft. (15 m) AGL and visual contact
Reference 9 involved capturing and following a 60 linear with the airport will be made. At a height of 40 ft. (12 in)
glide slope while simultaneously decelerating according to AGL (or if the ground speed drops below 25 kts. (12.9 mis))
the ground speed profile shown in Figure 3. An audio the run is terminated.
alerting signal was included to warn the pilot when he has
entered the region where the deceleration profile exists. Simulator Independent Variables

Because one purpose of this study was to investigate the

Two primary types of landing approach techniques were influence of flight simulation on helicopter/pilot
evaluated; the crab technique and the sideslip technique. performance, several simulator configurations were
These techniques are applied in the presence of a crosswind employed. These were:
in order to maintain the helicopter on the localizer during
the landing approach. In the crab technique the helicopter is Condition Sybl a
flown with zero bank angle and sufficient heading angle
(away from the runway heading) to maintain its ground track (i) Motion system on M
along the localizer in the presence of the crosswind. In the (2) Motion system off N
sideslip technique the helicopter heading is maintained equal (3) VFR visibility (clear) V
to the runway heading. A forward slip is used (with the (4) IFR visibility (zero) I
helicopter banked towards the oncoming croaswind) to
generate sufficient airspeed at right angles to the localizer to Experimental Seqaence
cancel the effect of the crosswind, thus maintaining the In order to keep the size of the experiment within reasonable
ground track along the localizer. A third technique termed bounds it was necessary to restrict the combinations of
the blending technique was also evaluated in which the factors employed. The following 4 flight director/control
landing approach was begun using the crab technique and mode configurations were selected:
then changed to the sideslip technique near the end of the
manetver when the ground speed dropped below 40 kus. (21 Cl - (crab technique) + (turn coordination mode) + (3 cue
sm/s). At the point of transition the heading hold autopilot flight director)

I _ _ .... -
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C2 - (sideslip technique) + (heading hold mode) + (3 cue Adequate performance (as required in the Cooper-Harper

flight director) scale) was taken to be ±25 ft. (7.6 m) of localizer error, ±25
C3 - (blending techniqw.) + (blending mode) + (3 cue ft. (7.6 m) of glide slope error and -I to +5 kIs. (-0.5 to +2.6

flight director) mis) of ground speed error.
C4 - (crab technique) + (turn coordination mode) + (raw (Note that the flight control system is such that perfect

display) tracking of the flight director results in a ground speed at the
end of an approach that is 2 kts. (1 mis) above the nominal

In the above, raw display refers to a case in which the 3 cue profile.)
flight director is turned off. The pilot then uses the localizer
and glide slope bugs and the commanded ground speed bug The Iocalizer error bug (symbol #27 in Figure 4) was scaled
(see symbols #27. #28 and #39 in Figure 4). at 3 degrees per division when the aircraft was outside a

1900 ft. (579 m) radius from the threshold, and became 100
The visual display options were VFR (clear) (see Figure 5) ft. (30.5 m) of lateral displacement per division when inside
and IFR (zero visibility) with a greyed-out visual display. this radius. (This radius corresponds to the distance where a

100 ft. (30.5 m) lateral offset subtends a 3 degree localizer
The matrix of the 14 test cases selected is given in Table 1. error.)

It was decided that each pilot subject would perform 4 The glide slope error bug (symbol #28 in Figure 4 was scaled
replicates of each of the cases listed in Table 1. The order of at 1.5 degrees per division outside a 1900 ft. (579 m) radius
presentation of the cases was randomized but the 4 replicates from the threshold, becoming 50 ft. (15 m) of vertical
were carried out one after the other with a minimum of delay displacement per division inside this range.
between runs. This was done in order to help the pilot to
produce a good handling qualities rating for each case. 7.7 Training

The pilots were trained by having them fly the experimental
Each block of 4 replicates took approximately 12 minutes cases listed in Table 1. Training included the giving of pilot
to run including the time consumed in providing pilot ratings according to the experimental plan. A pilot was
ratings. The production runs for each pilot were rim in 4 considered to be trained when
one-hour blocks. Only 2 one-hour blocks (with a half-hour
break between them) were performed on any one day. (1) he felt trained, and

(2) the experimenter felt he was trained, and
7.5 Subjects (3) he consistently achieved localizer and glide slope
Six male subjects took part in the experiment. Two (SI and errors of less than ±25 ft. (7.6 m) and ground speed
S2) were test pilots, three (S3, S4 and S5) were civilian errors in the range -I to +5 kts. (-0.5 to +2.6 m/s) at the
helicopter pilots and one (S6) was a project engineer. Their end of the approach when using the flight director.
flight experience is detailed in Table 2.

7.6 Experimental Measures S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six objective measures and three pilot evaluations were
employed. 8. 1 Objective Measures

Sample traces of glide slope error (high-positive) and
The objective measures were based on glide slope and localizer error (right-positive) along the 6* landing
localizer error measured in feet and ground speed error approach path for the present experiment (C3, blending
measured in knots. The objective measures were obtained technique. VW) are given in Figures 9 and 11. One sample
after each run. The first three objective measures were the trace for each of the 6 pilots is included. Figures 10 and 12
standard deviations of these variables computed from the show data from Reference 9 for the same case. From Figures
time the helicopter passed the nominal glide slope capture 9 and 10 it can be seen that glide slope tracking in the
point (4.760 ft. (1,451 m) from the end of the runway) until simulator was similer to that in flight with perhaps better
the end of the run when it descended through 40 ft. (12 in) average performance. From Figures I1 and 12 it would
AGL (or the ground speed dropped below 25 kts. (12.9 m/s)). appear that similar localizer tracking performance was
The final three objective measures were the values of glide achieved in both cases.
slope. localizer and ground speed error at the end of the run.

The detailed data on the objective measures and the results of
The pilot evaluations were those employed in Reference 9: several analyses of variance (ANOVA) performed on these
Cooper-Harper handling qualities ratings (see Figure 6). a data ae presented in Reference 5. Of interest in the present
modified Cooper-Harper scale for workload rating (see paper is the influence of the simulator configuration on the
Figure 7), and a certification related assessment (see Figure task performance. (Since no performance data were
8). Pilot evaluations were obtained after each block of four presented for the flight tests in Reference 9 it was not
identical runs. possible to make any quantitative comparisons between

simulator an actual flight using the objective meaaurea.)
The pilots were asked to refer to Figures 6 to g (provided in
the simulator) while making their decisions, and to follow Individual ANOVA tests were performed on the 6 objective
the prescribed decision-making process before giving each measures Using the mode confisurttions (Cl, C2, C4) a one
response. factor and the simulator confguratio (UK, VN. VM. V/N)

a a second factor. Only two of the 6 objective seas

- i



(standerd deviation of tocalizer error and final glide Slope 9 giving the percentage of pilot ratings in each of 3
error) indicated that the simulator configuration was a categories. The following transformation between rating
significant factor at the 1% level. This lack of a consistent and certification level was used:
indication was interpreted to mean that the simulator
configuration was not critical in the present study. Figures RafuM Certf~Ii~ficatio Le
13 and 14 show typical performance results for the range of l I-pilot certifiable
simulator configurations. 2.3 2-pilot certifiable

4 uncertifiabte
g. 2 Pilot Evaluations
The pilot evaluations (see Figures 6 to 8) produce results in It can be seen that for the case presented (1/Mn matches moat
the form of a single number for each application. There is closely the flight trials) that for flight director/control
some uncertainty about the validity of performing statistical modes Cl and C4 there is perfect agreement between the
operations on these numbers (such as averaging. ANOVA. present experiment and Reference 9. C2 and C3. as
etc.). For this re aso of the raw data are presented in this expected, produced widely different results with the present
paper and no ANOVA has been carried out on them. The simulation indicating single pilot certifiability. This is a
handling qualities ratings ate presented in Figure 15. The direct result of the corresponding handling qualities and
workload ratings are presented in Figure 16. The [FR workload levels and follows from the properties of the
certification assessmenits are presented in Figure 17. simulated heading hold mode.

Consider the handling qualities results of Figure 15. Three 9. CONCLUSIONS
horirontal lines have been drawn across these figures. They (I) The validation process carried out on the basic Bell 205
represent the mean and extreme values reported in Reference helicopter simulator confirmed the findings of previous
9 based on 5 evaluation pilots. The first thing to note is the investigators: missing cues in the CGI (computer
reasonable agreement between the present experiment and generated imagery) visual display sys:em ';mit the
Reference 9 in the cases of flight director/control modes Cl range of flying tasks that can be flown; the ARMfCOP
and C4. Overall, the simulator ratings are about one point routine tends to produce a simulated helicopter with less
lower (better) than those achieved in flight. There could be dynmoic stability than the actual helicopter. For the
many reasons for this but it is suspected that two factors present generic helicopter simulator these and related
dominate: effects preclude its application in tasks involving

aggressive maneuvering, nap of the earth flight and
(1) In flight, uncontrolled atmospheric effects due to hovering. However, the simulator was judged to be a

turbulence and wind shear would tend to degrade good representation of the NAE Bell 205 for all other
handling qualities ratings and increase workload, flying tasks invettigated.

(2) In flight, the signals used to generate the flight (2) The validation of a flight simulator against flight test
director display were obtained from physical sensors data is necessary but not sufficient to ensure adequate
having the usual imperfections while the simulator fidelity from the pilot's point of view. A final toning
esnployed clean and esact signals. This would tend to process with the pilot in the loop is also required.

make the simulator easier to fly.
(3) The instrument landing approach task appears to be

In the case of C2 and C3 it appears that the current tests insensitive to the simulator configuration (motion
produced significantly better (lower) handling qualities on/off. visual display on/off).
ratings. Since both thete configurations employ the
heading hold mode it is suspected that the present heading (4) The heading hold mode employed in the NAE flight
hold implementation is easier to fly than the one that the testa could not be accurately simulated based on
NAE entployed during their flight tests, available information. The heading hold mode

developed and flown in she present simulator study was
Of the 6 subjects employed in the present study only SI and easier to fly than the actual flight test article.
S2 were experienced in giving handling qualities ratings.

However, from the data of Figure 15 it appears that the (5) Except for tasks employing the heading bold mode, the ,
ratings provided by the other 4 subjects were only slightly current Bell 205 simulator reproduced the IFR landing

more variable, approach flight test rindings of Reference 9 with
reasonable accuracy. The results included handling

There is no clear trend in the handling qualities ratings as qualities ratings, workload ratings and IFR certification
the simulator conditions are changed. This is consistent assessments.
with the performanc~e results reported above. AKO LDE ET

The workload ratings of Figure 16 follow the same trends The work reported in this document was made posaible

noted above for the handling qualities ratings. through the financial support of she Canadian Department of
National Defence wsder contract W220'7-7-AF69/01-SS. The

The raw JFK certification assessment data of Figure 17 autsors would like to express their thanka to Mr. P. Sully
indicate that the non-lFK rated pilots from time to lime had who acted as the contractor's scientific authority, for his

i ~difficulty in providing consistent ratings. Figure 18 technical input and administrative assistance which wase
,• •superimposes the present results on a figure from Reference instrunental in helping to bring the project to a successful
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Table 1. Test Cases

Case Configuration Motion Visuals

Cl, I/N CI Off IFR
Cl. I/M Cl On IFR
Ci. V/N CI Off VFR
Cl, V/M Cl On VFR

C2. I/N C2 Off IFR
C2. I/M C2 On IFR
C2. V/N C2 Off VFR
C2, V/M C2 On VFR

C3, I/N C3 Off it
C3, I/M C3 On IFR

C4, I/N C4 Off IFR
C4. I/M C4 On IFR
C4. V/N C4 Off VFR
C4, V/M C4 On VFR

A.t



Table 2. Pilol Experience

Fixed Wing Helicopter

Pilot No. Aircraft Simulator IFR Rating Aircraft Simulator Bell 205 IFR Rating
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours

_(otal)

1 6,500 300 Yes 1,500 75 1,000 Yes
2 8,200 250 Yes 1.500 60 1.000 Yes
3 500 20 No 550 0 0 No
4 200 to No 1,200 21 0 No
5 20 7 No 74 0 0 No
6 50 30 No 0 50 0 No

Fer

Figur 1 UTIAS Flight Research Simulator.
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Figure 2 Helicopter Simulator Cockpit.
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ADEQUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFT DEMANDS ON THE PILOT PILOT
REQUIRED OPERATION" CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED OPERATIONS R~N

Excellent Pilot compensation not a factor for1
Highly desiratile desired performsance

Good Pilot compelnsation not a factor for

Fair - Some mildly Minimel pilot compensation reqwired for

Ysunpleasant deficiencies desired perfornmance )j
Minor but annoying Desired performance requiras moderate1

Iit N Deiinis deficiencies pilot compensation ()
Satisfactory wit1hout warrant Moderately objactionable Adequate performance requires )

improvmet? improvsment deiinisconsiderable pilot comnpensationJ
Very Objectionable but Adequate performance requires extensive ~ \
tolerable deficiencies pilot compensationJ

Yes Adequate performaince not attainable with

*Pilot workload? imtprovemtentfocntl

Figue 6 andingualiiesreating Scale.o

it contollble mandator reuie operation

Defniio o rew reopractioivole designatio sofs, flight phse anoftihamcswt

accomanyin sonditions.ssrM ~sO~i~~c

Figure 7 Handliag RuatiesRtng Scale.
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BASED ON YOUR SHORT EVALUATION, IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES WOULD YOU PLACE
THIS CONFIGURATION:

I. The helicopter has good flying qualities and could be operated safely in a high-density
IFR environment by one pilot without the assistance of additional crew members. _

2. The helicopter has marginal flying qualities for operations in a high-density IFR
environment by one pilot without the assistance of additional crew members. L]

3. The helicopter has flying qualities deficiencies which make it unsuitable for single-pilot
operations in a high-density IFR environment, however it could be operated safely within
such an environment if the pilot-in-command were relieved of all non-control tasks by an []
additional qualified crew member.

4. The helicopter has major flying qualities deficiencies which make it unsuitable for operation
within a high-density IFR environment. _

Figure 8 IFR Certification Assessment.
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Figure 11 C3 Localizer Error vs. Altitude (Present Study).
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Figure 12 03 Localizer Error vs. Altitude (Reference 9).
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SUMMARY angle of sideslip. deg

This paper reviews the use of piloted simulation at Langley 7 velocity vector pitch angle from

Research Center as part of the NASA High-Angle-of-Attack horizontal, deg

Technology Program (HATP), which was created to provide 8a differential aileron deflection. positive

concepts and methods for the design of advanced fighter for left roll, deg
aircraft. A major research activity within this program is the Sr rudder deflection, positive for left yaw,
development of the design processes required to take deg
advantage of the benefits of advanced control concepts for g tracking error deg
high-angle-of-attack agility. Fundamental methodologies

associated with the effective use of piloted simulation for B.• pitch and roll angles, deg

this research are described, particularly those relating to the AOW change in wind-axis roll angle, deg
test techniques, validation of the test results, and design Ql angular rotation rate, deg/sec
guideline/criteria development.
NOWD1L'ATUR Subscripts:

max maximum value
o initial value

b wing span. ft fec value for recovery to low angles of attack
C1  rolling moment coefficient
Cm static pitching moment coefficient 1 N ODUCTION
C pitch damping coefficient

minimum nose-down pitching moment Projected scenarios for future air combat indicate the need for

coefficient at any a highly agile fighter aircraft that can operate effectively over
y gmoment coefficient a substantially expanded maneuvering envelope beyond that

Cn yawing ot of current fighters. It is expected that short-range air combat
h altitude, ft considerations will be dominated by the "al-aspect"
M Mach number capability of short-range missiles and guns. An essential
p~q,r body-axis roll, pitch, and yaw rates, requirement will therefore be to maneuver into a successful

deg/sec firing position as quickly as possible before the opponent

Snon-dimensional body-axis roll and can do the same. A number of piloted simulation and
analytical studies (ref. 1-5) have shown that rapid.,

wtes conRoed numeuvering at high angles of attack is a keyYaw 2V 2V element for meeting this requirement. In response to thisrequirement, significant activities ae currently underway to

Pw wind-axis roll rate. des/sec develop technologies that ae needed to provide this
enhanced capability. These technology areas include high-

q pitch accele~ration. rad/sec langle-of-attack aerodynamics, high-sngle-of-asack
SI. S2 slope of Cm versus CE curve for a below controls, propulsion systems, pilot/vehicle interface, and

and above Aa*, respectively. per deg wespom The National Aronautics and Space

t time. see Administration (NASA) is actively engaged in these effrt•s,
with g major a of developing flight-dynamics technology

ti l time to roll through a bank angle to rovide enhaned agility and tin qualities at high
change. sec 5vglas of attack that will enable aircraft to perfoem

T/W thlust-to-weight ratio maneuvert dt can be very advantageous in air combat.
V free-stream velocity. ft/sec
XY airplane body axes PIgsg 1 shows two fmusdunetmal manuvering advantages
Ox angle of attack. deg offered by this mehaed capability. The first involves rapid,

!a maximun a at which Cm* occurs, deg large-rmplitude rotation of the nose of the aircraft with
relatively little chmnge n the flight path. This, type of

rA*
5  range of angle of attack over which motion ca be produced by p-re pitch or yaw maneuvers or by

Cm occurs, deg rolling about the velocity vector at high angles of stack.' C.... f
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This nose-pointing capability enhances target acquisition Simulator (GPFS) in conjunction with the two DMS domes,
for weapons laumch and quick recovery to conditions for as shown in figure 2. This piloted simulation agility
engagement of another opponent, which is critical in a research is illustrated in figure 3.
multi-aircraft combat situation. A second benefit of
enhanced high-angle-of-attack maneuvering is the This paper Presents an overview of the use of piloted
performance of rapid, small radius tums to gain a positional simulation at NASA Langley for the development of high-
advantage. The use of post-stall angles of attck and very angle-of-attack technologies as part of the NASA HATP
low airspeed conditions enables this repositioning program. The following sections describe the simulation
capability. These capabilities can be achieved through the methodologies used in the conduct of the tests, the validation
use of advanced control concepts such as vectoring of the of the test results, and specific methods used for design
engine thriust and unconventional aerodynamic devices that guideliecriteria development. Example results from recent
provide significant improvements in effectiveness, research using piloted simulation are presented when
especially at high angles of attack, appropriate to illustrate the use of these methodologies.

Some of these examples are drawn from agility research
A key NASA program which was conceived to address these which was conducted to investigate the use of a preliminary
advanced technology opportunities for high-performance thrust-vectoring concept for the F-1 HARV (ref. 7). Other
aircraft is the High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Program examples we from a generic program conducted jointly by
(HATP). The HATP is a fighter technology development and NASA and the U.S. Navy in which candidate design
validation program which is focusing on providing flight- guidelines for nose-down pitch control margin for relaxed-
validated methods and concepts essential for the design of static stability combat aircraft were developed. This pitch
fighters possessing unprecedented high-angle-of-attack control margin research is described in reference g.
maneuverability and controllability. The program uses the
unique expertise and facilities of NASA's aeronautics research 2 TESTTBCHQI
centers, including the Langley, Ames, and Lewis Centers.
The research approach being taken is a balanced one
involving closely-integrated wind-tumel experiments,
computational aerodynamics, piloted simulation, and flight The overall approach used to conduct piloted simulation
tests of an F-18 research testbed airplane known as the High- studies is illustrated in figure 4. This approach follows a
Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV). This vehicle has logical progression from the genertion of aerodynamic data
been modified to make it capable of testing advanced using wind-tunmel tests to the final product of flight-
controls, including multi-axis thrust-vectoring and advanced validated results. The application of piloted simulation to
aerodynamic controls. Reference 6 contains a more complete flight-dynamics studies is, of course, dependent on the
description of this program. development of a valid mathematical model which generates

accurate flight motions and handling qualities. Data obtained
Piloted simulation has been an integral and key element of in static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests are used to develop
high-performance aircraft high-angle-of-attack flight- aerodynamic math models for the studies. Although these
dynamics research at NASA-Langley for the past 20 years. A tests provide much information on high-angle-of-attack
variety of studies have been conducted involving 11 aircraft characteristics, they do not allow for a quantitative pilot
configurations. These studies have included evaluations of evaluation of the flying qualities of the full-scale airplane
advanced aircraft designs, investigations of new concepts during representative air combat maneuvering. Using the
such as advanced control effectors, and control law math model data, analysis can be performed prior to the
development work. Recent research activities have addressed piloted evaluation to characterize the aircraft stability
flying qualities, control system design and effects, design characteristics and mneuvering capabilities as an aid in the
guidelines development, and pilot/vehicle interface. The interpretation of the results. The simulation validation
primary objectives of these simulator studies are to: (1) process involves the use of ground-based testing and
define and quantify the enhancements in agility provided by correlation with full-scale fight ants. Once the simulation
advanced control concepts under realistic combat conditions, fidelity has been established die piloted evahution can
(2) develop agility/handling qualities design requirements, proceed with added confidenic. If appropriate flight test
including tradeoffs, for control laws, control effectiveness, results are available they can be used as an aid in the
and cockpit infonnmation systems, mid (3) develop the design evaluation process to determine the suitability of the
tools and methodology to enable these requirements to be evaluaton maneuvers mid other aspects of the evaluation

ntao that the enhanced high-angle-of-snatck capabilities methodology. As preparation for flight teats, piloted
can be effectively exploited. simulation is extremely useful for developing appropriate

maneuvers and providing pilots the opportunity to practice
Piloted simulation studies at Langley have been strongly the required mameuaver techniques prior to flight. The
linked with full-scale flight teats for ime aiTcraft, and these following sections will includ descriptions of the
flight results have validated die simulation study approach im t md mehodolies assocated with the
As a result, piloted simulation is playing a major role ass moath model formulation, the evaluation of the simulation
research tool for developing design methodologies in the fidelity, the research evaluatimo, mid validation using full-
high-angle-of-atack technlogy development process in the scale flight tests.
NASA High-Angle-of.Altack Technology Progrmu. The g
primay facility used for this piloted simulation research is
the Langley DIfferetisl Musauivering Simulate (DMS), a
fixed-besed simulato which has the capeb of Te use of piloted simulaion at Lgey for high-anle-of-
simultaneously simulating two airplanes as they maneuver Tatak studies evolved simu the ioniti nge of a simple, sie

with respect to one mother. Tie capability to simulate one- ck studies evlved rit ditia (te o P) single

vw=s4w° sir combat is also promvided by the se of a smller cockpit with a limited visual display (due OFFS) to th

dome tscility kiown as the Geneal Purpose Fighter Present twin-dome DMS. Early simulation effort with f
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simple hardware identified several important simulator accurcy of the wi•id-umnl results sad the accuracy of the
characteristics. Results of these studies indicated that in application of these results to the math model.
order to obtain a realistic evaluation of high-angle-of-attack
fight characteristics. the simulation must present the pilot In the past, conventional math models incorporating
with a realistic air-ccmbat-matiouverig eavironment. By extensive data basm which combine stati mnd small-
providing a wide-mge visual display, air combat amplitude damping wind-tumnl rneus have been applied
engagements could be simulated which required die plot to with mine suce due to the fact dim &h sinmlatd aireraft
be almost constantly looking outside of the cockpit to were quite limited in their ability to maneuver at stall/post-
acqitre mid maneuver against in adversay therefoe, his stall angles of atack hecmse of poor control effwtivena
opinion of the flying qualiie and maneuvering caPability (n&ea I1 and 12). It is projected dha telhmologies cu•rlay
would be based on similar visual information as in flight. In being explored will enable future fighters to have a gristly
midion, it was found that there must be provided a good expanded high-angle-oatnack mameuvering envelope.
simulation of the cockpit environment in terms of pilot Furthermors, thee aircrft will have de capailft of
visibility, the display of flight imntusentis, and the use of a generating rapid angular motions toughout duis earged
realistic force-feel systeni for the pilot stick and rudder envelope. Figure 6 conceptually illustrate the anticipated
pedals. Reference 9 describes some of these early piloted increases in nazximun pitch- and roll-nal capability in an
simulation studies, expanded angle-of-atlack envelope. The ability to accurately

predict these motions using mathenatical model premi a
As the simulation work at Langley progresed, the DMS was most difficult challueg for dte flight dynamnici For datse
employed to meet these required characteristics. Unlike highly agile combat ancraft, recant results have shown dtst
many other domed facilities, it is used exclusively for conventional aerodynamic math models may be deficie in
research, and has been used extensively for flightyn$mics correctly represeting the modyneanics. In particular.
research and air combat studies. The DMS is a twin-dome certain iphenoamia such as wing rock are not yet miderstood
fixed-base simulator with many state-of-the-art features wel enough to be modeld with high curacy. The impact of
which enhance its utility as a research tool. It has a umrber i additional torms in the modeling of hig
of capabilities which provide a realistic maneuvering angle-of-anack aeodynamsi is being investigated.
environment for the pilot and allow for flexibility and Examples of these tams include throe which account for
repeatability of maneuvering conditions, and it has other dynamic stall phenomena during pitch maneuvers and those
capabilities which are necessary for high-angle-of-attack which represent the effects due t steady rotational motions
research. A conputer-genorated imaging (COI) system about the velocity vector (rotary derivatives) and latea
provides a high-definition wide-angle visual scen with
rotational and translational cues foir the pilot. Fully- accelerations (P derivatives) during rolling condition.
prowreable CRT displays and a heed-up display (HUD)
provide infornation within the cockpit, a shown in figure Large-ampltde aircraft mnreuvers, however compiex. can
5. One-versus-one air combat engagements can be simulated essentially be broken down into cotnbismtioas of sumple
by using both DMS domes, mnd one-versus-two capability is characteristic maneuvers. As is ilbtrated in figure 7. thrde
also available by using the third, smaller OFFS dome. As basic characteristic maneuvers - (1) p-epitch motion
many as two target images can be provided fr each of the about the aircraft Y axis. (2) a constm t ale-of-atak roll
three domes usins laser-generated or aiene model images about the velocity vector. and () a pure sideslip moti..
with the proper apparent size, location, and orientation. The The firt two types of numearuvers am the focus of current
cockpits ame equipped with a conventional center stick, rudder modeling studies at Langley. Reference 13 describes dieso
pedals, and a throttle. Provisions can be made for other pilot investigations. The ability to roi effectively at high migles
controls if required. A hydraulic force-feel system provides of atack is of particular importance to combat aircraft. There
desired stick and pedal force and dynamic characteristics, is concern that conventional math models which repess

Reference 10 contains a detailed description of the DMS. the dynamic effects by linea derivatives may not adequately
represent the aodymnics associated with rapid, large-

Sftwar mesamplitude conis rolls at high angles of atack that future
highly agile aircraft will be able to pafom. As a first step

Aeodynamic Matk Model. - In the development of a valid in investigating potential refinements to the arodymmi
mathematical model for high-angle-of-attack suimilaton math models, incorporation of rotary balance wuid-mnel i
studies of specific onfigurations, Sufficiently a-ae data was studied. Assesament of thd potential eflfeo of this
models of the engine and flight control system are relatively model refinement was made by comparing calculated motions

easy to define. Mge ability to accurately predict high-angle- from a six-dereeg-o-feedosm simulation using bo typea of
of-attack motion such as those shown in figure 1. however, aerodynamic models. Tha sinulatien was of a representative
is also highly dependent on the accuracy of die msth model currMe fighter airplane for which statie. fumed-oiillation,
used to represent the msdynamics during complex mid rotary balance wmid-au dat bad been obtaind.
maneuvering. Tha aerodynamic modeling is ,th moat Figure8 compares die time hiastoy rsponsms to a maxium
dificut pec of the high-ge-of-attack math model pilot roll communmd at ao = 350 using du conventional model
development, due to die extrenely complex nature and aid die rotational mod. T'h resuls show s a
configuration dependence of the flow phenomena at differenies in the dmi histeee of aIrIr(I mmnever MO
conditions beyond the conventional flight envelope, such a askl and gularm a wall as , I II
Conmpresivare, non-liaor dam bem are required to desetlese. Thame results sallest that R b , to dte
accuiratdy represamt these hi attack aerodynamic cu•rtatly mad convetnal nod"• moe y be
dcaractrstic ... A major com•am is that tie mathematical ngesrsay It nome I silly predict 90 muVa
modeling for Jim predictio of thsemoin aOG higlyd plerfum , stabfty. mod eeurnbwoflhlt 0. ,um hig*l
dependent o do results of wind-tuamumd teatI he required 11191u0 Cft. The MMaOm bon holismarmaglas of
static and dynamnic aerdynamic date. Ilse aomudnmicFFA apro rfiat lmmis prasima a mqJer clidlsega hr Rfight
aimodelacg uacy will tharefose only be as m I sthe dynamicists. Methodr to wows*u l wh-d..
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results based an comparisons between Simulation and flight program will be used as on example to illustra the process
motions are being investigated usmg techniques such as of stuiing simulation fidelity. The approach to flight
parameter identification, time history matching routines, and ts" the HARV equipped with duust-vectoring conrols
computational fluid dynamics. will be similar to other high-angle-of-atack flight grea

which have been conducted. This approach includes updating
Flex~ibiky. - Another key software requirement for piloWd the aerodynamic data base so that it consists of the best
simulation studies is flexibility in the model for the purpose currently known information about de aerodynamics of the
of examing he effects of parametric variations of various vehicle in order to validate the ability of ground-based
aircraft characteristics. Tie math model and cockpit displays simulations to predict reliably the dynamic resuse of the
in the DMS a- fully proprmmabl, which make this facility airplane to any pilot inputs. As fligh data ae becoming
uniquely suited far flight-dynamics researh. Past snimlation available at high angles of attack, paramer etangai n
studies at nglay have involved dhe variation of efforts are under way to refine the ammdynmic daa base for
performance, flight control law and control system die HARV. An important research objective of the HATP
characteristics, stability characteristics, and control proram is the improved modelin of aiurcft dynamics at
effectiveness. Often, these variations can be easily large langes of atck and sideslf as was previously
implemented by assigning to a variable name a numerical described.
value which can be changed at will However, in some cases,
multipliers or extrapolations which wm functions of same One method of correlating large-ampisnade simulation and
variable or a completely different representation may be flight motions is to compare numerical values of various
required. The purposes of these investigation have been to: parameters associated with such mfneuvers. An example of
(1) asases dt effect of airframe and engine modifications and this correlation between simulation and flight results for the
advanced control concepts on the stability characteristics HARV (without thust-vectnring controls) is shown in figure

d/or vring p-eromce, (2) develop flight control 10. Shown is dhe time to roll through a bank ane change of
laws to effectively utlize high-angle-of-asack maneuvering 90' and the maximum roll rae achieved, starting fm wings-
capability, and (3) develop design criteria for control laws level Ig trimmed flight and from M . 0.6 (accelerated
and control effectors. An example of a significant agility conditions) with an initial bank angle of about 90*. versus
result obtained from a simple parametric variation is shown angle of attack Results for several maximum-cominmad roil
in figure 9. The sa-level static thrust-to-weight ratio of a maneuvers performed in flight tests ae compared with the
configuration with thrust-vectoring (TV) controls was varied results obtained in dte DMS simulation. These particular
to evaluate die effect of thrust changes on the enhancements results indicate good correlation between simulation and
mi maneuvering capability due to their use in rapid nose-up flight, so that no modifications to the simulation math
pitch maneuvers. A maximum pitch command was applied model am indicated. However, if such results show a
from ls trim conditions at various angles of atack. The use significant difference between simulation and flight. then
of thrust-vectoring controls increased the maximum trim corrections should be applied to the math model. Additional
angle of attack from 550 (for the baseline configuration correlation efforts am continuing at NASA which involve the
without thrust vectoring) to as high as 8W. The results were use of parmnetw estimation techniques and non-real-tine
expressed in tw- of the maximum pitch..e achieved during (batch) computer roustine which use the recorded pilot
these maneuvers, and showed that even configurations with control inputs or control surface deflections from flight to
conventional thrust-to-weight ratios of about .7 could realize generate the resulting motions predicted by the simuilation
substantial increases in pitch-raw capability over an math model.
expanded angle-of-atack range compared with the baseline
configuration without thrust-vectoring controls. Evaluatin Mauvers

Simulation Eizi A fundamental test technique for high-angle-of-attack piloted
simulation studies is the systematic progression, in distinct

Historically, high-angle-of-attack simulations on the DMS phases, from the performance of "open-loop" (in. pilot in
have cowrelated well with flight tests, especially with respect the loop performing simple inputs) maneuvers to one-verms-
to the identification of flight-dynamics problems as well as one air combat, to one-versu-two engagements. Normally
airframe and flight control concepts to alleviate these the first phase of an evaluation of a particulr configuration
problens. However, as was mentioned previously, the need with advanced controls involves pilot familiarization with
for flight validation of the simulation fidelity has become the sinmulated airplane, evaluation of the high-angle-of-
apparent in rece Airplane development effomr In some atack maneuvering characteartics of the airplane, and
aircraft progrums significant discrepancies have been development of closed-loop and sait combat numaeuavering
encountered between ground teat facilities aid between some tasks for use in the next phase of the study. For studies to
groInd Uest facilities and flight, U described in references 14 develop control margin desip crimt the primay
mid 15. These experlences strongly suggest use need for evaluation numalvers may be very few aid "open loop, in
flight validation to ensu confidence in ground-lased order to focus on specific response characteristics for various
results, levels of control effectiveness and ao remove as many

control systam effects as possible. Pilot faniliaixation of
As wa decribed previously, NASA is cumently conducting each configuration in such a study can be relatively brief.
full-scale flight teats of a research matbed F-18 knon as the
HARV. a part of di• HATP program in whidi the ua of The second phase of thes piloted evaluations involves
advanced controls for agility reech and conrol having the pilots fly the simulated aplan it clomedoop
margin/conol law depn criteria development memhods is nmaseve,. Thue matunvers may involve die captine of a
being investigeatd. The HARY is uniquely suited for, high- Specific flight Condition, flying against repeataber" re
angle--attack Mit validation aivitia, a it is equipped air comba ks, W O MVgamNs apst a pilot hI he
fir doe mteselltng of mrore ilan 700 flight tast parameems second DM5 domet. For agility resseatch this -h of the
aid doa we of flow visualization "mcdques. ThI fligh evaluation aseves die popose of quinlfymlg she
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maneuvering benefits of advanced controls in realistic one- involve full pilot inputs in pitch and roll should be
versus-one air combat situations and go uncover any handling performed over the angle-of-attack and speed envelope of
qualities considerations or airframe/control system interest. The maneuvers should fully define the limits of the
deficiencies which should be corrected Agility and handling enhanced maneuvering envelope and agility/landling
qualifies research wm closely elated. as effective use of qualities design requirements and tradeoffs. These
enhanced agility must be accompanied by acceptable maneuvering characteristics con be defined by analyzing
handling qualities. Examples of studies which have maneuvers in which the pilot inputs ae held until the
specifically addressed handling qualities requirements at high maximum maneuvering rates are ataimed and ths which
angles of atack are described in reference 16. For ontrol involve closed-loop captures of specific conditions. These
magin design crieria development, the performance of types of maneuvers should be performed in non-combat
closed-loop and complex air combat maneuvering serves to situations (for ease of analysis) as well as in tasks involving
validate or define any adjusunentteflnements to the design repeatable targets and in simulated air combat engagements.
criteria developed in the "open-loop" pimary evaluation. This approach also helps to identify any weakesses or
The definition of control margin, agility, and handling deficiencies in the control law design being used.
qualities requirements determines the fundamental control law
characteristics for enabling these requirements to be met. As was mentioned previously, for some simulation research
Unfortunately, a systemnatic, proven set of design guidelines only one "open-loop" primary evaluation maneuver may be
and methodologies for the high-angle-of-attack control required. For control nargin design criteria development
system development process to maximize agility and fully this approach allows many parametric variations of control
exploit high-angie-of-atack maevering capability does effectiveness to be made and evaluated by several pilots. The
not yet exist. The HATP program is addressing this need. initial conditions for evaluation maneuvers must also be

carefully considered. For exam"a, maneuvers used in the
Agility characteristics and design criteria must be evaluated evaluation of control margin requirements, of which pilot
under the most real-world conditions so that the complex ratings and comments on aircraft response may be an integral
maneuvers can be performed in rapid succession and the part, should be designed so that the motions that the pilot
pilotes attention must be divided between flying the observes visually em generated as much as possible only by
maneuvers, keeping track of a target. and managing a weapon the control moment capability of the airplan. Unrelated or
system. Piloted simulation studies of one-versus-one air secondary motions such as those due to control systen
combat with one configuration having enhanced high-angle- effects. thrust or other performance characteristics. or
of-attack agility and the other being a conventional fighter kinematic and other coupling motions should be minimized.
have buen conducted for this purpose (refs. 1 and 2). Results By initiating such maneuvers at Ig stabilized trim
from these investigations have shown large benefits frm conditions, at which there we no net forces or moments
the wse of high-angle-of-attack agility. They have also
quantified to some extent the level of benefit obtained from acting on the airplane such that q = 0 .= h = 0. the
given amounts of control margin augmentation. The thrustjperformance effects are minimized. Figure 11 depicts
significant advantages seen in one-versus-one scenarios this flight condition. The flight path angle (1) will be Iess
often come from the use of very high-angle-of-attack and low dtn zero (descending flight) at angles of attack where there
airspeed maneuvers. In an in-versut-n environmant the level is insufficient thrust to maintain level flight. These
of augmentation required to obtain a significaut advantage maneuver comditions em ideal for directly assessing the
may be higher, and energy management will inrease in control moment available at that ansle of attack. The
importance. The next step in investigating high-sge-of- primary maneuver used in the evalustion of nose-down pitch
atack agility and design requiremets is the simulation of control requirements was a pushover from these conditions at
one-versus-two engagements in which one highly agile a high angle of attack to low angles of attack (ref. 3). A
vehicle engqage two conventional configurations. The nos-down command applied at initial conditions at which
Highly Agl Vehicle Vesus Two (HAVV TWO) program is
currentrly Under Way At Langley to identify arid evaluate0 the pic attitude or the flight path angle is changing (6 or's
additional considerations which the multi-bogie # 0) will result in changes mi angle of attack that em not due
eavionment places on couaol effectiveei s req•rements solely to the nose-down moment generated by the
mad pilot simational-awareness needs. Some early remsult application of nWs-down co ols. More Complex
from this study wm described in reference 3. This study began maneuvering at a variety of flight conditions will be
with very simple engagements and is progressing towards performed as part of die validation process in this study.
morn compbx ngagnements in order to enable quantification
of the exchange ratio impnovemaits due to enhanced agility For purposes of quantifying mid documenting the
and idetification of the configuration charactoisuc that fundamental aircaf resons charcteistics and

played a significant roe in producing the improvements. agility/marsneing capabilities in a way which will be
reproducible in flight teats for correlation with simulation

An impretant requirement for evalu•ion maneuers used in results, ,e non-combst mnmeuvers performed in these
piloted simulaen studies is that tey should rela as evaluations should i'e repatable and eily executable by the
directly as possible to the airplane dcaracteristics being pilots. Maneuvers for which the initial conditiom are
evaluated, to ta the pilot comments and ratings ae dynamic (e. th• em forces or moments acting on the
meinaningful d aso that th quantitative rmdu iam be used a airplane) will make deo maneuer less reeatabie, mid will add
directly possible. 1bs maneuvers should be performed in a complexiiy to the pilot mcluique if dt timing of the pilot
maime, which u' that the criticasl Moit onditiolui input is so be mads at a sified poin g d hpl~ot sachniues -.an vaulting surf modn as exmnd conditio. Pikit technique conplexisy is also incresed if a

As was i ,setmed previously, two sisnificsan high-angle-of- Sep-me of inqpus is required. Maitne t*A aPewibulity
altak lare-mplituds nmavernm W pm pitch manevers mmd sem of execution of die maverN mo mimminm
and mils shoot the velocity vecar. For hWi-angle-of-aettck difficultes in analyzing the renults and c,, ale di, reults
aility•advanced contols research. than anurers which with full-scal flight motiots. For elosed-loop maneuver in
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which flight conditions we captured within specified For some research in which specific plot ratngs m rquired
tolrance, these tolrnces need to be tight enough to give in order to quantitatively doctment die pilots opsnsio of am
meaning to the results =d yet not so tight diht they cammot aircraft characterisic, existing accepted rating scales such as
be mnt in simulation and flight tests. In die progression die Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale (see figure
from "open-loop" to cloed-loop to ait combat maneuvering, 12 md refenince 17) may not be appoprmiate. A new rating
the repeatability amd am of pilot technique naunrally scae mid/or ratinl approach may need to be developed. PFr
decreases; however, by first obtaining a fundamental instance, the Cooper-Harper scale is not applicable to
understanding of the result frm simple maneuvering. the piloted assessments of "open-loop" responses to simple
analysis of me complex maneuvering will be simplified, inputs for which pilot compensation is not usually a fiactor.

such as asesrants of departure/spin recovery or rate
Role of Simulator Pilots in Evaluations capability. An example of a scale dith was developed for the

quantitative assessment of "open-loop" r to

There me several factors which influence the effective use of down pitch commands for recovery from high angles of
research pilots for high-angle-of-anack simulation studies: snack is shown in figure 13 and is described in reference g.
(1) the number of participants and their bac*grounds. (2) The evaluation pilots as well as the eninsera and flying
their involvement in the research process. (3) the qualities specialists wer actively involved in die
establishment of their learning curves, (4) their acclimation development mid refinement of this scale, which has some
to high-angle-of-attack motions. and (5) the approach taken struct•ral sinilarity to the Cooper-Harper scale. In addition
to pilot ratins and conuents. to the traing scale, a questionnaire which provided

suggestions for qualitative pilot comments concerning
It is highly desirable to use several research test pilots in additional pitch respoise characteristics and one which
these studies in order to assure that the results will be addressed the characteristics of the evaluation maneuvers
generally applicable, particularly in studies involving the were used ard me shown in figures 14 and 15. These
use of pilot ratins. They should ideally have extensive questionnares w.-- useful for generating additional pilot
flight testing background and come fom a variety of sources, comments durtng the simulawor ions and debriefings. As
includmg the military and indusry. They should be famliar a general practice for all piloted simulation studies, it has
with air combat maneuverm, tactics, ard weapons systems been found to be useful to obtain written summaries from
employed with current fighter airplanes, and should be pilots after each simulation session as further documentation
involved throughout the program. Any pilots who ae and clarification of their evaluations. The information
involved in full-scale flight tests of a specific test obtained from the pilot' ratings and comments enabled the
configuration associated with the study will need to fly the definition of two primary levels of response, as shown in the
simulator to obtain information prior to the test flights or to figur. These levels were important for establishing design
validate the simulation results if test flights have already requirements based on safety of flight and tactical
been made. considerations.

Pilot involvement in the research process should begin with AII5Jk of Reslt
a thorough briefing regarding the bwkground and purpose of
the program and the simulator characteristics, if they me not The overall results of piloted simulation studies me generally
familiar with themr. They should be involved as much as derived from the analysis of aircraft motions aid controls.
possible in the development of the test techiques and the pilot qualitative comments concerning workload and i
methodology to be used in the study, including the response. and quantitative pilot ratings. When qualitative or
maneuvering techniques, rating approaches, and the quantitative pilot opinion is used to make comparisons of
determination of figures of merit maneuvering capability at different flight conditions or

between aircraft configurations, it is desirable for them to be
An important aspect of the assessment method is the involved in the analysis process as much as possible in order
establishment of the learning curve before pilot conmnets to aid in the definition of the figures of merit which most
areexpresed or ratings megiven. For simple. highly influenced their opinions. The results should be expressed in
repeatable tuks, a particular configuration or parametric terms of maneuvering performance and the effect of the
variation may be evaluated with very few nun-; however, for variations which were made. For agility research, many
more complex tasks in which the motions may vary due to figures of merit have been used arir proposnd to quantify
the use of different pilot techniqes, a number of runs may be the results of maneuverin capability. These figures of merit
required to establis the learning curve. include the time to reach a flight condition or to capture it

within a specified tolerarwce, and maximumn angular changes,
The performance of maneuives at high angles of attack can ratm, or acceleraioms achieved during the maneuver. As ye,
produce unconvenfionl motions which affect the pilots there is no generally accepted specific set of figures of merit
perception of aircraft responses to his inputs. A primary (aso referred to as metrics) for quantifying high-angle-of-
example of this motion is the chunge in the aircrafts lateral- atack agility. A sample presentation of the rnsuls for
directional respotse to roll inputs at incressing angles of simulaed "open-lop" roll maneuvers was shown in figure

tackL Latea inputs at high angles of snack to commnid a 10. The DMS results for the F-l HARV with mad without
coordinamad roll about the velocity vector produce m thumst-vectoring controls me shown in figur 16. The rnsulis
increasing proportion of body axis yaw rae compared with show significant maneuvering improvetanstt (dows time
roll rare as the angle of atck is inceased. When first to bank said increased roll rate) for tie configuration with
eaeountered, this yawing motion can be disorienting or can thrust vectoring. The two figures of merit uead, though very
appearto be a dqmarture from controlld flight. Additional simple. am clearly unful for quarnifying enhanced roll
simulation tdim may be required for pilots t become agility, and we therefore useful for idmetifying die m erus
acclimasdw to it. Thisiaphomenon will be discused further whidc me most appropriate for agility evaluation. Such
in a lat section. results can aso be used to define control law design gols.
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A number of ways to meaningfully quantify maneuvering
enhancements in simulated air combat engagements also Validation of Maneuvers and Ratins Anw oaches
exist. In particular, such overall figures of merit as the angle
(z) between the aircraft X body axis sod the range vector to Comsiderations. - An evaluation of the maneuveras performed
the opponent and the rate of change of this angle indicate and the validity of the rating approaches used in the
instantaneous maneuvering advantage. The time on simulation studies must also be made in flight tests. It is
advantage, defined as the cumulative time during which the importa that the simulation results be based on realistic
aircraft t < 90* and die opponees c > 90* is an indicator of maneuvers that can be performed in flight within acceptable
susaineaft id thev pnetge The resis an indicator of tolerances for the maneuver performance without violating
sustained maneuvering advantage. The results as indicated by any aircraft restrictions or requiring excessive pilot
these d other measures of maneuvering advantages during workload. As an example, during full-input large-amplitude
air combat should be expected based on an underst•dinggained from earlier analysis of no-cm at uetes Of rolls at high angles of attack, holding the angle of sttack
course. the victor in any air combat mgag nement e O nearly constant durin the maneuver can be a high workloaditn hsife the weinny airpcombat engagementwillnbete task. both in simulation and flight tess. If an additionalfirst one who satisfies the weapons such as capturing a roll angle is added, theparameters, which normally involve i, the range between workload may be unacceptably high, especially if the
aircraft, and other requirements. By performing sufficient tolerances ae fight and the handling qualities are poor. The
numben of engagements, a meaningful probability of a simulation results should also accurately predict the pilotes
specific configuration being the victor against some other qualitative opinion and numerical ratings in full-scale flight.
configuration can be determined. References 1 through 3 If the pilots opinion of the aircraft response is significantly
contain analyses of combat maneuvers and engagements for affected in flight due to factors such as the effects of motion.
configurations with and without thrust-vectoring controls. the fixed-based simulation results will need to be modified. It

may also be determined in flight tests that the pilot rating
A particular data analysis process is appropriate for the approach itself needs to be altered. Future flight tests of the
determination of control margin design guidelines involving HARV will yield such information concerning the validity of
pilot ratings. The determination of appropriate candidate the nose-down control margin study conducted on the DMS
figures of merit for the analysis will be discussed in a later and the application of the Cooper-Harper handling qualities
section; however, for each candidate figure of merit selected, rating scale to enhanced high-angle-of-attack flight.
the level of statistical correlation should be determined
between the quantitative values achieved by the aircraft for Status ofManeu.r Definitio - During flight test
that response characteristic and the pilot comments and programs, as the airplane is cleared for different regions of
ratings assigned. In this manner the most significant the flight envelope from benign flight conditions to more
figure(s) of merit that best characterize those aspects of the demanding ones. maneuvers and tests performed during
response that the pilots evaluated can be determined. This piloted simulation ae repeated for evaluation/validation
process is depicted in figure 17. The statistical correlation purposes. Accepted task performance guidelines for
method that wa found to work well for the determination of nonlinear piloted simulation of high-angle-of-attack
the figures of merit for nose-down control response was to maneuvering and corresponding evaluation
compute the mean values of the figure of merit versus pilot procedurmeguidelines for flight test do not currently exist.
rating and the 95-percent confidence intervals about the Historically, different ad hoc approaches have been used by
mean at each rating value. For this study, one figure of merit various organizations during specific programs. However,
that was determined by this analysis technique to be little attempt has been made to pull together these various
significant was the maximum nose-down pitch acceleration appro"i =j sk. ,aim azge ui uu: "sons • tea•ed over
achieved within the first second of a full nose-down command the years. Therefore. development of open- and closed-loop
at high angles of aack. These results are shown in figure task performance guidelines and evaluation procedures that
18. The clear dependence of pilot rating on the amount of wae generally accepted for agility research and control law
pitch acceleration achieved and the generally small evaluations is a current and future research challenge
confidence intervals were evidence of a meaningful
correlation. This information was then used in the High-angle-of-attack research programs are attempting to
determination of design criteria, address the issue of task definition. NASA has proposed that

a set of standard. represertative tasks be defined and used in
3 FL T VAI JDATION OF RESULTS all ongoing high-angle-of-attack research flight program,

with the same tasks being evaluated in simulation and flight.
As was shown in figure 4, final determination of the results Still unresolved is what the specific tasks should be.
of high-angle-of-attack piloted simulation studies involves Research activities we underway to develop and ultimately
the use of gound-based testing and full-scale flight testing to flight-validate candidate tasks. Starting with the
validate the simulation results. These tests am used to fudmntal -ract tic maneuves down in figue 7 as a
determine any refinements needed to the simulation basis, a preliminary set of candidate maneuvers which could
mathematical model or die evaluation methodology used. be used for high-angle-of-attack agility and control law
such as the maneuvers and rating approaches. The simulation design research is being evaluated using the DMS. A wide
also serves as a tool for flight test planning and practice for variety of maneuvers were initially considered on dho basis of
dhe test pilots. In flight tests, real-world considerations with their potential for quantifying the anhancemeats in agility
respect to pilot/vehicle-miterfae needs can be evaluated and due to the use of advanced control effectors. Figure 19
their effect on the validity of the simulation results assessed. desribes the resulting candidate set of maieusveas, which is
These considerations include cockpit displays and controls designed to evaluate the aircrafts ability to rapidly poi the
as well a motionj/hysmiologscal effects such as spatial nose relative to the flight path, a depicted in figure 1. by
disorientation and acceleration experienced by the pilot, pitching or rolling about the velocity vector. In addition to
The following sections will discuss the ue of flight testing these nose-pointing maneuvers, others e beitng developed
for the validation of simulation results. on the DMS which wil demonstaa•t the second up-ct of
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agility shown in figure 1 -- the ability to reposition the tests will determine exactly how die pilots will respond so
aircraft by quickly turniing dhe velocity vector. The DMS is these motions; and bow much they will affect the results of
also being wsed to develop flight teat muwtuvers based on the simulation studies.

* handling qualities evaluations described in reference 16.
Flight tests of these various types of manieuvers using the 4 OSEA M
F-l8 HARY will validate their utility for high-angle-of-
attack agility, handling qualities, and control law The overall piloted simulation research process as shown, in
evaluations. figure 4 is valid for design criteria developtnent. However.

for acme types of research, it is appropriate to adapt oir
PiloI~eigi Intrfae Cnsidratonsextend the general techniques. For exsmuple, in addition to

the test teclmiquealImethadology usid validation
An importsnt goal of the research within the HATP programn considerations previously described, there wre three particular
is to define the considerations and needs of the pilot with aspects of piloted sinsulationt studies which should be
respect to cockpit displays anid controls, the possibility anid included in the development process for highi-uajge-of-attack
consequences of spatial disorientation during nmaeuivers, anid design criteria: (1) the evaluationt of candidate criteria. (2)
the severity and effect of g loads experienced by the piloL the relationship of these criteria to the design process. and
Any or all of the potential difficulties associated with these (3) the specification of requirements for denionstratinig in
factors can affect the validation of piloted simulation results flight that the design criteria have been met. The process
because they can cause problems with the accuracy land being used in die develtopment of nose-down pitchcorl
repeatability of the test points. muargint design criteria is shown in figure 20. The DM5 was

used to obtain quanititative results based on dhe pilot rating
The presentation of cockpit displays and the mechanization scale shown in figure 13. These results were used to develop
of the controls can affect both the pilot's ability to perform a preliminary design guidelines which wre beginning to be
maneuver and his opinion of the aircraft response. For applied to specific aircraft. Additional simulation woek is
example, if a display of critical information for performance being performed so valida tehde early results. including
of the maneuver is difficult to read because of its design or closed-loop maneuvers. A preliminary set of requirements
plscemnent, the maneuver performance anc/or pilot opinion for demonstrating in flight tha thde design criteria have been
may be affected. Because of the nature of high-angle-of- met has been defined. Flight tests of two F-li aicraft will be
attack flight and potential problems with spatial performned to validate this process.
disorientation, the performance of large-amnplitude
maneuvers at these conditions may require the wse of EvaluationAofCandid9 daMeCiei
unconventional displays The DMS is being wsed to
investigate the wse of helmet-mounted displays with a view Any study to define design criteria should include the
towards flight tests of such a system on the F-i1 HA V. evaluation of candidate criteria, beginning with a review of

any available literature for existing or proposed criteia or
Spatial disonrietation which can cause the, maneuver guidelines in order to determine how much work has been
performance to suffer due to a reduction in situational done, how systematic wan cornprehensive the work was, and
awareness, can result due to die occurrence of unausual flight how well the results agree with each other. If a reasonable
attitudes or motions. Such disorientation can occur within data base of simulation and flight test results exists.
the conventional flight envelope at angles of attack below sufficient information may be obtanied to define a
the stall; however, the possibility exists. based on prelimninary guideline which can be conpaered with die
suimlation experience, that more severe disorientation may simulation results at the completion of the stud. The results
result during the performance of maneuvers such as high- of such a review of existing guidelines and dafta bases for
anigle-of-attack rolls shout the velocity vector. Piots who nose-down pitch control criteria are contained in reference
are used to rolling aboutdithe longitudinal body axis at low ls.
angles of attack may become very disconcerted at first by die
subetantial initial yawing motion observed in response to a An important step in the evaluation of candidate design
roll hinput. Pilots have adapted to this phenomenon in criteria which raelate to the wse of pilot rating approaches as
simulations; however, there is currently s lack of flight well as to the antalysis of the simulatioen results is the
experience with these motions. Simulation results related to establishment of figires of merit to be used in evaluating the
agility and design criteria development may have to be aircraft response. As many potenia figures of merit as
altered after comparing these results with flight test data. possible should be considered. They can best be compared
Applicable date should be available soon fromt die F-li by characterizing them according to the strength of dhirk
HARY flight nests and other high-angle-of-attack flight relationship to dhe parameter under design and an appopriate
programsa. This issu is also being addressed as part of the time scale. Figure 21 shows this overal relationship for a
research being conducted with helmet-mnounted displays number of potential figure of merit which were considered
mentioned previously. for nose-down pitch control desig based on their

relationship to pitch control power and the time, scale
A second physiological consideration for pilo~lvehicle relative to initiation of dhe pilot contrasted. Those figures of
interfacing is the potential for excessive accelerations (g merkt on die leA: aide, of the. scale, would be expected to be die
loads) encountered at the Pilot station during rapid no.e critical ones for design considerations, although the
maneuvering at high angles of attack. The Primary concerns oter could also be useful as supplemental or check
are the onsto rate of normal acceleration on the pilot during parameters. For this application it is clma that in the
rapid pitch mraneuvers. the buildup of axial acceleration
("eyeballs-out" g's) due to high yaw rate during high-sangle- absence of significant angular ramos. Pilch acceleration (4)
of-attack rolls, and die lateral accelerations experienced due ber ston reaionhi to pitch control pows. becase, it
so rapid yaw acclerations in thaese rolls. These values con be is directly proportional to static pitching moment
easily calculated from sumulation data; however, only flight Coefficient (Cin)- The longer titus-scale pmeeer, shown



on the right end of the plot have a much weaker association A design guideline was developed from nose-down pitch
with control power and ae more closely associated with control margin simulation results reporued in reference 8.
airplane performance effects such as thrust and drag. As was This guideline provided a methodology to detrmine die
shown in figure 18 pitch acceleration wa in fact found to be minimum value of Cm required at the pinch poin (Cm*) aid
a significant figure of merit, based an the piloted simulation the shape of the available nose-down pitch response. The
results. The results aimo showed that the klng-tan basis for this guideline icluded €cnsiderations for pitch
parameters did no corrdeate as well with pilot opinion of the acceleration aid pitch rate requirements duinrg Ig pushover
recoveries from high agSles of atack, so this approach to maneuvers, which were determined to be the most significant
evaluating candidate figures of merit was beneficial. figures uf merit to use for the design criteria. This guideline

is illustrated ian figure 23. A methodology was developed to
A final area of consideration for the evsluation of candidate determine design requirements based on the consideration of
design criteria is the generation of a syatematic, various maneuvers and motions which involve the
comprehensive data blae of simulation results, from which significant figures of merit. For noe-down control power
the final criteria can be derived. The performance of the process to select the pitching momenm required at each
sufficient runs to ensure the establislment of the pilots' angle of -anck, including inertia coupling considerations for
leamin curves ard a statisticslly meaningful set of results rolling maneuvers and motions, is illustrated in figure 24.
was discussed previously. Fot control margin design these Three values of Cm ae computed based on the maneuvering
results should also incorporate the variation of critical requirements shown and the largest Cm value is selected.
parameters affecting control capability and response. For
example, those perameters which were chosen to characteri iht Test Demonsretin Req icmeU
the static nose-down pitching moment characteristics are
illustrated in figure 22 and include: (1) the minimmm value of In the final stages of the design process for a new
Cm, Cm*, (2) the angle-of-anack range over which Cm* configuration, flight test is used to demonstrate that the
occurs, a*, and (3) the slopes of the pitching moment curve configuration mees design requizremen and/or is in
for angles of attack below and above ht*, Sl and S2. Such compliance with the specifications. Typically a
parameters should be varied individually and systematically comprehensive set of flight demonstration requirements is
for the piloted evaluations. For the nose-down control outlined prior to the flight test phase and is methodically

margin study, 25 separate parametric variations of the -os- completed as the flight envelope is expanded.
down pitching moment capability were evaluated. The rage
of variations for each characteristic evaluated were based on Piloted simulation is very useful for developing flight
the characteristics of cuzrent aircft and projected future demonstration requirements, especially those which are
designs. Asa preliminary check on the validity of the initial related to simulation-derived design criteria. The specific
quantitative analysis of the simulation results, additional test techniques and flight conditions can be developed in the
maneuvers wer performed to verify that the pilot ratings simulator in order to determine optimum piloting techniques
could be predicted for a wide variety of control margin and the most efficient methods for acquiring the
characteristics, demonstration dam Specific test conditions which ae

difficult so achieve or assess can be identified prior to flight
Relationshin of Simulation-Derived Criteria in the Design test. Also, operational constraints on flight demonstrations

Raw~eLU can be evaluated and alternative demonstration requirements
cat be developed when required.

During the early design stages of a new aircraft, dhe aircraft Flight demonstration maneuvers which ae used to
designer requires guidelines which enable him to design for demonstrate design criteria ideally should be closely related
the desired aircraft performance. Ideally it is best to apply to maneuvers used in simulation to develop the criteria. This
design guidelines as early as possible in the design process approach allows the fundamental underatanding of the flight
such that significant design problems car be identified and dynamics gained from simulation to be applied to flight test
design tradeoff sudies can be conducted. The format of and assures that the design methodology is reflected in the
design guidelines must be eay so apply and yet maneuver requirements. The flight demonstration should be
comprehensive in including the most significant factors repeatable and easily accomplished using normal flight
which influence the performance. An example of the early testing techniques ind not require unusual flight
application of design guidelines is during preliminary wind- instrumentation for data documentation.
turnuel screening of candidae configurations in which quick
assessments of stability leves and control effectiveness are The DMS was used to de-elop flight demonstration
made. requirements for the nose-down pitch control criteria as

previously discussed. The recommended flight mneuvers
Criteria developed from piloted simulation restults ca be were closely related to the bsic criteria development
very useful in developing design guidelines. Usually the maeuvers sed in lsnulation. These maneuvess included
intent will be that the aircraft achieve the deired stabilized Ig pushovers. pushovers during rolling
performance demnontrated as satisfactory in the simulator. netvere, pul-push ad zoom climb mamaver. Successul
Very importatly, the designer must have a high level of demonstration of meeting the design criteria included
confidence that use of simulation-derived guidelines will achieving threshold values of pitch acceleration and pitch
ultimately produce aircraft which meet the original criteria. rate within specified times perioda. The DMS was particularly
To achieve &s high level of confidence the design guideline useful for developing the specific tet tachniques for the
must cqap the inetm of the criteria, including pilot flight deomosation Taclniques for achieving lg stabilized
opiion, and ideally should be flight-validated on a variety conditions at high angles of snack were evaluated including
of aircraft. initial conditions, a bilisation criteria, and the impact of

engine operating limiation. Als m eavers wer
developed to demonstrate nose-down pitch control duning
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Use the following questions as a guideline Use the following questions as a guideline
for describing and evaluating each test point, for describing the potential tactical

applications of each type of maneuver.
1. Describe respone to stick input.

a. Pitch response 1. Based on your experience, would this maneue be
b. Accompanying roli/yaw motions tactically usefid for curenat or fiutre aicraft?
c. Disorienting motion

2. What would you like to improve on this maneuver to
2. Compare this response to other aircraft increase the tactical effectiveness?

you have flown.
a. Airaft 3. If this airraft displayed "excellent'!response
b. Conditions capability, would this maneuver be actically useful?

c. Similar, better or worse
4. Would you desire to have more AOA capability than

3. Give your opinion on the application of that demonstrated during this maneuver and why?
this maneuver to combat.

a. Characteristics that enhance or degrade 5. Describe a tactical situation where you would most
combat effectiveness likely see this setup and desire to perform this

b. Describe what you would most like to maneuver.
improve on this response

6. What maneuver/s would liely precede and follow
4. Determine impact of other influences on this in a tactical situation?

your opinion.
a. Did recovery time affect your opinion? Figure 15. - Pilot questionnaire for evaluation of
b. Did altitude loss affect your opinion of maneuvers

the recovery?
c. Were you most concerned about mission

safety or mission accomplishment i- Baine
during this maneuver?

dL Did pilot technique affect results? ig M=.6
e. What pilot compensation was required to 15

comple maneuver? tlA#I" 180., 10

sec 5 - -

Figure 14. - Pilot questionnaire for additional comments 0

100

P O--s I I I Ij

253035 253035
a.dog a.dog

Figure 16. - Roll maneuvering results from simulation

evaluation. ho = 25,000 ft.
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~i) to sejim ositial scattrVof0a100f the simulatrn. Ifam ed1Aks this

Mrop tabliget MMA, now pert of should achiuM similar touchdol

Harrier GOat toucdon. Slow and Hniin prfml to finght sifia hero acieve e

vertical tandings MWTI) were carried cut in : using th s imi lar otrol an

a' a conventional rummiy with ~iim eadd- erealistic still. Degrees
mrkcings r~esomng a narrow airstrip, of= - cours sujctv a n can

1Me objective of tim trial was to lard be difficult to fpuatify.
within thm airstrip as Oos*m as possible to
a marked ame. 3n parallel with thm flight Fo m01 elante of tim coming systm,
trial a uiinzlab study wee rm by kitisin inAi is achieved "ouU*1 Agaxi. This
Asrospace with thesme obdjective. Resilts is not alway posibl mo the iuto
were compared to discover the i gre to am .ars hr h tomvles

Whicih flight results could be replicated in acully Conflict.

Aircraft Pr dinmtsetor aircraft tm e ~ t prs o i srl
onaonatalrrsWy. uns, were thnan PiAtWain fytin Of m ofe tM .

flight results obtained PW0vid primay a widdt othurs
dwn outine night trial of th W. atrhte ward a primary am.



2.1 OotrelaStivel staraioter wr Cclax and accrate models of the aircraft

dynamics and flight control systems.wr
It i reltivly sraihtfowardto rovie ued. Iii neder to minmirse ttw tran. it

iYrer'rý With accrate feel deays rateI Imprtnt toe achieve yahig
characteristics. For these experiments the solutionrt ihntmioptn ytm
aircraft stick units ware replicated in the A typical iteration rats for aircraft
simulatora with sufficient accracy for the dynamics used in this 52~parisatzt was abort
pilots to recognise the similarity. 7he 350HZ
FAP simuilator was fitted with the most

rza e plica. 'ibis high degree of A Cathode Ray Whoub (CRT) video poject-iom
accracy can be regarded as implying a system* was used to display the outside
corresponding high degree of realism. Tha world image. Tebrightnes ant resolution
is, we can regard these inceptora as being of the resulting image wer significantly
both accrate and! realistic. below that of the real vKWd.

2.2 MA iSisr

It is generally accepted that motioncus Br ightness > 10,000 1
are important for high gain simulator tasks ft Lamberts
such as the control of low stability
vehicles (Ref 2). The aircraft wrler Resoluticil < 1
consideration in the experiments raotdarc DirVolp
here were well stabilised and c trlable.
For this reason a fixed base aimulator was Wwwve~r, the field of view of ISO- wide by
used. Vestibular mo~tion cuss ware 48* high use perfectly adegat for
therefore abeent and in this resect the representing this task and in this respect
simulator was completely inaccurate. could be conseidered both accurate and
Therefore, the only method by wh~ich any realistic.
realistic sensation of notionou~ld then be
applied was through the visual system. The way 0-ptar Lampe Gnert-orsperate

an their databaes in t~of perspective
2.3 ant occltation prooesses cnbe regarded

as accurate ant realistic. This is
The predominant aiudio cue represented the discussed Later In more detail.
engine as heard from outside the airo~aft.
The provision of a touchdown scurd gave a The size ant ccupleodty of the databases
pceitive indication of ground cotact. wh&ich can be procesed by eeIi visual
Both of theseeaffects ware niot accuate ant systaem is, however, limited. The EIG-500
did not represent what can be heard inside used for the wiaeriments can display arcurd
a cockpit ant flyingj helmet. Dizring 500 polygons per channel and is ooridered
flight, wvjine condxition can be sensed to have mid-range performance. A few
throug~h the airframe ant the cockpit air thocusand polygons is the ie limit of
coditioningq system. today's tad-nlogy. In theory, an

electronically generated acone could
The omen oftoucdow canof ours becontain a separate polygon for each
'itsm~tof castia~ ca of ira bedisplayable pixel. 7b achieve this, the

felt by the pilot. N~etheless, the system would need a capacity of over one
realism of the siuilaticn was increased by milo Poyos
mneas of these inaccurate cues.

2.4 ~Given such a restriction in the accracy of
2.4 ~scame crtant, there is the potentisl fora

Theviual swn asuntuball ~similar shortfall in realism. It is
Th viulsa a mcbel h essential therefore that visual cueing is

Preoinancu prin these 1hich efimentsapplied as effectively as possible in order
~accuay of the visual system are manifold. t 55 elm
Scam of the more significant ons r A.G. Parfitt (Ref 3) offers a sWImia
considered here. In same cases wall argment with regard to training siuzlators
established guidelines can be called upon which me low-cot img generators. His
to decide on apropmriate values. general omcusicre, howeve, apply eqnualy

rajc, amplethe raz~rt dlayfor research slazzlatorm suchi as these usngr
Tak, fr eampe, hetra-pot dlay=ail-m Cost vigaals. He reform inbtween conrol stick mmumnit ant apaent particular to matching cumeing to the task

displacemet of the visual sOWIM. Figure I
ahowe the results of aoevael wqx-mrirats antd avoiding attemts to &Vilicaft all
(flaf 5) who a delay wa ade to the aeoaof the real word. That is
stick forward Path. Beyond about 110m ardwmoin; realism without zaccrcy. 7ham
Pilot Ratings are sowi to be degraded. prini~ples appear same! and are horns in
7his can be regarded as mayiaq that realise mind in the following discusion.
(i.e. no change in pilot rating) is
maintained with delaye up to this vlum. 3. V aL9
'The masueand delay on the simulastors used
for the approach experimnsts was a aeo'lmua Th requixemets for visual qX
of 110m, i.e. they can be l'egrdec. as perception Impoirtant to the lamilzq task
sufficiently realistic in this rerect di~scuse by A Buffet (Ref 4) ktm the

etraigest cu in statle inegs are
considered to be sieis amuntmry,
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interposition,. linear perspective, and the gym' fWAl of view cay large sudde
neri!!! effo&.. "...zac !!;Wrt.z~t '±jeIt =ovabt can be d1etmcted. To taker
dynamic imge are moemnt parallax and duxm advantage of the effect we firstly
retijul disparity. reuidre a field of view which matdh that

of the eye. it is reascrable to asm
Size omutanc is the effect of distant thaft during the la=rdin task, the pilot
objects aqearinj maler than closer fixes his gaze mor or les at his intende
objects of the sees size. Trcwivi the landing point directly ahead. 7lhu field of
absolute size of the cb)ect thus allow the view in the snurlator of ±90" shout this
viewr to appreciate its razxe. Theu first point should therefore suffice. Soomidly,
chraacteristic of the visual a su *kliA in order to cue the pilot for rall attitudie

mtheefre be to include objects of famdIliar and linear velocity at ae large
size. anglso-off, large objects of high cmrfast

should be included in the prodimity of the
The effect of a near object obscuring a far rurelay.
cm is krown as interposition. Both this
effect and linear perspective are All of the effects decibed here were
automatically produced by the considered to benefit from the muiumr
transformation and oo=lting procesese of contrast txrdr ourld be parduced ft the

t computer image quurmitim systems. visual myte.
This effect ects boh on the polygmu in
the emsm as wall as on the texture In defining this need for high cartrast
patterns within those polygram. Hameer, texture areas over large parts of the ecms
in order to inximiue this effect, objects in order to maet the above requ.irinrants,
should be positioned within tihe sa~m so the illusion of vecticar is also being
that during the larding approach object- encouragd - is. the illusion that the
groupr 'unfold'. Iridividual objects should pilot of the simuilator is actually moving
also be fairly close to the flight path. as a result of being preserted with a
Liberal use of highx cortrast texture shurld moving outside world scme. Vectimr or
also enorage the effect. 'picture flow' is widely reoupoised as

essential in cueing the pilot for low
flying. This is clearly an Imprtant

Moivement parallax is the effect wh~ereby effect if flare sencenrsem are to corea
distant objects have a oemlier apparent wall with flight. Whenr using high onrtraat
relative velocity then closer oum. It is textures, cure must be taken to ensre that
the dynamic equivalent of interposition. any repeating pattern doese not cause
Thesm em guidelines as for interposition stroboscoic effects %ban viewed at speed,
and perspective effects should be followe. otherwise the Woction effect is radiced or

lost cmqlately. Tiles within a ruImy
Incliaded in aeia effects are shdn an pattern are an emople of an area for
shadowing. The effect of su angle an the cuin
objects is to izcreass the contrast betwaen
similar ooloured surfaces becuse of their Bae an the aboe discusons, the
different incidemoss to the Light source. following 'grounM rules' summris the
Maximising this effect clearly adds to th characteristics to be Maizd for:
3-D0 laraion of the sa~m.

Another effect of this is the creation of 1. High onrtrast between features in the
grout-d uhado. Theuse can be thought of asBom
aditicaul polygomu attached to a given~ 2. Many textured surfacee painted with
object aMd related geometrically to it. hig ftq - tetue
ise they provide additioaul information
about the scom. An adde effect is that 3. Use of am shading aMd shaow.
mieler objects, perticularly those with a
emal 'footprint' are loem likaely to ape 4. large objects close to the Line of
detached or 'floating' saboe the ground.flgt
Qn of the objects wichid Sajectively
apear to benef it are trams. 5. Groups of objects close to the line of

Retinal disperity is the peroaptirm of 3Dlfigt
due to the separation of the eyes. 6.7hetSt eo amla ie
similator oenfiguratic usad for the
experimenet was based on the projection of ror oprtoa reasm two standards of
real imags onto a single curvatuire mareervsalia database wer ocuma for
3.5 artrss fros the Pilot by sear Of CR the~ siuao experimt each
projectors. The effect of retinal som -r all of ths
disparity ws ra t reprsennted by the im
simulator, but with the limited disiplay
resolution smen a binoular display rwould 4. * __________________
only show retinal disparity of objects at
visual rangse of less than 50 metres. la sielao carfigurstiar use simlar for

Visel mniy M t~efre~- e±W1.both amperimmrte. Soem of the )my elemnts
resolution is knowsn to fall off m arvile ther ousing contribution. wThreer tofifine the fove increases (Figaum 2). differene 1-taMe the simulator arelToords the limits of di~scussed belm.
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7hm sirsilatoz- was fixed base for the The resul~ts of the UPE flight trials were
exp~erimenmt. A generic Cockpit wa fitted analy'sed byr Me. 7he scatter coprisons
with a feel unit which gave simila forces fo~r Win and slow landiigs are plotted
and travels for the eg ps± gha as in separately in Figures 4 and 5. Mears and
the Harrier aircraft. A Hmad-Up Display standiard deiations are plotted for the
(MUD) in the cockpit gave 1:1 climb-dive flight trials in total. Theme included the
information~ bu olrdn guidance an sam range of crosswinde as in the~ 'vt~simulator. Althoug no ameaurements were

velocty vetor.taken at the time it was considered that
the tortulence levels during the flight

Thres windows of Evans and Sutherland trials were not high. With this in mind,
ESIG-500 were Projected onto a dome to the simulator results for WinA are plotted
coer ISO- Wide by 48a high field-of-view, both in total and for zero turbuleno end
The vertical arrangement was 15 deg up and cewns
33 deg down froa the horizontal.
C~tirnuitY Of the image Was ensured by The scatter in both cases ohms a
ameans of a window blendingj system developed rearrkable similarity u.ten the zero
in-house. A visual database was crosswirei/turbulence values are comspared
cons5tructed based on the r.A Bedford with flight. This scatter incrases
airfield whemre the flight trials were however whetn turbulenc and crosswinds are
conducted. within the rmmly an additional applied, bit for the reasons stated
narrow strip of 8 x 750 matree, was marked, earlier, ame of the simalated turbilenoe
The marks were positionied identically to was probably too severe.
those in the flight trial excet for an
adition~al tmxahdownm arker. All markings Th slI- lardirqs ccqared 1n Figure 5

-m md at the -mxima contrast ratio again show very good correlation. A
available. In this databas, building noticeable factor in both types of larding
were not placed Ovo~rmally close to thie is the displacemet of the mamn values
rmmly. Figure 3 ohms the -rxm with thea between flight and sinflaticn. The reasoni

harias nd thr uilins cm distance for this is uncilear, although a tendency to
awy- flare the aircraft which was riot seen in

the simulator mamy have pushed the men
Larding guidance was provided by MM~ point furthr don the strip. The ameasured
(Precisicn ApRomac3 Path Indicators) aet at sinkrates from flight craonsaistent with
either 3 deg or 5 dsp dependiing uporn the this theory since an averag they were 1esa~
type of epproach. A total of 270 slow tha those seen on the simulator.
landings with a nominal 3 deg glideslcoe
were flown at a constant speed of about
l20kts. In addition 250 RaUIng-Vartical
landings (%Mo) starting at 90kts and
touching down at sbout 60kts were flown at
a final nominal glideelope of 5 deg. 4. R iu

A range of simuflated turbulenc (based no Thetarmx to flare during the Harrier
Dryden spectra) from zero to We rs was flight trials and not in the simulator
applied during the experizment. Various amaw* that toucdown sinkattes oruld not be
rossewind conditionos up to M~ts were also amewingfuly compare.i Fr thi's reason,

applied. teE simualatono experimet wa canducted

FcmzHariertes piotstoo pet i ~=to gather data woe or lees exclusively on
experimet. They were briefed to carry ou sncrats. Againthogh e h vaisuwas %ota
unflared landings as close as possible tooasn enytruhtevsa yte
the tocstdomn marker. Th siuao arrangemet wssimilar in

that a fixed based cod~it vas used, with a
mechanical replica of the BAP cotol
stick. A prajerIa visual errargesent
smelaer to the Harrier trial was use,

4.2 Harrier Flift Trials drve by te sm SCý vsa
generator. In this caer, however, the MM~7he flight trials war carried cut by' MI was projected onto the emu focal plane as

(now part of EPA) at the Bedford site. An tJA outside world rafter then usirq a
PMF Harrier Maaircraft was satavailable oodcIit wmit. This arrangemet was
with aproc guidance aids and ground designed for research into wide
instumentstion proided by MA. 'flU runway f 1*15-of-vie. BMI. Figure 6 sham the

in tihlto inulto exermetr.wr
provided aslarding guidance. flin Harrier Pbr the exriam*, the ENP 1:1 ZED formt

wsfitted with a 5:1 olli*-dive HOD buit as was used. As the aircraft 4 cmI I be~low
in the simulator, no velocity voctor. 250ft altitude thisn w smpqliff-e to

lae o ~containonly airspedeltitude ad angle

flihttrilsandaginthy wr rieedplayed a major Pert In deeminingto fly ief lared landlin. UM total mmbar, tan~jdbM .mfr . & - then a
of slow lardinpa reliance an HZ infatution.
wes 121. RVIA totalled 95.
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sinc the flare manowavre was probably more 5. P=
important in this ewqrinant, the
opportunity was taken to construct a visual In general, the simulators and the cuing
database usig ore of the 'guidelins•, they provided were 1iked by the subject
diaag earlier. Figure 7 show a view pilots. 'fl resolution of the outside
durirg the aproaec. Grcups of familiar world display was good for showing the
sized baildings Ircluding hangars and detailed runewy texture in the flare balow
ontrol towers have bewn position about 30ft altitude. An icxrease in
alconide the trshld but -urh closer resolution however, would also have helped
than in any real airfield. Cose to the during initiation of the flare. 7he other
lira of flight ae other familiar Objects runway marking, nevertheless, provided
such as electricity pylons, trees, farm good flare -seing - particularly the piano
building, barne, grain silos, etc. keys and centrelinee. The remaining
Clearly there is scope for the size of any features in the visual soene, e.g.
of these objects to be misinterpreted in buildins, shadows, etc, were all thought
isolation. oever, the intention was to to be effective earlier in the approach.
include a nrotier of them together so that
they ould be visually compare and
hopefully reinforce one another's cuss.
High contrast textuzre was again Used 6. QaJ
liberally throughuot the scen as well as
shadows fron trea and pylons. An oprtunity has been taken to oaqre

sinzlaticn and flight results during
No landing guidance was provided and a landing appoach and touchdown for Harrier
total of 30 landings were carried out. The and W aircraft.
brief was for the pilot to achieve similar

in.rates as in routine test flying', with M., si•lator cueig requirements were
less concern for touxtsin scatter. comnidered in terms of their aoouracy and

realism. In addition to accurate ceing
All simulator run were carried out in uai41 control feel slmulation and
still air. An EAP test pilot took part in aircraft dyflemics modelling, supplementary
the experiment, since he also produced the -tudio cuss were also provided.
flight data used in cpactiso. The visual am* played a key part in

4.*5 EAP Eliht cueing the pilot. Although the visual cuss
ould rot be considered aaarate, they w

The same pilot bad previcusly flown 28 test cpimuised with the intention of inducing
flights with the se standard of aircraft realistic behaviour in the pilot. The
as used in the sisulation. h sinkrates effectivernss of the overall cueing was
were extracted from routine flights made dwcked by ousparing tocdn scatter and
tre e's a artan airfield. sisegently s tabetween similatcr and flight test.the lsma• were subject to n wide t In general, the degree of correlationof tuhe laence sing croeswind ctnaitidors confirmed the suitability of thisconfiguration of simulator and the

cdaracteristics of its visual system for
4.6 E the landing approach and toxhdoen task.

The man value for simulation and flight
differed by about lf/u (3.Sf/u simulated,
4.5,f/ flight). 7fu histograms saho in
Figure a show, the peak for flight results
to he mrre distinct than simaulation Pefere 1 7he Cormis Between Accuracy and
results. 7hu tendency for lower sinkrates Realism in Flight Sinldation.
to be producd on the simulator may be due A G S•,MS, AZAt Flight Simulaticn
to the still air onditions used. In Technologies Conferarc.
genarel te the results are close and August 1991

=aging since it is often the cam for
smiilator airatee to be larger than Referec 2 'fl Read for Platfom motion in
flight. The omles (30 simulator, 28 Modern Piloted Flight ranM
flight) are ot large but clear tred can Similatcre. J R HALL, RRA
be mean. Teau Memol " Fi5, Oct 1989.

A omparison of typical stick activity used Reference 3 Visual Scam Contgnt and Tnrining
ckwing the landtings is ahmm in Figure 9. A G SMITIT, kPyal Aeron~autical
Again the coarison ie between still air society Conferec "law cot visual
(sluilafor) and m tuaulam (flight). Systms". Noveer 1988
The ftqm ad awplitUs of the stick
ti s are .eat different, Rference 4 Visual Cueing Reqiiawnts in

showing that a diffarent •o•trol strategy Flight Sin.lation. A R MEF
is being ued in the sintlator. There in,
how~e, in eSat casN a point QIWO stick Pferume 5 Siuilation as a Fights. Design
activity increams. Aromd 5-7 ine Tool. Jin Ru LOn-.-5oun
before the tuchdwn, the flare is Tol. J R l , Arc 1.153
initiated W11 the levl ot atvity June 1986.
lmueuee significantly in both siolatew
and flihj~t. This peovides further
oxmfidmos in the effectivenws of the

OverafllCueing.
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FIG. 3 BEDFORD AIRFIELD DATABASE FOR HARRIER EXPERIMENT

n 40 Simulation - All X winds
Longitudinal -turb. levels
Touchdown and pilots
Position (m)

x Simulation - No wind
No turb.

20 All pilots

o Flight Trial

E2 -1 0 1 2

Lateral Touchdown
Position (m)

-20

-- *------ -*-. Mean + SD

Mean-401

Mean - SD

(both axes)

-60

FIG. 4 COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT- TOUCHDOWN ACCURACY HARRIER RVLS
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o Flight Trial

2 1I 12

Lateral Touchdown
Position (m)

-- 20
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FIG. 5 COMPARIS :N WITH FLIGHT- TOUCHDOWN ACCURACY HARRIER SLOW LANDINGS
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FIG. 6 EAP SIMULATOR
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FIG. 7 VISUAL DATABASE USED FOR EAP EXPERIMENT

SIMULATION
(MEAN VALUE 3.5 FIS)

- FLIGHT (MEAN VALUE
---------- 4.5 FIS)

6-

S4 ........

3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SINK RATE F/S

FIG. 8 HISTOGRAMS OF SINK RATE AT TOUCHDOWN FOR EAP.
SIMULATOR AND AIRCRAFT FLOWN BY SAME PILOT.
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FIG. 9 PITCH STICK ACTIVITY PRIOR TO TOUCHDOWN
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